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NOTES 

ON ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. 

BOOK I. p ae F 

* émeidt) wacay modu K.T.A. 

The order of the first paragraph is disturbed by the repetition 

of the statement that every community aims at some good. The 

meaning will be clearer if drawn out in a technical form: 

Every community aims at some good: 

Every city is a community; and therefore 

Every city aims at some good. 

Upon which rests a second syllogism with added determinants : 

Whereas all communities aim at some good, 

the highest aim at the highest good: 

The city is the highest community; and therefore 

The city aims at the highest good. 

Compare the opening of the Nicom. Ethics, i. 1. § 1,— 

mwaca Téxyn kai maca peOodos dpoiws b€ mpagis Kat mpoaipects dyabod 

twos epierbat Soxet* 10 Karas amepyvarto trayabdv ob avr’ edieras. 

Similarly the Metaphysics begin with a general proposition, 

navres GvOpwrot Tod eidévar dpéyorvrat Puce ; and the Posterior Analytics, 

_ maga S&idackadia kal waca paOnots Siavontixi) ék mpovmapxovons yiverat 

yraceas. 

The connexion of what follows in § 2, if there be any, is not 

easy to trace: ‘ But a community is a complex organisation ;’ Or, 

‘But we must not suppose the different forms of communities to 

be the same;’ Or, the agreement described in the first sentence 

may be contrasted with the difference of opinion in the second ;— 

VOL. IL. B 
f 
; 
: 



2 ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. 

‘We are all agreed about the end of the state, but we are not 

equally agreed about the definition of the ruler.’ 

"Ocot pev ody olovrat modtTeKoy Kat Baowdrstxdy Kat oikovoyiKdy Kal 

Seomorixdy eivat Tov adTdov K.T.r, 

The starting-point of Aristotle’s enquiry here, as in many other 

passages, is a criticism of Plato. See Politicus, 259 C, davepdy 

os émornun pia mept mdavt’ eott ratra* tavrnv Se eire Back cite 

ToKuTiKy ere oiKovopuKHY Tis dvopater, pndev arta Siahepopeba. 

This criticism is further worked out in ii. c. 1-5; cp. especially, 

c. 2. §§ 2-8, where Aristotle shows that the state is composed of 

dissimilar elements. An opposite view is maintained, or appears 

to be maintained by Socrates in Xen. Mem. iii. 4. § 12, where he 

Says, ) Tov div éemyseAeca TANOE pdvov Siapéeper ris Tov Kkowav; and § 7, 

where the good oikovduos is said to be the good orparnyds. This is 

a paradoxical way of insisting on the interdependence or identity 

of different callings ; Aristotle rather dwells upon their diversity. 

oiov dv per ddrtyov. Sc. dpyer 7, Or apyn. 

A general notion gathered from the words moderixdy Kat Bacidcxdy 

K.T,A, 

kal mrodurixov 8é x.7.X., 

SC. Tov dpxovra héyovcr, 

THS EMLOTHUNS THS TOLaUTS, 

SC, mohutixjs, to be supplied either from the previous part of the 

sentence, or from the word modrrixdy which follows :—‘ According 

to the principles of the science which deals with this subject.’ Cp. 

i. 8. § 7, Oddarrav rovairny, where rovairyy is to be explained from 

ddveias which precedes: and in the same chapter, § 9, rovadry kris, 

where rowirn (meaning ‘in the sense of a bare livelihood’) is 

gathered from aéréguros and pi d¢ ddAayfs in the previous section ; 

and il. 4. § 4, dei 8€ rovotrous civar rods dpxouévous mpds rd mevBapyeiv Kal 

py veorepife; where rowdrous, meaning ‘ disunited, is a notion 
supplied from the preceding words,—frrov yap gora giria Kowav 
Svtwy Tay Téxvov kal rév yovarxdv: and ii. 6. § 22, ds pev odv od« x Snpo- 
Kparias kat povapyias Sei cumordva ri rowdbrny modreiav, Where the 



NOTES, BOOK 1.1. 3 

idea of an ‘imperfect’ state, like that contained in Plato’s Laws, 

has to be gathered from the whole preceding passage. 

kara thy Shyynpevyny pEeOodor. 1. 3. 

i.e. the method of analysis which resolves the compound into 

. the simple. Cp.c. 8.§ 1, ddws S€ mepi mdons krjoews Kal xpnpateorixijs 

Ocopnowpev Kara Tov dpynynpévoy Tpdmor, émetmep Kai 6 SovAos Ths KTHTEws 

pépos Te hy. 

ipnynuevny, ‘which we have followed, not merely in the Ethics, 

as Schneider and others; for the same expression occurs N. E. 

ii, 7. § 9 (kara rov ipyynpévoy tpémov), and therefore can hardly 

refer to them, but ‘ generally’ or ‘in this discussion.’ ‘The pé6odos, 

like the Adyos in Plato, goes before and we follow. Cp. De Gen. 

Anim. 3. 758 a. 28, and note on c. 13. § 6. 

aomep yap ev trois adhows 7d ovvOeroy péxpt trav dovvbérwy avdykn 1. 3. 

duaupeiv (ratvta yap ehdxiora popia tod mavrds), oT kal hu e& dy 

ovykerrat okorrodvres Oypdueba Kal wept ToUTwY padXor, Ti Te Siahepovoew 

G@\Anr@v Kat et Te TexviKdv evdéxerar AaBely Tepl ExacTov TaY pynOEevTor. 

rovrwy may either refer 1)* to é& Sv obyxetras, i.e. the elements of 

the state which he is going to distinguish in this book; or 2) to 
the different kinds of rule mentioned in the preceding paragraph 

(Bernays, Susemihl): in the latter case it is paraphrased by zepi 

exaorov Trav pybévrwy, in the next clause. (For the vague antecedent 

to rovrwy cp. supra c. 2. §§ 2, 12, etc.,etc.) Aristotle treats of ‘the 

kinds of rule’ in Book iii. cc. 7, 8, and in the fourth and sixth books. 

kai, according to the first explanation=‘as about the state so 

about the elements of the state,’ according to the second,=‘ about 

kinds of government as well as about other things.’ domep ev rois 

aos .. kal wep rovrwy is repeated or resumed in éo7mep ev rois Gas 

kal év rovrois at the beginning of the next paragraph, c. 2. § 1. 

The argument is to the effect that if we analyse forms of 

government into their parts, or into their kinds, we shall see 

that they differ in something besides number—e. g. in the nature 

of the authority exercised in them, or in the character of their 

magistracies, or in the classification of their citizens. (Cp. iv. 4. 

§ 7 ff.) That states consist not only of their elements, but have in 

them something analogous to the principle of life in the human 

B 2 



4 ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. 

frame, is a truth strongly felt by Plato (Rep. v. 462 D), less strongly 

by Aristotle (infra c. 2. § 13). 

2.1. ef dn Tis €& dpyns ra mpdypara pvdpeva Bréerev, Somep €v Tois Gros, 

kal év rovrois Kado?’ dy ovt@ Oewpyoeser. 

Aristotle does not mean that politics are to be studied in the 

light of history; but rather that the complex structure of the state is 

to be separated into the simple elements out of which it appears to 

be created. Yet the two points of view are not always distin- 

guished by him; and his method of procedure is often historical 

(e.g. in Book v) as well as analytical. 

2.2, kai &v... hurois duorxdy 7d epierOat, oioy adrdé, trovovroy Karadureiv 

erepov. 

Aristotle, like Plato (Symp. 186), attributed sex to plants, male 

and female being combined in the same plant. The analogy of 

plants and animals is drawn out; De Gen. Anim. i. c. 23. 

2.2. Tavita moveiv, 

SC. Ta mpoopdpeva tnd Tod dpxorros, another instance of the vague 

antecedent (c. 1. § 2 and c. 2. § 12). 

2.3. Thy AeAduxny paxaipar. 

Evidently an instrument that could serve other purposes than 

that of a knife. Compare the 6fedioxodvxwoy mentioned in iv. 

15.§ 8. The Delphian knife is described by Hesychius as Azp- 

Bavovoa eumpoobey pépos adnpodv, ‘ having an iron part added to it in 

front.’ The name is in some way connected with the sacrifice at 

Delphi, and is said in the appendix to the Proverbiorum Centuria, 

1. 94 (p. 393 Schneidewin) to have passed into a proverb directed 

against the meanness of the Delphians in taking a part of the 

sacrifices and in charging for the use of the sacrificial knife. (See 

Goettling, Commentatio de Machaera Delphica, Jena, 1856.) We 

may agree with Schlosser in thinking that the matter is unimportant. 

2.4. 1d pice dpxov ovk exovow, ... yiverar } Kowwvia adtav SovAns Kai SovAov. 

‘Among barbarians women are slaves. The reason is that all 

barbarians are equally slaves: there is no ruling principle among 

them such as gives the true relation of husband and wife, of master 

and slave; they are all upon a level.’ Cp. infra, cc, 12, 13. 



NOTES, BOOK I. 2. 5 

‘ oikov ev TMporiota yuvaikd te Body 7’ dpornpa’’ 2. 5. 

Compare Wallace’s Russia (p. 90. ed. 8). ‘The natural labour 

unit (i.e. the Russian peasant family of the old type) comprises 

a man, a woman, and a horse.’ 

eis TaGay Tuepay. 2. 5. 

‘For wants which recur every day,’ and therefore can never be 

left unsatisfied. 

dpoxamvous. 2. 5. 

‘Sitting in the smoke of one fire’ is read by MSS. of the better 

class, P#, Ls, corr. Mb, William de Moerbek ; époxarovs by the rest 

(Susemihl). The meaning of the latter word ‘fed at the same 

manger’ is better suited to the context. 

7 & &k mreidvev oikiay Kowovia TPYTH xpnoEws Evexev pr Enuepov KOH. 2. 5. 

There was a time when the copy or village community had an 

important place in Greek life. Cp. iii. 9. § 14, where it is joined 

with yévos (rdédis 8 7 yevOv Kal Kopav Kowwvia Cans Tedeias Kal ad- 

rdpkovs), and Thucydides, i. 5: ib. 10 (kara xopas S€ rH mara@ 

tis “EAAddos tpdm@ oikioOcions, SC. THs Smaprns). Such communities 

lasted into historical times in AMtolia, Acarnania, Arcadia, and 

even in Laconia. During the life of Aristotle himself the villages 

of Arcadia had been united by Epaminondas in the city of Mega- 

lopolis (cp. note on ii. 2. § 3). 

mpor. To be taken with the words which follow: ‘When they 

began no longer to regard only the necessities of life.’ 

pddiora Sé Kata dow eocev % Kdpn arroikia oikias eiva’ ods Kadovai 2. 6. 

ties SpoyddaKtas, maidds re kal raid raidas. 

‘The tie of relationship is still acknowledged in the village, 

which in its most natural form is only a larger family or a colony of 

the family.” (There should be a comma in the Greek after 

époyddakras; the words maidds re «x..A, though construed with 

kadovow, being really an explanation of dmoxia.) The form of 

the village community is most natural, not when composed of 

individuals combined by chance, say, for the purposes of plunder 

or self-defence, but when the family becoming enlarged leaves its 

original seat and finds anew home. The expression dzoxxia oixias is 

not strictly accurate, for the village might grow up on the same spot. 



2. 6. 

6 ARISTOTLE'S POLITICS. 

Cp. Cicero de Officiis, i. 17, ‘Nam cum sit hoc natura 

commune animantium, ut habeant lubidinem procreandi, prima 

societas in ipso conjugio est: proxima in liberis: deinde 

una domus, communia omnia. Id autem est principium urbis 

et quasi seminarium reipublicae. Sequuntur fratrum conjunc- 

tiones, post consobrinorum sobrinorumque ; qui cum una domo 

jam capi non possunt, in alias domos tanquam in colonias exeunt. 

Sequuntur connubia et affinitates, ex quibus etiam plures_pro- 

pinqui. Quae propagatio et soboles origo est rerum publicarum.’ 

GpoydAakres, a rare term for yewvjra or pparepes. 

dd kal 7d mparov €Bacrhevovro ai médets, Kal viv Ere TO evn ek 

Baoevopévav yap ovvndOov. maga yap oikia Bacweverar td Tod 

mpecBurdrov, Sore kal ai droixiac 81a Thy ocuyyéverav. Kal roir’ ear 
$ r , "0 

, ee 2 eyes Upnpos, ‘ Oepuorever dé €xacros 

maidov 7 dddxor.” 

omopddes yap’ Kal ot Td dpxaiov @kovy. Kai Tods Geos dé dia TovTO 

mavres aot BaoiweveoOa, ort Kat avrot of per Ere Kal viv, oi dé Td dpxaiov 

éBacitevovro’ domep dé kal Ta €idn Eavrois apopowdow of &vOpwro, ovTe 

Kal tovs Bious trav bear. 

The argument is as follows: The rise of the village from the 

family explains also the existence of monarchy in ancient Hellas. 

For in the family the eldest rules. This rule of the eldest in the 

family is continued into the village, and from that passes into the 

state.. In support of his opinion Aristotle quotes what Homer 

says of the Cyclopes (a passage also quoted by Plato, Laws 680, 

in a similar connexion), and he further illustrates it by men’s ideas 

about the Gods, to whom they attribute a regal or patriarchal form 

of government, such as their own had been in primitive times. 

ra €6vm here as in ii. 5. § 2 (see note in loco), a general term for 

barbarians, 

€x Baoievopevev yap cvviOov. 

Aristotle is here speaking of one kind of monarchy, which may 

be called the patriarchal. In iii, 14. § 12, he attributes the rise of 

monarchy to the benefits conferred on the inhabitants of a country 

in peace or war by distinguished individuals, whereas in this 

passage he assigns to it a patriarchal origin. Both accounts 
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have probably a certain degree of truth in them. And doubtless 

in history either form of monarchy may have taken the place of 

the other; a series of undistinguished kings may have been in- 

terrupted by the hero or legislator, and the hero or legislator may 

have transmitted his power to his posterity. Cp. also iv. 13. § 12. 

dua thy ovyyéeverav, 

Either ‘the relation of the members of the xcopy (yévos) to one 

another,’ or ‘to the original oékéa,’ 

* Oemorever S€ Exactos raider 78 addxer.’ 

Odyssey ix. 114; again alluded to in Nicom. Ethics x. 9, ; 13, 

kukhomixas Gepiotevov Traidwr 7d’ addxou. 

aomep S€ Kal Ta €ldn éavtois dhopovdow oi ripen ovUT@ kal Tovs 

Bious trav Oedv. 

This is especially true of the Greeks, who limited the divine by 

the human ; in other mythologies the idea of a superior being who 

could not be conceived, led to extravagance and grotesqueness. 

And even among the Greeks, the light of fancy was always 

breaking in, though not in such a manner as to impair the 

harmony of the poetical vision. 

TéhELOS wos. 

Opposed to mparn (§ 5). 

ywouevn ev ovv rod (hv evexev, oboe Sé rou ed CHy. 

‘The state is created for the maintenance of life, but when once 

established has a higher aim.’ 

ovea partly derives its meaning from ywopem, ‘having a true 

being ’ opposed to ‘ coming into being’ (cp. ovaia and yéveors). 

7 S€ diaus téos Eoriv. 

By Aristotle the end of a thing is said to be its nature ; the best 

and alone self-sufficing development of it. From this tran- 

scendental point of view the state is prior to the individual, the 

whole to the part (§ 12). But he is not always consistent in his 

use of language; for while in this passage he speaks of the state 

as the end or final cause of the oixéa, in Nic. Ethics viii, 12. § 7 he 

also speaks of the oixia as prior to the state and more necessary 

(mpérepov kai dvaykadrepoy oixia méhews), Cp. Categories c. 12, 14 a 26. 

»” 

elmep Kal at mpO@rat Koweviat, 

2. 8. 

2. 8. 

2. 8. 



8 ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. 
¢ 

‘If the original elements of the state exist by nature, the state 

must exist by nature.’ But is the argument sound? are not two 

senses of the word nature here confused? 

2.9. rav hice 7 dd«s. 

ie. because it is the end, the fulfilment, the self-sufficing, the 

good: yet there is another sense of the word vous, which is not 

applicable to the state. 

2.10. cer to.odtos kat rodeuou emiOvunrns, dre wep aQvE dv Somep ev wetroIs. 

Lit. ‘ For the alien, who is by nature such as I have described, is 

also a lover of war.’ 

The margin of one MS. supported by the old Latin Version 

(which gives ‘sicut in volatilibus’) reads merewois. merois is the 

reading of one late MS., merrois apparently of all the rest. In 

support of the last a very difficult epigram of Agathias (Pal. 

Anthology, ix. 482) is adduced in which the term avé occurs in 

the description of a game played with dice and similar to our back- 

gammon; the game is not however called merroi, nor does the 

description answer to the game of merroi. The word atvé, when 

applied to a game, may mean either ‘exposed’ or ‘ blocked,’ and 

so incapable of combination or action. With év merewois, a¢vg might 

be interpreted of birds of prey which fly alone, the solitary opposed 

to the gregarious: cp. mavrés dyehaiov (gov in the next sentence. 

But neither év werrois nor év werewois can be precisely explained. 

The variations of reading (omission of a{vé dv, alteration into dvev 

(vyot rvyxdvev) shew that the copyists were in a difficulty. We can 

only infer that whether applied to birds or to the pieces of a game, 

the word a{vé is here used as a figure representing the solitude of. 

a savage who has no city or dwelling-place. 

2.10. dire, 

Either r) *‘ why,’ or 2) ‘that.’ In either case the reason is sup- 

plied from what follows (§ 11) :—‘ Man has the faculty of speech, 

and speech was given him that he might express pleasure and 

pain, good and evil, the ideas which lie at the basis of the state.’ 

2.12, 9 S€ tobTwy Kowvevia rove: oikiay Kat wdduy, 

trourwv, sc. ‘of these perceptions,’ or rather ‘of those who have 
these perceptions.’ For the vague antecedent see note on § 2, 
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kat mpdrepov 81 TH vores K.T.X. - Qe ta 

In idea the state is prior to the family, as the whole is prior to 

the part, for the true or perfect family cannot exist until human 

nature is developed in the state: but in time, and in history, the 

family and the village are prior to the state. The state is @uce 

mpérepov, but the family xpéve mpérepov. See above, note on § 8, and 

Categ. c. 12, 14 a, 26. 

diapOapeioa yap €ora TovasTy. 2. 13. 

Referring either 1) to duevipws:—‘ When the powers of the 

hand are destroyed (8:apOapeica) it will only be such in an equivocal 

sense ;’ or 2) *to domep ArOivn ‘it will be like a stone hand.’ Cp. 

Sir J. F. Stephen’s Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, p. 128, ‘A man 

would no more be a man if he was alone in the world, than a 

hand would be a hand without the rest of the body.’ 

drt pev odv 7 Tots Kal ices Kal mpdrepoy 7 exaoros, Spdov* ei yap py 2. 14. 

avrdpkns exaoros xwpiobeis, Spotws Trois GAoig pépeow Efer mpds rd Gov. 

This is a resumption of the words; xai mpérepov 87 ti pices K.T.X. 

in §12. ‘That the state exists by nature and is prior to the indi- 

vidual is proved by the consideration that the individual is not 

self-sufficing ; he is therefore a part, like every other part, relative 

to the whole and so implying it.’ 

Sore i) Onpiov 4 Oeds. 2. 14. 

Compare the old scholastic aphorism derived from Aristotle 

that ‘the man who lives wholly detached from others must be 

either an angel or a devil;’ quoted by Burke, ‘ Thoughts on the 

causes of the present discontent,’ vol. i. p. 340, edit. 1826. 

voces pev ody 7 Sppn. S. fe. 

‘ True, the political instinct is implanted in all men by nature: yet 

he who brought them together in a state was the greatest of bene- 

factors’ : or 2) with a less marked opposition : ‘ The political instinct 

is natural; and he who first brought men together [and so 

developed it| was the greatest of benefactors.’ 

Here as elsewhere Aristotle presupposes a given material, upon 

which, according to the traditional Greek notion, the legislator 

works. Society is born and grows, but it is also made. 
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6 8 d&Opwros Srra zyav picrar ppovfaer Kal dpery, ols emt rdvavria 

€or xpnoOa pdaduora. 

1) *émha Exov = omdropevos, the words gpornoe kal dperf being 

datives of the instrument. It seems strange at first sight to speak 

of dpdvnors and dpern as capable of a wrong direction. We might 

rather have expected Aristotle to have distinguished ¢péynovs from » 

what in Nic. Eth. vi. 12. § 9, is called Sewérns, (an intellectual capacity 

which may receive a good direction and become ¢pdynots ; but may 

also when receiving a bad direction become zavoupyia) and dpern, 

from what in the same passage of the Ethics is spoken of as mere 

gvorxi dper)) (Nic. Eth. vi. 13. §§ 1 and 2) or in the Magna Moralia 

i. c. 35, 1197 b. 39, AS Spat twes dvev Adyov mpos Ta avdpeia Kul Ta 

dixaa x.t.d., Which may become injurious unless directed by reason 

(dvev vod BraBepat paivorra obou, Nic. Eth. vi. 13, $1). But the transfer 

of certain words from a good to a neutral sense or from a technical 

to a general one is common in Aristotle ; and in the fluctuating state 

of philosophical language may be expected to occur. We must not 

suppose that he always employed words in the same senses; or that he 

had a scientific vocabulary fixed by use and ready on all occasions. 

2) Bernays and others translate ‘Man is by nature equipped 

with arms or instruments for wisdom and virtue ;’ i.e. Man has a 

' natural capacity which may be developed into pévyors and dpern, 

or may degenerate into their opposites. This gives an excellent 

meaning and agrees in the use of words as well as in thought with 

the passage in the Ethics referred to above. But the construction 

of the dative in the sense of ‘for’ after dma éxwv is impossible. 

Or if 3) the datives are taken with vera, a construction which is 

quite possible, the words émda éyov become pointless. In this 

uncertainty of the construction the general meaning is clear; viz., 

that ‘man has intelligence and an aptitude for virtue, gifts which 

are in the highest degree capable of abuse.’ 

ém ravaytia gars xpjoba pddiora, There is an inaccuracy in these 

words; for it is not virtue and knowledge which can be turned to 

the worst uses (cp. Rhet. i. 1355 b. 4) but the finer nature which is 

alone capable of virtue. Cp. Goethe’s Faust, Prologue in Heaven, 

where Mephistopheles says, ‘Er nennt’s Vernunft und braucht’s 

allein nur thierischer als jedes Thier zu sein;’ and Nic. Eth. vii, 6. 
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§ 7, Zarrov bé Onpidryns xaxias poBeporepoy dé. Compare also Plato 

Repub. vi. 495 A, B, where it is said that the best,i.e. the greatest 

natures, if they are ill educated, become the worst :—xal €« tovrey 37 

tay avdpav kal of ra péytora Kaka épyatépevor Tas médets yiyvovrat Kal Tovs 

iSiaras Kal of rdyabd, ot dv radrn TUX@ot puevTes* TyiKpa Se Huvars oddev péeya 

ovdemore ovdéva ove idt@tny ovre modu Spa. 

7 8é Scxavoovvyn modurixdy’ H yap Sikn woderexhs Kowwvias tdgis eotiv’ 7 2. 16. 

dé dixn tod dixaiov kpiots. 

‘But the virtue of justice unites men in states (i.e. is the quality 

opposed to the lawlessness which makes men lower than the 

beasts), and executive justice is the ordering of political society 

and the decision of what is just.’ 

In this passage diy is the ‘administration of justice’: de«avoovvn, 

‘the virtue of justice’: 1d Sixavoy, ‘the principle of justice to be 

applied in each case,’ 

oixias 8€ pépn, €& dv abOis oixia cuviorata’ vixia dé rédews ek 8. I. 

dovwy Kal edevOepar. 

avéis = ‘in turn.’ ‘ As the state is made up of households, so 

the household in turn is made up of lesser parts; and a complete 

household includes both slaves and freemen.’ Of these elements of 

the household Aristotle now proceeds to speak. 

tadra & éori Seomorixy Kal yaprKy (dvovvpov yap i) yuvaixds Kal avdpds 8. 2. 

avfevéis) kal rpiroy TeKvoTrounTiKy. 

Not finding common words which express his idea, Aristotle 

gives new senses to yapexn and rexvorowntuy. In ordinary Greek 

they would have meant ‘of or referring to marriage,’ and ‘to the 

procreation of children’: here he extends their meaning to the 

whole marital or parental relation. It was natural in the beginning 

of philosophy to make new words, or to give new meanings to old 

ones; cp. Plato, Theset. 182 A, where he calls moudrys an dAAdkorov 
dvopa, and Nic. Eth. v. 6. § 9, where the relation of husband and wife 

is termed by a periphrasis 7d oixovopixdy dixavov, or Td mpos yuvaixa 

Sikaov: cp. also c. 12. § 1 infra, where warpixy is used for what is 

here called rexvoroinrixn. That Aristotle found many words wanting 

in his philosophical vocabulary, we gather from Nic. Eth. ii. 7. §§ 2, 
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3, 8, 11, De Interp. c. 2 and 3, and infra ili. 1. § 7, where similar 

remarks are made upon dyaoéycia, upon the anonymous mean of 

grormia and ddiArormia, upon dpoBia the excess of courage, and 

upON dvopa ddpicrov, pia ddpioroy, dépioros apxn. 

3.2. éorwcav § adrat rpeis ds eiropev. 

‘Let us assume the relationships, by whatever names they are 

called, to be three, those which I have mentioned.’ Cp. mepi rpi@v § 1 

above. ‘The passage would read more smoothly if ai were inserted 

before rpeis: ‘let there be those three.’ 

3. 4.  Tois dé mapa piow 76 deordferv. 

Many traces of this sophistic or humanistic feeling occur in 

Greek Poetry, especially in Euripides: some of the most striking 

are collected by Oncken, Dze Staaislehre des Aristoteles, vol. ii. pp. 

34-36 :— 
Eurip. Ion, 854-856,— 

év yap te Tois SovdAovew aioxiyny pépe 

rouvona’ ra & adda wavra tov éevbepov 

ovdels Kaklov SodXos, dotis €aOdds 7. 

ib. Helena, 726 ff.,— 

kaxds yap dotis py o¢Ber ta Seomoray 

kat Evyyeynbe Kal Evvwdiver xakois. 

€ym pev einv, Kei mebuy’ tuav ddrpis, 

€v Toit yevvaiovow npiOpnpevos 

SovAorer, Tovvop’ otk exav eAcvbepov 

Tov vouv Oé. 

ib. Melanippe, fr. 515,— 

SodAov yap écOddv rovvoy’ ov Siapbepei 

modAoi & dpetvous ciot rev édevbepwv. 

Philem. apud Stobeeum,— 

kav Soitdos 7 tis, odOev Frrov, dSéorora, 

dvOpwros otrés éotw, dv avOpwros 7. 

ib. fr. 39,— 

kav dovdés €or, cdpka thy adriy exer’ 

ice. yap oddels dodAos éyernbn more 

9 & ad Tixn rd copa xaredovdAdcaro. 

3. 4.  Biaov yap, 
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Either 1) *= apa pvow or simply 2) ‘ brought about by violence ;’ 

Bia may be opposed either to @iats or vdyos or both. 

Somep S€ év tais dpiopevars téxvais dvaykaioy dv ein imdpxew ra 4. I. 

oikeia Spyava, ei péAde dmoredcoOnoecOa 1d epyov, ovTw Kal Tav 

OLKOVOULKGY, 

The first six words éomep ... réxvais are read as in Bekker 

supported by some MSS. There is also MS. authority for the 

omission of d¢; and for the omission of both d¢ and &. 

Retaining Bekker’s reading, we must either 1) *translate, as in 

the text, making the apodosis to émel ody begin with kai 9 xryrexy ; 

or 2) de after éc0mep may be regarded as marking the apodosis; or 

3) the sentence may be an anacoluthon; as frequently after émei in 

Aristotle (cp. Rhet. ii. 25, 1402 b. 26 émet yap 6 péev karnyopar 50 eixérav 

drodeixvuow k.t.d.). If we omit dé, the apodosis still begins with éomep. | 

Tais @picpevais téxvais: The arts which have a definite sphere, 

such as the art of the pilot, or of the carpenter, contrasted with the 

ill defined arts of politics or household management, cp. c. 13, 

§ 13 6 yap Bavavaos rexvirns apwpioperny tia exer Sovdciay. 

Instead of Bekker’s reading odrw kai rév oikovowxov another 

reading ovrw «ait r@ oixovousxp has been proposed on the authority 

of the old translation (Moerbek) ‘sic et yconomico. But rav 

oixovouixay is more idiomatic and has the support of the greater 

number of MSS. Se. oikeia dpyava Sei tmdpyxew. 

kal @oTrep Bpyavov ™pd dpyavav. 4, 2. 

Not ‘instead of’ but ‘taking precedence of’:—the slave is in 

idea prior to the tool which he uses. He is an instrument, but he 

is also a link between his master and the inferior instruments 

which he uses and sets in motion. 

For the use of xpd cp. the proverb quoted in c. 7. § 3 dodXos “mpd 

dovAov, Seomdrns mpd Seamdrov. So the hand is spoken of as dpyavov 

mpd épydvev (De Part. Anim. iv. 10, 687 a. 21). 

ei yap ndvvaro x... 4, 3. 

The connexion is as follows :—‘ There are not only lifeless but 

living instruments; for the lifeless instrument cannot execute its 

purpose without the living.’ 
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Ta pév ody reydpeva Gpyava TonTiKa Spyava €or, TO SE KTHPA TpaK- 

tixdv’ did peév yap ths Kepkidos Erepdy te yiveras mapa tiv xXpHow adtijs, 

amd dé ris €aOnros Kat THs KAivns 1 xpHots pdvov. 

It was said that a possession is an instrument for maintaining 

life, and there seems to be no reason why both xrjpara and dpyava 

should not be regarded as different aspects of wealth (cp. infra 

c. 8. § 15, 6 dé mdovdros dpydvav mAROds eorw oikovopuKOy Kal modeTiKOv, 

and Plato Politicus 287 D, who feels the difficulty of specialising the 

notion of an épyavov: ‘there is plausibility in saying that everything 

in the world is the zwstrument of doing something’). But here the 

term instrument, used in a narrower sense, is opposed to a posses- 

sion, and regarded as a mere instrument of production. A parallel 

distinction is drawn between production and action, and the slave 

is described as the instrument of action. But he is also spoken of 

as the ‘instrument preceding instruments’ (§ 2), words which rather 

indicate the minister of production. Aristotle passes from one 

point of view to another without marking the transition. 

He wants to discriminate the household slave from the artisan ; 

but in the attempt to make this distinction becomes confused. 

The conception of the slave on which he chiefly insists is that he 

is relative to a master and receives from him a rule of life: c. 13. 

§§ 12-14. He therefore differs from the artisan. 

7a Aeydpeva, e.g. instruments such as the shuttle, etc. 

6 d€ Bios mpagis, ov roingis eotw* bid kai 6 Soddos Umnperns Tav mpds 

Thy ™mpagu. 

‘ Life is action, and therefore the slave, i.e. the household slave, is 

the minister of action, because he ministers to his master’s life.’ 

Td yap pdptov ov pdvoy GAdov €or pdptov, GAAa Kai OA@s aAdov. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. v. 6. § 8, 76 8 xrijwa Kai rd réxvov, ws dv § mpdikov 

kal pn xopioc67, Somep pépos avrod. 

’ 

dAws ékeivov, 

The master although relative to the slave has an existence of 

his own, but the slave’s individuality is lost in his master. 

TO Nbyy Ocwphoa Kai x Tov ywoudvew Karapabeiv. 

Here as elsewhere Aristotle distinguishes between reasoning and 
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facts, the analogy of nature supplying the theory, the observation 

of the differences which exist among mankind, the fact. Cp. infra 

vii. 1. § 6, and Nic. Eth. i. 8. § 1; ix. 8. § 2; x. 1. § 4, and Plato (Polit. 

278 D), who speaks of the ‘long and difficult language of facts.’ 

The verbal antithesis of Adyos and epyor, which in Thucydides is 

often merely rhetorical, enters deeply into the philosophy of 

Aristotle. There is however no real opposition between them 

any more than between the @ przort and a posteriort reasoning of 

modern philosophers, which are only different modes of proving or 

of conceiving the same fact. 

e080 ek yeverijs. 5. 2. 

‘From their very birth,’ or, with a logical turn, ‘to go no further 

than the state of birth;’ cp. c. 13. § 6, cat rotro etOds ipiynrar epi 

Thy poxqv and infra § 4, 7d 8€ (Gov mp&rov x.T.d. 

rou dé ro pev dpxes, Td S€ dpyxerat, Cate Te ToUT@Y Epyov. 5. 3. 

‘As ruler and subject, they may be said to have a work or 

function—the one to command, the other to obey, apart from any 

other work or function.’ 

clr’ x auvex@y cir’ éx Senpypevev. 5. 3. 

For the division of quantity into continuous and discrete, cp. 

Categ. 6. 1, p. 4 b. 20, and Nic. Eth. ii. 6.§ 4. The human frame 

would be an instance of the first, musical harmony or a chorus or an 

army of the second. The édc may be said to partake of the nature 

of both in being one body and having many offices or members. 

kal Tovro é€k ths dmdons Pioews evuTadpxet Tois eurypvxots* kal yap ev 5. 4. 

Tois py) peTexovort Cons éori Tis dpxn, olov dppovias. 

1) The connexion is as follows: ‘This principle of a superior 

is found in living beings, but not confined to them. “*It is derived 

from the universal nature, for it pervades all things, inanimate as 

well as animate’ (so Bernays). It is remarkable that Aristotle 

recognises a common principle pervading alike organic and in- 

organic nature. 

2) Or &k is partitive ; see Bonitz, Index Arist. 225 b. 11 ff. ‘Out 

of all the kingdom of nature this is found [especially] in living 

beings’ (Stahr, Susemihl). But according to this interpretation, 
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the addition of padcora after évumdpxer, suggested by Susemihl, appears 

to be indispensable to the meaning. 

olov appovias. 

Either 1)* ‘as in musical harmony there is a ruling principle 

determining the character of the harmony,’ or 2) ‘as harmony is 

a ruling principle governing the combinations of sounds,’ The 

first accords best with the common meaning of the word dppovia 

and with the use of the genitive. 

5.4.  é£wrepixwrépas. 

‘Somewhat foreign to the present subject,’ not in the sense of 

é£wreptkol Adyor. 

5.4. 7d dé Gov mpatov cvvérrnkev ék Wuyijs Kal odparos, Sv rd pev dpyov 

éotl duce: 7d 5’ apydpevov. 

i.e, ‘the living creature, as soon as we begin to analyse it, is 

found to consist of soul and body.’ | 

The opposition expressed by déin rd dé (Gov is as follows: ‘not 

to speak of the whole of nature, but of the living creature only.’ 

For mpérov (which is to be taken with ovvéornxe) meaning either 

‘to go no further,’ or ‘as the first result of analysis,’ cp. mpérov 

€v (o@ Oewpnoa infra § 6, and the similar use of ed@ds supra § 2. 

5. 5. dei dé oxomeiv ev rois kara iow exovar paddov rd pices Kal pi) €v Tois 

duepOappévors. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. ix. 9.§ 8 and Cicero Tusc. Disput. i. 14 ‘num dubi- 

tas quin specimen naturae capi deceat ex optima quaque natura?’ 

5.6. gor. 8 otv dSomep héeyoper. 

A resumption of the words 16 8¢ {gov mpérov above. 

5.6. 7 pev yap Woyn «rr. | 

Psychology, like logic, is constantly made by Aristotle and 

Plato the basis or form of politics. The individual is the image of 

the state in the complexity of his life and organisation, and the rela- 

tions of the parts of the state are expressed and even suggested by 

the divisions of the soul, and the relations of mind and body. 

5.7.  Tvyxdver yap owryptas ovras. 

Cp. supra c. 2. § 2 dpxov d€ ioe kai dpxdsuevoy Sid tiv cornplay. 
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elmep Kal Tois Eipypevots. 

I.e. for the animals, for the body, for the female sex, for ré 

mabnrixdy pdpiov tis yuxis, to which he has just referred as inferiors. 

Sud Kal GAAov éoriv. 

‘Because he is by nature capable of belonging to another, he 

does belong to another.’ 

Ta yap adda (oa od Aédyou aicOavdueva, GAG waOjpacw imnperet’ Kai 7 

xpeta Sé mapadddrre: pixpdv. 

‘The difference between the slave and the animal is that the 

slave can apprehend reason but the animal cannot; the use of 

them is much the same.’ 

Aristotle is chiefly dwelling on the resemblance between the 

slave and the animal: but in noting the difference, he has not duly 

subordinated it to the general tone of the passage. Hence an 

awkwardness in the connection. 

Bovderau pev ovv 9 vows kal ta capata diapepovra moreiy ra Tov 

€AevOépwv kal trév Sovdav, ra pev icxupd mpds Tiv dvaykaiav xpjow, ta 8 

6p6a kai dxpnora mpos tas rovadtas épyacias, GAAa xpyoysa mpds TmoduTLKOY 

Biov (odros 8€ Kal yiverar Sunpnpévos eis Te tiv TodceuiKny xpelav Kal THY 

eipnuixnv), cvpBaiver dé wodAdkis Kal rovvartioy, rods pev TA OOpPaT exew 

€hevOepwy turds dé tas Wuxds. 

‘Nature would in fact like, if she could, to make a difference 

between the bodies of freemen and slaves... but her intention is 

not always fulfilled; for some men have the bodies and some the 

souls of freemen:’ that is to say, they are deficient in the other 

half. The bodies of freemen and the souls of freemen are found 

indifferently among freemen and slaves: or, referring rods pév to 

the freemen and rovs dé to the slaves: ‘the one (the freemen) may 

have the bodies only of freemen, i.e. the souls of slaves, the others 

(the slaves) may have the souls of freemen.’ 

ehevOépov must be taken both with capara and Wuxds. 

BovXerat expresses, first of all, ‘intention’ or ‘design ;’ secondly, 

‘tendency.’ The personal language easily passes into the imper- 

sonal. Cp. for the use of BovAowa Nic. Eth. v. 8. § 14, Bovderac 

pévew paddor, Sc. rd vdusoua, and infra c. 12.§ 2. For the general 

VOL. IL. c 

5. 8. 

5. 9. 

5. 9. 

5, 10. 
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thought, cp. Theognis (line 535 Bergk), otmore Sovdein xepady ideia 

mépuxev | GAN alet oxodsy, kadyéva Aokdv Eyer, 

5.11. ddd odx dpolws padwuyv ideiv rd re Tis Wuyns KdANos Kal Td TOD 

oaparos, 

The connection is,—‘ There is as great difference between souls 

as between bodies or even greater, but not in the same degree 

perceptible.’ For the ‘sight of the invisible’ cp. Plat. Phaedr. 

250 D, ‘For sight is the keenest of our bodily senses, though not 

by that is wisdom seen,’ and the words preceding. 

5.11. dre pev roivuy ciot ducer Twes ot prev eedOepot, ot SE SodAc, avepor" 

of pev and of S¢ are not subdivisions of rivés, which is itself parti- 

tive, but there appears to be a- pleonastic confusion of two con- 

structions ; 1) ruvés pév ehedbepor tives S€ dodo: and 2) of pev eevbe- 

po. of d€ SovrAo. In other words the construction beginning with 

tives has varied into of pev—oi dé. 

6.2. domep pyropa ypdpovra trapavdpev. 

‘But a convention by which captives taken in war are made 

slaves, is a violation of nature, and may be accused of illegality 

like the author of an unconstitutional measure. The more 

common view is expressed in Xen. Cyr. vii. 5. § 73, vduos yap ev 

naow avOporos aidids éorw, Stray rodepovvrav méds GAO, TOV EAdvT@v eivat 

kal Ta G@para Tay év TH mode Kal Ta XpHpara, 

6.3, 4.  alreov Se tavrns tis dudisBnrycews, Kal 6 Tovet Tods Aéyous émadddt- 

Tew, OTe Tpdmrov twa apeT) Tvyxdvovea xopnyias Kal Bidfeoba Svdvarat 

padwora, kal éorw det Td Kparodv ev imepoxH ayabod twds, Sore Soxeiv py 

dyev apetns eivar tiv Biav, ddda wept rod Suxaiov pdvoy eivar riy aupicBn- 

tnow. Ava yap todo rois pev edvora Soxei 7d Sixavov civa, rois & airs 

tovro Sixaov, rd Tov Kpeirrova apxeww, énel Siactdvtwv ye xwpis Tote 

tv Myer or’ loxupdy odbév Zxovow obre mbaviv &repou Néyou, ds od Sei 

rd BéArwov Kar’ dpernv dpxew Kai Sead leu. 

8 movet rods Adyovs, x.r.k. Not ‘makes the reasons ambiguous’ 

(Liddell and Scott), but ‘makes the arguments pass from one 

side to the other,’ or, ‘makes them overlap’ or ‘ invade each other’s 

territory,’ as in the Homeric phrase, éuoiov mod€po10 | meipap eman- 
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AdEavres (Il. xiii. 358, 9), and in iv. 10. § 2,—rvpavvidos & cidn dv0 

pev Steidopev ev ois mept Bacideias emecxonoipev, Oia TO Thy Siva 

Gradddrrew twos airy Kal mpds tiv Bacireiavy. vi. 1. § 3,—raira 

yap ovvdvatdueva trovet ras modirelas émadddtrewv, Sore dpiorokparias te 

odvyapxikis elvat Kal todirelas Sypoxpatikworépas. See also infra c. 9. 

§ 15. Virtue and power are opposed: but from one point of 

view the arguments cross over or pass into one another, because 

ther¢ is an element of virtue in power and of power in virtue. 
Cp. Plat. Rep. i. 852 ff. 

Aw yap todro,«.r.d. The translation given in the text nearly agrees 

with that of Bernays : the phrase rovrav ray Ady in § 4 refers, not 

to the rovs Adyous of § 3; but to the two positions which imme- 

diately precede ; the first, that justice is benevolence; the second, 

that justice is the rule of a superior. These two positions, according 
to Aristotle, have a common ground, which explains why such a 

difference of opinion can exist (§ 3). This common ground is the 

connexion between dper) and Bia; the point in dispute being 

whether the principle of justice is benevolence or power (§§ 3, 4). 

If these two propositions are simply kept apart and not allowed to 

combine, there will follow the silly and unmeaning result that the 

superior in virtue is not entitled to rule: ‘ but there is no force or 

plausibility in this’ [and therefore they cannot be kept apart, but 
must be combined]. Aristotle is arguing from his own strong con- 

viction, which is repeated again and again in the Politics, that the 

superior in virtue has a right to rule. He continues: ‘There are 
others who maintain that what is legal is just; but they contradict 

themselves, for what is allowed by law may be in a higher sense 

illegal. Captives taken in war are by law usually enslaved, yet the 

war may be unjust, and the persons may be ‘nature’s freemen,’ 

and unworthy to be made slaves. But all these views are untenable ; 

and so Aristotle shews negatively that his own view (expressed in 

c. 6. §§ 1 and 3) is right, namely, that there is a slavery which is 

natural and just, because based on the superior virtue of the 

master, and therefore combining power and right; and that there 

is a slavery which is unnatural and unjust, because based on mere 

violence; also that the argument from the right of the conqueror 

is invalid. 

C2 
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The chief difficulties in this complicated passage are the 

following :— 

(1) The opposition of justice to virtue, which is, perhaps, only 

to virtue in the lower sense of the word. 

(2) What is the meaning of 8:4 yap rotro (§ 4)? See Eng. text. 

(3) Is edvoa a) a principle excluding slavery (Bernays), or 4) 

justifying slavery, as existing for the protection of the inferior 

races (cp. 5.§ 11, ols kal cuppéper rd Sovdcvew, 6.§ 10 and iii. 6. § 6)? 

The thesis that ‘justice is benevolence’ is held by Aristotle to be 

not inconsistent with slavery, that is, with the just rule of a superior. 

(4) Do the words Sd:acravravy xwpis=a)* ‘being kept apart and 

not combined, placed in bare opposition,’ or 4) ‘ being set aside?’ 

Both uses of diioracOa are justified by examples ; in support of the 

former we may quote Ar. de Caelo, ii. 13, 295 a. 30, dre ra orotxeia 

(sc. of Empedocles) diecornxer xopls id tov veixovs, and supra c. 5. 

§§ 2, 8; and this meaning agrees better with the context. 

(5) Do the words drepo. Aédyu refer a) to one of the two 

preceding propositions, or 4) to a further alternative? It is 

doubtful whether they are Greek, if taken in the sense of ‘the 

latter,’ or ‘one of these two propositions.’ It is better to trans- 

late ‘the other view,’ which is explained by what follows, as ov 

det «.7.A., being the view which denies the natural right of the 

superior in virtue to rule, and which here as elsewhere, iii. 13. 25, 

is regarded by Aristotle as absurd. (See discussion of this passage 

in the Transactions of the Cambridge Philological Society, Vol. II.) 

No philosopher is known to have asserted that d:naoctvy is. 

evvora., Aristotle in Nic. Eth. viii. 1. § 4, 9. §§ 1-3 notes some 

resemblances between ducaocivn and gidia: and we may cite as 

parallel the Christian maxim, ‘ Love is the fulfilling of the law.’ 

6.5. Shs & avrexduevoi tives, ds olovrat, Suxaiov twds" 

‘There are some again who identify law and justice.’ “Odos 

may be taken either 1) with rOéac1., ‘they maintain in general 

terms,’ i.e. holding to some general notion of justice; or 2)* with 

dvrexdpevot, ‘holding absolutely to a kind of justice.’ 

6.5. dad ot hacw 

‘But in the same breath they say the opposite,’ i.e. they are 
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compelled by facts, if they think for a moment, to contradict 

themselves. The language is slightly inaccurate; for it is not 

they who contradict themselves, but the facts which refute them. 

Thy Te yap dpxny évdexerar pr Sixaiay eivat tdv Todduwv, Kal rov 6. 5. 

dvdgwov Sovdevery odSapas dv hain ris SodAov elvar. 

Either one or two distinct grounds are alleged: 1)* the cause 

of war may be unjust, and then the slave ought not to be a 

slave; or 2) the cause of war may be unjust, and also the slave, 

being a Greek, ought not to be a slave. 

Sidmep avrovs ov Bovdovrat Aéyew Sovdovs, ddda tovs BapBdpovs. 6. 6. 

Cp. Xen. Hell. i. 6. § 14, xeAevdvtay tov Evppdxov arodécba kat 

rovs Mnéupvaious ove epn [6 KadXuxparidas| éavrod ye dpxovros ovdéva 

*EMjvev eis Td exeivov Suvardy avdparodicOjvat, and Plat. Rep. v. 469 

B, C, where Plato indignantly prohibits Hellenes from becoming 

the owners of other Hellenes taken in war. 

domep 7 Ocodexrov ‘Edévn pyoi. 6. 7. 

Theodectes was a younger contemporary, and, according to 

Suidas, scholar of Aristotle. During the earlier portion of his 

life he had studied rhetoric under Isocrates, and is said by 

Dionysius to have been one of the most famous of rhetoricians. 

His works are often quoted by Aristotle, e.g. Rhet. ii. 23, 1399 

a. 7, mapaderypa €k TOU Swxpdrovs Tov Geod€exrov, Eis moioy iepdv no€By- 

cev; tivas Gedy ov reriunker, dv 7 mods vopiger; Nic. Eth. vii. 7. § 6, 

ov yap « tis ioxupdv Kal dmepBaldovody jdovay Areata } Avtar, 

Gavpaotéy, adda kal ovyyvaporxdy, ei avtiteivay, Sowep 6 Oeodexrov 

Biroxryrns ind row €xews memAnypevos, and in several other passages. 

See Bonitz. | 

Grav d€ rodro A€ywow, ovGevi GAN 7 apetH Kai xaxia dvopifover rd 6, 8. 

SovAov kal édevbepor. 

‘When they speak of Hellenes as everywhere free and noble, 

they lay down the principle that slave and free are distinguished 

by the criterion of bad and good.’ 

7 S€ piors BovdAcrat pev TovTo Troveiv TOAAAKLS Ov pévToe SvvaTat. 6. 8. 

Not ‘nature sometimes intends this and sometimes not,’ for 
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she always intends it; nor ‘nature always intends this, but often 

cannot accomplish it,’ which does violence to the order of the 

words moAAdkis od pévroe: but ‘this nature often intends, when 

unable to accomplish it,’ woAAd«s adhering to both clauses. 

dre pev odv exer Twa Adyov H audicByrnors. 

4 audieByrnots, sc. the objection to slavery with which chapter 6 

commenced, drt 8é kat of ravavria pdcxorres. 

kat ovk eiolv of pev ices Sovdor of F edevOepor. 

‘And that men are not by nature, the one class [all] slaves 
and the other [all] freemen, is evident,’ repeating én. Aristotle 

had maintained at the end of chapter 5, dre pev rolvy eiot hice 

tives of péev edevOepor, of b€ SodAor, Gavepdy: here he affirms the 

opposite of his former statement; but he does not explain in what 

way the two statements are to be reconciled with one another. 

‘Nature has divided mankind into slaves and freemen, but she has 

not consistently carried out the division ; and there are slaves and 

freemen who were not the creation of nature.’ 

The words «isi cai are inserted before ovk egy by Bekker, (ed. 

2); ‘if there are some who are by nature slaves and some who are 

by nature freemen, there are some who are not,’ The change has 

no authority, and is not required by the sense. 

ev trot Sidpiorar Td ToLovrov, Sv cvpéeper tH pev Td Sovdevew Ta O€ Td 

Sear eww. 

‘Such a distinction has been made in some cases, and in these 

it is expedient that one should serve another rule’; dé» is substituted 

for ois, that it may be in regimen with 7 per. 

ore xat Seond few, 

‘And consequently the master over his slaves,’ i.e. if they and 

he are fitted, the one to serve, the other to command, 

81d Kat cvphépoy eori rt Kai Gidria Sovdrw kal Seamdry mpds ddApdovs. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. viii. 11. § 7, 9 pév ody doddAos odk ort gidla mpds 

avréy, 7 S€ dvOpwros. The qualification contained in the last three 

words shows the contradiction of Aristotle’s position. 
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chavepov S€ Kal €x rovrav. 1,¥ 

Aristotle returns to the thesis with which he commenced; 

‘From these considerations, too, i.e. from the natural’ and per- 

manent difference of freemen and slaves, our old doctrine (i. 1. 

§ 2) that the rule of a master differs from that of a king or 
statesman, the art of governing a family from the art of governing 

freemen,’ is clearly proven. 

ore yap €repa érépwv K.T.A. Te 3 

‘Slaves have various duties, higher and lower, and therefore the 

science which treats of them will have many branches; and there 

is a corresponding science of using slaves, which is the science of 

the master; yet neither is implied in the terms master or slave; 

who are so called not because they have science, but because they 

are of a certain character.’ Yet the two propositions are not 

inconsistent: Plato would have said that the master must have 

science, and not have denied that he must be of a certain character. 

Soddos mpd SovdAov, Seordrns mpd Seowédrov. 7. 3 

Aristotle clearly uses the word po in the sense of precedence as 

supra c. 4. § 2, dpyavov mpd dpydvey. Such a hierarchy among 

servants as well as masters is not unknown in modern society. 

But compare iv. 6. § 6, where he says that the rich having to 7. 5. 

take care of their property have no leisure for politics. 

4 5 krnrixy érépa dudorépwr trovrer, otov 4 Suxaia, wodeputxy ts ovca 7. 5. 

Onpevtixn. 
The passage is obscurely expressed. The writer means to say 

that the art of acquiring slaves is not to be identified either with 

the art of the slave or of the master: it is a kind of war (vii. 

14. § 21) or hunting. The words ofov 7 dicaia imply that Aristotle 

is not disposed to justify every mode of acquiring slaves from 

inferior races: (compare below c. 8.§ 12, yap Onpeurixy pépos adris 

[sc. ris xrpruxns], 9 Set xpjoOa mpds te ra Onpia Kat trav dvOparov Soot 

neukdres tipxerOat 1) Oedovow, as picer Sixavov todrov bvra Tov méXepov). 

The awkward manner of their introduction leads to the suspicion 

that they are a gloss, suggested by the passage just cited. The 

sense Of ofov is explanatory and so corrective; not, as Bernays, 
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‘for example, the art of justly acquiring slaves approximates to the 

art of war or hunting ;’ for this would apply equally to every mode 

of acquiring slaves, and the meaning given to mis is feeble; but ‘I 

mean to say,’ or ‘I am speaking of the just mode of acquiring 

slaves which is a kind of war or of hunting.’ (See Bonitz, Jndex 

Arist., s.v. otov.) 

ddws 5€ wept mdons xrnoews Kal xpnparioriKns Oewpnowpey Kata Tov 

idnynpévov rpdmov, émetmep kat 6 SoGNos Tis KrHTEws pEpos Te Av. 

‘We have been speaking (jv) of the possession of slaves which 

is a part of property, and according to our usual method of 

resolving the whole into its parts, we will now proceed to consider 

generally the other parts of property.’ For idnynpévoy cp. note on 

c. 1. § 3. 

TOTEpOY 1) XPNLATLOTLKH 1) AUTH TH OlKOVOpLKH EOTIV K.T.A, 

Aristotle proceeds to show that the art of money-making is not 

the same with the management of the family; it is only subordinate 

to it. But subordinate in what way? Bearing in mind his own 

distinction of instrumental and material, he argues that it provides 

material to the household, but is not the same with household 

management. . 

Sore mporov x.r.4.=‘ the question arises’ or ‘we are led to ask 

first of all, whether tillage is a part of the management of a 

household; or rather whether we must not include all the various 

ways of providing food,’ which are then described at length. 

The digression which follows is intended to contrast xpypariorixy 

in all its branches with oixovoyxn, and to prepare for the distinction 

between the natural and unnatural modes of acquisition. 

The sentence is irregular, the clause éore mparov x.7.d. following 

as if €or rod xpnpariorixod Gewpyoa without « had preceded. The 

words éort rod xpnyariorixod x.7.A. are to be repeated with mérepov 
pépos Tt. 

GAG pip €idn ye mOAAa Tpodijs. 

‘ The question has been asked, Is the whole provision of food a 

part of money-making ?—But then we should remember that there 

are several kinds of food.’ 
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mpos Tas pagrovas Kal Thy aipeow Thy ToUTwv. 8. 5. 

rds paorovas k.r.A. ‘For their convenience and the obtaining’ ; 

the words may also be regarded as a hendiadys, ‘ for the oppor- 

tunity of obtaining.’ 

rovrav, Sc. xaprov, (dv, understood from (@odpdya, xapropdya. 

According to the common notion the life of the hunter precedes 8. 6. 

that of the shepherd; Aristotle places the shepherd first, apparently 

because the least exertion is required of him. The remark arises 

out of the previous sentence, in which he divided the lives of men 

according to the facility with which they obtained food. Cp. Mill, 

Polit. Econ., Preliminary Remarks. 

Oddarray TovadTHy. 8. 7. 

Sc. cuppépoveay mpos ddieiav. Cp. note onc. 1. § 2. 

avroduror, 8. 8. 

Either 1)* ‘immediately obtained from the products of nature’ 

=eé adris ris picews, OF 2)—=adroupyédy, ‘ by their own labour.’ 

tov evdeéotatov Biov. 8. 8. 

Bernays reads évdeéorepov without MS. authority, but there is 

no need to make any change. The meaning is that they supple- 

ment the extreme poverty (évdeéorarov) of one kind of life by 

another: the two together give them a comfortable subsistence. 

oK@ANKOTOKEL, 8. 10. 

Cp. De Gen. Anim. ii. 1, 732 b. 10, ray 8 dvaiper ra €vropa oKwAnko- 

toxet. ‘Lhe term ‘vermiparous’ is not strictly correct: for all 

animals are either viviparous or oviparous. But Aristotle appears 

not to have been aware that the larva of the insect comes from an 

egg. 

THY Tov KaXoupevovu ydhaxtos pow. 8. Io. 

A pleonasm common in Aristotle: cp. 4 rijs drpidos, rod orépparos, 

Tay xatapnviov, pvois, Hist. Animal. fasszm. (See Bonitz, Index 

Arist, p. 838 a. 8 ff.) 

dore dpoiws didov dre Kal yevouevors oinréav rd Te pura Trav Cowv evexev 8. II. 

civat kal rdAXa (Ga Trav avOpdhrav xdpw, ra wey Hyepa Kal dud Thy xpqow Kal 
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dia thy trpopny, trav & dypiav, ei py mdvra, Gdda Ta ye TAEioTa Ths Tpopns 

kat @Ans Bonbeias evexev, va kat éxOys kat Gda Spyava yimnrat e& adrav. 

Aristotle is tracing the design of nature in the creation of 

animals and plants, first at their birth, secondly at their maturity. 

She has provided food taken from the parents in various forms for 

the young of animals at or about the time of their birth, and, after 

they are born, she has provided one to sustain the other, plants for 

the sake of animals, animals for the sake of man. The principle 

that the lower exist for the sake of the higher is deeply rooted in 

the philosophy of Aristotle. The belief that the animals are 

intended for his use is natural to man because he actually uses a 

small part of them. Yet Plato would remind us (Politicus 263 D) 

that ‘a crane or some other intelligent animal’ would have a 

different account to give of the matter. 

Compare Butler, Analogy, Pt. I., ch. vii.: ‘It is highly probable, 

that the natural world is formed and carried on merely in sub- 

serviency to the moral, as the vegetable world is for the animal, 

and organized bodies for minds.’ Yet how far the idea of design 

is applicable to nature, how far we can argue from a fact to an 

intention, and how far such a conception, whether in ancient or 

modern times, has enlightened or has blinded the minds of philo- 

sophical enquirers,—are questions not easily determined. 

The opposition is between the young of animals before and 

after birth, answering imperfectly to xara tiv mpotny yéeveow, and 

evOvs kai redewwOecior: the first is illustrated in § 10, the second in 

§ 11. There is no necessity for omitting (with Géttling and 

Bernays) yevoyévors, which is found with a slight variation, yeve- 

pévos, in all MSS. and confirmed by Moerbeke who has ‘ genitis.’ 

For the use of yevouévors=‘after they are born’ cp. Nic. Eth. 

Vili. 12. § 5, rod yap efvat kal rpadpjvar airiot (SC. of -yoveis) Kal yevouévors 

Tov maWevOjvat. 

8.12. 7 yap Onpevrixi pépos adris (Sc. THs moheputkijs). 

Cp. Plat. Soph. 222 C, where hunting is the genus of which 

war is a species: and Laveleye (Primitive Property, c. 7, p. 100, 

English trans.), who speaks of the warlike character of hunting 

tribes, citing this passage. 
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év pev obv eidos Krntixis Kara iow Ths olkovoperijs pépos éoriv. 8. 13. 

In this sentence two clauses are compressed into one :—‘ one 

kind of acquisition is according to nature, and this is a part of 

household management.’ 

kara gvow is equivalent to } xara dvow éori, and is best taken, 

not with oixovop.xjs (Bernays) but with xryrijs, as is shown by the 

use of the words infra § 15: dre pev roivuy gore Tis KryTiK) Kara vow 

Tots oikovdpots Kal Tots moAcTiKois, Kal Se iy airiay, djdov. 

& Set Frou bmdpyew 7 wopifew adthy Oras bwdpyn, ov éori Onoavpicpos 8, 13. - 

xpnpdrav mpos Cary dvaykaiey kal xpyciper «is kowweviay TOAE@s 7) oikias. 

6 det is a confused expression referring grammatically to «idos 

KTnTiKS OF THs oikovouiKys pépos, but in sense to the property with 

which this art of acquisition is concerned. It it needless to read 

with Bernays xa@ 6 Sei, for the inexact antecedent is common in 

Aristotle. 

avriy refers to kryruxy or possibly to pias : the nominative to imdpyy; 

is either the same as to imdpyew, i.e. S=xrnywara understood from 

eidos krntixns, OF Onoavpiopds xpnudtov & éore mpos Conv avaykaia, the 

genitive 4» being substituted by attraction for the nominative 

=<dres tmdpyn xpnuata Sv éott Onoavpicuds. It must be admitted 

that the words dy éeri would be better away: they read awkwardly, 

and, if this were a sufficient reason for rejecting them, might be 

deemed spurious. 

mrovrov 8 ovbév répua mehacpévoy avdpacr xeirat, 8. 14. 

Solon, Fr. xii. 71 Bergk. The line is also found in Theognis 

227 with a slight variation, dvOpd@moics for dvSpdor keira. 

keira yap Sozmep kat rais addats réxvats. 8. 15. 

A slight inaccuracy; either 1) mdovr@ understood=r7 réyvn tov 

mdovrov: OF 2) rais dAdats réxvars may be taken to mean the subjects 

of the other arts: or vaguely=‘in the other arts’: or 3) 77 xara pi- 

ow xtntixy May be supplied from the beginning of the sentence. 

ovdev yap dpyavoy Gmerpov ovdepias eori Téxyms ove mANOEL odre peyébet, 8. 15. 

6 dé mrotros dpydvev wAAOSS Corey oikovopiKdy Kal moduriKav. 

Life, according to Aristotle, is subject, like the arts, to a limit, 

and requires only a certain number of implements. . 
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Cp. the passage in the Republic (i. 349, 350) in which it is 

shewn from the analogy of the arts that the just and the wise do 

not aim at excess. Here as elsewhere ‘the good is of the nature 

of the finite,’ whereas evil is undefined. Cp. also Nic. Eth. ii. 6. 

§ 14, Td yap Kaxdy Tod ameipov, os of TvOaydpetor etkafov, rd dé dyabdy TOU 

merepaopévov: and Mill, Polit. Econ., Preliminary Remarks, ‘the 

definition of wealth as signifying instruments is philosophically cor- 

rect but departs too widely from the custom of language.’ 

dv fv airiay. 

Sc. because provision has to be made for the uses of life. 

de hv ovdev Soxei épas. 

‘Owing to which,’ or ‘to the nature of which,’ ‘ there appears to 

be no limit,’ etc. 

core 0 7 pev huoe n & od hueet. 

So Plato divides xryrixi into Onpevrixy and dAXakrixn, Soph. 223 ff. 

Exdorov ktjyatos SiTTh 7) XpHows. 

Cp. Adam Smith’s ‘ Value in use’ and ‘ Value in exchange’; 

Wealth of Nations, Book i. c. 4, though the order of the two ideas 

is inverted. For to Aristotle the value in use or teleological value 

is the truer and better, to Adam Smith as a political economist 

the value in exchange is prior in importance. 

bi A e ‘ > a 
oooyv y2p tkKavoyv QAUTOLS. 

Sc. trois avOparots. 

ol pev yap rév adrav éxowdvouy mdyrav, ol S€ KEXwpropevor mohav 

mad Kal érépwv' Gv kara tas Senoets avayKaioy moveiobat ras peraddoets. 

Bernays inserts érepoe before érépwv, which he would translate 

‘ different persons want different things;’ and he assumes the idea 

of want to be implied in xeywpicpévor. But it is difficult to under- 

stand this explanation. A fair meaning may be elicited from the 

text, as it stands :—1)* ‘In families they shared in all things alike ; 

when they were dispersed they had many things as before, but not 

all the same’: or 2) «al érépay may be taken more simply: ‘they 

shared in many things as before, and had many other things as 

well’; i, e. the enlargement of society gave rise to new wants. The 
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word éxowdvovv=kowa efyov is not equally applicable to both clauses ; 

in the second clause some other word like «iyov or ékrévro is 

wanted. 

For xexopiopévoe. compare ii. 2. § 3, Avoices 8 7G Towvr@ Kal modus 

€Ovous Grav jul) KaTa Kopas Gov Kex@piopevot Td TAROOS, GAN’ oiov’Apxades. 

of pev, SC. of év tH mpory Kowwvig, ‘mankind in the first stage of 

society’; of 8¢, sc. mAetovos tijs Kowwvias ovens further explained by 

kexopiopevor, ‘mankind after their dispersion.’ 

év in the words which follow is to be connected with rds 

peraddceis, 

Kal trav BapBapixay ébvav. 9.5. 

kai which is found in all the MSS., though omitted in William de 

Moerbeke, merely emphasizes the whole clause ‘ As moreover some 

barbarian nations still do.’ There is no need to introduce viv after 

cai without MS. authority, as Bernays has done. 

eis dvarAnpaow ths Kata iow adrapkelas. 9. 6. 

Lit. ‘ to fill up what was wanting of the self-sufficingness intended 

by nature ;’ or ‘to fill up what nature demanded in order to make 

man self-sufficing, = e’s dvamAjpoow tis kata vow évdeias Gore 

a’rdpkn iva. 

kara Néyov. ‘Ina natural way’; ‘as might be expected.’ 9. 7. 

Eevikorépas ywopens tis Bonbeias. 9.7. 

‘ When the supply began to come more from foreign countries, ’etc. 

e€ avaykns 7) Tod vouioparos émopiaOn xpiots. 9. 7. 

‘Of necessity there arose a currency.’ 

Cp. Plat. Rep. ii. 371 B, véuiopa cipSorov ris dddayis vera. Nic. 

Eth. v. 5. § 11, ofov & Srdddaypa tis xpelas Td vépiopa yéyove Kara 

ouvOnkny. 

& tv xpnoiper adro bv eiye riy xpeiay edperaxeipioror. 9. 8. 

‘Money belongs to the class of things which are in themselves 

useful and convenient for the purposes of life,’ although there may 

be circumstances under which it is a mere sham (Ajpos); see § 11. 

mopaGevros obv id vopicpatos ek Tis dvayKaias ddAayijs Odtepov elSos Q. g. 

THs XpnwariotiKys eyevero, TO KaTNALKOV, TO ev MpaTov dmrds tows ytvd- 
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pevor, elra 8¢ eumerplas 4dn rexvixcrepov, Wé0Ev Kat THs emaeyernigad 

mrciorov mumoe. Kepdos. 

Odrepov efdos, i.e. ‘other’ than what Aristotle before called év ef8os 

kryrixis (c. 8. § 13) which he had not yet distinguished from kampArxy. 

He admits that the simpler forms of exchange are necessary; but 

he also supposes that there are two uses to which the art of money- 

making may be applied, the one, the storing up of the necessaries 

of life, which he approves, the other, retail trade which he condemns. 

A prejudice against money, which is further developed in the con- 
demnation of usury (c. 10. §§ 4, 5) underlies the whole tone of 

thought. We may note that xamnA:«n, though here applied to trade 

in general, carries with it the disparaging association of shopkeeping. 
ndbev kai ras peraBaddépuevoy is dependent on &¢ éumetplas. 

For the story of Midas see Ovid, Met. xi. g0=145. It is obvious 

that Midas would have suffered equally if his touch had produced 
food or clothing or any other article of commerce. In his account 

of money Aristotle seems to be perplexed between its usefulness 

and its uselessness, and between the good and bad goneeqeares 

which flow from it. 

Td yap vopicpa oTOLXELov Kal Tépas THs GAAayjs. 

Money is the element, i.e. the instrument of exchange. It is'also 

the limit or end of it. Exchange is not possible without money 

and seeks for nothing beyond it. 

kai Gmetpos 51 obros 6 movros. 

There is no limit to the art of making money any more than to 

medicine or other arts; for we want to have as much health and 

wealth as we can. But there zs a limit if we regard wealth as only 

a means to an end, i.e. to the maintenance of a household. ‘The 

passage is not very clearly expressed, owing partly to the double 

meaning of the word épas, (1) ‘ limit’ or ‘measure,’ as opposed to 

the infinite or indefinite dreporv, and (2) ‘end’ as opposed to 

‘means.’ Aristotle probably intends to say that the art of money 

making is unlimited, having no other end but wealth, which is also 

unlimited ; whereas in the art of household management, the limit 

or end is fixed by natural needs. 
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There is another confusion in this chapter. Aristotle tries to 

make a difference in kind between the legitimate and illegitimate 

use of exchange, but the difference is really one of degree. Trade 

is not rendered illegitimate by the use of coin, which is natural 

and necessary. The source of the confusion is that he never 

regards exchange on the great scale as the saving of: labour, 

but only as the means of creating superfluous wealth, 

donep yap 4 larpixi) rod byvaivery eis Gmeipdv éore kai éxdorn tov 9. 13. 

Texvav Tod Tédous eis drerpov (dre padtora yap ékeivo Bovhovrat moreiv), Tov 

dé mpds rd Tédos odk eis dreipov (mépas yap Tb Tédos mdvats), oTw Kat 

TavTNS THS XpnwatiotiKhs ovK EaTL Tod Téedous mépas, TéAos JE 6 ToLodTOS 

mAovTos Kal xpnudrev KTHOLS. 

‘The art of money-making, like the other arts, is limited in the 

means, but unlimited in the end; as the physician seeks health 

without limit, so the money-maker seeks wealth without limit.’ 

Yet the analogy is defective; for there is no accumulation of 

health in the same sense in which there may be an accumulation 

of wealth. The physician stands really on the same footing with 

the manager of the household ; for both equally seek to fulfil to the 

utmost their respective functions, the one to order the household, 

the other to improve the health of the patient, and there is a limit 

to both. ‘The opposition of means and ends is also questionable ; 

for the end may be regarded as the sum of the means, and would 

not an unlimited end, if such a conception is allowable, imply un- 

limited means, or the unlimited use of limited ? 

tis © olxovopixns ob xpnuatirtixns €are mépas* ov yap TobTO Tis oikovo- 9. 14. 

puns Epyor. 

Lit. ‘the art of household management which is not concerned 

with money-making has a limit ; for this (sc. 6 rovodros rXodros, the 

unlimited making of money described above) is not its business.’ 

eradddrre: yap 7 xphors Tob abtod ovca Exatépa rhs xpypatiotiKis. 9.15. 

‘For the two uses of money-making being concerned with the 

same thing, namely coin or wealth, they run into each other.’ 

7) xphow governs both rijs xpnuariorixjs and rod avrov. The 

emendation of Bernays éxarépa rH xpnuatiorixy is unnecessary. 
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9.15. ris yap airijs cori xphoews KTHows, GAN’ od Kara Tairdv, GANA Tis pev 

érepov Tédos, ris 8 1) avénors. 

xphoews xrjows. ‘For acquisition belongs to the same use of 

xpnparioreky, i.e. in all acquisition chrematistic is used in the same 

way, though the ends differ, for the end in the one case is external, 

i.e. the supply of the household, in the other case, mere accumulation. 

9.16. Scot dé kal rod €d Civ émBaddovra, TO mpds Tas dmodavoes Tas Topa- 
\ a Ee ee aby | . ee a , ’ ek 

rixas (ntodow, dor’ eel kai Tout €v TH KTHOEL aiverar bmdpyew k.T.d. 

Even good men desire pleasures, and therefore wealth, just 

because these (rodr’) depend on wealth. Cp. rotro, § 15, referring 

to xpnpatioreKy. 

9.17.  dydpias yap od xpnpata rroveiy early Gdda Odpoos. 

I.e. whereas the virtue of courage, the art of medicine or 

of military command have’ severally ends of their own, they are 

perverted to the unnatural end of money-making. 

10.1.  d7dov dé cat rd Gropovpevov e€ dpxns, mérepoy Tov oikovopiKod Kat modt- 

TiKOU eoTly 7 xpnparioriKn 7) ov, GAG Set TOOTO pev dmdpyxelw k.T.A, 

To dropotpevoy see supra c. 8. §§ 1, 2. 

TovTo, SC. Ta xpyuara, understood from ypnpariorixy as infra § 3 

rovro umdpxew refers to ra xpnuara. adda Sei is the other alternative 

of the dmopia, implying the answer to the question: ‘ whether the 

art of money-making is the business of the manager of the house- 

hold and of the statesman or whether [this is not the case, but] the 

possession of wealth must be presupposed? [We reply, the latter. | 

For as the art of the statesman receives men from nature, even so 

must nature, that is to say land or sea or some other element, pro- 

vide them with food.’ 

10.1. domep yap kal avOpamovs ov srovet } moduTiKH, GAAa AaBovoa mapa Tis 

pvoews xpirar avrois, ovrw kai tpopiy tiv pvow Sei mapadoiva yiv 7 

Oadarray 7) Xo TH. 

The last words yiv 4 OdAarray 4 GAXo tt are either 1)* in appo- 

sition with rj gvow, or 2) accusatives after mapadodva, In the first 

case yijv and @d\array are an explanation of rjv iow. In the 

second case rpopiv is a remote accusative, ‘nature gives land and 

sea for the supply of food.’ The latter way of taking the words is 
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forced. Nature is here said to provide food, but no real distinction 

can be drawn between the provision of food by nature and the 

acquisition or appropriation of it by the labour of man, cp. § 3. 

ex S¢ ToUTwy, ws Sei, taita Suabeivar rpoonker Tov oixovdpor. 10. 1. 

éx rovrwv, ‘ thereupon, i.e. ék rod AaBeiv rapa Picews; tadra diabeivat, 

‘to order them,’ i. e. the things which nature gives [for the use of the 

household]; or é« rovrev=‘ from what is given by nature.’ raira 

diabeivar, ‘to set in order,’ i.e. to select and arrange the things 

necessary for the household. 

kal yap dmopycecev av tis. 10. 2. 

‘Were this otherwise’ (as in the translation) i.e. ‘ if the duty of the 

manager of a household consisted in producing and not in using, 

then he would be equally concerned with money-making and with 

medicine. And so he is to a certain extent concerned with both, 

but unlike the physician or the maker of money only to a certain 

extent, whereas they pursue their vocations without limit.’ 

Kal repli bytetas. 10. 3. 

About health as well as about wealth. 

padiora dé, xabarep cipnrar mpdrepor, Sei icet ToOTO imdpxeuw. 10:3. 

rovro refers to some general idea, such as ‘ the means of life,’ to 

be gathered from ra xpyyara in the preceding sentence. 

mayti yap, €& o8 yiverar, rpodr TS Nevrdpevdv eoriy. 10. 3. 

TO Aewdpevov=Td Aeimdpevoy ev exeivw ¢& od} vyiverar, the residuum 

or that from which the offspring parts, i.e. milk, white of egg, etc. : 

cp. De Hist. Anim. i. 5, 489 b. 8, gov . . e& 08 yiyverat 76 yevdpevov (Gov 

€k popiov tiv apxnv, Td 8 aGddo tpodi TO ywopéerm eoriv: and supra 

c. 8. § ro. 

81d Kara iow éorlv » xpynpatiotixy maow amd Trav Kaprév Kai rev 10. 4. 

(dav. 

Fruits and animals are the gifts of nature and intended for the 

subsistence of man (cp. c. 8): hence (86), with some equivocation, 

the trade in them is said to be natural. 

6 d€ réKos yiverat vdpiopa vopicparos. 10. 5. 

Cp. Arist. Nub. 1286, rodro 8 06 6 réKxos ti Onpiov; Thesm. 845, 
27 a > a a 
agia you et TéKov Texovca ToLovTov TdKOP. 

VOL. II. D 
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Cp. also Shakspere’s Merchant of Venice, Act i, Scene 3—‘A 

breed of barren metal.’ 

It has been customary, since Bentham wrote, to denounce Usury 

Laws on the ground 1) that they are ineffectual, or worse, 

2) that they are unjust both to lender and borrower, because 

they interfere with the natural rate of interest. But in primitive 

states of society, as in India at the present day, they may have 

been more needed and more easy to enforce. In a simple agri- 

cultural population where the want of capital is greatly felt, and 

land is the only security, the usurer becomes a tyrant: hence the 

detestation of usury. The other and better side of usury, that is to 

say, the advantage of transferring money at the market rate from 

those who cannot use it to those who can, was not understood by 

Aristotle any more than the advantage of exchanging commodities. 

Cp. Plat. Rep. viii. 555 E; Laws v. 742. 

Ta Tovadra Thy pev Oewpiay éhedBepov exer, THY 8 eumerpiay dvayKatav. 

1*) ‘To speculate about such matters is a liberal pursuit; the 

practice of them is servile.’ In modern language ‘a gentleman 

may study political economy, but he must not keep a shop.’ Cp. 

infra § 5, wept éxdorov 8€ rovrwv Kabddov pév eipyrat Kal viv, rd dé Kara 

pépos dxpiBoroyeioOa xpnoipoy pév mpds tas épyacias, poprikdy dé rd 

evduarpiBew : and iv. 15. § 4, dda radra Siadeper mpds pev tas xpnoes 

ovdev &s eimeiv’ od ydp me kpiots yéyovev dudaByrotvrav mept Tov dvépa- 

tos’ éxet O€ tw GdAnv Stavontikny mpaypareiay: also iii. 8.§ 1, To Se 

Tept éxdotnv péOodov girocopodvre Kat pi pdvoy amoBdémovrs mpds Td 

mMpatrew oikeidy €ott Td wy mapopay pndé re Karadelmew, Gdda Sydrodv THY 

Tepl exarrov adnOerav. 

Or again 2) ‘Speculation is free; but in practice we are limited 

by circumstances ;’ i.e. speculation on such matters may go to 

any extent or take any direction, but in practice we must restrict 

ourselves to the necessities of the case, e.g. the nature of the 

soil, climate, neighbourhood, etc. § 5 infra may be quoted in 

defence of either explanation, the words xpyowov mpos ras épyacias 

supporting the second, goprixdy rd évdiarpiBew the first. éumerpiav 

connects with éumepoy which follows: ‘experience of live-stock is 

one of the useful parts of money-making.’ 
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Ti, 6, 4, 

36 ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS, 

vaukAnpia, poprryia. 

vavednpia=* commerce by sea, Popryyia=‘commerce by land.’ 

The word vaveAnpia may also be taken in the narrower sense of 

‘owning of ships’; and qoprnyia in the sense of ‘ carrying whether 

by sea or land’ But this explanation of the words does not afford 

so natural a division. 

Siahéper S€ rovrwy Erepa érépwv TH TA pev dodadeorepa civa, TA de 

mrei@ mopifew thy émiKkapriay. 

It is not certain whether in this sentence Aristotle is speaking of 

trades in general without reference to the three previous divisions, 

or, of the divisions themselves, commerce by sea being the more 

profitable, commerce by land the more secure mode of trading. 

The opposition of ra pev, . ra S€ favours the more general applica- 

tion of the words. | 

otoy tdoropia re Kal waca peraddevtixyn. avrn dé moda HSy mepieAnhe 

yen’ moda yap €idn tev ek ys peraddevopever éeotiv. | 

In these words Aristotle is illustrating ‘the third or mixed kind 

of chrematistic,’ which is concerned not only with fruits of the earth 

and animals, but with other products dug out of the earth and 

manufactured by man. 

#5n, ‘mining again is not a simple art, but already—or, not to 

speak of other species—contains in itself many subdivisions.’ 

eiot O€ Texuikorarat pev TV épyaci@y mov eAdxioTov Tis TUXxNs, Bavav- 

odrara 8 év ais ra cHpara AwBovra pddiora, SovAckwraras dé Srov Tod 

oopatos mreiora xpnoets, ayerveorarar dé Grou eAdxiorov mpoodei aperis. 

érel 8 éoriv éviows yeypappeva, mept ToUTwY, K.T.A. 

The connexion is with the word xa@édov in § 5. Aristotle, 

although he declines to go into the particulars of these arts, gives 

some general characteristics of them. | 

In the sentence which follows, the clause émet & éoriy skips the 

intervening passage «ici dé... dpers, and goes back to the pre- 

vious subject. In another author we might suspect a gloss. But 

there are many such dislocations in Aristotle’s Politics; e.g. 

iii. 4. §§ r1-13. For the meaning cp. Rhet. i. 4. 1359b. 31, 

dvaykaioy Trav rapa Trois GAXots ebpnyeveov toropixdy eivat, 
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ji olov Xdpyre 1. Ul. 

5) is to be taken with ofoy like dd@s 47, ovrw dy, kal 6) with a 

slight emphasis, and sometimes with a word interposed, e.g. kai 

motte On, Nic. Eth. iv. 1. § 6. 

Oddew Tod Mayoiov. 11. 

Thales is referred to in the Nic. Eth. vi. 7. § 5 and by Plato in 

the Theaetetus (p. 174 A) as a type of the unpractical philosopher. 

‘ But even he could have made a fortune, if he had pleased.’ 

tuyxavet 5é xabddov te dy. 11. 

Cp.§12. The device attributed to Thales is only an application 

of the general principle of creating a monopoly. 

em@Aet pdvos, ov moAAHY mouoas bmepBoAny K.T.r. 11. 

I.e. he bought up all the iron when it was very cheap, and 

having a monopoly sold it rather, but not very, dear. 

Spapa drew. . 1l. 

dpapa, which is the reading of, all the MSS., is used in the meta- 

phorical sense of ‘ idea’ here required, only in Pseudo-Demosthenes, 

1460. 26, perhaps a sufficient authority for the meaning of a word. 

* e¥pnua (Camerarius): Oempnua (Coraes) : Spaya (Prof. Campbell) 

may be suggested. Cp. Plat. Theaet. 150 A. 

emet S€é tpia peépn, K.T.A, 12. 

The apodosis is lost ; the suppressed thought that ‘all three parts 

are concerned with man’ is resumed in the next chapter. 

kal yap yuvatKkds apxeww Kal réxvor. 12. 

Sc. rév dvdpa. Supply for the construction either jv pépos oixovo- 

puxns OF eipnrat avroy from the preceding words. 

é ioov yap etvat BoddeTar tiv piow kal diapépew pnOev. syws dé, 12. 

Srav 7d pev apyn td 8 Gpxnrat, Lytet Siapopay civat kai oxjpact Kal Adyors 

kal Tyais, Somep al “Apaors elme tov mepl Tov modavumrhpos Adyor. 

BowXerae SC. 4 mwodiTe.a OF 4 woALTLK apxn, Understood from éy rais 

mo\ttikais dpxais: ‘where there is a modereia, political equality is 

implied. All other differences, such as titles of honour, are 

temporary and official only. The construction of ¢yret may be 

similarly explained, Or both may be taken impersonally. 

II. 

I2. 
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13. 6. 

38 ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. 
~ 

“Auaots, who made his foot-pan into a god, as he had himself 
been made into a king, cp. Herod. ii. 172. The connexion is 

as follows: ‘Among equals, where one rules and another is ruled, 

we make an artificial distinction of names and titles, but this is 

not the case in the relation of husband and wife, because the 

distinction between them exists already and is permanent.’ 

70 & dppev det mpos 7d OnAv Todrov exer Tov Tpdrov. 

Resuming the words in § 1 yuvatkds peév moderixds, and adding 

the distinction that the relation between husband and wife, unlike 

that between ruler and subject in a modreia, is permanent (det). 

This permanence of relation between husband and wife makes it 

rather an ‘aristocratical’ than a ‘ constitutional’ rule, and in Nic. - 

Eth. viii. 10. § 5 and Eud. Eth. vii. 9. § 4 it is so described. 

kat TOv GAAwv TSv ToovT@y eLewr, 

Supply dpern ms before rév adkov—assisted by ovdepia in the 

following clause. Cp. infra § 13, oxvrordpos § ovbeis, ovdé rav GAov 

rexurav. The words rév rowovrey are used inaccurately ‘of such 

habits,’ meaning the habits which have virtues like these. 

dvaykn pev peréxe auorépovs aperis, tavtns & eivar Siadopds, domep 

kal TOv pice, dpxopevev, 

‘Both require virtue, and of these virtues there will be different 

kinds since the natural subject differs [from the natural ruler]’; 
or, with Bernays, ‘corresponding to the difference in the subject 

classes,’ cp. infra clause 7. But why only in the subject?—a 

difficulty which seems to have been felt by those copyists or 

editors who, supported by Moerbeke, insert dpxydévreav xai before 

dpxopevav, Better: ‘There will be differences of virtue in the ruling 

and subject classes, similar to those which [we have already noted 

to exist] in the natural subject.’ 

kal toiTo evOds bpnynrae wept THY Wuxnr. 

1) ‘*And this is immediately suggested by the soul’: or 2) ‘And 

this, without looking further, is the leading or guiding principle 

in the soul.’ There is a rule of superior and inferior, not only 

in states, but in the soul itself, . 

The verb ipjynra in this passage is taken passively by Bonitz, 

* 
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‘and this distinction was indicated in the soul.’ Cp. Theophrastus, 

Hist. Plant. i. 2. 3, dpdov dre xabdmrep ipyynra wep) rovTwy dexréov, 

But in most other examples of its use the word must be, or is 

better, construed actively, and it is safer to take it so in this 

passage. Cp. supra c. 5. §§ 2-6. 

dare puce: Ta wAciw Gpxovra kai dpxdueva. GAAov yap tpdtrov rd edAev- 18. 6-8. 

bepov rod SovAov apxet Kal 7d dppev Tod Ondeos Kai avip madds* Kal racw 

evuTapxet prev Ta pedpta ris Woxijs, GAN evurdpyxe: Siapepdvras, 6 pev yap 

SodAos Gdws ovk Exer TO Bovdeurixdy, TO dé Ondv Exer wev, GAN’ dkvpov" 6 dé 

mais €yet pev, GAN aredés. dpoiws Tolvuy dvayxatoy €xew kat mept tas 

7Oikas aperds. 

By inserting éwet before pice, altering ra Aci adpxovra into 

mreiw Ta Gpxovra, and omitting avayxaioy before yew a few lines 

lower down, Bernays has ingeniously fused the whole train of 

thought with its many involutions, into a single consistent sentence. 

But in such a complex passage, an anacoluthon seems more 

probable, and Bernays’ alterations are considerable and unsup- 

ported by MS. authority. Cp. Nic. Eth. iii. 5. § 17, for a similar 

passage, which has also been arranged so as to form a continuous 

sentence; also c. 8. § 3; c. 12. § 1; iii. 9. § 6, and note. The 

words GAXov yap tpdmov go back to ravirns eivar Suapopds. 

dore havepoy dre eoriv 76K dapery tay eipnyevav mavtwr, Kai ox 7 18. g. 

avTi cappoovn K.T.A. 

‘Moral virtue is to be attributed to all these classes and [as they 

differ in character so] their virtues differ.’ 

kaOddou yap of héyovres k.T.X. 13. ro. 

In the Meno of Plato (p. 73), Socrates argues for the necessity 

of some general definition of virtue against Gorgias, who, being 

unable to apprehend such a general idea, confuses the whole of 

virtue with its parts. Either from an imperfect recollection of the 

passage or perhaps also from the party spirit which made him or 

his school professional adversaries of Plato (see note on ii. 4. § 2), 

Aristotle takes a view of his meaning which, when compared 

with the context, is seen to be untenable. For the Platonic 

Socrates is maintaining what Aristotle is elsewhere quite ready to 
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allow,—that there must be a common idea of virtue; this Gorgias 

the Sophist in the infancy of philosophy is unable to understand, 

and in reply can only enumerate separate virtues. The tendency 

in the Aristotelian writings to refer to Plato, the mention of 

Gorgias, and the opposition between the general idea of virtue and 

the particular virtues sufficiently prove that the passage in the 

Meno is intended. 

kai 6 pév Sovdos trav Hioet oxvroréuos & ovbeis. 

Aristotle is contrasting the lot of the slave and of the artisan. 

The slave is in one respect better off than the artisan because he 

is directed by a master, whereas the artisan has no intelligence but 

his own by which to guide his life. He too is a slave without the 

advantages of slavery. Thus Socialist writers, like Lassalle and 

‘others, in recent times have contrasted unfavourably the lot of 

13. 14. 

13. 14. 

the modern operative with that of the medizval serf. We may 

note in modern times the civilizing influence of domestic service 

on the homes and manners of the poor. Many a household 

servant in England has received an impress froma master or 

mistress, and in Aristotle’s language, ‘has derived a virtue from 

them.’ Cp. ili. 5. § 4, rav & dvayxaiwoy of pév evi Aeroupyoivres Ta 

rovadra Sovdo, of dé Kowol Bavavoor cat Ojres, where, in a similar spirit, 

Aristotle contrasts the duties of the artisan, which are rendered to 

the community, with the duties of the slave, which are rendered to 

the individual. 

GAN’ od thy OidacKadixny Exovra tev épyav Seomorikhy. 

These strange words may be translated literally: ‘ But not in so 

far as he possesses an art of the master such as would direct the . 

slave in his particular employment;’ i.e. it is not as the teacher of 

a craft but as a master that he imparts virtue to his slave. 

The slave is relative to the master. His virtues are all received 

from him, and cannot be imparted by any chance instructor. Nor 

does the master instruct him in any art. But the artisan stands 

in no relation to another; he has a separate art (§ 13) which he 

exercises independently. He is without any ennobling influence 

external to himself, whereas the slave is inspired by his master. 

did A€yovow ob Kards oF Adyou Tods BoUAous GmocTepotvTEs Kal 
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pdokovres émird&er xpjoOa pdvov’ vovdernréov yap paddov todvs dovdous 

i) Tovs Tatdas, 

These words may mean: either 1)* ‘who do not allow us to 

converse with slaves,’ or 2) ‘who do not allow to slaves the gift of 

reason.’ In either case there is a reference to Plato, Laws, vi. 

777, 778. 

mept 8€ dvdpds kal yuvatxds Kat réxvov kal marpds, Tis Te wept Exaorov 13. 15. 

airév dperijs, kal ris mpos apas avrovs dudias, ri Td KaAGs Kai pH KaAds 

orl, kal m&s Set Td pév ed Sidkewv rd Se Kaxds Hevyetv, év Tois wept rds 

moNtTelas avaykaiov ereOeiv. 

This is one of ‘the many promises in the Politics which are 

unfulfilled. Cp. iv. 15. § 3, a passage which is sometimes quoted 

in this connexion. But the reference is only to the office of 

madovdpos and yuvaikovdyos. | 



BOOK fi; 

Lr. ge derd {ytetv re map’ adras erepoy ph Soxq WdvTws eivar copiferda 

Bovdopevov. 

ro (yreiv is the nominative of py Soxp: mavras is to be taken 

closely with pn, ‘and that our object in seeking for a new state is 

not at all to make a display of ingenuity; but to supply defects in 

states which are known to us, both in those which are actually 

existing and also in theoretical states like that of Plato.’ ji doy 

and doxépev are dependent on ira, 

L.1. émBaréoOat tiv pedodor. 

‘To undertake’ or ‘take upon oneself,’ a curious and idiomatic 

use of the word, found also in Plato and Thucydides. See Bonitz 

(Liddell and Scott), s. v. 

1.2. 6 pev yap rémos ets 6 THs pias médews, of 5 modirat Kowawvol THs pas 

mTo\Eos. 

eis 6 ths is required by the sense and is supported by the old 

Latin Translation. All the Greek MSS. however read iodrns. 

1.3. & TH modtreig ti WAdrevos, either the title of the book (cp. iv. c. 4. 

§ 11; c. 7. § 1), or ‘in the state which is described by Plato.’ 

The comments of Aristotle on Plato’s Republic and Laws, con- 

tained in this and the following chapters, can hardly be dealt with 

properly in single notes. They are full of inaccuracies and incon- 

sistencies. But the nature of these comments, which throw great 

light on the character of ancient criticism in general, will be best 

appreciated when they are brought together and compared with one 

another in a comprehensive manner. I have therefore reserved 

much of what has to be said about them for an essay ‘On the 
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Criticisms of Plato in Aristotle.’. Both in the essay and in the 

notes I have been much indebted to Susemihl. 

Su Hv aitlav hyot deiv vevopoberjaba tov rpdmov rodrov 6 Swxpdrns, ov 2. I. 

aiverar cvpBaivov ex ray Adywr, eri Sé TPds 7d TEAos 6 yor TH wddee Seiv 

brdpxew, as pev eipytatvov, dddvarov, mas de Sei Sredety ovdev Sidpiorar. 

8: Hv airiay, sc. unity. 

‘The argument of Socrates does not show that these enactments 

are to be approved for the reason which he gives [viz. as tending 

to unity]; and, regarded as a means to the end which he attributes 

to the state, unless some new explanation of them is offered, they 

are impossible.’ Bernays places a comma after mpds, which he 

takes with ére: cp. mpds rovrots ére (Meteorol. i. 8, 346 a. 10) ; mpds 

8¢ ér (Herod. iii. 74). The construction is thus made simpler ; 

but the adverbial use of mpds hardly ever occurs in Aristotle. 

* Moreover, the end, viz. unity, which he attributes to the state upon 

his own showing is impossible.’ 

The first of these propositions, 76 pilav drt padtora elvae thy méduy 

is discussed in the remainder of this chapter,—the second at the 

commencement of chapter 3. 

@s pev elpnra viv, ‘as it is described in his book,’ or ‘as it is 

actually described.’ Cp. infra c. 5. § 23, viv ye ovdev diaprorac. 

mas Se dei Sedetv. Sc. rd réAos, or generally ‘what Plato means 

by unity.’ 

For the use of d:edeiv in the sense of ‘*to interpret,’ cp. Herod. 

vil. 16, ef d€ dpa pn éors todTo TowwdiTo oiov éym Siaipéw, GAAA Te TOU Oeod 

peréxov, od may a’td ovkAaBor eipnxas. Sieheiv may also be taken in 

the more common sense of ‘ to distinguish,’ i.e. how we are to dis- 

tinguish or define unity and plurality (cp. iii, 13. § 6: « 5) rév ap.d- 
\ bf Xt , € \ > \. ©. , 8 al 8 r - } , a) 

ov elev OALYOL TAYUTAV Ol TV APETIV EXOVTES, TLVA VEL OLEAELY TOV TPOTFOP , }. 

ov yap yivera modus €& Spotwv. 2. 3- 

The equality among citizens which is elsewhere (iii. 16. § 2; iv. 

11. § 8; vii. 8. § 4) said to be the true and natural principle, is not 

inconsistent with a difference of character and of pursuits. 

dwwive: dé rH rovotT@ Kal modus Ovous, dray pi) KATA KOpas dor Kexwpio- 2. 3. 

pévot TO mAHOos, GAN’ oiov ’ApKddes. 

The clause érav py) «.7.4. may be a description either 1)* of the 
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évos, ‘when the inhabitants of a country are not yet distributed in 

villages’; or 2) of the wéAus, ‘ when they are no longer dispersed in 

villages.’ According to 1), the Arcadians are placed below, 

according to 2), above the ordinary condition of village commu- 

nities. 

1) Taking the first rendering, we may compare Plato’s Sympo- 

sium, 193 A, vuri dé dia thy ddiiay SipxicOnpev bd Tod Ocod Kabamep 

*Apkddes 7d Aaxedapovioy, But Arcadia was also the most back- 

ward state in Hellas, the type of primitive simplicity. Hence, 

without referring to the dispersion of the Mantineans by the Lace- 

daemonians (Xen. Hell. y. 2. 6) it is possible that Aristotle is 

speaking, not of their actual, but of their primitive and traditional 

state. 2) On the other hand he may be using the Arcadians as an 

example, not of the ¢vos but of the més, and contrasting their 

condition, when centralized in Megalopolis by Epaminondas, with 

the ruder life ofearlier times. ‘They would certainly have furnished 

the latest illustration of a cvvoixiois. We may paraphrase ‘ When 

they are not scattered in villages, but, like the Arcadians, have a 

central city.’ 

It may be argued on the other side that Aristotle would not 

have used the Arcadians who were the most backward of Hellenes, 

as the type of a civilized, but of a semi-barbarous, nation. 

To Aristotle the ¢@vos is a lower stage than the wédis, He had 

no idea of a nation in the higher sense; nor did he see how ill 

adapted the Greek médus was to the larger order of the world, 

which was springing up around him, or how completely it had 

outlived its objects, 

€& dy Se det &v yevéoOar, cider Siapéper. 

The state like the nation is not a mere aggregate, but has an 

organic unity of higher and lower elements, 

didrep 76 icov rd dvtimetrovOds oaler Tas méAes, Somep ev Tois HOrKots 

eipnrat mpédrepoy, 

Euclid in his 6th Book uses dvrimerovOéva to express the relation 

of reciprocal proportion. Probably the ethical significance of the 

term among the Pythagoreans was derived from its mathematical 
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use. Cf. Nic. Eth. v. 5. § 1, and Alex. Aphrod. on Met. i. 5, rijs 

pev Sixaocvvyns idiov bmodapBdvovres rd aytimerovOds tre Kal icov, etc. 

(Scholia in Arist. Ed. Berol. 539 b. 12.) 

&omep év trois 7Oxois. Here, and in vii. 13. § 5, Aristotle quotes 

the Ethics in the Politics, as he quotes the Politics in the Rhetoric 

(i. 8, 1366 a. 21). But probably the references have been 

interpolated. 

donep dv «i peréBaddov of okureis Kal of réxroves Kal pay of adrol asi 2. 5. 

okurordépot Kal TéxToves joay. 

These words are a reflection on the proposed arrangement, not 

unlike the satirical remarks of Socrates in the Memorabilia (i. 2. § 9), 

and in the Republic ii. 374. But the connexion is imperfectly 

drawn out :—Aristotle, while making this reflection upon the in- 

convenience of the practice, admits in the next sentence that the - 

alternation of rulers and subjects is in some cases the only 

arrangement possible. To Plato it seemed essential that the 

division between rulers and ruled should be permanent, like the 

division of labour in the arts, between one craftsman and another. 

Aristotle says, ‘ yes, if possible,’ but this permanence is not always 

attainable, for where there is equality and freedom among the 

citizens, they must rule in turn (vii. c. 9; cp. also infra, c. 11. § 13). 

ev ots O¢ py Suvarov . . e& apyijs. 2. 6. 

‘However desirable it may be that the same should rule, yet, if 

they cannot, but justice requires that all, being by nature equal, 

should share in the government, then they must rule by turns.’ 

év tovtous dé pupetoOar rd ev peper rods icous elkew dpuoiws Tots &§ 2. 6. 

dpxijs. 
év rovros, SC. among those who are naturally equal and have a 

right to share in the government. 

pipetoOa, ‘to imitate,’ i.e. to come as near as we can to ‘this 

principle of succession,’ dependent on BéAruov. 

ois €€ dpxns, SC. eikovow. Like ‘the original rulers, who have 

yielded to them;” or, without supplying ¢ikovew, nearly the same 

meaning may be obtained. Cp. Book iii. 6. § 9, a passage which 

helps to explain this, 8:5 kat ‘ras moherexds dpxas, drav 9 kar’ iodtyta TOY 
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moALTGv ouveotnkvia Kat Kab’ dpoidrnra, Kara pepos akvodow ape, mpdrepov 

pev, y mépuxev, akvodvres ev péper Aecroupyeiv, kal okoreiv Tia mddw Td 
a , 

avrov ayabdy, dorep mpdrepoy aitos dpyav éoxdmet Td exeivou cupdepor. 

Tov avréy On tpdrov dpxdvre@v erepor éErépas dpxovow apyds. 

1) The equalisation of rulers and ruled is attained in two ways: 

a) by succession; 4) by the variety of offices which the same 

person may hold,—that is to say, instead of going out of office, he 

may pass from one office to another, from higher to lower and 

conversely ; the alderman may become a common councillor or 

the common councillor an alderman. Or, 2) the words are a pass- 

ing thought suggested by dAdo yevduevor, confirmatory of the view 

that the State consists of dissimilars. ‘There is a further variety ; 

not only do they come into and go out of office, as if they were 

no longer the same persons, but they have different offices.’ 

ei pev ody OS ExaoTOS, Tay’ dy ein pGddov 6 Bovderat tovety 6 Swxpdrns 

. viv & ody ovt@ dycovew x.7.d. 

‘When each man can speak of his own wife, his own son, or his 

own property, the clear conviction which he entertains may tend to 

produce unity, but this is not the meaning of those who would have 

all things in common ; they mean “all,” not “ each.” ’ 

To yap Tdvtes kal Gudtepa Kal mepiTTa Kal Gptia dia 7d Serrdv Kat év 

Tots Adyous epiorixots movi GvANoyiopovs’ 1d earl +d mdvras Td adrd 

héyewv Ot pv Kaddv, GAN ov duvardv, Wdi 8 odOev SpovonriKdy. 

The absolute unity of ‘all’ in the sense of ‘each’ is not what 

Plato intended, and is in fact impracticable. The unity of all 

in the abstract, ie. of the whole state, excluding individuals, 

does not tend to harmony. Sucha unity is really inconceivable ; a 

state without individuals is a pdrauy eidos. (Nic. Eth. i. 6. § 10.) 
The term ‘all,’ like the term ‘ one,’ is ambiguous, and has a different 

meaning when applied to the state and to the individuals of whom 

the state is composed. 

mayres kat dudsrepa, The fallacy is that these words may mean 
‘all’ or ‘both,’ either in a collective or individual sense. 

mepirra kal dpria, The fallacy consists in assuming that odd and 
even are the same because two odd numbers when added together 
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are even: e.g. the odd numbers, 5 + 7=12, which is an even num- 

ber; or that five is both odd and even, because it is composed of 

three which is an odd and two which is an even number. See 

Arist. Sophist. Elench. c. 4. 162a. 33. Cp. infra c. 5. § 27, od 

yap tev airy Td evdaipoveivy Svrep rd Gpriov, k.T.d. | 

Kat év rois Aéyors x.r.A. ‘For the word mares is fallacious, and 

indeed the use of this and other analogous terms is a source of 

contentious syllogisnis in arguments,’ xai, ‘not only in this instance, 

but in arguments generally.’ 

The fallacy referred to is that of ctvdeo1s and S:aipeors, cp. Soph. 

Elench. c. 20. 177 a. 33 ff. 

i) Soov éxdorm émBddret, 3. 4. 

Either, ‘ only so far as comes in the way of,’ or, ‘is the business 

of each,’ or, with a slight difference of meaning, ‘ only so far as it 

touches or affects each.’ Cp. i. 13. § 8, dd rév pév apxovra redéav 

éxew Set thy HOcKiy dperiy Tav & Gddav exacrov dcov émiBdddex adrois. 

Kal ovToL ovy ws éxdorov. 3. 5. 

‘Every man will have a thousand sons, and these do not pro- 

perly belong to him individually, but equally to all.’ 

ére OUTwS ExaoTos Ends Eyer Tov ed MpdTToyra Tdv ToiTaY 7} KaKds, 8. 5. 

émrdatos tuyydver Tov apiOyodv dv, oiov euds 7) Tov Séeivos, rodrov roy Tpdmov 

Aéeyav Kad’ Exacrov TOV xLNtwv, 

ovres*, ‘on this principle’; ¢uds=eyds eon. ‘Further, on this 

principle [of common parentage], each one says of the citizen who 

fares ill or well, ‘‘ he is mine,” whatever fraction he himself may be 

of the whole number; I mean that (ofov) he will say, “ he is mine,” 

or, “ his,” and this will be his way of speaking about each of Plato’s 

thousand citizens.’ The words havea reference to Plat. Rep. v. 463 

E, padvora cvupdpeovncovow évds tivos i) ed } KakGs mparrovros ... Ott TO 

“ov ed mparrer 7) TO epdv xax@s. ‘The citizen speaks as one in a 

thousand of all the rest: he gives a thousandth part of his affection 

to each and all of the thousand persons who are the objects of it. 

Or, to put the matter in another way: we may suppose the citizens 

to be conversing with each other: they say, ‘my son is doing 

well,’ or,.‘is not doing well,’ being each of them a thousandth part 
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of the whole, and those of whom they speak being likewise each of 

them a thousandth part. 

A different view of this passage has been taken in the Text. 

More stress is laid on the words rév «3 4 kaxas mparrovra: the parent 

is supposed to appropriate the youth who is doing well, and to dis- 

own the one who is doing badly: eos Aéyer rby €d fj Kakas mpdrrovra= 

eyds Neyer rév ed mpdrrovra, odk euds Aéyer roy Kakds mpdrrovra. It must 

be remembered that, according to Aristotle, the true children are 

liable to be discovered by their likeness to their parents. 

ray xAlwv, as if Plato had made his state to consist of a thousand 

citizens; cp. infra c. 6.§ 5. This is only an inference from Rep. 

iv. 423 A, in which Plato says that the ideal state, even if con- 

sisting of no more than a thousand soldiers, would be invincible. 

6 pev yap vidv K.t.A. 

‘In Plato’s state they are all“ mine”: in ordinary states there are 

many sorts of relationship, and the same person may be a father 

or a brother or a cousin of some one or other; there are likewise 

remoter degrees of affinity, and remoter still the tie of fellow wards- 

man or fellow tribesman. Even a distant cousinship is preferable 

to that shadow of a relationship which supersedes them all.’ 

6 & aveyidv, } Kar GAAny twa ovyyeverar. 

The variety of human relations as ordinarily conceived is 

contrasted with the monotony of Plato’s society in which the state 

and the family are identified. 

kpeirrov yap idiov avery eivat if) Tov Tpdrov Todroy vidv. 

A resumption of mérepov otrw xpeirrov; ‘Is not the present prac- 

tice better? for it is better to have a cousin of your own than to 

have a son after Plato’s fashion.’ 

gaci ties . . Tdv Tas Ths yas mepiddous Mpayparevopevav eival Tat TOV 

dy AiBiwv Kowds Tas yuvaikas, Ta pévrot yevopeva Téxva SratpetoOar Kara 

ras Opowdrnras.. 

Cp. Herod. iv. 180, 76 av otky rav avdpav rd maidiov, rovrov mais 

vopiterat, who is speaking, however, not of Upper, but of Lower 

Libya. 
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by oddév Sovdv éore yiverOar mpos marépas kal pytépas kai rovs pi 4, I. 

réppo Tis ovyyevelas dvtas, donep mpds rods arradev, — 

‘Crimes of violence are worse in the republic of Plato because 

they are attended with impiety, and they are more likely to be 

committed because natural relationships are undiscoverable.’ Aris- 

totle here mixes up Plato’s point of view and his own. He does 

not remark that Plato having abolished family relations is not really 

chargeable with the occurrence of offences which arise out of them. 

Perhaps he would have retorted that the natural relationship could 

not be thus abolished. 

kal yevonevav, TOv pev yvapi(dvrwy evdéxerar Tas vopifopevas yiverda 4. I. 

Avoeis, TOV Sé pydepiar. 

rav d¢ is opposed to ray pév, though not parallel with it=‘ but in 

the other case,’ as if ray perv without yvwpifdvrav had preceded. Or 

a comma may be placed after ray perv, and yrepifévrav may be 

separated from it. ‘And when offences take place, in the one case 

men having knowledge of them, the customary expiations may be 

made, in the other case they cannot.’ 

dromov 8€ Kal Td Kowovs momoavta Tovs viods Td cuveivar pdvov adedeiv 4. 2. 

Trav épavreay, to 8 épav pi Koddoar, pndé tas xpynoes Tas GAdas, ds warpt 

mpos vidv etvat mdvrwy éotl ampenécrarov kal ddeAP@ mpds adeApdr" eret 

kal Td épGv pdvov, 

The instance quoted, rarpi mpés vidv, shews that the reference is 

to Rep. iii. 403, but Aristotle has been hasty or forgetful in his 

citation. Plato does not say that he will: allow the practice of 

lovers to prevail between father and son, or brother and brother, 

but that the endearments of lovers shall be only such as might be 

practised without offence between members of the same family. rd 

épav evidently in the lover’s sense of the word. ; 

éouxe S€ padAov x.7.A. 4.°4. 

‘If the legislator desire to keep the inferior classes in a state of 

weakness, and communism is a source, not of strength, but of 

weakness, then it is better adapted to them than to the guardians ’— 

that is, according to Aristotle’s view of communism, not Plato’s. 

Cp. vii. 9.§ 8; c.10.§ 13 where he argues that the legislator should 

VOL. IL. E 
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destroy as far as possible any tie of race among the slave population. 

And the traditional policy of slave-holding countries has been to 

deprive the slave of education and of family rights. 

4.4. rovvrous. 

Sc. firrov pidcxods gathered from Arrov dudia, 

4.5. ai 8v fv aitiav 6 Swxpdrns obras olerat Seiv rdrrew Ta meph Ta Téxva, 

Supply rodvarriov (from the preceding) ris airias 8¢ fv, viz. unity. 

Cp. supra c. 2. § 1, cal 8¢ hy airiay gyot Seiv vevopoberijc ba tov tpdmov 

rovrov 6 Swxparns ov daivera cupBaivov €k Tdv Adyav. 

4.6,47. 6 cai doxei xaxcivos elvai noe ths pidias Epyov, kabdmep év trois épw- 

tikois Adyous toper Adyovta rdv "Apiorohdyyy Os Trav épavtev Ba rd 

opddpa pirciv emiOvpotvray ovppivar kal yevérOar é« dio dvtov ap- 

gorépous Eva, évravOa pév ody avdyxn apdorépovs épOdpOa H Tov evar €v 

dé 7H wove THY Gidiav dvaykaiov ddaph yiverOar dia Thy Kowawviay Tiyv 

rowavrny, kal Kiara A€yew Tov eudv ih vidy marépa } marépa vidv. 

Socrates wishes to have the city. entirely one: now such a unity 

is either attained or not attained: if attained like that of the lovers 

in the Symposium (called here ¢pwrxol Adyor), p. 192, it would be 

suicidal, But it is not attained, for he only succeeds in creating a 

very loose tie between his citizens. 

és ray épavrwy, a rare construction after \éyew. Cp. Plat. Meno 

95 E, as Sidaxrod ovons tis dperns Eyer. 

i tov &va. ‘If they are to be absorbed in one another, both 

individualities cannot subsist, though one may.’ 

4,8.  ovrw cvpBaiver kal ri OlkerdTHTA THY mpds GAANAOUS THY ard Tay dvo- 

pdrov tovray SiadbpovtiLew kota dvayKatoy by év rij wodeirela TH ToLavry, 

4} warépa ds viav h viby as marpés, i) ws adeAods GAAHA@r. 

dvaykaioy by is to be taken with cupBaivet, fxiora with diappovricew. 

The latter word has two constructions, 1) with rwa for subject, 

and oixedryra as object; 2) with marépa, vidv for subjects, and the 

genitives viav, marpds following, e. g. i) marépa Siapporrifew ws viav. 

4.9. 16 re ior kai rd dyamyrtov. 

dyannrdéy, ‘that which is to be cherished or valued,’ like dyamnrés 

in Plat. (?) Alcibiades I. 181 E, oir éeyévero, as Cocxey, "AAKyBiddy ro 
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KAewviov epaoris ott’ earw adn’ i) eis pdvos, kat odros dyannrés, Swxpdrns 

6 Sedpovicxov kai Pawapérns: and Rhet. i. 7, 1365 b. 19, otk ton 

(nuia, av tis Tov érepdbadrpov rupraayn Kal tov bv exovra* ayamnrov yap 

apypyra: also Homer (Odyssey ii. 365) potdvos édy dyamnrés. Com- 

pare the English ‘dear.’ Or, more simply, dyamnrév may also be 

taken as answering to udev: ‘men love an object which is natu- 

rally to be loved.’ 

kal mddw of mapa Tots pUAagw [eis] rods GAXous woNiras. 4, 10. 

Aristotle is referring to the case of the citizens who pass from 

one rank to another. ‘T’hose who are raised to the condition of 

the guardians and those who are degraded from it have both lost 

the natural relationships of brothers and sisters, parents and chil- 

dren. But the natural relations still exist although the names of 

them have disappeared; and therefore they are now less likely to be 

respected. Here again Aristotle is confusing his own point of view 

with that of Plato. 

mapa rois pvdagw must be explained as a confusion of rest and 

motion, lit. ‘those who [having been transferred from the other 

citizens] are now among the guardians,’ The words «is rods adXous 
moditas have been explained as a pleonasm=‘in relation to the 

other citizens’ (od mporayopetovew adedgois, x.r.d,), ‘they do not call 

them brothers.’ But the use of eds in a different sense in two suc- 

cessive lines is objectionable. It is possible that the words «is rods 

@Xovs modiras are an error of the copyist, who may have repeated 

the words of the previous line. The omission of és (which is 

wanting in Moerbeke and in two good MSS., Ms. P?, but inserted 

as a correction in one of them, and found in all the rest) is the best 

way of amending the passage. 

dv } éxeiva xopls, 5. 2. 
SC. Ta mepl Ta Téxva Kal rds yuvaikas. 

mOérepov . . Tas Te KTHOELS KoWds elvat BeATY Kal Tas xpnoEs. 5. 2. 

These words are a statement of the general question which is 

afterwards subdivided into three cases, though the carelessness of 

the language might at first sight lead to the inference that Aristotle 

is putting the third case only. Hence Bernays has been led, un- 

E 2 
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necessarily, to alter the reading. ‘The change made by him of re 

into ye and of «ai into xara impairs the parallelism of xrnces and 

xphoes (rds ye Krhoets Kowds elvat BAAriov Kara ras xpnoes). The three 

cases are: 1) the soil divided, produce common: 2) soil common, 

produce divided: 3) soil and produce alike common, 

Orep ema mrovet ray Over. 

vn as in i. 2. § 6, a vague expression for BdpSapo. and generally 

opposed to méders or “EAAnves: also any loosely organised people, 

ii. 2. § 3; applied to the more general divisions of Hellas, vii. 7. § 4. 

The cases of Sparta, infra § 7,and of Tarentum, vi. 5. § 10, are not 

in point, even if their practice could be regarded as communism. 

érépwv pév odv drwy Tay yewpyovvrav Gddos dv etn Tpdmos Kal pawr. 

If the land were cultivated by serfs there would be no disputes 

among the cultivators, for having no property, they would have 

nothing to quarrel about. 

TOY cuvaTrodnpav Kowevia oyxeddv yap of mrcioror Siahepdpevor k.T.r. 

Either* ‘ fellow-travellers’ or ‘fellow-settlers in a foreign city.’ 

Whether the xowovias were formed for the purposes of business or 

only of companionship is not determined. With the words oxeddv 

yap x.r.d. supply mpooxpovover. r 

kal émixoopnOev . . dveveycat. 

A condensed expression put for dy dé viv rpdmov exer, Siahéper, Kal 

éncxoounbev (‘ when it has been improved’), od puxpdr dy dievéyrac. 

ai pev yap empédecac Stnpnwévac tra eykAnpata mpos adAndovs ov 

moumovory, 

Either 1), ‘for the division of labour will give rise to no com- 

plaints,’ i.e. will prevent complaints, émpéAdea being taken as the 

nominative to od momoovow: or 2) regarding (as the words mpds 

d\Ajdovs and the following clause paddov 8 émdacovow seem to 

indicate) ai pév émpédeae as nom. absolute, or the construction of 

the sentence as changing, we may translate, ‘Every one having 

a distinct occupation, men will not complain of one another.’ 

8¢ dperiy Se. 

‘But where there is virtue there will be in practice community of 

goods among friends.’ 
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tmoyeypappevor, 5. 6. 
‘Sketched out or faintly indicated.’ For imoypapew, cp. De Gen, 

Anim. ii. 6, 743 b. 24, of ypadeis tmoypdaavres rais ypappais ovTws 

évaheighover Tots xpapace Td (Gov. 

otov kat év AaxeSaipom trois re SovAots xpavrat rois GdAnA@v ws ciretv 5, 7. 

idtows, ere & twos Kat xvoiv, kav SenOaow epodiov ev Trois aypois Kara 

Thy xSpay. 
xpa as opposed to mddis :—‘ When on a journey in the country, 

they take the produce in the fields.” The apodosis (i.e. some 

such words as ypavrat epodiors) is omitted. Cp. Xen. Respub. Lac. 6, 

§§ 1, 3, 4, Evavria ye pny eyvo kal rade trois mAcicros. "Ev pev yap tais 

@ndas wodece tev éavtod Exaoros Kal maidwv Kal oiker@v Kal xpnuataov 

dpxovow' 6 d5€ AvKodpyos, kataokevaoat Bovdduevos as dv pndev Brar- 

Tovres amoAavouev te of moNiTar GAAnA@Y ayabdy, eroince Traidwv ExacTov 

Spoiws tTav éavtod Kal t&v dAdoTpiay apxew. ..... €moinoe dé Kat 

oikérais, et tis Senbein, xpjoOar Kal trois dAXorpiows. Kat xuvav de 

Onpevtixav ouvne Kowawviav' adore of pep Seduevor mapaxadovow ent 

Onpav, 6 8€ py adbrds cxoddlov Adéas éxméumre. Kal immo dé dcatrws 

xparvra’ 6 yap dobevnoas 7} Senbets dynparos if raxv mot BovAndeis 

aguxéoba, fv mov iby trmov bvra, AaBdv kal ypnodpevos Kadds droKa- 

Giorno, x.r.A. Also Plat. Laws, viii. 845 A, édy dé Eévos emdnunoas 

éra@pas éemcbupn payeiv Siarropevdpevos ras dovs, THs pév yevvaias dnréaba, 

éav BovAnra, pe Evds axodovOov xwpls tins, Edma Sexduevos, ths dé 

dypoikou Aeyouerns Kal Tov ToLOvT@Y 6 Vdpos EipyéeTw f1n KOL_W@VeElY NuiY TOUS 

&évous. 

draws dé yivevrat ToLoUToL. 5. 8. 

“Of such an unselfish character as to place their property at the 

service of others.’ 

7d dé Pidavrov civae Wéeyerat Stkaiws, K.7.Ar. 5. 9. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. ix. 8; Rhet. i. 11. § 26; Plato’s Laws, v. 731 E. 

TOY TOLOUTMY. 5. 9. 

‘Not only money, but anything towards which there can be an 

excess of love.’ Cp. note oni. 1. § 2. 

dvatpovow epya . . swppoativns mepi tds yuvaikas. 5. 10. 

Yet Plato in his Republic aimed really at an impossible strictness 
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in the relation of the sexes, and is very far from allowing his 

guardians to indulge in sensuality. 

Eimpécwmos pév odv 4 Towad’rn vopoberia kat pirdvOpwros dy ecivat 

ddfeuev’ 6 yap dxpompevos dopevos dmodéxerar, vopifav eoeaba udjiav 

twa Oavpactiy mac mpos dravras, G\dws te Kal Gray KaTyyopH Tis TOV viv 

tmapxsvrav év rais TodiTelas KaKaY ws yivopever Sid Td pr) Kony elvar Thy 

ovciav, A¢yw 8 Sikas re mpds GAAHAovs mept cupBoraleav Kai Wevdopapru- 

ptay Kpicets Kal mhovoi@y Kodakeias, 

The flow and regularity of this sentence remind us of the 

opening of Book vii, noticed by Bernays. Cp. for a similar regu- 

larity supra c. 1. 

Mankind quickly become enamoured of socialistic theories, 

espécially when they are interspersed with attacks on existing 

institutions. Cp. Plat. Rep. v. 464, 465; iv. 425. 

dy ovdev yiverat Oia tiv dkow@rnciay adda bia THY poxOnpiav. 

A similar unwillingness to ascribe to institutions what is due to 

human nature may be remarked elsewhere: e.g. c. 7. § 8, ru 8 ef 

Tis Kal THY petpiay Taferev ovoiay macw, ovder dpedos* paddov yap Sei Tas 

enibvupias dparitew 4 rds ovotas K.T.A, 

The emphatic negative dy oidev yivera for 4 ov yivera is curious, 

GXAG Oewpodpev Sdlyous rods ex THv Koivandy Sraepopévous mpds mod- 

Rods cupBddrovres rods KeKTypévous idia ras Krncets. 

To what Aristotle may be alluding is not very clear. He may 

have remarked that there were more quarrels among Pythagorean 

sects, as well as among friends who had become fellow-travellers, 

than among other men. A similar reflection has often been made 

on the religious communities of later times. Or he may be referr- 

ing to disputes arising in ‘guilds’ or ‘clubs,’ or partnerships in 

business. diapepopévovs is to be repeated with xexrnévovs. The 

meaning is that the owners of common property are comparatively 

few, and that therefore their quarrels, though relatively more 

frequent, do not so often come under our notice. 

AAA Sei TAROos dv, Somep cipnrar mpdrepov, Sia Thy maideiav Kowhy Kat 

play troveiy, 

Aristotle takes up a position half way between the communism 
' 
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’ of Plato and the existing practice of states. He would have men 

lend or give to their neighbours more than they do, but he would 

not enforce by law a community of goods; he would unite them 

by education, but would not destroy family life. 

Somep ta wept ras xrhoes ev Aaxedatyou kal Kpyrn tois ovocurios 6 5. 15. 

vonobérns éxoivacer. 

This remark more truly applies to Crete, where the common 

tables were provided at the public expense (c. 10. § 7), than to 

Sparta, where he who could not afford to contribute to his mess 

lost the rights of citizenship (c. 9. §§ 30-32). Still in both there 

was a common mode of life; and an element of communism was 

introduced by the legislator. Compare also the remarkable descrip- 

tion of the effect of Lacedaemonian training (iv. 9. §§ 6-9) in pro- 
ducing the same simple habits of life both among rich and poor ; 

and Xen. De Rep. Laced. 6. §§ 1, 3, 4. 

mayra yap oxeddy evpyta péev, GAA Ta pey od cuvAKTaL, Tois F od 5. 16. 

XpavTa ywaoKorres. 

ov cvvixtat, lit. ‘they have not been put together,’ implying that 

no comparison has been made of them, nor inference drawn from 

them. In other cases the inference has been drawn, but not 

applied to a practical use. As in Pol. vii. 10. § 7, and Metaph. xi. 

8, 1074 b. 8 (Svei rs xapicas abrd AdBoe pdvov rd mpArov, bre Beods @ovro 

Tas mparas ovoias eiva, Oeiws dv cipjoda vopicetey, Kal kata Td eixds 

modnakts eipnuerns eis 7d Suvardv Exdorns Kat réxvns Kai pirooodias kai 

tradw Pbepopxevav cat ravras tas ddéas éxeivey olov Aelpava wepicetdo Oa 

péxpt tod viv), and several other passages, Aristotle supposes the 

inventions of arts and laws to have been made many times over. 

Compare Plat. Laws iii. 677 A foll. 

padiora © dy yévorro savepdv, et tis Tots Epyous ioe rv toadrny 5.17. 

moNreiay KaTacKevaLloperyy. 

‘In the actual process of creation.’ 

Cp. Plat. Tim. 19 B, mpooéoue dé 87 tii por ro@de 7d mdbos, otov 

ei Tis (Ga Kadd mov Oeacapevos, eire bd ypadis eipyacpeva cire kal (avra 

GAnbwas, jovxiav dé dyovra, cis embupiav adixorro Oedoacbar Kivotpeva 

Te avTa kai Tt TOY Tois Gapacr SoKovYT@Y mpoonKEl KaTa THY aywviay 

addowvra, taitov kal ey mémovOa mpds thy modu fv dpdGopev, 
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py pepifov atta cal xopifor. 

avra refers to some general subject gathered from riv rocavrny modi- 

veiav. The neuter is supported by ra pev.and ra 6é, which follow. 

Srep Kat viv Aaxedaipdvior mroveiv Erixetpovow. 

1)* ‘Which already,’ i.e. as a matter of fact, without having 

recourse to Plato’s ideal, the Lacedaemonians are actually carrying 

out; or 2), ‘which at this very time the Lacedaemonians are 

trying to carry out [as though they had fallen into desuetude]’ 

(Schneider). For the use of viv compare ii. 8. 6. 

émtxeipooow according to 1), (as often in Plato. See Ast’s 

Lexicon) is used pleonastically=‘do carry out.’ So rév émyeupn- 

advrav vewrepitew (v. 7. § 13)=rTav vewrepicdvrov. And Plato's 

Phaedrus, 265 E, pi emtyetpeiv xarayvivar pepos pander. 

moet yap Tods pev pvAakas olov ppoupovs, rods dé yewpyovs kal rovs 

texviras kal Tovs &Xous moXiras. 

1)* The emphasis is on rods pév and rods S¢. ‘He makes one 

class to consist of the guardians, who are a sort of garrison, and 

he makes husbandmen, [or, ‘to these he opposes the husbandmen’| 

and the artisans and the rest of the citizens,’ 2) Bernays trans- 

lates, ‘For he makes the guardians a sort of garrison and. the 

husbandmen and the artisans and the others, citizens [held in 

check by the garrison],’ making a pause at rovs dAovs. Cp. Rep. 

iv. 419. But the opposition between gpovpods and modiras is harsh. 

For the dpovpot or dvAaxes had a special right to the name citizens, 

whereas the husbandmen, as is implied in §§ 23, 28, are hardly to 

be reckoned in the State at all. Cp. c. 6.-§§ 2, 3. Yet it may be 

argued on the other hand, that Aristotle has only an imperfect 

recollection of Plato; that he ‘snatches’ at the word ¢povpoivras, 

and puts into the mouth of Socrates an objection which really 

proceeds from Adeimantus, though afterwards paradoxically ad- 

' mitted by Socrates himself. Nor is it possible to set any limits to 

5. 23. 

the misinterpretations of Plato passing under the name of Aristotle. 

The first way of taking the passage is confirmed by c. 8. § 2 infra: 

emotes yap ev péev pépos rexviras, év dé yewpyovs, Tpirov S€ 7d mporrohepovv 
‘ . 2. ws 

kat Ta Onda Exor, 

> A ‘ vw? 3 ~ ans a . ahha yap ¢it avayxaia 10.09 dpoiws etre py, viv y ovder Sidpic rat. 
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Here, again, the antecedent to raira is to be gathered generally 

from the context,=‘ whether these communistic institutions are 

equally necessary for the inferior and for the superior classes,’ &c. 

Cp. note on i. 2. § 2. 

vuv ye. 5. 23. 

‘As far, at least, as his book shows.’ Cp. supra c. 2. § 1. 

kal wept Tav éxopever. 5. 23. 

Sc. oddév dimpicrae from the previous sentence. ‘And as to 

matters connected with these, what is to be their government, 

what their education, what their laws, nothing has been deter- 

mined.’ A repetition of § 18. The emendation dpyopévwy (Con- 

greve) is unnecessary and out of place; for Aristotle has already 

disposed of the subject class in § 22, and at § 24 he returns 

to speak of the members of the state generally. 

kay ¢i Kowa ai ktnoes Kal ai TOV yewpyv yuvaixes. 5. 24. 

Sc. ris oixovounoe ; or more generally, ‘What then’? Two cases 

are supposed: 1) what if wives are common and possessions 

private; and 2) what if possessions and wives are both common. 

dromov S€ kai To ék T&v Onpiov ToretoOar Thy TapaBodyy, OTL Sei 7a 5. 24. 

avra éemirndeveww ras yuvaikas tois dvdpdow ots oikovopias ovdév peéreatw. 

The language is not exact; moveioba tv mapaBodkyyv=to argue 

from the comparison of the animals. ois: sc. rots Onpiots. 

‘The rulers must always be the same; for they cannot change 5. 26, 

the metal or quality which is infused into their souls by nature.’ 

But then Plato supposes the whole ruling class to be guardians, 

divided only as young and old into warriors and counsellors (as in 

the state described in vii. 9. § 5); and he provides for exceptional 

merit by the transfer from one class to another. The actual 

governing class are men advanced in years (Rep. vii. 536 ff.), and 

Aristotle himself acknowledges (vii. 14. § 5) that the division of 

functions between young and old is natural, and that the young 

wait their turn and do not rebel against such an arrangement. 

ert 5€ Kai ri evdaipoviay daipovpevos trav uddkwv, Any not Seiv 5, 27. 

eOaipova trosety Thy méAw Tov vopobérny. advvarov dé eddSapoveiv dAny, 7) 

Tov mheiorav i) py) TdvToV pepov I) Twav éxdvrav Thy edSatpoviar. 

This passage, like many others in the Politics, involves a miscon- 
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ception of Plato’s meaning. The literalism of Aristotle prevents 

him from seeing that Plato does not really take away the happiness 

of individuals in affirming that the happiness of the state must be 

considered first. He takes it away that he may afterwards restore 

a larger measure of it. He is only insisting that the doctrine of the 

priority of the whole to the part, which Aristotle holds in common 

with him (cp. Pol. i. 2. § 13), should be carried out in practice. 

Compare also Rep. iv. 420 B, C, and Politics vii. 9. § 7, (rd ev 

yap evdatpoveiy dvaykaiov tmdpxew pera ths dperijs, eddaipova dé médw ovK 

eis pépos Te BAeartas Sei Néyew adtis GAN eis wavras rods wodiras) Where 

Aristotle appears to coincide with Plato in the doctrine which he 

here repudiates. 

bvmep Td Giptioy, K.T.A, 

Aristotle means to say that the even number may exist in the 

whole though not always in the parts (cp. note on c. 3. § 3 supra); 

but happiness must always exist in both. 

Socrates is here spoken of by implication (édéya 68€ mepi ris 

mouteias eipnxev, § 4) as if he were the chief speaker in the Laws, 

though he is not introduced at all. The Laws are quoted as 

Plato’s in c. 7. § 4. 

kal yap év TH Toditela wept OALywv mdprav Sidptkev 6 Soxparys. 

The list which follows is a very inadequate summary of the 

subjects contained in the Republic. Probably the metaphysical 

and imaginative portions of the work appeared to Aristotle moirikal 

perapopal (Met. c. 9. 991 a. 22) and alien from politics. 

Td O€ eis rd mpomodepodv pépos’ tpiroy 8 &€x ToUTwy 7d BovAevdpevoy Kai 

KUptov THs TdAEws. 

‘And a third class taken from the warriors,’ (rév mpoohepovvrer). 

mept 8€ Trav yewpyav Kal Trav TexmTar, mérepoy ovdemias f peTexouot 

Twos Gpxijs .. . ove di@ptxer. 

Yet Plato has expressly foretold, emphasizing his words by the 

declaration of an oracle, ‘ that when a man of brass or iron guards 

the State it will then be destroyed’ (Rep. iii. 415, and supra c. 5. 

§ 26), by which he clearly means that the third and fourth classes 
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are to be excluded from office. Nor would he have thought for 

a moment of a shoemaker, or agricultural labourer, exercising 

political rights. On the other hand, it is true to say that Plato 

has nowhere defined the position of the lower classes: he has 

thus evaded the question of slavery to which Aristotle was keenly 

alive. He acknowledges the difficulty of this question in the Laws 

v. 776 ff. 

tois €£@bev Adyors. 6. 3. 

I.e. with digressions, such as the attack upon the poets (Books 

ii and iii), the theory of knowledge (v, vi, vii), the doctrine of 

immortality (x). To Aristotle these appear irrelevant, though 

naturally entering into Plato’s conception of the state, which 

includes philosophy and religion as well as politics. 

tay S€ vopav Td pev mrelorov pépos voor Tvyxavovow dvres, ddiya S€ B. 4. 

mepl Ths modurelas €ipnKev. 

This statement is far from accurate. The truth is that in the 

Laws of Plato a nearly equal space is given to the constitution and 

to legislation ; the latter half of the fifth book, the sixth, seventh, 

eighth, and a portion of the twelfth book being devoted to the 

constitution; the ninth, tenth, eleventh and the remainder of the 

twelfth to legislation. 

kal tavtnv Bovdépevos Kowortépay moreiv tais modeot Kata pukpov B. 4. 

mepidyer maAw mpos tiv étépay tro\uTetav. 

For a similar use of the word xoworépay cp. c. 6. § 16, ef pév odv 
@s Kowordrny Tavrny KatacKevager Tats WOAEot TOV GANwv ToALTELaY, k.T.A. 

érépav moXireiay, sc. the Republic. The idea of good, the rule of 

philosophers, the second education in dialectic, the doctrine of 

another life, are the chief speculative elements, as the community 

of property, and of women and children, are the chief social or 

practical elements, of the Republic which vanish in the Laws (Laws 

v. 739). The spirit of the Republic is more ideal and poetical, 

of the Laws more ethical and religious. Plato may be said to 

‘bring round the Laws to the Republic’ in the assimilation of 

male and female education, in the syssitia for women, in the asser- 

tion of the priority of the soul to the body and of her fellowship 

with the gods; in the final revelation of the unity of knowledge to 
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which he introduces his guardians at the end of the work (Laws 

xii. 965 ff.). 

THY pev xiALlov, 

Cp. note on c. 8. § 5, supra. 

TO pev ov TepiTToY K.T.A. ; 

This and the noble passage in the Nic. Eth. i. 6. § 1 (mpoodvrovs 

Tis ToavTns (yTHoews ywoperns did rd idrovs avdpas cicayayeiv Ta €ldy. 

Adg§ee 8 dy tows Bédrioy eivar kai deiv emt owrnpia ye THs GAnOelas Kat Ta 

oikeia avatpeiv, GAAws Te Kal hirocddous dvras* duo yap Bvrow dirow 

dovov mporipav thy adAnOevar*) are a sufficient confutation of the idle 

calumnies spread abroad in later times respecting the quarrels of 

Plato and Aristotle, which only reflect the odium philosophicum of 

their respective schools. Cp. note, i. 13. § 10. 

xopas Senoet Trois rovovrots BaBvAovias x.7.A. 

A strange remark: Aristotle himself mentions, apparently with- 

out surprise, that according to the ancient tradition the Spartan 

citizens had once numbered ten thousand, and he has himself 

testified that the country could support thirty thousand hoplites 

and fifteen hundred cavalry (c. 9. §§ 16, 17). Nor were the 5000 

or rather 5040 citizens to be maintained in idleness, for each of 

them had to cultivate his lot. 

Sei pev odv troribec Oa Kar edynv, wndév pevror advvaror, 

Even the best state, according to Aristotle, is limited by the 

number of citizens who can readily act together and by other 

conditions. These conditions he accuses Plato of having disre- 

garded. Cp. vii. 4. § 2, and 4. § 11. 

Plato would not have admitted the impracticability of his ideal 

state. It might be hard to realise, but was not impossible, Rep. v. 

471-474. In the Laws he resigns his ideal, though with reluct- 

ance, and acknowledging the conditions of actual life, he allows 

that there must be a second-best and even a third-best sample of 

states; Laws v. 739. 

ert b€ KaAGs Exe mpocbeiva Kai mpds Tods yeLTVL@vTAS TomoUs, ei Sei THY 

wow Cv Biov modutiKéy. 

Compare vii. 6. § 7, ei yap myepoudy Kal mrodurixdy (noerat Biov K.T.A. 
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[sc. } wéds]. The two passages mutually confirm each other and 

the comparison of them shows that neither here, with Muretus, nor 

in vii.6.§ 7, with Bekker (2nd edition), do we need to substitute 

modepsxov for modurixdy which in both passages is used to express 

International Relations. The addition of py poverixoy or py pove- 

repov in some MSS. after modcrixdv appears to be a gloss, probably 

suggested by vii. 2. § 16. 

The same criticism—that a state must have a foreign as well as 

a domestic policy, is made once more on Phaleas in c. 7. § 14. 

Nations and cities can no more get rid of other nations and cities 

than man (except by going into the wilderness) can tear himself 

from the society of his fellows. Cp. Mazzini’s forcible saying, 

‘Non-interference is political suicide.’ 

ei 5€ Tis py TOLOUTOY amodéxerat Biov, pyre Tov idioy pyre Tov Kowdy Ths B. 8. 

modes . . dtreNQodow. | 

‘But if a person does not accept the life of action either for 

individuals or for states, still the ‘country must be protected 

against her enemies.’ In modern language, ‘however much we 

may dislike war and the use of arms, there are cases in which the 

resistance to an enemy becomes a duty.’ 

dmedOovow, i.e. ‘lest they renew the attempt.’ 

kat Td mAROos Se ths xrnoews dpav Sei, pnmore BeAtiov Erépws Siopica 6G. 8, 

TH Tapas paddov. 

Literally, ‘Would it not be better to define the amount of 

property differently by defining it more clearly ?’ 

domep dy el tus eimev doe Liv eb rovro yap ear kaOddov padXov. 6. 8. 

It is doubtful whether these words are to be taken r) as an illus- 

tration of the want of clearness in Plato’s definition, or 2) as a 

correction of it; e.g. 1) ‘this is only saying, “ enough to enable a 

man to live well.”’ But this explanation seems to require that the 

following words rodro ydp éort xaOdédov paddov should be translated 

‘this however is too general’ (Bernays), giving a sense to paAQov 

(=padov 7 Set) which is doubtful unless suggested by the context, 

as in Rep. iii. 410 E, Phaedo 63 D. 2)* ‘ By the confused expression 

“Enough to live upon with temperance,” he means only “ enough 

to live upon well-or virtuously ; for this is the more general idea.”’’ 
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é£ets aiperal. 

The MSS. give dperai, corrected by Bekker from a marginal note 

in a copy of the Aldine edition into afperat, But the words ees 

aiperai are unmeaning. It is possible that ¢&es may be the true 

reading and dperai the gloss or vice versa. See note on text. 

ddeivas ty rexvorroiay, 

Another inaccurate criticism, For Plato expressly provides that 

the overplus of population should be sent to colonies (Laws v. 740). 

def 82 rodr’ ody Spolws axptBds Exew wept ras mdders TOTE Kal viv. 

‘But this matter ought not to be regulated with the same strict- 

ness then and now,’ i.e. it ought to be regulated with greater 

strictness in the imaginary state of the Laws than in existing states. 

mapatuyas. 

‘For whom there is no place at the banquet of life.—Malthus. 

toiro O¢ ridévac To mAHOos SirdjNem ound mpos tas Toxas, dv ovpBaivy 

reAeuray twas tev yervnbévr@v, Kai mpds THY TOV GAKwv drexviav. 

tév Gov, ‘the sterility of others,’ i.e. of others than those who 

have children, implied in the word yevynbévrav,—‘ the death of some 

of the children and the sterility of some of the married couples.’ 

Deidwv pev odv 6 Kopivbwos, dv vopobérns rav adpxaordrwv, Tods oikous 

ious @7On Seiv Stapévew Kai rd TAROos Tdv TodtTay, Kal ef 76 TpOTov rods 

KAnpous dvicous eiyov mavres kata péy<bos. 

toovs and dvicovs are here used in slightly different senses, toous 

referring to the numbers of the families, dvicovs to the size of the 

lot. ‘He thought that the number of the families should be the 

same, even although the original size of the lot was different.’ That 

is to say he accepted the existing distribution of property among 

families, however disproportioned, and did not allow it to be 

afterwards altered. | 

Of Pheidon the Corinthian nothing is known; he has beén’ 

identified with Pheidon the tyrant of Argos on the ground that 

Corinth lay in the Argive dominions (Miiller, Dorians i. 7. § 15). 

But no evidence is adduced of this assertion. ‘The word Kopivétos 

may have been a slip: (cp. for a similar or worse error, infra ¢. 11. 
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§§ 2, 15; v. 12. §§ 12, 14); but such a slip would be remarkable 

in a writer who has elsewhere called Pheidon tyrant of Argos, 

v. 10. § 6. 

mept pev rovrav . . Aexréov Uorepor, 6. 14. 

There is no adequate fulfilment of this promise to resume the 

question hereafter. But cp. vii. 5.§ 1; 10.§ 11; 16. § 15. 

not yap Seiv k.7.A. 6. 14. 

Aristotle is finding fault with Plato’s vagueness :—‘He says 

nothing but that the governors and governed should be made of a 

different wool.’ 

Ti macav ovoiay epinar yiverOa peifova péxpr TevtTaTactas. 6. 15. 

Cp. Laws, v. 744 E, where the proprietor is allowed to acquire 

(xrao@ar) four times the value of his original inheritance. If we 

add in the original inheritance which was not acquired, the limit 

of property will be fivefold. There is no reason for supposing any 

mistake in this statement (Susemihl) or in c. 7. § 4. 

kat tiv tev olkomédev 8 Biatpecw dei cxoreiv, ph mor’ od cuphépn 6. 15. 

mpos olkovoyiay, . 

One of the homesteads is to be in the city, another on the border 

(v. 745 E), the first to be the dwelling of the elders, the second of 

the son of the house (vi. 776 A). A plan similar to the one which 

he condemns is adopted by Aristotle in vii. 10. § 11; cp. note on 

text, in which the inconsistency of the two passages is pointed out. 

é€k yap tov ém\trevdvrar éoriv. 6. 16. 

The normal idea of a moXreia is that it consists of the free 

citizens who carry arms and are its natural defenders. Cp. iii. 

‘7. 8 3, 4, Grav d€ 7rd wAROos mpds Td Kowdv moALTEInTaAL Gupdépor, 

kadeirac 7d Kowdy dvoua macy TOy Todtredv, modurela’ oupBaiver 8 

eiAdyas* eva pev yap Siapépew Kur dperiy i dAlyous évdéxera, mAelous 

& 93n xaderdv jxpiBacda mpds wacav dperny, adda pddiota Thy Toe- 

puexny® avtn yap év wAnOer ylyverat’ Sidmep kara TaUTHY THY ToATElav KUpLa- 

Tatoy TO mporodepovy, Kal peréyovcw aitis of KexTnucvor Ta Gada, and 

see also Ib. c. 17. § 4; iv. 13. § 7; and Nic. Eth. viii. 10, 6. 

Ti yap mparny modureiay. 6. 16. 

The same as the érépa wodireia (§ 4), i.e. the Republic of Plato. 
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Here the Spartan is spoken of as a mixed constitution; in iv. 

c. 9. § 7, as a combination of aristocracy and democracy. So un- 

critical writers of the last century extol the English constitution as 

comprehending the elements of every other. It was thought by 

other nations as well as by ourselves to be an ideal which Europe 

should copy. But so far from being the fulfilment of a perfect design, 

it was really the growth of accident ; the merit lay not in any wisdom 

of our ancestors, but in the willingness of the people to conform to cir- 

cumstances which was so wanting among the Spartans. . . With the 

criticisms of Aristotle on the Lacedaemonian constitution it is 

interesting to compare the very similar criticism of Plato in the 

Laws, iv. 712 D, E, kat pny Evvvodr ye, & Eéve, ri év Aaxedaipovr modt- 

relav ovk exo oor ppdfew ovtas, Avrwa mpocayopevery aitny Sei’ Kal yap 

rupavvidt Soxet pot mpoceoikévar’ td yap Tav epdpav Oavpacroy os Tupav- 

vikoy €v avtn yéyove’ kai Tis evioré pow Gaiverat Tacay tav mddewv Sypo- 

kparovpévy pdduor’ eouxévar. 1d 8 ad pi pdvae dprorokpariay adriy eivat 

mavranacw dromoy. Kat piv 8) Baowdreia ye dia Biov 7 éotiv év adrn kal 

dpxaoratn mac@v Kat mpos mdvtav avOp@rev Kal fpdy aitday eyouevn. 

éy@ 5€ ovr viv eEaidyns dv epwrnbels bvtas, drep elmo, ovk Exo Siwpicd- 

pevos eimeiv tis TovTwy éoTl Trav modtre@y. Cp. Cic. de Rep. ii. 23. 

ev S€ rois vopors eipnras rovros ws Séov ovykeicbar thy dpiotny moXt- 

relay ek SnpoKpatias Kal-Tupavvidos. 

This is not really said, though in Laws (iv. 710ff.) Plato sketches 

an imaginary tyrant who is to mould the state to virtue. 

épew apyxovras. 

dépev=‘ to vote for,’ used here as in Plato and Demosthenes 

with the accusative of the person. 

aipodvra pev yap mavres emdvayKes, GAN’ ek TOU mpwrou Tipnparos, eira 

mdadw toous ék Tov Sevrépou, cir ex tev Tpirev. mdAjv ov maow émavaykes 

iv Tois €k Tov Tpitav f Terdprov, ex S€ Tod TeTapTOU TOV TETdpTwV pdvoLs 

émdvaykes Tois Mpwrots Kal Tots SevTépois. 

The general meaning is that the higher the qualification of the 

elected, the lower may be the qualification of the electors, or, vice 

versa, the lower the qualification of the elected, the higher must be 

the qualification of the electors ; they should balance one another. 
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There remain, however, some difficulties in reconciling the text 

of the Politics with the statements of Plato. 

What Plato says in the Laws (756) may be shortly stated as 

follows: ‘For those who are to be elected out of the 1st and 2nd 

classes, all are compelled to vote and are liable to penalties if they 

abstain from voting : for those who are to be elected out of the 3rd 

class, only the three first classes are compelled to vote and are liable 

to penalties; for those who are to be elected out of the 4th class 

only the two first classes. 

The text of the Politics as given by Bekker (which is that of all 

the MSS.) does not agree with the corresponding passage of Plato 

and in one place at least is corrupt. | 

1) The words ék rod rerdprov ray rerdprov can hardly be right if 

we are to get any sense out of the passage at all. Either rod 

Terdprov OF tav rerdprey must be omitted. Probably we should* ~ 

omit the latter, for rod rerdprov agrees best with rod mporov timn- 

patos and tov Sevrépov antea, and ray rerdprev may have crept into 

the text from the preceding rerdprwy. Either alternative is simpler 

than reading rerrapev (for rerdprav) as in 2nd Ald. edition. 

But 2) if we are to make the passage agree with Plato, we 

should further omit rpirav 7 before rerdprav. Cp. Laws, 756 D, 

where nothing is said about the third class. 

Finally, we must allow that Aristotle may not have remembered 

or may have misunderstood the words of Plato. Such a sup- 

position cannot be thought far-fetched, when we consider the 

numerous passages in which he has done unintentional injustice 

to his master, Pol. i. 13. § 10; ii. 4.§ 2; ii. 5. § 27; ii. 6. § 5, etc. 

The words od raow émdvaykes, Sc. aipeioOa, do not imply that some of 

the class were compelled to vote. They are used as they are in 

Anal. Pr. ii. 15, 63, b 26 for the particular negative proposition, 

which is called by Aristotle indifferently rd od mavri and 1é od rwi, 

from which of course we can logically infer nothing as to the par- 

ticular affirmative. 

as pev ody ovK ex Snpoxparias cai povapyias Sei cumordvae Thy TocavTny B, 22.. 

moNireiav, &k TOUTwY havepdy Kal Tdv Varepov pnOncopéver, Srav émiBdddrp 

mepl Ths TovadTHS Todirelas 4) oKEYiS. 

VOL. II. F 
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é« totrev. Whether the inference be true or false, it is difficult 

to elicit from the words which have preceded the grounds for 

maintaining that a polity should not be made up of democracy 

and monarchy. Strictly speaking they are only a more detailed 

staternent of this proposition, not an argument in support of it. 

In the passage which follows (érav émBdéhAy), Aristotle is looking 

forward to the discussion of what he calls wod:reia, or ‘ constitutional 

_ government,’ which like the constitution of the Laws, falls short of 

the ideal state, but is in advance of most existing forms. 

to.avrns, ‘a state similar to that in the Laws.’ 

tay vorepoy pnOnoopevar. 

Mixed constitutions are treated of in iv. cc. 7-9, but the promise 
seems hardly to be fulfilled in that place. 

6.22. dyer dé kai wept ti atpeow trav dpxdvrav rd e€ alpeTav aipetods ém- 

7. I. 

kivBuvov’ ei yap Twes ovornvat Oédovor Kal pérpios Td wAjOos, del kara Thy 

rovrwv aipeOneovra BovAnow. 

Cp. Mill’s Representative Government, chap. ix (Should there 

be two stages of election ?), ‘The comparatively small number of 

persons in whose hands, at last, the election of a member of par- 

liament would reside, could not but afford additional facilities to 

intrigue.’ The double election of representatives is thought to be 

a safeguard against democracy ; it is really a source of danger and 

suspicion, and weakens the national interest in politics. It seems 

often to supersede itself. Thus the election of the President of 

the United States by Electoral Colleges has passed into a mere 

form of universal suffrage. The only case in which such elections 

succeed is where the electors have other important functions (like 

the American State Legislatures, to which the election of the 

Senate is entrusted), and therefore cannot be appointed under a 

pledge to vote for an individual. 

For the indefinite use of émsxivduvov cp. Thuc. i. 137, ered) ev ro 

doare per epol, exeiv@ dé ev emixwdivo mddw 1 droxousd) éyévero. 

ai pev idtwrav ai dé hidoodpor kai TodtTiKav. 

idvorns is opposed both to philosophers and statesmen, as in 

Plato to Snpuovpyds (Laws 921 B) and to womrys (Phaedr. 258 D), 

and in Thucydides (ii. 48) to iarpds. ‘id@ra:’ such as Phaleas 
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and Hippodamus ; ‘ philosophers’ such as Pittacus or perhaps 

Pythagoras ; ‘statesmen’ such as Solon or Lycurgus (cp. infra, 
c. 12. § 1). 

5:6 Badeas 6 Xadxnddnios todr’ eionveyke mparos. y Pee 

A sentence apparently inconsequential but really a condensation 

of two propositions. ‘Therefore Phaleas the Chalcedonian intro- 

duced this, sc. the regulation of property, he being the first to 

do it.’ 

Nothing is known of Phaleas from other sources. ‘The manner 

in which Aristotle speaks of him in this passage (§ 2 gyot ydp, § 8 

elrot dv 6 badéas, olerac yap) would lead us to the inference that he 

was not a legislator but the writer of a book ; and this inference is 

further confirmed by c. 12. § 1, in which Aristotle (?) places first, 

and in a class by themselves, the private individuals who had 

treated of laws, apparently meaning Phaleas and Hippodamus. 

Whether Phaleas was earlier than Hippodamus is uncertain. It 

is true that Hippodamus is described as the first of those not 

statesmen who treated of ‘the best state,’ c. 8. § 1. But the stress 

may be laid on the words zepi rijs wodereias ris dpiotns, ‘Hippodamus 

was the first, not of political writers, but the first who treated of 

the perfect state’ which would be consistent with the claim of 

Phaleas to be an earlier writer on the subject of politics in general. 

We cannot argue with Grote (Pt. II. c. 6, vol. ii. p. 523) that 

because Phaleas was the first who wrote or speculated about the 

equal division of land, therefore the legislation of Lycurgus or the 

ancient Dorian institutions may not have anticipated him in fact. 

KatoukiCouevais, SC. Tais méeoe OF moAtrelais, an emphatic present, 7. 3. 

‘when in process of settlement.’ 

T®@ Tas Mpoikas Tovs péev wAovaious Sidovat pev AapBadvew Se wy k.7.r. 1% 

Cp. the Babylonian ‘ marriage-market’ in Hdt. i. 196. 

pyov yap pi) vewreporrouods eivat rovs ToLovTous. 7s 

With this passage compare v. 12. § 17 where Aristotle criticizes 

rather captiously the remark of Plato ‘that loss of fortune is a 

source of revolutions,’ to which he replies that‘ it is only dangerous 

when it affects the leaders of the state.’ 

F 2 
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i 

7.7. 

7.4. 

oloy Kat Sdrov évopobérnaerv K.T.A. 

Mr. Grote (iii. pt. ii. chap. 11, p. 179) thinks that these words refer 

only to the annulment of mortgages. But they clearly imply that 

Solon restricted or attempted to restrict the amount of land which 

might be held by individuals. Although there is no other evidence 
of this fact, the silence of antiquity cannot be taken as decisive 

against the statement of Aristotle, and is certainly no reason for 

explaining away the plain meaning of his words, whether he was 

correctly informed or not. 

ére S€ rovs madkaovs kAnpovs Siaca ery. 

Dependent on vdpo «ici, gathered from the preceding sen- 

tence. The preservation of the lot tended to maintain the 

equality of property; hence the transition from the one subject 

to the other, 

ov yap ere ovveBawvev and Tov Hpiopever Tysnpater els Tas dpxas Badifev. 

The meaning is as follows :—Originally the Leucadian citizens 

had a lot which was their qualification for office. They were 

afterwards allowed to sell this lot, and still retained the right of 

holding office, when they had lost their qualification. 

GAXa thy re maidelav ris ora: Sei Aéyewv, Kal Td play eivar Kal THY adTHy 

ovdev dpedos. 

So in modern times reflections are often made on the evils of 

education unless based on moral and religious principles. Yet it 

was a noble thought of an early thinker like Phaleas that there 

‘should be equal education for all. 

7,10. 

kal rd play x.r.A. ‘ Moreover there is no point in saying that it is 

one and the same, for it may be bad.’ 

rovvavriov b€ mept éxdtepov’ of péev yap moAXol dia 7d wept ras krHoers 

anocov, of dé xapievres mepi Tay Tipay, éav toa, 

The opposition here intended is between the inequality of 

property by which the many are offended, and the equality of 

honour which offends the higher classes. 

Tept éxdrepov, SC. Tas KTNTELS Kal Tas TYmds. 
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ov roivuy dia ravrny pdvoy, AANA kat dv émOupoier, iva yalpwor rais dvev 

uray jSovais. Ti ody dkos Hv TpLOv ToUTar ; 

The words xai dv emOvpoiey, though rather weak, are found in all 

MSS. and are therefore probably genuine. They are omitted 

however by Bernays, and have been variously corrected, cat dvev 

emOupiev (Bojesen), sc. ddiuenrovow, an ingenious conjecture; dy uy 

emOupaow (Schneider), too great a departure from the MSS.; 

dvemOdpnror (also Bojesen), too rare a word. 

The general meaning is plain: ‘And therefore, i.e. not only to 

still pain, but also to gain pleasure, they will desire pleasures to 

which no pains are annexed.’ The three motives are, 1) necessity, 

2) desire of things not necessary, 3) desire of painless pleasures. 

ovk dy émlyrtotev ef pt) mapa irocodias dkos, 

‘They will look for a cure from philosophy and go no further.’ 

olov tupavvovow ody iva pr pryoow. Ato kal ai rial peydda, 

Cp. the Story of Jason, who said mewhy dre py rupavvoi, iii. 4. § 9 

and note. So Daniel Manin (quoted by Stahr) used to say of him- 

self that ‘he knew nothing except how to govern.’ ‘And as is the 

greatness of the crime, so is the honour given to the tyrannicide.’ 

Sei S€ kai mpds rods yerrvidyras K.T.A. 

A favourite idea of Aristotle. Cp. supra c. 6. § 7. 

GAN otras ws av cal pi) éxdvr@v Toravrny ovciar. 

= GAN ovras troteiv as dv rrowoiev Kab pi) exovT@v ToravTny ovdciay, the 

more general word zoteiv being understood from rodepeiv. 

‘That your enemies should act as they would do if you had not 

so great an amount of property,’ i.e. that your wealth should be no 

temptation. Cp. Plat. Rep. iv. 422, where he argues that trained 

warriors will be always too much for wealthy citizens. 

7. 12. 

fag § 

7. 3% 

Eubulus, by birth a Bithynian, was the tyrant of Atarneus in 7. 17. 

Mysia, and was succeeded by Hermias his slave, whose niece or 

adopted daughter Aristotle is said to have married; Eubulus 

revolted from Persia, and was besieged by Autophradates, the 

Satrap of Lydia. See Strabo, xiii. 610, Suidas s. v. ApiororéAns. 
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dimBeXia, 

The diobelia was the ordinary payment of two obols for attend- 

ance on the assembly and the courts, and also for theatrical 

entertainments, These payments seem in the later days of Athens, 

and even during the Peloponnesian war, to have amounted to 

three obols, and some of them to have been as high as a drachma. 

They were also made much more frequently than in ‘the good old 

times.’ Cp. Schol. in Aristoph. Vesp, 684, where it is said on the 

authority of Aristotle in [the] Politics that the sum given was 

originally three obols, but afterwards varied at different times : also 

cp. Lucian Dem, Encom. 36; Prooem. Dem, 1459, 27, a remark- 

able place; and other passages quoted by Boeckh, ‘ Public 

Economy,’ Eng. Tr. vol. i. ed. 1, pp. 296 ff. 

T@Y ovY TOLOUT@Y apxN K.T.A. 

If dpx7y be retained, rév rowirwy refers to some idea of reform 

vaguely implied in the previous sentences, 4«n conj. Scaliger, dpxet 

Coraes. 

GAN’ elmrep Sei Snpocious eivat, Tos Ta Kowa épyaopevous Sei xabdrep ev 

"Eniddpry@ te, Kal os Avdpavrdés more xateoxevatey "AOnvnat, Tovroy exew 

TOV TpOrTroV. 

Bernays places a comma after eiep, and omits the second 8éi, 

placing a «at before xa@drep, ‘But if this is so (i.e. if artisans 

are to be public slaves), those who are to be engaged in public 

' works should be slaves.’ Nearly the same meaning may be got 

from the text, *if we place a comma after eiva and remove the 

comma after épyagouévous: ‘But if artisans are to be public slaves, 

those who are engaged in public works should form this class.’ 

Tovrov éxew Tov tpdmov, SC. Sypociovs eiva. This Diophantus, or 

‘some one else of the same name, about whom nothing is known,’ 

was Archon at Athens in the year 395. 

Stobaeus has preserved some fragments of a work qepi mods- 

tetas, which bear the name of ‘Hippodamus the Pythagorean’ 

(Florileg. xlili, pp. 248-251, xcviii. p. 534, Mullach, Fragm. Philos. 

Graec. vol, ii. p. 11). But there can be little doubt that they are, 

as Schneider says, the pious fraud of some later writer. The 
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portions cited by Stobaeus will be enough to show the character 

of such performances. These fragments disagree in several points 

with the statements of Aristotle; such as the threefold division of 

the citizens into councillors, auxiliaries, and artisans (cp. the Re- 
public of Plato), and the subdivision of each class into three other 
classes; the three principles of honesty, justice, utility, and the 

three instruments by which civil society is knit together, reason, 

habit, law. Of all this and of a good deal else, there is no trace 

in Aristotle, although the triplets are also found in Stobaeus. Con- 

siderable differences are not however inconsistent with the genuine- 

ness of the fragments. A more suspicious circumstance is the 

character of the philosophical distinctions, such as the opposition 

of Kaddv, dixacov, and svpdépoy, which could hardly have existed before 

the time of Socrates, and a certain later tone of thought. 

Hrepopamus [epi Todcreias. 

_*In my opinion the whole state is divided into three parts: 

one the “Good”—that is, those who govern the commonwealth 

by mind; another, those who rule by force; a third part, those 

who supply and furnish necessaries. The first class I call coun- 

cillors; the second, “allies” or warriors; the third, artisans. To 

the two former classes belong those who lead a freeman’s life: 

to the latter those who work for their living. The councillors 

are the best, the artisans the worst, the warriors are in a mean, 

The councillors must rule, the artisans must be ruled, while the 

warriors must rule and be ruled in turn. For the councillors settle 

beforehand what is to be done: the warriors rule over the artisans, 

because they fight for the state, but in so far as they must be 

guided, they have to submit to rule. 

‘Each of these parts again has three divisions: of the coun- 

cillors there are 1) the supreme council; 2) the magistrates; 3) the 

common councillors. The first has the presidency, and deliberates 

about all matters before they are carried to the assembly. The 

second comprises all those who are or have been magistrates. 

The third, the common councillors, are the mass of senators 

who receive the measures which the upper council have pre- 

pared, and vote upon and determine. matters which come before 
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them for decision. In a word, the upper council refers matters 

to the common council, and the common council, through the 

general, to the assembly. In like manner there are three divisions 

of the warrior or military class: the officers, the fighters in the 

front ranks, and lastly the common herd of soldiers, who are 

the larger number. The officers are the class which furnishes 

generals and colonels and captains and the front rank of soldiers, 

and generally all those who have authority. The soldiers of the 

front rank are the whole class of the bravest, most spirited, and 

most courageous men; the common herd of soldiers are the 

remaining multitude. Again, of the class who work for their 

living, some are husbandmen and tillers of the ground; others 

mechanics, who supply tools and instruments for the needs of life ; 

others traders and merchants, who export superfluous productions 

to foreign countries, and import necessaries into their own. The 

framework of the political community then is composed of such 

and so many parts; we will therefore proceed to speak of the 

harmony and unison of them. 

‘ Now every political community exactly resembles a stringed 

instrument, in that it needs arrangement and harmony and 

touch and frequent practice. Of the character and number 

of the elements which form the arrangement of the state I 

have already spoken. The state is harmonized by these three 

things—reason (Adyos), moral habit, law, and by these three man 

is educated and becomes better. Reason gives instruction and 

implants impulses towards virtue. The law partly. deters men 

from crime by the restraint of fear, partly attracts and invites 

them by rewards and gifts. Habits and pursuits form and 

mould the soul, and produce a character by constant action. 

All these three must have regard to the honourable and the 

expedient and the just; and each of the three must aim at 

them all if possible, or, if this is not possible, at one or two. 

So will reason and habit and law all be honourable and just and 

expedient; but the honourable must always be first esteemed ; 

secondly, the just; thirdly, the expedient. And generally our 

aim should be to render the city by these qualities as far as 

possible harmonious, and deliver it from the love of quarrelling 
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and strife, and make it at unity with itself. This will come to 
pass if the passions of the youthful soul are trained by endur- 

ance in pleasures and pains and conformed to moderation ;—if 

the amount of wealth is small, and the revenue derived from the 

cultivation of the soil;—if the virtuous fill the offices in which 

virtue is needed, the skilful those in which skill is needed, the rich 

those in which lavish expenditure and profusion are needed ; and to 

all these, when they have filled in due manner their proper offices, 

due honour be assigned. Now the causes of virtue are three: 

fear, desire, shame. The law creates fear, moral habits, shame 

(for those who have been trained in right habits are ashamed to 

do wrong); reason implants desire. For it is a motive power, at 

once giving the reason and attracting the soul, especially when 

it is combined with exhortation. Wherefore also we must pre- 

pare for the souls of the young guilds and common meals, and 

places of living and meeting together, military as well as civil, 

and the elders must be harmonized with them, since the young 

want prudence and training, the old, cheerfulness and quiet en- 

joyment.’ 

Aristotle’s account of the character and attainments of Hippo- 

damus may be compared with the passage in the Lesser Hippias of 

Plato(?) (368 A foll.), in which Hippias is described as acquainted 

with every conceivable art and science. The personal description 

of Hippodamus also bears an odd resemblance to the statement of 

Diogenes Laertius about Aristotle himself—rpavdés rv dori... 

G\Aa Kal ioyvookeAns . . . Hv, Kal pxpduparos, eoOnri Te emvonu@ Xpopevos 

kat SaxruAlos kal kovp& (v. 1. § 2 init.). 

The quantity of the name Hippodamus, though unimportant, 

is a somewhat difficult question, In Aristophanes (Knights 327) 

the a is long, yet if the name be a compound of dyyos, it is hard to 

_ give any meaning to it. It has been thought that Aristophanes 

has altered the quantity for the sake of the joke. 

Mention occurs of the “Inmoddpueros dyopd at the Piraeus in Andoc. 

de Myst. § 45, p. 7, Xen. Hell. ii. 4. § 11, and Dem.(?) adv. Timoth. 

§ 22, p. 1190. A tradition is preserved by Strabo (xiv. 653, os 

gaciv), that the architect of the Piraeus was the architect of the 
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magnificent city of Rhodes. The scholiast on Knights 324 who 

supposes the Hippodamus of Aristophanes to be the person here 

mentioned, supposes him also to have designed the Piraeus at the 

time of the Persian War (xara ra Mndicd); but he had probably no 

special means of information and only ‘combined’ the two facts 

that Hippodamus was the architect of the Piraeus and that The- 

mistocles was the original author of the proposal to improve the 

harbour. Hippodamus is also called ‘the Thurian’ in Hesychius, 

The city of Thurii was founded in 445 8,.c. and Rhodes was built 

in 406 B,c. If therefore Hippodamus was a Thurian and also the 

builder of Rhodes he must have designed not the original works 

of the Piraeus, but the improvements made at a later date, such as 

was the middle wall in the age of Pericles, p.c. 444. This latter 

date is more in accordance with the half Sophist, half Pythagorean 

character which is attributed to Hippodamus, It is also more in 

accordance with the words of Aristotle in vii. 11. § 6, 7 Se rév idior 

olknoear Sudbeots Oley péev vopiterar. .. dv evtopos 7 kal Kata Tov vEe@TEpoY 

kal Toy “Immoddpetov tpdrov, where it is implied that the Hippodamean 

plan of arranging cities in straight streets was comparatively recent. 

Cp. for the whole subject C. F. Hermann de Hippodamo Milesio. 

kal kdap@ wodvredel, ere 8é exbijros ebredods K.TA. 

There is no reason for suspecting corruption. ‘The eccentricity 

of Hippodamus consisted in combining expensiveness and sim- 

plicity : ¢aOjros is dependent on some such word as xpjaee to be 

supplied from kécpe. 

Sinper & els, rpia pépn THY xopay, Tiv péev lepdv, THY S€ Snpooiay, THY s 

idiav. . 

The division of the land proposed in the Seventh Book (c. 10. 
§ 11) is nearly similar to that of Hippodamus, 

Sikagrnpiov Ev TO KUptoy. 

Plato in the Laws also establishes an appeal, vi. 767 C. ‘The 

final judgment shall rest with that court, which has been esta- 

blished for those who are unable to get rid of their suits either 

in the courts of the neighbours or of the tribes.’ 
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ras dé kpioeis ev trois Sikacrypiows KT. 8. 5. 

See infra note on §§ 14,15. Though the principle of Hippodamus 

is condemned by Aristotle as unsuited to the Athenian popular 

courts of law, it prevailed in the more advanced jurisprudence of 

the Romans in which the judges were allowed to give a sentence 

of 2.7. or non liguet, whence the Scotch verdict of ‘not proven.’ 

The ideas of Hippodamus certainly show great legislative ingenuity 

in an age when such a quality was extremely rare. 

és otnw Todro map’ addows vevopobernuévov’ ore Se Kai ev *AOnvas 8. 6. 

otros 6 vdpos viv kal év érépais Tov méAEwr, 

Aristotle intends to say that Hippodamus proposed this law as 

a novelty of which he claimed the credit, whereas it already existed 

at Athens and elsewhere. The meaning is clear, though the form 

of the sentence is not perfectly logical: ‘ *But this law actually : 

exists in Athens at the present day,’ and this is considered as 

sufficient proof that it existed at the time of Hippodamus, Or 2) 

without any opposition but with less point: ‘And this law now 

exists at Athens.’ Cp. Thuc. ii. 46. 

rovs 8 aipebévras émipedeioba Kowdy kai Eevix@v kai dppankor. S..'. 

I. e. ‘They were to watch over the public interests and over the 

interests of persons who had no legal status.’ 

Aristotle, after his rather onesided manner of attacking an 8. 10, II. 

opponent, raises several dmopia respecting the three classes of 

Hippodamus. ‘ How can the two inferior classes, who have no 

arms, maintain their independence? For many offices they are 

obviously unfitted: and if they have no share in the state how can 

they be loyal citizens? Granting that the artisans have a razson 

d'étre, what place in the state can be claimed by the husbandmen 

and why should they have land of their own? If the soldiers 

cultivate their own lands, there will be no distinction between 

them and the husbandmen ; this, however, is not the intention of 

the legislator: if there are separate cultivators of the public lands, 

then there are not three, but four classes. The husbandmen are 

practically slaves who will be at the mercy of the warriors; and if 

so, why should they elect the magistrates? They will have no 

attachment to the state and must be kept down by force.’ 
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To these dropia he finds no answer. He adds one or two 

more : ‘How can the husbandmen produce enough for themselves 

and the warriors? And why, if they can, should there be any 

distinction between their lots and those of the soldiers?’ 

8.12.  yewpyjoer duo oixias. 

8. 

8. 16. 

8. 

14. 

16. 

Either ofkia is here used like ofkos in the sense of ‘ property’ or 

‘inheritance’; or yewpynoet must be taken to mean ‘ maintains by 

agriculture.’ (Cp. for a similar use of oixia Dem. de Falsi Leg. 

Kaprroupévn ras Tay xpepévev oikias: and for another singular use of 

yeopyeo, 1. 8. § 6, Somep yewpyliay (acav yewpyodvres.) If neither of 

these explanations is deemed satisfactory, we must suppose a cor- 

ruption of the text, which may be corrected by reading eis dvo olkias 

(Bernays), or dvew oixiais. The old Latin translation ‘ ministrabit’ 

_ has suggested the emendation imovpyjoea. This is no better, or 

rather worse, Greek than yewpynoew in the sense given above. 

rovro 8” év pev rh Stairn Kal mAEloow evdexerat. 

‘This in an arbitration is possible, even although the judges are 

many.’ 

6 pev yap elkoot pras, 6 d¢ Sixacris Kpiver Seka pvas, 7} 6 pev Tréov, 6 & 

€Aagaor, GAdos O€ évre, 6 b€ rérrapas. . 

6 pév yap clearly refers to the litigant, sc. dpeiAecOar oterat. But in 

what follows, the words 4 6 pév mdéov 6 d€ €kaooov may refer either 

1) to the difference between the judges and the litigant or 2*) to 

the differences of the judges among themselves. In the first case 

i) 6 pev mréov 6 8€ ghacoov is a generalised statement of the words 

which have preceded, 6 pév yap elkoot pas, 6 S€ Sikacrys kpiver d€éxa 

pvas. But in the second case the words are restricted to 6 dé dixa- 

aris Kpiver Séxa vas, Gddos Se mévre, 6 S€ rérrapas. Anyhow there is 

a colloquial irregularity, the words @dos 8€ mévre x.r.A. having crept 

in out of place, as an illustration of the general principle 6 pév méov 

k.7.A, already stated. 

eddpbadpov dxodcat pdvor, 

A confusion of language: cp. edmpécwmos (c. 5. § 11). 

€xet yap ovxoparrias. 

That Hippodamus was speaking of political discoveries and not 
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of inventions in the arts, is clear from the context. Hippodamus’ 

error was derived from the analogy of the arts, § 18. We can 

easily understand the danger of rewarding discoveries such as 

were made in the conspiracy of the Hermae at Athens or in the 

days of the Popish Plot in England. Aristotle admits that there 

have been and will be changes in government, but he advocates 

caution and insists that law should be based on custom. 

ai réxvat macat kai ai Suvdpets. 8. 18. 

Every art and science is also a power to make or become ; 

hence the word divas being the more general term is constantly 

associated with both réyyy and émornyn. 

(nrodot & Shas od rd marpiov adda Tayabdy Tavrtes. 8 

This statement goes beyond the truth. For the traditions of fam- 

ilies or clans are very slow in giving way, as e.g. in the constitution 

of Lycurgus or Solon, to a sense of the common good. It is rarely 

and for a brief space that nations wake up to the feeling of their 

own nationality, or are touched by the enthusiasm of humanity. 

. 21. 

Spotous efvac Kal rovs TuxdvTas Kal rods dvonrous, Somep kal Aéyera 8, 21. 

Kata TOV ynyevav. 

dpoious has been altered by Bernays into éAlyous but without 

reason. It may be taken 1) as=dpoious rois yyyevéor, Or, 2)* dpoious 

may be joined with xal rods ruxévrus=‘no better than simple or 

common persons.’ Cp. Hdt. vii. 50, yoopgot éxpéovro épotnot Kal ov. 

Plat. Theaet. 154 A, aA dvOpame ap’ suotoy kai coi paiverat driody. 

domep yap Kal rept tas GAdas téxvas, kal Thy woditiKhy Tag advvarov 8, 22. 

axpiBds wavta ypapjvat. 

1)* If we take mdvra as subject, ry moderixyy tdégw may be the 

remote object of ypapjva, or the words may be governed by sept 

of which the force is continued from mepi ras adas réyvas. Or 2) 

THY wodirixyy taéiv may be the subject of ypapjva, in which case 

nayra is to be taken adverbially. 

ov yap Tocovroy @peAnoerar Kuhjoas, dcov PaBycera rois dpxovow 8, 23, 

darebeiv Ora Beis, 

Cp. Thuc. iii. 37, pndé yroodpeba, bri xelpoor vduors dxivyrors 
¢ ~ 

Xpopern TOS Kpelaoowy early 7} Kaos ExovTLW axvpors. 
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Kuwhoas, SC. 6 modérys gathered from the previous sentence. 

6 yap vdpos icxdv ovdepiay exet mpds rd meibecOar mrAHv mapa Td eos, 

rovro 8 ot yiverat ef py dud xpdvou mAbs, Bote 7d padiws peraBaddew ex 

Tav tmapydvt@v vouav eis Erépovs vdpous Kawovs aobevn moveiy eort tiv 

Tov vdépou Svvapw .. exer peyddnv Siadopdy. 

Cp. Plat. Laws i. 634 D, efs rév kaddiorar dv ety vdyov pi Cyreiv rev 

véov pydéva eav, rota Kadds aitov h pi) Kadds exec and Arist. Met. ii. 

3, 995 a. 3, nAtkny Se ioydy exer Td civnbes of vduor Sydrovow, ev ois Ta 

pvadn Kat madapiody peifov icyver rod ywooxew mepi aitav Oia Td eos. 

exer peydAnv diaopdy, lit. ‘makes a great difference.’ 

In this chapter Aristotle tacitly assumes or perhaps acquiesces in 

the popular belief that Lycurgus is the author of all Spartan insti- 

tutions. He was supposed to be the founder of the Spartan 

constitution, as Solon of the Athenian, or as King Alfred of the 

ancient English laws. The Ephoralty is apparently attributed to 

him; yet elsewhere (v. 11. §§ 2, 3) Theopompus, a later king of 

Sparta, is said to have introduced this new power into the state. 

ei re mpos tiv dadbeow kat Tov TpdTrOV UrevarTios THs MPOKEerns AUTOS 

moXurelas. 

et TL, SC. vevopobérnrat: kat rdv rpdrov following mpds thy tmdbeow. 

mpokeipeérns avrois, i.e. 1)* ‘which is proposed to the citizens,’ moAtrais 

understood from od:revéy supra; or 2) ‘which legislators set before 

themselves’ referring to voyoOérac implied in vevopobérnrac: cp. 7 

imdGects rod vouobérov at the end of this chapter (§ 33). 

Thy ToY dvayKalwov 7xXoAnY. Le 

‘ Leisure or relief from the necessary cares of life.’ The construc- 

tion is singular and rare in prose, yet not really different from év ru 

axofj xaxod of Soph, Oed. Tyr. 1286. So Plat. Rep. ii. 370 C 
| a 

drav eis Ev, TXOANY TOV GAXov ayov, mparrp. 

9 re yap Oerradav meveoreta modddkis eméOero Tois Gerradois, dpolws dé 

kal trois Adkwow of Eihores' domep yap épedpedvovres rois drvxnpact 

dtaredovow, 

Cp. Laws vi. 776 C, D: ‘I am not surprised, Megillus, for the 

state of Helots among the Lacedaemonians is of all Hellenic forms 

of slavery the most controverted and disputed about, some approving 
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and some condemning it; there is less dispute about the slavery 

which exists among the Heracleots, who have subjugated the 

Mariandynians, and about the Thessalian Penestae.’ Yet in this 

passage of Aristotle the Penestae are spoken of as constantly 

revolting from their masters. 

mept d€ tovs Kpfras ovdév mw rowodrov cupBéBnxev’ airiov 8 tows rd 

Tas yeitua@oas modes, Kaimep Toheuovoas GAAnAats, pydeplay civar cdupa- 

xov trois aduorapevors id Td pt) TUppeperv Kal adrais Kexrnuévats Treptoikous" 

rois 8 Adkwow of yerrmavres €yOpot mavres foav, Apyeion Kal Meconuor 

kar *Apkddes, 

The argument is that in Crete, where all the states had their 
Perioéci or subject class, no attempt was ever made to raise a servile 

insurréction when they went to war, because such a measure would 
have been contrary to the interests of both parties. The Cretans 
were the inhabitants of an island and there were no out-siders to 
encourage revolt among the slaves (cp. c. 10. § 15, ddAd Kabdrep eipnrat 

oaferat dia rv témov), Probably also a sort of international custom 
prevailed among them, arising from their common necessity, of not 

raising the slaves in their wars with one another. The Argives and 

the other Peloponnesian states, when at war, were always receiving 

the insurgent Helots. But the Argive subject population, like the 
Cretan, were not equally ready to rise, and indeed were at times 
admitted to the governing body (cp. v. 3. § 7, cat év "Apye: rap év rf 

EBd6uy drroopever td KAeouevovs Tod Adkwvos nvaykdabnoav mapadetacbat 

Trav mepioikwv twds). We may also remark that in c. 5. § 19 supra, 

Aristotle incidentally observes that the Cretan slaves were com- 

paratively well treated, although forbidden gymnastics and the 
use of arms. 

The word ‘perioeci’ appears to have been used in Crete to 

denote generally an inferior class, who were not, as at Sparta, 

distinguished from Helots or slaves. This is confirmed by c. 10. 

§ 5, yewpyotoi re yap rois pev (Sc. Aaxedatyoviors) Etdwres, rois 8¢ Kphow 

oi mepiovxot, But compare also Sosicrates [B.c. 200-128] preserved 

in Athenaeus (vi. ¢. 84. fin., p. 263), ryv pev Kowny Sovdelav of Kpires 

kadovor pvoiay, tiv dé idiav apapiwras, rods Sé meptoixovs iayxdovs. The 

use Of the term pyoia in Sosicrates is confirmed by the celebrated 

A 

9. 
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Scolium of Hybrias the Cretan (Bergk 27), rovr@ (sc. 76 Eiger) 

Seonéras prwias xéxAnua. Cp. also Athen. vi. 267, where the term 

pvdrns is said by Hermon to be applied to ‘ well-born’ serfs: edyeveis 

oikérat, 

kal abtais Kexrnpevats treptoikovs. ‘Since they too have perioeci.’ 

9.4. With these criticisms we may compare Aristotle’s proposal (vii. 

9. § 8 and 10. §§ 13, 14) in the description of his own state, that 

the husbandmen should be either slaves or foreign perioeci. 

9.5.  domep yap oikias pépos avip Kal yuv7. 

The singular pépos is used by attraction with the singular dynp. 

For the general subject, cp. Laws vi. 780 E ff.: ‘For in your 

country, Cleinias and Megillus, the common tables of men are 

a heaven-born and admirable institution, but you are mistaken in 

leaving the women unregulated by law. They have no similar 

institution of public tables in the light of day, and just that part of 

the human race which is by nature prone to secrecy and stealth 

on account of their weakness—I mean the female sex—has been 

left without regulation by the legislator, which is a great mistake. 

And, in consequence of this neglect, many things have grown lax 

among you, which might have been far better if they had been 

only regulated by law; for the neglect of regulations about women 

may not only be regarded as a neglect of half the entire matter, 

but in proportion as woman’s nature is inferior to that of men in 

capacity of virtue, in that proportion is she more important than 

the two halves put together. 

Cp. also Rhet. i. 5, 1361 a. 10, dvois yap ra Kara yuvaixas daida 

donep Aaxedaipovios, oxeddov kara Td Hustov ovk evdapovodo.: and supra 

i. 13. § 165; also Eur. Andr. 595, 

ovd’ ay, ei Bovdoird tis, 

cappev yévoiro Sraptiatidwy Kdpn. 

9.8, éml ris dpxiis abrav. 
Translated in the text, as by interpreters generally*, ‘in the days 

of their greatness,’ i.e. in the fourth century B.c. after the taking 

of Athens when Sparta had the hegemony of Hellas. But is not 

the passage rather to be explained ‘many things in their govern- 

ment were ordered by women’? (Schlosser). For why should 
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women be more powerful in the days of their greatness than in 

their degeneracy? To which it may be replied that the very 

greatness of the empire made the evil more conspicuous. Ac- 

cording to the latter of the two explanations dpyjs corresponds to: 

apxew in what follows. 

This use of the genitive is not uncommon: cp. emt orparias 

Arist. Wasps 557; rovs emi rév mpayparev, sc, dvras, Dem. 309. Io. 

For the conduct of the Spartan women in the invasion of 9. Io. 

Epaminondas: compare Xenophon, himself the eulogist of Sparta, 

Hell. vi. 5. § 28, rév 8€ ék ths wédews ai pév yuvaixes odSe Tov Kamvov 

dpaoat nveixovro, dre ovderote idodcat modepiovs, and Plutarch, Ages. 

31, who has preserved a similar tradition, ovx frrov dé rovrav 

eXvrouv tov’ Aynoidaoy vi Kara THy ToALY OdpvBor Kal Kpavyai Kai Scadpopat 

Tav mpecBurepwr Svcavacyerovvrwy Ta ‘ywdpeva, Kal Tov yuvatkoy ov dSuva- 

péevav novxdtewv, dda tavtaracw exppdverv oboar mpds TE THY Kpavyny 

kal TO Tip TOY ToAcpior, 

Xphoysor pev yap ovdey joar, dSomep ev érépais modcow, OdpvBov de 9. 10. 

mapetxyov TAEi@ TOY ToELi@v. 

Either 1)* ‘For, unlike the women in other cities, they were 

utterly useless’; or 2) ‘For, like the women of other cities, they 

were utterly useless; and they caused more confusion than the 

enemy.’ 

The employment of the men on military service, which rendered 9. 11. 

it more easy for Lycurgus to bring them under his institutions, 

is supposed to have caused the disorder of the women which made 

it more difficult to control them. Yet we may fairly doubt whether 

this notion is anything more than a speculation of Aristotle or 

some of his predecessors (¢aci per), striving to account for a seem- 

ingly contradictory phenomenon. . For there could have been no 

trustworthy tradition of the time before Lycurgus. It is observable 

that Aristotle, if his words are construed strictly, supposes Lycurgus 

to have lived after the time of the Messenian and Argive wars. 

Clinton, Fasti Hellenici, vol. i., p. 143 note w, considers the words 

kai Meconvious in § 11 to be an interpolation. But this assumption 

of interpolation is only due to the exigencies of chronology. The 

testimony of Aristotle may be summed up as follows: on the one 
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hand he favours the traditional date; for he connects the name of 

Charillus an ancient king with that of Lycurgus c.10. § 2: and on 

the other hand it is very possible that he may not have known, or 

may not have remembered the date of the Messenian Wars. 

Grote (p. 2. c. 6, p. 516, n. 3) defends the Spartan women against 

the charges of Aristotle and Plato (the @iAoddkwv) Laws vii. p, 806, 

‘reiterated by Plutarch (Ages. c. 31), and even supposes that ‘their 

demonstration on that trying occasion (i.e. the invasion of Laconia) 

may have arisen quite as much from the agony of wounded honour 

as from fear.’ Yet surely Aristotle writing not forty years after- 

wards, who is to a certain extent supported by the contemporary 

Xenophon (vi. 5, 28 see above), could hardly have been mistaken 

about a matter which was likely to have been notorious in Hellas. 

airia pév ody eicly abtat ray yevopéver. 

Sc. the women :* or ‘these are the causes’ (abra by attraction for 

raira). The first way of taking the words gives more point to the 

clause which follows. 

tim Oct ovyyvapny Exew. 

‘We have not to consider whether we are to blame Lycurgus, or 

to blame the women ; but whether such a state of things is right.’ 

ov pdvoy ampéemevav Twa Toteiv THs TodiTeias abThy Kal’ abTHy. 

aitiy xa’ adriv must agree with wodcretay understood in dmpémedy 

Twa mou ths modretas, these words being equivalent to ampemf moveiy 

Tv modtreiavy: OF adtns, Which appears to have been the reading of 

the old translator (ipsius), may be adopted instead of airy». 

pera yap Ta viv pnOevra trois mept tiv dvwpadiay Tijs KTHOE@s enuTi- 

phoecey av Tis, 

1)* The mention of avarice, or 2) the mention of women 

naturally leads Aristotle to speak of the inequality of property. 

The connexion is either 1) that avarice tends to inequality or 2) 

that inequality is produced by the great number of heiresses. 

Plutarch (Agis, c. 5) apparently ascribes to the Ephor Epitadeus 
the law which enabled a Spartan to give or bequeath his property 

as he pleased. Either Aristotle has followed a different tradition, 
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or the legislator is only a figure of speech for the institution (cp. 

supra, note at beginning of chapter). 

_ Tav T émukAjpor. 9. I5. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. viii. 10. § 5, éviore 3¢ dpyovor ai yuvaires émixAnpot odcat. 

i) Kal perpiav. 9. 15. 

‘Or even a moderate one.’ «al is here qualifying. ‘ Better have 

no dowries or small ones, or you may even go so far as to have 

moderate ones.’ 

viv O€ eeore Sodvat tiv émikdnpov Srp dy Bovdnrat. 9. 15. 

voy, not ‘now,’ as opposed to some former time, but ‘as the law 

stands.’ See note onc. 5. § 23 supra. dodvas, sc. rivd. 

‘A man may give his heiress to any one whom he pleases’: i.e. 

heiresses may be married by their relatives to rich men, and the 

evil of accumulating property in a few hands will thus be increased. 

Herodotus, vi. 57, says that the giving away of an heiress whom 

her father had not betrothed was a privilege of the kings of 

Sparta. There may have been a difference in the custom before 

and after the days of Epitadeus (cp. note on § 14), though this is not 

expressed by the particle viv. 

ovde xiAuor rd TAROOS Hoay, SC, emt THs OnBaiwv éuBorjs, §§ 10,16. 9g. 16. 

yeyove dé Sia rev Epywr abray Sirov Sr haideas airois eiye TA Tept 9. 16. 

Ti TaEw Tasty. 

“Ta wept Thy Taki ravrny, sc. their arrangements respecting property 

described in the previous sentence. For the use of ravryy with a 

vague antecedent, cp. below ravrnv rij didpOwow : also i, 2. § 2. 

play myynv. 9. 16. 

The battle of Leuctra (s.c. 37 1) at which, according to Xeno- 

phon, Hellen. vi. 4. § 15, one thousand Lacedaemonians and four 

hundred out of seven hundred Spartans perished. The population 

of Sparta was gradually diminishing. In the time of Agis IV. reg. 

240-248 B.c. according to Plutarch (Agis, c. 5), the Spartans were 
but 700, and only about roo retained their lots. 

emt wev TOY mporépov Baoihéwv peredidocay Tijs moAureias. 9. 17. 

“Yet Herodotus -(ix. 35) affirms that Tisamenus of Elis, the 

G2 
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prophet, and Hegias, were the only foreigners admitted to the 

rights of citizenship at Sparta. According to Plutarch, Dion was 

also made a Spartan citizen (Dio, c. 17). 

kai haow eivai ore trois Smaptiarats Kai pupiovs. 

The ancient number of Spartan citizens is variously given: here 

at 10,000; in Herod. vii. 234, at 8,000; according to a tradition 

preserved by Plutarch (Lycurg. c. 8), there were 9,000 lots which 

are said to have been distributed partly by Lycurgus, partly by 

Polydorus, the colleague of the king Theopompus. 

tmevavrios Sé kai 6 mept tiv rexvoroilay vdpos mpds TatTHy Thy 

SidpOwow. 

At Sparta the accumulation of property in a few hands tended 

to disturb the equality of the lots. The encouragement of large 

families, though acting in an opposite way, had a similar effect. 

According to Aristotle, depopulation and overpopulation alike con- 

spired to defeat the intention of Lycurgus. Yet it does not seem 

that the great inducements to have families were practically suc- 

cessful; perhaps because the Spartans intermarried too much. 

Like Plato and Phaleas, the Spartan legislator is accused of 

neglecting population. (Cp. supra c. 6. §§ 12, 13, and c. 7. 

§§ 4-8.) It is clearly implied in the tone of the whole argument 

(against Mr. Grote, vol. ii. c. 6) that there was an original equality 

of property, but that it could not be maintained; cp. rds x«rjcecs 

ivd{ovra, 6. § 10; ris xapas otra dinpnpevns, 9. § 19; and so Plato, 

Laws 684 D. 

Ova THY aropiay dvi Hoav. 

Cp. Thuc. i. 131, etc. where we are told that Pausanias trusted 

to escape by bribery, morevor xpnpacw diadicew tiv diaBornv. Also 

Rhet. iii. 18. § 6, 1419 a. 31, Kal as 6 Adkxav edOuvduevos ths epopias, 

€potapevos ¢i Soxovow ait@ dixaiws amohwdreva drepor, epy. ‘O dé, 

‘Ovxodv od rovras raira eov ;’ Kal ds ey. ‘ Ovxodv dixaiws av,’ pn 

‘kat od amddow ;’ ‘Ov Snra, &hn, ‘oi pev yap xpnuara AaBdvres radra 

émpakav, éy@ © otk, dddAd youn, 

kat vov & év rois "AvSpiors. 

"Avdpio is a proper name, probably referring to some matter in 
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which the Andrians were concerned. It is unlikely that Aristotle 

would have used the archaic word dvdpa for gidiria or ovocira. 

For this use of the word dvdpia cp. c. 10. § 5, kat rd ye dpxaiov éxddovy 

of Adkwves ob gudiria GAN’ Gvdpia, Kabdrep of Kpijres, 9 Kal Spdov Gre 

éxeibev eAnrvoer. 

The event to which Aristotle refers is-wholly unknown to us, 

though the strange expression which he uses indicates the great 

importance of it (dcov ef’ éavrois dAny tiv médw drodecar). 

dere Kal rairn ouversPAdateOar riv Todcrelar. 9. 20. 

‘So that in this way, as well as by the venality of the Ephors, 

together with the royal office the whole constitution was injured.’ 

dei yap THY modtTeiav THY péAdoveay caerOa TWdavtTa BovAeoOar Ta 9. 22. 

pépy THs Toews eivar Kal Siapévery TadTd. 

The nominatives which occur in the next sentence, of pev ody 

Baorreis, of 8€ Kadol kayaOoi, x.r.A. show that the corresponding words ~~ 

Ta pépy THs médews are the subject of BotAecOar=Sei madvra ta pépy 

THs médews BovrAeobat thy modureiay ca eo Oat Kal Siapévewy Tatra. 

ravra is to be taken adverbially with Siapeveew=xara ravra. 

GOdov yap } apxi adrn tis dperns eotiv. 9. 22, 

Nearly the same words occur in Demosthenes, c. Lept. § 119, 

p. 489, where speaking of the yepovoia, he says, éxei pev yap eore ris 

dperns GOdov tis modtreias Kupio yevéoOar pera Tay dpoiwr. 

maOapi@dns ydp €ott Niav, 9, 23. 

It is not known how the Ephors were elected. Possibly in the 

‘same way as the yéporres (vide note on § 27 infra), which Aristotle 

likewise calls madapiddys. Plato, Laws iii. 692 A, says that the 

Ephoralty is éyybs tijs kAnperis duvdyews, by which he seems to 

mean that the election to the Ephoralty was almost as indiscri- 

minate as if it had been by lot. 

As in the funeral oration of Pericles, the Spartan discipline is 9, 24. 

everywhere described as one of unnatural constraint. There was 

no public opinion about right and wrong which regulated the lives 

of men. Hence, when the constraint of law was removed and they 

were no longer dpxéuevoe but dpyxorres, the citizens of Sparta seem 
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to have lost their character and to have fallen into every sort of 

corruption and immorality. The love of money and the propensity 

to secret luxury were kindred elements in the Spartan nature. 

tov tpdmov Sé rovrov memadSevpévav wate Kal Tov vouobérny adroy amo- 

Teiv @s ovK ayabois avipdow, obK aopahes. 

‘But when men are so educated that the legislator himself cannot 

trust them, and implies that they are not good men, there is a 

danger.’ The remark is resumed and justified in § 30 (6m & 6 

vouobérns, x.t.d.), by the general suspicion of their citizens which 

the Spartan government always showed, and also (§ 26) by the 

circumstance that the Gerontes were placed under the control of 

the Ephors. 

ovk aoanés, SC. rd Kupious avrovs eivas peyddov. 

ddfeve 8 ay k.1.d. 

The discussion about the Ephors and Gerontes is a sort of 

dialogue, in which objections are stated and answers given, but 

the two sides of the argument are not distinctly opposed. 

ert O€ Kal THY aipeow iv movovvrat TOY yepdvTaV, Kata TE THY Kpiow eoTt 

mawapi@dns K.T.d. 

For the mode of the election cp. Plut. Lycurg. c. 26: ‘The 

election took place after this fashion: When the assembly had 

met, certain persons selected for the purpose were shut up in a 

building near at hand, so that they could not see or be seen, but 

could only hear the shouting of the assembly. For, as with other 

matters (cp. Thuc. i. 87, kpivovor yap Bo cai ov Wd), the Lace- 

daemonians decided by acclamation between the competitors. 

One by one the candidates were brought in, according to an order 

fixed by lot, and walked, without speaking, through the assembly. 

The persons who were shut up marked on tablets the greatness of 

the shout given in each case, not knowing for whom it was being 

given, but only that this was the first or the second or the third in 

order of the candidates. He was elected who was received with 

the loudest and longest acclamations.’ 

det yap kai BovdAdpevov kal pr BovdAdpevoy Gpyew roy Géov THs apxAs. 

Cp. Plat. Rep. 345 E ff., 347 D. 
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vov & dmep Kal mept tiv GAdAnv wodireiay 6 vopoberns paiverar rodv' 9, 28. 

gidroripovs yap Karackevdgav rods moAitas TovToLs KéexpnTar mpds Thy 

aipeow Tay yepdvrar. 

According to the view of Aristotle and of Plato nobody should 

seek to rule, but everybody if he is wanted should be compelled to 

rule. Yet this is rather a counsel of perfection than a principle of 

practical politics. And it seems hardly fair to condemn the work 

of Lycurgus, because like every other Greek state, Sparta had 

elections and candidatures. : 

Sidmep eE¢reprov cupmperBeutas rovs €xOpous. 9. 30. 

oupmpeaBevras does not refer to the kings, but is an illustration 

of the same jealousy which made the Spartans consider the dis- 

sensions of the kings to be the salvation of their state. direp= 

‘by reason of a like suspicion.’ 

It has been argued that Aristotle in this section is criticising the 

kings only. And we might translate (with Bernays and others) 

‘they sent enemies as colleagues of the king,’ e.g. in such cases as 

that of Agis (Thuc. v. 63). But these could hardly be described 

as oupmpeoBevrai, any more than the Ephors who, according to 

Xenophon (de Rep. Lac. c. 13. § 5), were the companions of the 

king—not his active counsellors, but spectators or controllers of his 

actions. 

Ancient historians are apt to invent causes for the facts which 

tradition has handed down. Cp. note on c. 9. § 11 supra; also 

v. 11. § 2; Herod. v. 69; Thuc. i. 11, &c. It may be easily 

believed that there were frequent mapampeoBeiaa among Spartans, 

but that these were the result of a deeply-laid policy is the fancy of 

later writers. Still less can we suppose the double royalty which 

clearly originated in the ancient history of Sparta to be the work of 

the legislator. Compare the Laws (iii. 691 D) of Plato (who pro- 

bably first suggested the notion of a special design), ‘A god who 

watched over Sparta gave you two families of kings instead of 

one and thus brought you within the limits of moderation.’ 

THY auvodoy, 9. 31. 

Kither 1) the gathering for meals; or 2) the contribution, as in 

Fidt. i, 64. 
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‘9. 32.  Bovderae pév yap SypoxpatiKdy civa rd KaTacKevacpa Tov GuaCITio”, 

It may be admitted that the common meals hada sort of level- 

ling or equalizing tendency; but this could hardly have been the 

original intention of them, whether they were first instituted at 

Sparta by Lycurgus or not (cp. vii. 10. § 2 ff.). They are more 

naturally connected with the life of a camp (§ 11) and the brother- 

hood of arms. They may also be the survival of a patriarchal life. 

9.33. The remark that the office of admiral was a second royalty 

appears to be justified chiefly by the personal greatness of Ly- 

sander. Teleutias the brother of Agesilaus was also a distinguished 

man. It cannot be supposed that Eurybiades or Cnemus or 

Alcidas or Astyochus were formidable rivals to the king. 

9. 35.  Tovrov 8¢ dpdpTnpa ok Ehatrov’ vouifovaer pév yap yiverOa reyabe ra 

mepysdyntra Ot’ aperns paddov 7) kakias* Kal TovTo pév Kad@s, Ort pévrot 

TavTa Kpeitt@ THs aperis vmokayBdvovory, ov Kadds. 

‘The Spartans were right in thinking that the goods of life 

are to be acquired by virtue, but not right in thinking that they 

are better than virtue’ (cp. vii. c. 2, and c, 14). The ‘not less 

error’ is that they degrade the end into a means; they not only 

prefer military virtue to every other, but the goods for which they 

‘are striving to the virtue by which they are obtained. 

9.37. Thy pev yap wédw reroinkey dxpnuatov, Tols § iBiwdTas pidoxypnuarovs. 

It is quite true that many Spartans, Pausanias, Pleistoanax, 

Astyochus, Cleandridas, Gylippus and others were guilty of taking 

bribes. But it is hard to see how their crime is attributable to the 

legislator. Not the institutions of Lycurgus, but the failure of them 

was the real source of the evil. ° 

The love of money to whatever cause attributable was held to be 

characteristic of Sparta in antiquity. The saying xpnyara xpnyar 

avip is placed by Alcaeus (Fr. 50) in the mouth of a Spartan, and 

the oracle 4 idoxpnyaria Sadprav dei GAXo 8€ ovdev is quoted in the 

Aristotelian Modrreia fr. Rei. Lac. 1559 b. 28. 

“10. 1,  Wdpeyyus per eore ravrns. 

Polyb. vi, 45 denies'the resemblance between Crete and Lace- 

daemon, "Emi S€ riv rév Kpnradv peraBavres (modireiav) aéiov emorjoa 
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rata dio Tpdrovs Tas of AoywwTaTa THY apxaiwv cvyypapewy "Edopos, 

Hevopav, Kaddroévns, WAdrov, mpa@rov pev dpolav eivai ace kai rv 

adr Th Aaxedatpoviav, Sevrepov © erawerny imdpxovoav arodaivovow. dv 

ovdérepov aAnbés etvai yor Soxei. He contrasts the two states in several 

particulars; 1) the equal distribution of land in Sparta did not 

exist in Crete; 2) the greed of wealth which existed in Crete 

is said, strangely enough, to have been unknown at Sparta; 3) the 

hereditary monarchy of Sparta is contrasted with the life tenure 

of the yépovres; 4) the harmony which prevailed at Sparta is con- 

trasted with the rebellions and civil wars of Crete. 

Td dé meioy irrov yaupds. 10. 1, 

Compare what is said of Charondas in c. 12. § 11, 79 dxpiBeia rav 
, > , \ ~ a “~ 

vopav eotl yhapuperepos Kal Trav viv vopoberar. 

According to this view the Spartan institutions are not Dorian 10. 2. 

but Pre-Dorian, having been established originally by Minos; 

received from him by the Lacedaemonian colony of Lyctus in 

Crete, and borrowed from the Lyctians by Lycurgus. 

81d kal viv of mepiouxos tov adrév Tpdrov xpSvtTat adrois, as KaTarKevd~- 10, 3. 

cavros Miva mpwrov thy Tagw tov vdpov. 

The connexion is as follows:—The Lacedaemonian Laws are 

borrowed from the Cretan. Among the Lyctians, a colony of the 

Lacedaemonians who settled in Crete and whom Lycurgus is said 

to have visited, these laws were already in existence, and he adopted 

them. And even at this day, the laws of Minos are still in force 

among the subject population or aborigines of Crete, 6. is 

unemphatic ; the logical form outruns the meaning, 

Either the laws of Minos had ceased to be enforced among the 

freemen of Crete or the freemen of Crete had themselves changed 

~ (Bernays); and therefore any vestiges of the original law were 

only to be found among the ancient population. Thus com- 

munistic usages may be observed among the peasants of India and 

Russia, which have disappeared in the higher classes. Yet Aristotle 

also speaks of the common meals in Crete as still continuing. 

Does he refer only to the survival of them among the Perioeci? 

By Dosiades (B.c.?) the Cretan Syssitia are described as still exist- 
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ing (see the passage quoted in note on § 6). Aristotle supposes 

that Lycurgus went to Crete before he gave laws to Sparta, Ac- 

cording to other accounts his travels, like those of Solon, were 

subsequent to his legislation. 

Ephorus, the contemporary of Aristotle [see fragment quoted in 

Strabo x. 480], argues at length that the Spartan Institutions origi- 

nally existed in Crete but that they were perfected in Sparta, and 

that they deteriorated in Cnossus and other Cretan cities ; both 

writers agree in the general view that the Cretan institutions are 

older than the Spartan and in several other particulars, e.g. that 

the Lyctians were a Lacedaemonian colony, that the common 

meals were called ”Avdpa or ’Avdpeia, that the Cretan institutions 

had decayed in their great towns but survived among the Perioeci; 

and also in the similarity of offices at Lacedaemon and Crete. 

The great resemblance between this account and that of Aristotle 

seems to indicate a common unknown source. 

The existence of the same institutions in Sparta and Crete and 

the greater antiquity of the Cretan Minos may have led to the 

belief in their Cretan origin. Others deemed such an opinion 

unworthy of Sparta and argued plausibly that the greater could 

not have been derived from the less; Strabo l.c. 

Aokei & 4 viicos Kal mpos tiv apyxiy tiv “EAAnvixny meueévar Kab Keiobar 

KaA@s, 

Aristotle, like Herodotus, Thucydides, Aeschylus, is not indis- 

posed to a geographical digression; cp. vii. 10. §§ 3-5. 

It may be observed that the remark is not perfectly consistent 

with §§ 15, 16. The ‘silver streak’ and ‘the empire of the sea’ 

are the symbols of two different policies. 

Atd kai thy ths Oaddoons dpxiy Karéoxev 6 Mivas. 

- Cp. Herod. iii. 122, Thuc. i. 4, 

yewpyoval re yap Tois pev eihores tois Se Kpyolv of mepiorxor, 

But if Sosicrates, a writer of the second century B.c., quoted by 

Athenaeus vi. 84 is to be trusted, Aristotle is here at fault in his 

use of terms; ri» pev Kowwiy Sovdeiay of Kpires Kadodor pvoiav, ry b€ 

idtavy ddapwwras, Tods S€ reptoixovs tmnxdous: see c. 9. § 3. 
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9 kat OnAov Ore exeiOev édnrvbev. 10. 5. 

These words may be compared with the passage in Book vii. 10. 

§ 2, dpyaia S fouxev civar kal ray ovoorrioy 7 Tdkis, Ta pev wept Kpyrny 

yevoueva mrep Thy Miva Bacidelav, ra dé meph rh "IraXiav TOAAG Tadaid- 

repa tovrev. In both passages Aristotle says that the common 

meals came from Crete to Sparta. 

of pev yap ehopor riy abriy Exovar divamw Trois év tH} Kpnry Kadovpévors 10. 6. 

Koo pows. : 

The office of the Cosmi is identified by Aristotle with that of the 

Ephors. But the resemblance between them is very slight. The 

fact that at Sparta there were kings, while in Crete the kingly 

power, if it ever existed at all, had long been abolished, makes an 

essential difference. The Ephors were democratic, the Cosmi 

were oligarchical officers. And although both the Ephors and the 

Cosmi were an executive body, yet the Ephors, unlike the Cosmi, 

never acquired the military command, which was retained by the 

Spartan kings. Aristotle observes that the Cosmi were chosen 

out of certain families, the Ephors out of all the Spartans, a circum- 

stance to which he ascribes the popularity of the latter institution. 

ods Kadovow of Kpires Bovdny. 10. 6. 

Yet we are told that the term Bovd} was generally used to signify 

‘the council in a democracy.’ Cp. iv. 15, § 11 and vi. 8. § 17, 

also v. 1. § ro, [at Epidamnus] dvri rav pvddpxer Bovdrjy éroincer. 

In the Cretan use of the term Bovd} there may be a survival of the 

Homeric meaning of the word. . 

Bacwreia 8€ mporepoy per jy. 10. 6. 

Probably an inference from the legendary fame of Minos. No 

other king of Crete is mentioned. 

Dosiades, quoted by Ath. iv. c. 22. p. 143, gives the following 

account of the Cretan Syssitia: ‘ The Lyctians collect the materials 

for their common meals in the following manner: Every one 

brings a tenth of the produce of the soil into the guild (éraipia) to 

which he belongs, and to this [are added] the revenues of the city, . 

which the municipal authorities distribute to the several house- 

holds. Further, each of the slaves contributes a poll-tax of an 
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Aeginetan stater. All the citizens are divided among these guilds 

which they call andreia. A woman takes care of the syssitia with 

three or four of the common people to help in waiting; and each 

of these has two attendants, called xcadopédpor, to carry wood for 

him. Everywhere in Crete there are two buildings for the syssitia, 

one called the andreion, the other, which is used for the reception 

of strangers, the dormitory (xoyunrnpiov). And first of all they set 

out two tables in the room for the syssitia, called “strangers’ tables,” 

at which any strangers who are present take their place. Next to 

these come the tables for the rest. An equal portion is set before 

every man: the children receive a half portion of meat, but touch 

nothing else. On every table a large vessel is set full of diluted 

wine: from this all who sit at that table drink in common; and 

when the meal is finished another cup is put on. The children too 

drink in common from another bowl. The elders may, if they 

like, drink more. The best of the viands are taken by the woman 

who superintends the syssitia in the sight of all, and placed before 

those who have distinguished themselves in war or council. After 

dinner their habit is first of all to consult about state affairs, and 

then to recount their deeds in battle and tell the praise of their 

heroes. Thus they teach the youth to be valiant.’ 

@or ék Kowold tpepeoba mavras, Kal yuvaixas kai maidas kai avdpas. 

ex kowvod, ‘out of a common stock’; not necessarily at common 

tables. The syssitia or common meals of women are said by 

Aristotle in chap. 12 to be an invention of Plato in the Laws, and 

if so they could hardly have existed at Crete. Nor is there any 

allusion to them in the fragment of Dosiades (supra). The name 

dvdpia or avdpeia also affords a presumption against the admission of 

women to the public tables. But if the words éx xowod are inter- 

preted as above, there is no reason that with Oncken (Staatslehre 

der Arist. ii, 386) we should suppose the words yuvaikas kai maidas 

on this ground to be spurious; nor is such a mode of textual 

criticism legitimate. 

mpos d€ tHv ddtyootriay, 

The connexion appears to be as follows: ‘And as there were 

so many mouths to feed,’ the legislator had many devices for 
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encouraging moderation in food, which he thought a good thing, 

as well as for keeping down population. 

THY Tpos Tovs Appevas Tromoas dpthiav, rept hs ef havrws 7) py padvdros 1O. 9. 

€tepos ora rod diackeyacba Kaipds. 

If these words refer to this work, the promise contained in them 

is unfulfilled. Nothing is said on the subject in Book vii. c. 16, 

when the question of population is discussed. ‘The promise, 

however, is somewhat generally expressed; like the end of c. 8. 

§ 25 supra, Avd viv pev dpaper ravrny Thy oKéyiv, dev ydp €ore Katpar, 

> ~ 

evravoa & ovx é€ drdvrey aipodyra rods kéopous GAN’ ex Twav yevav, kai 10,10-12. 

Tovs yepovtas ek T&Y KekoopunkdT@y. Tept Gv Tovs adrovds dv tis elmere 

Adyous Kal wept rav ev Aaxedaipou ywopevav, 1d yap avuTevbuvor, kal Td 

Sid Biou peifdr core yépas tis agias avrois. . . 75 8 houydLew, «.7.d. 

mept &v. Do these words refer to* the yépovres (Susemihl, Bernays) 

or to the xéouo (Stahr)? The connexion would lead us to suppose 

the latter ; for what precedes and what follows can only be explained 

on this supposition. Yet the Cosmi appear not to have held office 

for life (cp. yépovras éx rév Kexoounkérev), perhaps only for a year 

(Polyb. vi. 46), though nothing short of a revolution could get rid 

of them; see infra, § 14. It is better to suppose that Aristotle has 

‘gone off upon a word’ as at c. 9. § 30, and is here speaking of 

the yépovres, but returns to his original subject at 7rd 8 jqovyagew. 

mept Sv and ywouéver have also been taken as neuters: ‘about which 

things,’ i.e. the mode of electing: but, this explanation does not 

agree with the next words, which relate, not to the mode of election, 

but to the irresponsibility of the office. 

kal TO pt) kara ypdppata apxewv, GAN adiroyvapovas émurdpaXés. 10. 11. 

Cp. c. 9. § 23 where similar words are applied not, as here, to 

the Cosmi and elders, but to the Ephors. Another more general 

censure is passed on the yépovres, § 25. 

ovd yap Anppards te Tois Kéopos Somep trois épdpors, réppw yy dro- 10, 12. 

Kodow ev mo trav diapbepovvrav. 

Yet to say that the Cosmi could not be bribed because they 

lived in an island appears to be rather far-fetched. Probably 

Aristotle is thinking of the bribery of Hellenes by foreign powers, 
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and for this there was little opportunity because the Cretans were 

isolated from the world. 

ov yap aodadis 6 kavav. 

The expression is not quite accurate, for the caprice of an 

individual cannot be called a xavéy. He means that to make the 

caprice of man a rule is unsafe. 

ndvrev S€ davddraroy ro THs akooplas trav Suvardy, jv Kabioraor 

ToAddkis Orav py Sikas BovdA@vrar Sodvat. 

The words jv xabioraou woAddxis which follow and the preceding 

éxBdd\Xover ovotavtes twes Show that the expression 7d ths dkoopias 

rav dvvarév means not the insubordination of the notables, but the 

temporary abrogation of the office of Cosmi by their violence, or, 

possibly, their defiance of its authority. 

‘ore © émuxivduvos oUtws Exouca médis Tay BovAopéevay emitiber Oat Kal 

Suvapevev. 

Translated in the English text: ‘A city is in a dangerous con- 

dition, when those who are willing are also able to attack her.’ 

More correctly, ‘A city which may at any time fall into anarchy 

(obras ¢xovea) is in a dangerous condition when those who are 

willing are also able to attack her.’ 

Aw kai rd TeV Tepioikey pévet. 

‘And this is also a reason why the condition of the Perioeci 

remains unchanged.’ 

ovre yap ef@repixns apxns Kowwvovor. 

Either 1*) have no foreign domains; or 2) have no relation to 

any foreign power. The language is not quite clear or accurate ; 

for although a nation may possess foreign dominions it cannot 

‘share’ in them. The Cretans were not members either of the 

Delian or of the Lacedaemonian confederacy. 

vewoti te médcyos gevixds SiaBeBnkev eis rHv vncov. 

The date of this event is said to be B.c. 343 when Phalaecus, 

the Phocian leader, accompanied by his mercenaries, crossed into 

Crete and took service with the inhabitants of Cnossus against 

those of Lyctus over whom he gained a victory, but shortly after- 
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wards perished (Diod. xvi. 62, 63). This however is rather a civil 

than a ‘foreign war.’ Others refer the words to the war in the 

time of Agis II. (B. c. 330), or to the Cretan rising against Alexander. 

veoort re refers to cad€erat Sia Tov rdmrov, ‘ Quite lately [her isolation 

did not save her,| foreign mercenaries brought war into the island.’ 

Kal moAAd TEpLTTaS Tpds Tods GAXous. li x 

‘And in many respects their government is remarkable when 

compared with those of other nations’ or ‘with the others of whom 

I have been speaking.’ For the use of meperrds, cp. c. 6. § 6. 

adrat yap ai modereiae tpeis GAAnAas Te TWVEyyvs Tas eiot. po) Re 

Yet the differences are far more striking than the resemblances, 

which seem to be only ‘the common tables,’ the analogous office 

of kings at Sparta and Carthage, and the council of Elders. 

The real similarity to one another of any of these institutions 

may be doubted (see note on § 3 infra): while the entire difference 

in spirit is not noticed by Aristotle. The Semitic trading aristocracy 

has little in common with the Hellenic military aristocracy; the 

prosperity of Carthage with the poverty and backwardness of Crete. 

But in the beginnings of reflection mankind saw resemblances 

more readily than differences. Hence they were led to identify 

religions, philosophies, political institutions which were really unlike 

though they bore the impress of a common human nature. 

aonpeiov dS¢ mohirelas ouvtetaypévns. 1l. 2. 

‘And the proof that they were an organized state’ or ‘ that they . 

had a regular constitution.’ The insertion of ed before ouvreray- 

peons (Schneider) is unnecessary. Cp. supra ii. 9. § 22. 

tov Sjpoy €xovcay agrees with some word such as wéAw understood 11. 2. 

from modiretav=‘ the city with its democracy.’ There is no need 

to change €youvcay into éxdyra (Bernays) or écovcrov (Spengel). 

pyre ordow yeyevno ba. 11. 

For the inconsistency of these words with another statement of 

Aristotle (v. 12. § 12) that ‘the Carthaginians changed from a 

tyranny into an aristocracy,’ which is also irreconcileable with the 

further statement in v. 12. § 14, that they never had a revolution, 

see note in loco. 
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éxer d€ mapamAjowa tH Aak@rxy modireia Ta pév Cuooitia Tov éraipidv 

trois pedirious, thy dé rdv Exardv Kal TeTTApwY apxiv Tois eddpos . . TOUS 

d€ Baotdets kali riy yepouolay dvddoyov Tois éxei Bacidedor kal yépovow. 

Yet there could hardly have been much resemblance between 

the common tables of guilds or societies in the great commercial 

city of Carthage, and the ‘camp life’ of the Spartan syssitia; or 

between the five ephors of Sparta and the hundred and four coun- 

cillors of Carthage: or between kings who were generals and 

elected for life at Sparta and the so called kings or suffetes who 

seem to have been elected annually andwere not military officers 

at Carthage, but are distinguished from them, infra § 9. 

ov xeElpov, 

Is to be taken as an adverb agreeing with the sentence, ‘ and this 

is an improvement.’ 

kai BéAriov d€ rovs Baoveis pire Kata Td avTd civat yévos, pnde TovTo 

Td Tvxdy, el te Suaépov ex TovTwy aiperods paddov 7) Kab’ Hdikiav. 

The true meaning of this rather perplexed passage is probably 

that given in the English text which may be gathered from the 
words as they stand. With duapépov supply rd yevos éori. The -cor- 

rection of Bernays, ruyxdv, eis d€ yepovoiay €k movoiwy aiperods iS too 

great a departure from the MSS. Lesser corrections, «i dé, dAX <i 

tt, ere have some foundation in the Latin Version, but are unneces- 

sary. «i te is to be read as two words and answers to pare, as 

dcaépov does to pndé totro 7d rvxév. ‘It is a great advantage that 

the kings are not all of the same family and that their family 

is no ordinary one, and if there be an extraordinary family, that the 

kings are elected out of it and not appointed by seniority.’ 

ll. 4. peyddov yap Kvpio Kabeorares, dy edtehels dor, peydda BAdarovat Kal 

eBrawav on THy médL THY TAY AaKkedaipovior. 

He elsewhere speaks of the Spartan monarchy in a somewhat 

different spirit (iii. 14. § 3, 15. § 1 ff.). The praise here given to 

the elective Monarchy or Consulate of the Carthaginians at the 

expense of the Spartan kingship is considerably modified: by the 

fact mentioned in § ro, that they not unfrequently sold the highest 

offices for money. | 
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' rev Sé mpds rhv indOcow Tis dpioroxparias Kal Tis moAtrelas, 11. 8. 

Sc. émiriunbevrey dv «x... Lit. ‘ But of the things which would be 

censured when compared with the ideal of aristocracy and constitu- 

tional government, etc.’ : 

_ The constitution of Carthage was an aristocracy in the lower 11. 5. 

sense, and like Aristotle’s own zodcrefa, a combination of oligarchy 

and democracy (iv. 8. § 9, v. 7. §§ 5-7). While acknowledging that 

wealth should be an element in the constitution, because it is the 

condition of leisure, Aristotle objects to the sale of places and the 

other abuses which arose out of it at Carthage. The Carthaginian 

“constitution is expressly called an ‘aristocracy’ in iv. 7. § 4, because 

it has regard to virtue as well as to wealth and numbers; and 

once more (in v. 12. § 14) a democracy in which, as in other 

democracies, trade was not prohibited. According to Aristotle the 

people had the power 1) of debating questions laid before them ; 

2) of deciding between the kings and nobles when they disagreed 

about the introduction of measures, but 3) they had not the power 

of initiation. 

' éy rails érépais moXtrelats. 11. 6. 

Sc. Crete and Sparta. Cp. supra § 5, rats elpnuevats moNureiats, 

7d 88 ras mevrapxias K.T.A. 11. 7. 

Of these pentarchies, or of the manner in which they held office 

before and after the regular term of their magistracy had expired, 

nothing is known. We may conjecture that they were divisions or 

committees of the yepovoia. Their position may be illustrated by 

that of the Cretan Cosmi, who became members of the yepovola 

when their term of office had expired (cp. c. 10. § 10). 

_ Thy Tey Exator. ll % 

Possibly the same which he had previously (§ 3) called the 

magistracy of 104. The magistracy here spoken of is termed 

peyiorn dpxn, the other is said to consist of great officers who 

are compared with the Ephors. If the two institutions are 

assumed to be the same, we might adduce for an example of a 

like inaccuracy in number, a passage, c. 6. § 5, where the 

citizens in Plato’s Laws who number 5040 are called the 5000, 

VOL. Il. H 
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But it is not certain that they can be identified. According .to 

Livy and Justin the ordo judicum consisted of 100, ‘Centum 

ex numero senatorum judices deliguntur.’ Justin xix, 2, (Cp. Livy 

xxxiii. 46.) They were appointed about the year B.c. 450, to 

counteract the house of Mago, and are spoken of as a new in- 

stitution. These facts rather lead to the inference that the 100 

are not the same with the magistracy of 104, which was probably 

more ancient. But in our almost entire ignorance of early 

Carthaginian history the question becomes unimportant. 

kal 7 ras Sixas ind trav dpxeiov Sixd{erbar mdcas [dprorokparixdy], Kal 

py) GAXas bm” Gov, kabdrep ev Aaxedaiporr. 

Either 1)* xaOdmep &v Aaxedaiyon refers to the immediately pre- 

ceding clause, pi dddas tn’ GdAov:—or 2), to the words Sikas ind 

Tav dpxelav dixaferOa macas, in which case kai . . . d\Aov must be 

taken as an explanatory parenthesis. 

According to the first view, Aristotle is opposing Carthage and. 

Lacedaemon. In Carthage all cases are tried by the same board 

or college of magistrates (or by the magistrates collectively), 

whereas in Lacedaemon some magistrates try one case and some 

another. ‘The former is the more aristocratical, the second the 

more oligarchical mode of proceeding: the regular skilled tribunal 

at Carthage is contrasted with the casual judgments of individuals 

at Lacedaemon. The difficulty in this way of taking the passage 

is that we should expect tmé ray adraév dpxeiwy, unless the words kat 

pi) @Aas tr’ doy be regarded as suggesting a’rév by antithesis. 

According to the second view, Aristotle, as in iii, 1. § 10, is 

comparing the general points of resemblance in Carthage and 

Lacedaemon. ‘Both at Carthage and Lacedaemon cases are tried 

by regular boards of magistrates, and not by different persons, 

some by one and some by another.’ The difference between the 

professional judges of the Carthaginians and the casual magistrates 

of the Spartans is noted in iii. 1. § 10, but here passed over in 
silence. The Carthaginian and Lacedaemonian arrangements 

may thus be considered as both aristocratic and oligarchic,— 

aristocratic because limiting judicial functions to regular magis- 

trates; oligarchic, because confining them to a few. They are 
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both contrasted with the judicial institutions of a democracy. The 

difficulty in this way of construing the passage is not the paren- 

thesis, which is common in Aristotle, but the use of d\Aov vaguely 

for ‘different persons, and not, as the preceding words ind trav 

dpxeiav would lead us to expect, for ‘ different magistracies,’ or 

‘boards of magistrates.’ 

In neither way of taking the passage is there any real contra- 

diction to the statement of iii. 1.§ 10. The words of the latter 

are as follows: ‘For in some states the people are not acknow- 

ledged, nor have they any regular assembly; but only extra- 

ordinary ones; suits are distributed in turn among the magistrates ; 

at Lacedaemon, for instance, suits about contracts are decided, 

some by one Ephor and some by another; while the elders are 

judges of homicide, and other causes probably fall to some other 

magistracy. A similar principle prevails at Carthage; there certain 

magistrates decide all causes.’ 

For the sale of great offices at Carthage, see Polyb. vi. 56. § 4, 11. 9. 

mapa pev Kapxndoviois Sapa havepds Siddvres AapBavovor tas apyds* mapa 

é ‘Papaiois Odvatrds eore wept rovto mpdatimov. 

| Bet be vopifew audprnpa vopobérov tiv mapéxBaow eivac tis dpioroKpa- 11, 10, 

tlas TavTnv K.T.A. 

The error consists in making wealth a qualification for office ; 

the legislator should from the first have given a competency to the 

governing class, and then there would have been no need to 

appoint men magistrates who were qualified by wealth only. Even 

if the better classes generally are not to be protected against 

poverty, such a provision must be made for the rulers as will 

ensure them leisure. See infra § 12, BéAriwv & ei kai mpociro rip 

dropiay Tav emetkav 6 vowobérns k.T.X. ‘ 

ei O€ Set Bdérew Kal mpds edrropiay ydpw cyodjs, hadAov Td Tas peyloras 11, 10. 

ayntas elvat tov dpxav, tiv re Bacweclav Kal Thy oTparnyiay. 

Of this, as of many other passages in the Politics, the meaning 

can only be inferred from the context. In the Carthaginian con- 

stitution the element of wealth superseded merit. But whether 

there was a regular traffic in offices, as the words ras peyloras 

H 2 
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a@untas evar tay apyév would seem to imply, or merely a common 

practice of corruption, as in England in the last century, Aristotle 

does not clearly inform us. Cp. Plat. Rep. viii. 544 D, # twa 

adAnv eyes idéav modurelas, Hris Kal év cider Siahavet rwh Keirar; Suvacreiat 

‘yap Kat avnrat BaciAeia Kal, rovadrai rwes rodureiae peragy TL TOvT@Y Tov 

ciow, evpor & dy tis adtas ovk éAdrrous mept rods BapBapous t) rods "ENAnvas. 

BeAriov 8 ei Kai mpoeiro tiv Gmoptay ray émekav 6 vopobérns. 

The MSS. vary between dzopiay and e«tmopiay without much dif- 

ference of meaning: ‘Even if the legislator were to give up the 

question of the poverty’ [or ‘ wealth] of the better class.’ A similar 

confusion of dropos and evsropos occurs elsewhere: iii. 17. § 4, dmépats 

and edxdpus: v. 1. § 14, drop and edmopo: y. 3. § 8, dxépov and 

cimdpov : vi. 2. §.9, dmdpois and edmdpors. 

Kowdtepdy re yap, kabdmep elropev, Kat KdAdov Exacroy dmoreAcirat TOV 

abta@v Kai Oarrov. : 

xowdrepoy, ‘more popular, because more persons hold office. 

xabdarep eiropev, Cp. § 13. | 

&eaorov tay adray, i.e. because each thing remains the same, 

The insertion of ix before rav, suggested by the Old Transla- 

tion ab ezsdem, is unnecessary... tev av’rav, ‘where the duties are 

the same.’ 

kdA\ov dmoreheira, i.e. if many share in the government each 

individual can be confined to the same duties, a division of labour 

to which frequent reference is made in Aristotle. (Cp. ii. 2. §§ 5, 6; 

iv. 15. §§ 7, 8; vi. 2. § 8, and Plat. Rep. ii. 374 A, iii. 397 E,) 

And there is more political intelligence where everybody is both 

ruler and subject. 

expevyovot TH mAovreiv. See note on text. 

So England has been often said to have escaped a revolution 

during this century by the help of colonization: nor is there ‘any 

more profitable affair of business in which an old country can be 

engaged’ (Mill). That Aristotle was not averse to assisting the 

poor out of the revenues of the state when any political advantage 

could be gained, or any permanent good effected for them, we infer 

from vi. 5. §§ 8, 9. 
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GAA TouTi ears TUYNS Epyov, — . 11. 15, 

* Though the government of the Carthaginians is in good repute 
(§ 1), Aristotle regards this reputation as not wholly deserved, 

their stability being due to the power of sending out colonies 

which their wealth gave them; but this is only a happy accident. — 

In a similar spirit he has remarked that the permanency of the 

Cretan government is due to their insular position (c. 10. § 15). 

dy druxta yévnrai tis. | 11. 16. 

_ The later reflection on the accidental character of the stability 

which he attributes to Carthage is not quite in harmony with the 

statement of § 2, in which he cites the lastingness of the gavernment 

as a proof of the goodness of the constitution. 

Grote in his eleventh chapter (vol. iii, p. 167, ed. 1847) says 12. 2-6. 

that, according to Aristotle, Solon only gave the people the power 

to elect their magistrates and hold them to accountability. What 

is said in §§ 2 and 3 he considers not to be the opinion of Aristotle 

himself, but of those upon whom he is commenting. . This is true - 

of § 2: but not of § 3, which contains Aristotle’s criticism on the 

opinion expressed in § 2. Thus we have the authority of Aristotle 

(at least of the writer of this chapter) for attributing the institution, 

of the dxaorjpa to Solon (cp. Schémann’s Athenian Constitution, 

transl. by Bosanquet, pp. 36 ff.). The popular juries are said. to 

be a democratic institution (riv 5€ djpov xaractioa, Ta Sixacrhpia 
mowucas ek mavrev) ; but it is obvious that, so long as the jurors were 

unpaid, the mass of the people could make no great use of their 

privileges. The character of the democracy was therefore far from °: 

being of an extreme kind; cp. iv. 6. §§ 5, 6 and 13. §& 5, 6, vi. 2. 

§§ 6, 7. 
The sum of Aristotle’s (?) judgment upon Solon (§ 3) is that he 

did create the democracy by founding the dicasteries, but that he 

was not responsible for the extreme form of it which was after- 

wards established by Ephialtes, Pericles, and their followers. 

exaotos Tay Snpaywyav. 12. 4. 

The writer of this passage clearly intended to class Pericles .« 

among the demagogues. He judges him in the same depreciatory 

spirit as Plato in the Gorgias, pp. 515, 516, 
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12.5.  émel Sddrwv ye Core ri dvayxaordryy drodiddva. tO Shum Svvapw, 

Cp. Solon, Fragm. 4 in Bergk Poet. Lyr. Graeci, Anno pev yap 

€daxa récov Kpdros, Sogoy émapkei, | Trpijs o'r’ dpehay ov'r’ émopegdpevos. 

12.6. ras & dpyas ek t&v yvopiper kal trav eimdpov Karéornce Tacas, ek TOV 

mevrakoctopedinvey Kat Cevyirey Kal tpitou Téous Tis Kadouperyns immados* 

Td O€ réraprov Onrixdv, ois ovdemas apyis peTny. 

The arrangement of the classes here is somewhat disorderly, the 

second class or Knights being placed third in the series. That 

Aristotle should have supposed the Hippeis to have formed the 

third class is incredible; but it is difficult to say what amount of 

error is possible in a later writer. See an absurd mistake in 

Suidas and Photius about immeis and immds (Boeckh, P. E. ii. 260) 
under immds, which in Photius s.v. is called a fifth class; while in 

the next entry four Athenian classes are cited in the usual order 

with a reference to Aristotle (?) de Rep. Atheniensium, and an 

addition ‘ that immdSes belong to immeis’ (?). 

12.6.  vopobérar 8.éyévovro Zddeveds te Aoxpois trois émieupiots, kal Xapwv- 

das 6 Karavaios rois abrod moXirats. 

Strabo (vi. 260), quoting Ephorus, says that Zaleucus made one 

great innovation, in taking away from the dicasts, and inserting 

in the law, the power of fixing the penalty after sentence was given- 

Aristotle attributes greater precision to Charondas than to modern 

legislators. But early laws have a greater appearance of precision 

because society is simpler, and there are fewer of them. 

12.7.  @ddnra. 

Thales, called also Thaletas, probably the Cretan poet who is 

said by Ephorus apud Strabonem, x. p. 481, to have been the 

friend of Lycurgus; and also to have introduced the Cretan rhythm 

into vocal music. Mentioned in Plut. de Musica, pp. 1135, 1146. 

Clinton supposes him to have flourished from 690 to 660 B.c. But 

chronology cannot be framed out of disjointed statements of 

Plutarch and Pausanias. 

12.7. Avkodpyov cal Zadevxov. 

A greater anachronism respecting Lycurgus is found in the 

fragments of Ephorus (Strabo x. 482, évruydyra 8, &s pact twes, Kat 
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‘Opnpe SiarpiBort: év Xim, quoted by Oncken, Staatslehre des Aristo- 

teles, ii. p. 346). 

éyéevero S€ kai Bidddaos 6 Kopiv.os. 12. 8. 

The 6¢ is not opposed to nev at the end of the last sentence, dAd\a 

radra pev A€eyovow x.t.d., but is a resumption of the de at the begin- 

ning of the previous sentence, reipévrae dé. The story, if any reason 

is required for the introduction of it, may be intended to explain 

how Philolaus a Corinthian gave laws for Thebes. 

Of Onomacritus, Philolaus, Androdamas, nothing more is known: 12. 11. 

of Zaleucus not much more. A good saying attributed to him has 

been preserved in Stobaeus xlv. p. 304, Zddevkos, 6 tev Aoxpdy 

vopobérns, rods vdpmous epyce Tois dpayviois Spotovs civac’ Somep yap eis 

éxeiva day pev euréon pria i kdvow, xaréxerar, cv 88 opie 4 pederra,. 

diappn~aca adinrara, ovr Kai eis rods vdpous cay péev eumérn evn, 

guvexera’ édv S€ mArovovos  Suvards Réyew, Siappyéas dworpéxer, an 

apophthegm which in Aristotle’s phraseology (i. 11. § ro) may be 

truly said ‘to be of general application.’ Stobaeus has also pre- 

served (xliv. p. 289) numerous laws which are attributed to 
Charondas and Zaleucus. They are full of excellent religious 

sentiments, but are evidently of a late Neo-Pythagorean origin. 

The same remark applies still more strongly to the citations in 

Diodorus xii. c. 12 ff. 
\ 

cd TAdravos & i re rev yuvatkay kal raidey Kal ths ovoias Kowwdrys kal 12, 12. 

7a ovocira Tov yuvakay, ere & 5 rept ri peOnv vdpos, rd trods vnpovras 

cupmomapxeiy, Kal TH év Tots ToEuLKOLS AoKYNoW dros dudidesvor yivwvrat 

Kata THv pederny, as Séov pi THy wey xpNnotwoy eivae Toiv xepow TH Se 

axpnoroy, | 

The reference to Plato’s communism in contrast with Phaleas’ 

proposal of equality is not unnatural; but the allusion to three 

unconnected, two of them very trivial, points in the ‘Laws,’ is 

strange, and looks like the addition of a later hand. This whole 

chapter has been often suspected. It consists of miscellaneous 

jottings not worked up, some of them on matters already discussed. 

But mere irregularity and feebleness are no sufficient ground for 

doubting the genuineness of any passage in the sense in which 
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genuinenéss may be ascribed to the greater part of the Politics. The 

chapter may be regarded either as an imperfect recapitulation or as 

notes for the continuation of the subject. The story of Philolaus, 

and the discussion respecting Solon, are characteristic of Aristotle. 

kal Ti é€v Trois modepixois doxnow. . The change of construction 

arises from the insertion of the clause 6 rept riv péOnv vduos, The 

accusative may be explained as the accusative of the remote object 

after dupidefsor viverra, or may be taken with mepi. : | 

It may be remarked that Aristotle looks on the dugudééos as an 

exception to nature (cp. Nic. Eth. v. 7. § 4, pice: yap # Seéia xpeirrov 

kairo. évdéxerai twas duduideelous yeveoOa), whereas in Plato (Laws 

794 D, E) the ordinary use of the right hand only is regarded as 

a limitation of nature. 

Apaxovros 8€ vépor. 

Cp. Plut. Solon 17. Another reference to Draco occurs in 

Rhet. ii. 23, 1400 b. 21, kat Apdkovra rév vopoblérny, drt odK avOparov 

of vopot GAAd Opdkovros’ xaXerot ydp. 
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T@ Tepl Tohirelas emirkorovvTt. Ef; 

The particle 5¢ after r¢ was probably omitted when the treatise 

was divided into books. 

tov S€ moXiriKod Kat Tod vopobérov Lt 

are a resumption of the opening words r@ mept moderelas émt- 

ckxonowvtt, ‘The legislator or statesman is wholly engaged in: 

enquiries about the state. But the state is made up of citizens, 

and therefore he must begin by asking who is a citizen.’ The 

clause rod 8€ moditixod. . . . mept mékw is a repetition and 

confirmation of the previous sentence, r@ mepi modureias . . . 7 mdXs, 

the enquirer being more definitely described as the legislator or 

statesman. 

ovd’ of Tav Sixaiwy petéxovTes otras dore Kal Sixny iméxeww Kai dixa- 1. 4. 

¢eoba, 

kat is closely connected with of ray dixaiwy peréxovres, ‘Nor 

those who share in legal rights,so that as a part of their legal 

rights they.are sued and sue, as plaintiffs and defendants.’ 

Kal yap Tatra rovrois tmdpyxet. 1. 4. 

These words are omitted in the old translation and in several 

Greek MSS, and are bracketed by Susemihl (1st ed.). If retained, they 

either 1) refer to the remote antecedent pérorkor above, ‘ for the metics 

have these rights, and yet are not citizens,’ whereupon follows the 

correction, ‘although in many places metics do not possess even 

‘these rights in a perfect form.’ Or 2*) they are only a formal 

restatement of the words immediately preceding (for a similar 

‘restatement, which is bracketed by Bekker, see iv. 6. § 3), and 

are therefore omitted in the translation. Other instances of such 

pleonastic repetitions occur elsewhere, e.g. infra c. 6..§ 4, where 
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Tod Civ Evexev avrod is repeated in kara rd Civ adrd pdvov: also iv. 1. § 1, 

kal yap Tovdro Ths yupvaorikys éoriv, and v. 1. § I. 

Aristotle argues that the right of suing and being sued does not 

make a citizen, for z) such a right is conferred by treaty on citizens 

of other states: (cp. Thuc. i. 77, kai €Aagcotvpevor yap év rats Evp- 

Bodaias mpds rods Evppdxous Sixais Kat map’ Hpiv adrois év Trois dpotos 

vopots mouoarres Tas Kpioets idodixeiv Soxodpev). %) The metics have 

_ this right, which, as he proceeds to remark, in many places is only 

granted them at second-hand through the medium of a patron. 

1.5.  ovy amdds dé Now. 

Aiay qualifies and at the same time emphasises dmAds: ‘ But not 

quite absolutely.’ 

1.5. met kal mept ray dripov KA. 

I. e. doubts may be raised about the rights to citizenship of exiles 

and deprived citizens, but they may also be solved by the ex- 

pedient of adding some qualifying epithet. 

1.7. — dvaevupov yap rb Kowdv émi Sixacrod Kai éxkAnowdorod. 

‘This is a merely verbal dispute arising out of the want of a 

word; for had there been a common name comprehending both 

dicast and ecclesiast it would have implied an office.’ Cp. Laws, 

vi. 767 A: ‘Now the establishment of courts of justice may be 

regarded as a choice of magistrates; for every magistrate must 

also be a judge of something, and the judge, though he be not a 

magistrate, is a very important magistrate when he is determining 

a suit.’ 

1.8. Sef 82 pi) AavOdvew Sr rev mpaypdrer év ols ra STokeipeva, Seapeper TS 
elder, kal Td pév adrav éori mparov rb dé Sevrepov 7d 8 exdpevor, H Td 

rapdrav ovdev eoriv, 7 Tovadra, Td Kowdy, 7} yAioxpas. 

ra troxeipeva, 1”) ‘the underlying notions’ or ‘the notions to 

which the things in question are referred,’ i.e. in this passage, as 

the connexion shows, ‘the forms of the constitution on which the 

idea of the citizen depends’ (see Bonitz s. v.). 2) dmokeipeva is taken 
by Bernays to mean the individuals contained under a class, and 

he translates ‘where things which fall under one conception are 

different in kind” But it is hard to see how things which are 
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different in kind can fall under one class or conception, and the 

meaning, even if possible, is at variance with the immediate 

context which treats not of citizens but of constitutions. 

ras 8€ moAtretas épapev eider Suahepovoas ddAHAror, kat Tas pév ‘orépas 1. g. 

tas 5€ mporépas otcas. | 

The logical distinction of prior and posterior is applied by 

Aristotle to states, and so leads to the erroneous inference that 

the perfect form of the state has little or nothing in common with 
the imperfect. So in Nic. Eth. i. 6. § 2, ‘there are no common 

ideas of things prior and posterior.’ The logical conceptions of 

prior and posterior have almost ceased to exist in modern meta- 

physics; they are faintly represented to us by the expressions . 

‘a priori’ and ‘a posteriori,’ or ‘prior in the order of thought,’ 

which are a feeble echo of them ; from being differences in kind, 

they are becoming differences of degree, owing to the increasing 

sense of the continuity or development of all things, 

Sidrrep 6 AexGeis ev prev Snuoxparia padior eoti moXdirns. 1, 10. 

Yet not so truly as in Aristotle’s own polity hereafter to be 

described, in which all the citizens are equal (cp. infra, c. 13. § 12). 

Democracy is elsewhere called a perversion (infra, c. 7.§ 5), but he 

here uses the term carelessly, and in a better sense, for that sort of 

democracy which is akin to the peéon rodcreia. 

Kara pepos. . ' I. 10; 

Generally ‘in turn,’ but the examples show that the phrase must 

here mean ‘by sections’ or ‘ by different bodies or magistracies.’ 

tov abrov Sé tpdtov Kai wept Kapynddva’ macas yap dpyat ties kpivovor 1. 11. 

ras Sikas, | | 

rov addy, i. e. because in both these cases the administration of 

justice is taken out of the hands of the people and entrusted to the 

magistrates, either the same or different magistrates. 

The oligarchies or aristocracies of Carthage and Sparta are here 

contrasted, not with each other, but with democracy. A minor 

difference between them is also hinted at: at Carthage there were 

regular magistrates to whom all causes were referred; at Lacedae- 
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mon causes were distributed among different magistrates. See 

note on ii. 11. § 7._ 
/ 

lor1. GAN exer yap didpOwow 6 Tod moXirov Siopicpds. 

The particle yap implies an objection which is not expressed. 

‘But how, if our definition is correct, can the Lacedaemonians, 

Carthaginians, and others like them be citizens; for they have no 

judicial or deliberative assemblies,’ ‘To. which Aristotle answers, 

‘But I will correct the definition so as to include them,’ . Finding 

ddpistos apxy to be a definition of citizenship inapplicable to any 

state but a democracy, he substitutes a new one, ‘ admissibility to 

office, either deliberative or judicial.’ 

1.12. tadrys THs médews. 

Namely, of that state in which the assembly or law-court 

exists. j 

2.1, mqodtTiKas. 

‘Popularly’ or ‘enough for the purposes of politics.’ Cp. Plat. 

Rep. 430 C. So vopxds (viii. 7. § 3), ‘enough. for the purposes 

of law.’ 

For taxéws Camerarius and Bernays needlessly read wayéas. 

2.2.  Topyias peév odv 6 Acovtivos, ra pev ios Gmropav Ta 8 cipwveudpevos, 

py, Kabdmep Orpous eivar tors dd THv SAporuov metompevovs, ovT@ kat 

Aapicoatovs rovs ind trav Syproupydv semoiuévous’ elvac ydp twas 

- Aaprocorrotods. ~ 

dropav, ‘In doubt about the question who is a, citizen?’ 

Sdnsoupyav. Properly the name of a magistrate in some Dorian 

states. ‘The word is used here with a double pun, as meaning not 

only ‘magistrates,’ but 1) ‘makers of the people,’ 2) ‘artisans,’ 

The magistrates, like artisans, are said to make or manufacture the 

citizens because they admit them to the rights of citizenship. 

There is also a further pun upon the word Aapucaious, which 

probably meant kettles, or was used as a characteristic epithet 

of kettles derived from their place of manufacture :— . 

‘ Artisans make kettles. 

Magistrates make citizens.’ 

The sentence may be translated as follows :—‘ Gorgias, very 
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likely because he was in a difficulty, but partly out of irony, said 

that, as mortars are made by the mortar-makers, so are the Laris- 

seans manufactured by their ‘artisan-magistrates ; for some of them 

were makers of kettles’ (Adpuroa: or Aaptocaior). 

For the term eipwvevduevos, applied to Gorgias, compare Rhet. iii. 

7, 1408 b. 20, 7 pera eipwreias, dmep Topyias émoies: and for Adpicoa 

compare Tdvaypa Tavaypis, a kettle, (Hesych., Pollux); also an epi- 

gram of Leonides of Tarentum (Anth, vi. 305) :— 

AaBpootvg trade Sapa, pirevdrcixo te Aadvypo 

Onxaro Sevadfov* Awpiéws Kxepadd, 

tas Aapiooaiws Bovyacropas éyyrijpas, 

kal xUrpws Kal Trav evpuyadi KvAcka, 

kal Tay edyddk@rov evyvapmrdy te Kpedypay, 

kal xvnoti, Kal Tav ervoddvev ropivar, 

AaBpootiva, ob 8€ tratra xakod kaka Sawpyrijpos 

. SeEapéva, vevoas pn toxa cadpoovvay. 

*§evod(ou=stinking ; cp. Suidas, s.v. desradéos :—Seroadéos, kompadns. 

Seioa yap 7 Kémpos, 

£évous kai Sovdovs peroixovs. (See note on text.) 

Mr. Grote, c. 31. vol. iv. 170. n., would keep the words as they 

stand, taking peroixovs with both gévovs and SovAovs. He quotes 

Aristoph. Knights 347 (ef ov dixidiov efras eb xara §€vou peroixov), and 

infers from the juxtaposition of the words SovAovs perofkovs, that they 

mean, ‘slaves who, like metics, were allowed to live by themselves, 

though belonging to a master,’ ‘That is to say péroxos are spoken 

of in a general as well as in a technical sense. According to 

Xen. de Vect. 2. § 3, all kinds of barbarians were metics. 

Cp. for the general subject, Polit. vi. 4. § 18, where measures, 

like those which Cleisthenes the Athenian passed when he 

wanted to extend the power of the democracy, are said to have 

been adopted at Cyrene. Such a reconstruction of classes also 

took place at Sicyon under Cleisthenes the tyrant, who gave in- 

sulting names to the old Dorian tribes (Herod. v. 68). 

7) & adydioBnrnpa mpos rovrovs early ov tis moXirns, GAAa mérepov 2. 4. 

adixas 7) Sicalos. katrot Kal rodré tis re mpooamophaecev k.T.A. 

- Aristotle means to say that what is true in fact may be false in 
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principle. These two senses of the words ‘true’ and ‘false’ were 

confused by sophistical thinkers. See Plat. Euthyd. 284, ff. 

Tis Todd dpyifs refers to rwi, sc. dopiore, supra 1. § 7, ‘an office 

such as we spoke of.’ 

dpAov Sre wodiras pev elvar haréov Kal Todrous, wept dé Tov diKxalws 7 rm) 

Sixaiwos cuvarre: mpds Thy eipnpevny mpdtepoy dudiocPyTyow. 

_ A doubt is raised whether the ddixws modurevov is truly a modirys. 

The answer is that the ddicws dpyev is truly an dpxorv. But the 

} 

modirms is by definition an dpywv, and therefore the adccos modirns 

may be rightly called a wodirys. ' 

kat Tovrous, SC. Tods dudiaByroupévors (§ 4), ‘these as well as the 

legitimate citizens,’ 

mpos tHv elpnuevny mpdrepov dudoBnrnow is the question touched 

upon in c. 1. § 1, and resumed in the words which follow. The con- 

troversy concerning the de jure citizen runs up into the controversy 

respecting the de jure state, which is now to be discussed. ! 

drav €& ddtyapyias 7) tupavwvidos yévnrat Snyoxparia. dre yap ovre Ta 

avpBdraa evo. Bovdrovrat Siadvew. 

A question which has often arisen both in ancient and modern 

times, and in many forms. Shall the new government accept the 

debts and other liabilities of its predecessor, e.g. after the expulsion 

of the thirty tyrants, or the English or French Revolution or Re- 

storation ? Shall the Northern States of America honour the paper 

of the Southern? Shall the offerings of the Cypselids at Delphi 

bear the name of Cypselus or of the Corinthian state? Or a street 

in Paris be called after Louis Philippe, Napoleon III, or the French 

nation? 

eimep otv kal Snpoxparodvrai tives Kara Tov Tpdmov TovToOY, dpolws THs 

modes paréoy eivar Tavtns Tas THs vit itd spun mpakers kal Tas €k rijs 

odvyapxias kal THs Tupavvidos. 

The mere fact that a government is based on violence does not 

necessarily render invalid the obligations contracted by it; at any 

rate the argument would apply to democracy as well as to any other 

form of government. Cp. Demosth. mpos Aemrivny, p. 460, where it is. 

mentioned that the thirty tyrants borrowed money of the Lacedae- 
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monians, which, after a discussion, was repaid by the democracy 

out of the public funds, and not by confiscation of the property of 

the oligarchs. Cp. also Isocr. Areopag, vii. 153, where the same 

story is repeated. 

evdéxerar yap ScatevyOjvar rov Témov Kal Tos avOparovs. 3. 3. 

E.g. the case of the Athenian «dypodya, who, while possessing 

land in other places, remained citizens of Athens; or of migrations 

in which a whole state was transferred; or possibly a dispersion 

like that of the Arcadian cities which were afterwards reunited by 

Epaminondas. Yet, ii. 1. § 2, 6 rémos cfs 6 Tijs pias ToAEws. 

ToMNaxGs yap tis médews Aeyouévns oti mas edpdpera tis Towairys 3. 4. 

Cnrncews. 

‘When difficulties are raised about the identity of the state, you 

may solve many of them quite easily by saying that the word 

“state ” is used in different senses.’ 

_ Gpotws S€ kat rév rév adréy rérov KaTorkovvTar, 3. 4. 

SC. } dropia éoriv, supplied from rijs dropias tadrns. 

| tovatity 3° tows earl kai BaBvdoy, 3s 

‘Such as Peloponnesus would be, if included within a wall,’— 

further illustrated by js y éadoxvias «.7.d. 

fs yé haow éadoxvias rpirny hpépay odk aicbécba Te pépos Ths wédews, 38. 5. 

Cp. Herod. i. 191: ‘The Babylonians say that, when the further 

parts of the city had been taken by Cyrus, those in the centre 

knew nothing of the capture, but were holding a festival.’ Also 

Jeremiah li. 31: ‘One post shall run to meet another, and one 

messenger to meet another to show the king of Babylon that his 

city is taken at one end.’ 

GAG mepl pev radryns THs amopias eis Gov Katpdv xpHomos 7 oKeYis* 3. 6. 

mept yap peyeOous tis méAcws, TO Te mécov Kai TdTepov EOvos Ev H Thelw 

oupeper, Set pi) AavOdvew Tov TroduTLKOV. 

The subject is resumed in Book vii. 4. § 4, gore S€ modirexis 

xopnyias mp@rov ré te TAROS Tay avOpamwv, mécous TE Kai molovs Twas 
- > 6 a ° \ A v ’ € , cd > . f imdpxew Set vot, kat Kata THY xopav woavTos, Sony Te civat Kal ToLav 
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twa ravrnvy,and §11. In the words rdv modurixdy Aristotle identifies 

himself with the statesman or politician of whom he is speaking. 

mérepov eOvos év i} mreiw, Cp. Vii. 9. § 8 and 10. § 43. : 

GANA Tey adray KatoiKovvTwy Tov aditdy Térov, mérepoy Ews dv 7 Td yéevos 

ravTd Tdy KatorKovyTwy, Thy atThvy elvar patéov modu, Kalmep det Tov prev 

Pbeipopévov trav Sé ywvopevov, Somep Kal morapods eldbapev Aéyew rods 

avrovs kal Kpnvas Tas airds, Kalwep del TOU pev emvytvouevou vduaros, Tou S 

imeEdvros, i) rods pev dvOpamovs paréov eivat rods avrovs 81d Thy ToLadTHY 

aitiav, thy dé wédw érépav; eimep yap éots Kowwvia Tus H WOALs K.T.A. 

From the digression into which he has fallen respecting the size 

of the state, Aristotle returns to the original question, What makes 

the identity of the state? He answers in an alternative: Shall we 

say that the identity of the state depends upon the race, although 

the individuals of the race die and are born—like a river which 

remains the same although the waters come and go? Or is 

not the truer view that the form or idea of the state makes the 

.state the same or different, whether the race remain or not? 

This latter alternative he accepts, illustrating his meaning by 

the simile of a chorus (§ 7), which may be Tragic or Comic, 

although the members of it are the same; and of musical 

harmony (§ 8) in which the same notes are combined in different 

modes. 

This is the conclusion which Aristotle intends to draw from the 

words cimep ydp gore xowavia ris ) modus KT.A., and is clearly the 

general drift of the passage. But the alternatives dda rav... 

érépav create an obscurity, because Aristotle begins by opposing 

the continuance of the race to the transitoriness of the individuals 

who are always going and coming, when he is really intending to 

oppose the idea of the state to both of them, §§ 7, 9. 

dia rv rovavrnv airiav. ‘For the same reason as the rivers}? — 

i.e. because there is an unbroken succession of citizens as of 

waters. 

The argument is neither clearly expressed nor altogether satisfac= 

tory. For 1) the identity of a state consists in many things, such 

as race, religion, language, as well as government, and therefore 

cannot be precisely defined; 2) it is always changing for better or 
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for worse ; 3) whether the identity is preserved or not is a question 

of degree; a state may be more or less the same, like the English 

constitution, and yet be continuous in the course of ages. Aris- 

totle would have done better to have solved this question by 

having recourse once more to the different senses of the word 

modes (§ 4). Cp. iv. 5.§ 3; v.1.§ 8. 

elmep yap €ort Kowovia tis 7 ods, ore S€ Kowwvia TodTav Todiretas, 3. 7. 

ywopems érépas To cider Kal Siapepovons Tis mourelas dvaykaioy etvat 

SdEetev dv kal rv woAw elvat pr THY adrhy. 

‘For a state being a community, and a community of citizens 

being a community in a constitution, gore 5€ ckowavia roduray Kowavia 

modreias, When the form of this community changes, the state also 

changes ’: or, if this construction is deemed harsh rodreias, may be 

thought to have crept in from the next line, and may be omitted as 

in the English text. 

The particle yap implies assent to the second alternative (supra). 

‘The sailor besides his special duties has a general duty, which 4. 1, 2. 

is the safety of the ship; the citizen has also a general duty, 

which is the salvation of the state—the nature of this duty will 

vary according to the character of the state. And besides the 

general duty citizens, like sailors, will have special duties and 

functions in the state, as in the ship.’ 

od pay GANG Kal car’ &dov tpdmov ~ore Siaropodvras emedOciv roy adrov A, re 

Adyov trept THs dplotys ToNLTELas. . 

The last words are an explanation of kar’ GAXov rpdrov. 

Two conceptions of the state are continually recurring in the 

Politics of Aristotle, first the ideal state, in which the best has a 

right to rule and all the citizens are good men: secondly, the 

constitutional state, which approaches more nearly to actual fact 

(ii. 2. § 6; vii. 14. §$ 2-5). In the first, the good man and the 

good citizen, or rather the good ruler, are said to coincide; in the 

second, they have a good deal in common, but still the virtue of 

the citizen is relative to the government under which he lives, and 

the occupation in which he is engaged. 

These two points of view are apt to cross (émadAdrrew in Aris- 

totle’s own language), and they appear to be here confused. 

VOL. IL. I 
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ei yap advvarov e& ardvrav onovdaiwy dvrwv eivar mod, Sei 8 Exaarov 

rd Ka’ abrév Epyov ed moveiv, rodro 8 an’ dperis’ émet & advdvarov duoiovs 

eivat mavras Tovs ToAitas, ovK dv etn pia aper? modlrov Kal avdpds dyabov. 

Ti pév yap Tod orovdalov moXirou Sei macw bmdpyxew (odT@ yap apiorny 

dvaykaiov eivar thy wédw), Ty 8€ Tov avdpds Tod adyabot ddivarov, «i fi) 

mavtas avaykaioy dyabovs elva rovs ev TH orovdaia médet moXiras. 

The argument is that the perfect state is not composed only of 

perfectly good men; for such absolute goodness is incompatible 

with the different occupations or natural qualities of different 

citizens, or their duties toward the government under which they 

live. All the citizens are not the same, and therefore the one 

perfect virtue of the good man cannot be attained equally by all of 

them. But they may all have a common interest in the salvation of 

society, which is the virtue of a good citizen. The Pythagorean 

doctrine of the unity of virtue still lingers in the philosophy of 

Aristotle. (Compare Ethics ii. 5. § 14, éo@doi pév yap amdds, travro- 

Samras Se kaki, ) 

kai oikia €€ dvdpds kal yuvaikds Kal KTHOLUS €k Seomdrov Kal SovAov. 

«rio is here omitted by Bernays, because the slave is a part of 

the oixia: but it may be observed that in i. 4. § 1, «rjots is a sub- 

division of the oixia under which the slave is included. 

ghapev 3) tov apxovra tov orovdaiov. dyabdy civar Kai ppdvipoyr, Tov 

d€ modurixdy avaykaioy <ivas ppdripor. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. vi. 5. § 5, where Pericles is spoken of as a type of 

the ¢pdémpos: and vi. 8. § 1, where vodcrixy is described as a species 

of dpdvnors, 

€ 

Gn’ dpa ora twos 9 avri) apern Todirov te omovdaiov kai avdpds 

arovdaiou ; dapev d}) Tov dpyovta Toy omovdaiov dyabdy eivat Kai ppdvipor, 

roy S€ moditixdv dvaykaiov eivar ppdmpor. Kat tiv maideiay 8 eOds érépay 

eivat Aéyovai Ties Tod apxovros, Gomep Kai paivovrat of trav Baciiéwy vieis 

immixhy Kal trodepixny Tmadevdpevor. 

Aristotle having determined that the good citizen is not always'a ” 

good man, now proceeds to ask the question whether some good 

citizens are not good men? Yes, the ruler must be a good and 

wise man; and the difference between him and other citizens is 

partly proved by the fact that he has a different education. 
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kat tiv madelay & edOds x.r.A. ‘Some persons say that, if we 

go no further than education, even this should be different.’ So 

in § 6 above, cvOds ek yuxis kal coparos. Cp. i. 5. § 2; Met. iii. 2, 

1004 a. 5, Umdpye yap evOds yéevn Exovra Td Ev kal rd dy, 

ph poe Ta Kou’, 4. 8. 

The whole fragment, which appears to contain a piece of advice 

addressed to young princes, is given by Nauck, Eurip. Aeol. 

Fr. 16 :— 
Aapmpol & év aixpais "Apeos ev re cvdAdbyots, 

pi) pot Ta Kouya troikidor yevoiaro, 

GAN dv wore Sei, peydda Bovdevouwr’ dei. 

Two points strike us about quotations from the poets which 

occur in Aristotle: 1) The familiarity with the words which they 

imply in the reader ; for they are often cited in half lines only, 

which would be unintelligible unless the context was present to the 

mind. We are reminded that the Greek like some of our English 

youth were in the habit of committing to memory entire poets 

(Plat. Laws vii. 810 E). 2) The remoteness and ingenuity of the 

application. For a similar far fetched quotation, cp. infra c. 5.§ 9. 

ei d€ 4 avr? aper? dpxovrds te ayabod kai avdpds dyabod, modirns 8 eari 4. 9. 

kal 6 dpxdpevos, ovx 7) altn dmha@s av ein ToXirou Kal avdpds, Twos pévTOL 

qoXtTou. 

‘If the good man and the good ruler are to be identified, and 

the subject is also a citizen, then the virtue of the good man is not 

coextensive with the virtue of all good citizens, but only with that of 

a certain citizen,’ i.e. the citizen of a perfect state who is also a 

ruler, and therefore has a sphere for the employment of his energies, 

cp. Nic. Eth. vi. 8. § 4. 

ov yap 7) adr?) dpxovros Kal TroXirov, Kal dia Todr’ tows "Idowr ey wewgy, 4. 9. 

dre pi) Tupavvol, ds odk emordpevos Biers etvar. 

Another illustration of the difference in the nature of the ruler 

and of the citizen is contained in the saying of Jason, 1) ‘that he 

had no choice between starvation and tyranny, for he had never 

learned how to live in a private station’; or 2)* ‘that he felt a 

sensation like hunger when not a tyrant; for he was too proud to 

i 
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live in a private station.’ The two interpretations differ according 

to the shade of meaning given to mew and émordpevos. 

The Jason here referred to is Jason of Pherae, the Tagus of 

Thessaly. 

Another saying of Jason is quoted in Rhet. i. 12, 1373 a. 26, 

‘ Seiv adixeiv Ea, dras Svvnrat Kat Sikava woAAG Tovey.’ 

ei ovy thy pev Tod ayabod dvdpds Tidewev apxiKnv, THv Sé TOU modiToU 

Gpdw, ov« dv cin Gphw erawvera Spoiws. 

1) Aristotle here lights upon a paradox, which he cannot resist 

mentioning, but does not pursue further. ‘If the virtue of the good 

man is of a ruling character, but the virtue of the citizen includes 

ruling and being ruled, their virtues cannot [from this point of 

view] be equally praiseworthy, [for the good man has one virtue 

only, the citizen two].’ 
2) Or the meaning may be, ‘that the virtue of the good man 

being the virtue of ruling is higher than that of the citizen who 

only rules at times, or who obeys as well as rules.’ 

The words otk av cin dudw émawerd duoiws according to the first 

way = ‘the citizen is more to be praised than the good man’: 

according to the second, ‘the virtue of the two, i.e. of ruler and 

citizen, are not equally praiseworthy’; in other words, the virtue of 

the good man is the higher of the two. 

The whole passage is perplexed, not from any corruption of 

the text, but from the love of casuistry and a want of clearness 

in distinguishing the two sides of the argument. 

éret ovy more Soxel Gppdtepa, Kat o0 TaUTad deiv rdv dpxovra pavOdvew 

Kai Tov apydpevoy, tov S€ rodirny auddrep’ enioracbat Kal peréxew apcoir, 

touvTedOey Gy karidor tis, 

Aristotle seems to mean that the citizen acquires a knowledge 

of the duties of both ruler and ruled, which are different. Since 

the ruler and the ruled must learn both, and the two things are 

distinct, and the citizen must know both and have a part in both, 

the inference is obvious. But what is this obvious inference we 

are uncertain :—either, 1)* that some kind of previous subjection is an 

advantage to the ruler; or 2) that the citizen who knows both at 

once is to be preferred to the dpxoy and dpxépevos, taken separately, 
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The sentence is awkwardly expressed and is perhaps corrupt. 

The change of dudérepa into dupo érepa (Bernays) would give much 

the same meaning with rather less difficulty, (‘since the two must 

learn different things, and the ruler and the ruled are not required 

to learn the same things’), because rév dpxovra kal rdv dpydpevoy have 

not then to be taken in two senses, collective and distributive. 

It might be argued in favour of Bernays’ emendation that auddrepa 

may have crept in from the dudérepa in the next line; and against 

it that the two words dude érepa, the one having a collective, the 

other a distributive sense, are not happily combined. 

§ Ir seems to be intended as a summing up of §§ 8-10. The 

thread of the argument is resumed at the words ratrnv yap déyopev 

in § 14. 

€oTe yap dpxi) SeomotuKy K.7.A. 4.11. 

is a digression introduced for the sake of distinguishing the dpyj 

deororixy to which the preceding remarks do not apply, from the 

apx7 moXrex) to which they do. 

ort yap refers back to rév apxovra, ‘ We are speaking of the ruler 

who is also a subject; for we must remember that there is a rule of 

the master over his slave with which we are not here concerned.’ 

81d map’ éviois od pereixov oi Snuoupyot TO madawy apxav, mplv Sjpov 4. 12. 

yevér Oat Tov €oxaror. 

dd, referring to avdparod@des and the various kinds of menial 

duties in which the artisan class were employed, ‘ Because of their 

servile and degraded character.’ 

TOV apxopLevay ovTas. 4. 13. 

I.e. those who (like household servants) are subject to the rule 

of a master. 

ei pu) TOTE Xpelas Xap aiTe mpods avrdv, ov yap ért K.T.A. 4. 13. 

**For if men practise menial duties, not only for the supply 

of their own occasional wants, but habitually ’ (indicated by zoré), 

‘there is no longer any difference between master and slave,’ i.e. 

the natural distinction of classes is effaced. It has been proposed 

to read rére pev, tore Sé, instead of rév pév, rov dé, ‘for then the case 

no longer occurs of a man being at one time master and at 
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another time servant’—an arbitrary emendation (Riese, Susemihl) 
which gives a poor sense. 

4.14.  ovk forw ed dpa ph apxbévra. 

An ancient proverb naturally attributed by tradition (Diog. Laert. 

i. 60; Stobaeus xlvi. p. 308) to Solon. Cp. Plut. Apophth. Lac. 

215 D, who assigns the saying to Agis, épwrndeis ri pdOnua padiora ev 
5 , > a é$ , 9 » wy, 6 

TapTH) acgKEelTal, T yvoocKkety, E€LTTEV, apyelv TE Kal apyxeovadl, 

4.16. at avdpds 8) dyabod aude. . 

At first Aristotle appeared to draw an artificial line between the 

good citizen and the good man; but he now shifts his point of 

view. The good man may be supposed to have all virtue; he 

must therefore have the virtues both of the ruler and subject, , 

although the virtue of the ruler is of a peculiar character, and the 

virtue of the subject, ifhe be a freeman, takes many forms. So the 

virtue of a man and of a woman differ in degree and even in kind, 

yet both are included in the idea of virtue. 

4.17. Kal yu Addos, ef ovrw Koopia ein Gorep 6 avip 6 ayabds. 

Compare for the ideal of womanly virtue, Thuc. ii. 45, ris te yap 

imapxovons diceas ph xelpoor yeverba tpiv peyadn 7 ddéa, Kal fs dv ex’ 

ehdxirrov aperns mépt } Wdyou ev Tois dpaect Kéos 7). 

4.18.  dpxopévov dé ye ovx earw dpery hpdvnois, GdAda ddéa adAnOns*' Somep 

aidorows yap 6 apxdpevos, 6 8 Gpxwv aidnris 6 xpapevos. : 

Cp. Plat. Rep. x. 601 D, E, where the distinction is drawn 

between the omrjs who has only miotis 6p6) and the ypapevos who 

has émornun, and where there is the same illustration from the 

difference between the avAomows and the adAnrjs, and Cratylus 388 ff.. 

also Nic. Eth. vi. 10. § 2, ‘9 pev yap dpdvnots émiraxrixn eorw . . . 7 OE 

oiveris KpuriKr pdvov. 

5. The discussion which follows is not unconnected with the 

preceding. For if, as has been assumed, a freeman or citizen is 

one who commands as well as obeys, then it would seem that the 

artisan or mean person, even though not a slave; must be ex- 

cluded. 

5.1.  obros yap moXirns. 

Se. 6 €x@v ryv rovavrny dpernv. See note on English text. 
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) Sid ye ToUToy Tov Adyov ovdev Pooper ouvpaivew aromov; ovdé yap 5. 2. 

of SovAo Tav cipnpevev obSdv, odd of dmeAevOepar. 

‘But if the artisan is not included in the number of citizens 

where is he to be placed? He is not a metic, nor a stranger. 

Yet no real difficulty is involved in his exclusion any more than in 

that of slaves or freedmen.’ 

did ye todrov rov Adéyov=so far as this objection goes, viz. the 

implied objection that he has no place in the state. 

tay eipnuever refers to ovde peroixos ovde Févos, 

e& ‘qdllewees: 5. 2, 

‘On the supposition that they grow up to be men.’ 

tav 8 dvayKaioy. 5. 4. 

‘But in respect to servile occupations’; either an anacoluthon 

resumed in ra rovadra, or governed by the idea of épyov contained in 

Aecroupyovrres. 

The point is how to determine the position of the artisan or mean 

person. There is no difficulty in seeing that some who live in 

states are not citizens, but how is the mechanic to be distinguished 

from the slave? The answer is that the slave ministers to a 

single master, artisans and serfs belong to the state. 

avepiv & evredbev puxpdv emiokeypapevots ras exer wept adtav’ avrd yap 5. 4. 

avev rd AexOev moret SpAov. ere yap k.T.A. 

‘What has been said at once (¢avév) makes the matter clear.’ 

It has -been sazd that the best form of state will not admit the 

artisan class to citizenship (§ 3), and that the citizen will vary with 

the state (supra c. 1.§ 9), aremark which he repeats in what follows, 

‘ For there are many, forms of states; virtue is the characteristic of 

aristocracy, wealth of oligarchy. Now although the mechanic 

or skilled artisan cannot have virtue, he may have wealth, and 

therefore he may be a citizen of some states, but not of others.’ 

Tept avtay, sc. about the lower class. 

€v OnBas dé vduos fy tov Séxa erav pi) amecxnuevoy ths ayopas py 5. 7. 

peréxew apyis. 

Cp. infra vi. 7.§ 4, where the fact respecting Thebes is repeated, 

It is clearly for the common interest and for the security of the 
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state, that the passage from one class to another should be as easy 

as possible under all forms’ of government. Such a power of 

extending, and including other classes is necessary to the very 

existence of an oligarchy or of an aristocracy, or even of a 

constitutional government. And the avenue by which the lower 

naturally pass into the higher is personal merit or fitness which 

ought to overcome circumstances and not beat helplessly against 

the bars of a prison. The gold which the god has implanted 

in a person of an inferior class should be allowed to find its place 

(Plat. Rep. iii, 415), even if we cannot degrade the brass or lead 

in the higher. The higher class too have governing qualities 

which pass into the lower, and they themselves receive new life 

and new ideas from the association. 

mpooepedkerat Kal Tav Eévwv 6 vdpos . . ov py GAda K.T.A, 

Eévev is partitive: ‘The law goes so far as in addition to 

include some of the stranger class. Nevertheless, when there are 

citizens more than enough the law which extended, again contracts, 

the right.’ For restrictions of population see Plat. Laws v. 740. 

Tovs amd yuvatkar. 

I.e. whose mothers were free women and their fathers not 

slaves (for this case has been already provided for in the words éx 

dovAov), but strangers or resident aliens. | 

rédos dé pdvoy rovs e& apoiv abtav. 

The MSS. read airy: Schneider, following Perizonius, has changed 

airay into dorav, and the emendation is adopted by Bekker in both 

editions : but 1) the word doris is of very rare occurrence in Aristotle; 

2) it would be in awkward proximity to modirns: and 3) the change 

is unnecessary. Lit. ‘ they make only those of them (atrév) citizens, 

who are children of citizens both on the father’s and mother’s side.’ 

avray, though not exactly needed, is idiomatic. 

ws €l Tw’ aripnroy peravacrny. 

Quoted also in Rhet. ii. 2, 1378 b. 33. Compare for a similar 

application of Homer bk. i. 2. § 9. Aristotle has given a new turn 

to the meaning of drivnros=rtiydv py peréxov. But there is nothing 

singular in this; for quotations are constantly cited in new senses. 
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GAN’ Grov Td Towtroy émiKeKpuppevoy eoriv, dmdrns Xapw Tov ouvoL- 5. 9g. 

KouvTov eoriv, 

TO TOLOUTOY = TO pi) peTexew TY Tivar, i.e. the exclusion from office 

of certain classes is concealed in order to deceive the excluded 

persons. The reference is not to such cases as that of the 5000 

at Athens, whose names were concealed for a political purpose 

(Thuc. viii. 92); but more probably to such deceptions as those of 

which Aristotle speaks in iv. 12. § 6 and c. 13 whereby the poor, 

though nominally citizens, were really deprived of their privileges 

because they had no leisure to exercise them. The intention was 

to trick them, but they were not dissatisfied; for they did not find 

out the trick. The English translation is defective, and should 

have run, ‘the object is that the privileged class may deceive their 

fellow-citizens.’ 

Another way of explaining the passage is to place an emphasis 

ON Tay cvvoixovyvrwy, whichis taken in the sense of ‘ fellow-colonists ’: 

‘the intention is to attract settlers by deceiving them into the belief 

that they will become citizens, when the rights of citizenship are 

really withheld from them.’ (For examples of fraud practised by 

colonists on strangers or fellow settlers, see v. 3. §§ 11-13.) But 

the words refer to states generally and not merely to colonies. aha 

KaKeivos. 

Sc. 6 dvijp dyabbs kat modirns arovdaios dy. In his later editiot 

Bekker reads xdxeivns, a correction of one MS. All the rest, and wf 

the old translator, read xaxetvos. With either reading the meaning 

of the passage is much the same. ‘Even where the virtues of the 

good man and the good citizen coincide (i. e. in the perfect state), it 

is not the virtue of every citizen which is the same as that of the 

good man, but only that of the statesman and ruler.’ kdxeivos=xat 

6 dvnp dyabds k.7.A.: Kaxeivrns—=ev 7 6 avip ayabds K.7.X. 

gore dé wohitela . . modireiav érépay eivat TovT@V. “CL; & 

Lit. ‘ The state [wodireia] is the ordering of the powers of a state, 

and especially of the supreme power. The government |zoXirevya| 

is this supreme power, and the state or constitution (7 wodreia subj.) 

is what the government is. In democracies, for example, the 

people are the ruling power, in oligarchies the few. Accordingly 
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we say that they differ in their constitutions.’ The three words 

moXitevpa, modireia, médis have three primary gradations of meaning : 

I) wodirevxya=the government, i.e. the persons through whom the 

government acts; modureia=the government administering and 

being administered, i.e. the state or constitution ; méAus=the whole 

state including the government. But these senses pass into one 

another. 

ka’ dcov émPddder pépos exdorw Tod Liv Kadds. 

repos is to be taken with xaé’ écov, the genitive rod (jv Kadas is 

partitive, émiSddde, SC. éxdor@ rd Cyv kad@s Or impersonally. For 

the meaning of this word cp. note on ii: 3. § 4. 

cuvepxovrar Sé Kai rod (hy evexev adrod (icws yap éveoti te Tov Kadovd 

péptov), Kat ouvéxover Thy modtTiKHY KoWwviay Kal Kara Td. CHY adTO pdvor, 

dy pn Tots xaNerois Kara Tov Biov bmepBaddrn Héay. 

Cp. Plat. Polit. 301 E, 302 A: ‘And when the foundation of 

politics is in the letter only and in custom, and knowledge is 

divorced from action, can we wonder, Socrates, at the miseries that 

there are, and always will be, in States? Any other art, built on 

such a foundation, would be utterly undermined,—there can be no 

doubt of that. Ought we not rather to wonder at the strength of 

the political bond? For States have endured all this, time out of 

mind, and yet some of them still remain and are not overthrown, 

though many of them, like ships foundering at sea, are perishing 

and have perished and will hereafter perish, through the incapacity 

of their pilots and crews, who have the worst sort of ignorance of 

the highest truths,—I mean to say, that they are wholly un- 

acquainted with politics, of which, above all other sciences, they 

believe themselves to have acquired the most perfect knowledge.’ 

as evovans Tivds ednpepias ev adt@ kal yhukitnros huouxys : cp. Nic. Eth. 

ix. 9. § 7, 7d Se Cav rev Kal? aird dyabdy Kai Adéov KT. 

ray d€ rovrwy els yevnrat kal adds. 

avros refers inaccurately either to the trainer or to the pilot. 

‘ « - > , TO avtov ayabdy, 

The reflexive refers to the principal subject agtwirres: but is 
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changed into the singular by the introduction of rwd. Translated 

into the first person the sentence would run, ‘Some one should 

now look after my interest as I looked after his when in office.’ 

For the ‘ disinterestedness’ of traders cp. Plat. Rep. i. pp. 345, 346. 

vov Oé, : 6. 10. 

Answering to mpsrepov pév above. ‘ The natural principle that 

men should rule and be ruled in turn was once the practice ; but 

now from corrupt motives, they insist on ruling perpetually.’ 

i} yap ov woXiras paréoy eivar tods peréxovras, i) Sei Kowwveiv rod cup- 7. 2, 

€povtos. 

The meaning of yap is as follows: ‘Since there are perverted, 

as well as true states, there are states of which the members are 

not to be called citizens; or, if they were, they would partake of 

the common good.’ For, as has been said at the beginning of the 

treatise, macav méAw dpdpev kowoviay twa otcay Kal Tacav Kowaviay 

ayabov twos évexev cuveornkviav. And the true forms of government 

are those which regard the good of the governed. 

dpworokpariay, i) Sua 7d Tods dpiarous apyew, i) Sua Td mpds TO apiorov. 17, 3. 

Of course in reality the first of the two etymologies is the true 

one, but Aristotle, like Plato in the Cratylus, regards the relation 

which the component parts of words bear to one another as 

variable. He is fond of etymological meanings and sometimes 

forces the etymology to suit the meaning, e.g. cwppocin, as ca{ovea 

ry ppdmow, Nic. Eth. vi. 5. § 5 ; 7Ocxy from eos, Nic. Eth. ii. 1.§ 1 ; 

dixavov bre dixa éoriv, Nic. Eth. v. 4. § 9; paxdpiov awd rod xaipew, Nic. 

Eth, vii. 11. § 2; ryoxparia . . } dad rynpdrov wodreia, Nic. Eth. viii. 

10. § 1. 

The first of the two explanations of dproroxparia is more in 

accordance not only with the principles of etymology but with the 

facts of history, if we take dpioro in the sense in which the word 

would have been understood by Alcaeus or Theognis: the second 

answers best to Aristotle’s ideal state. 

moAuTela, 7. 3 

In Ethics viii. 10.§ 1 this is identified with ryzoxparia=y awd tTin- 

pdrev modreia, a government based upon a property qualification (qv 
TioKpariKny Eéyetv oikeiov haiverat, moAcTeiav 8 avi eidOaow oi mreioror 
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xadeiv), No example of the word ripoxparia occurs in the Politics. It is 

used by Plato in another sense=the government of honour (4 @udo- 

Tysos Trodireia, Rep. viii. 545 B). 

modireia Originally meaning, as in Thucydides, any form of 

government, a sense which is continued in Aristotle, has also like 

our own word ‘constitution ’ a second and specific sense, apparently 

coming into use in the age of Aristotle, though not invented by 

him. Cp. iv. 7. § 1, meumrn & early } mpocayopeverae rd Kowwdv Svoua 

macay (odtrelay yap kadototv), ddd Oud Td pt) TOANAKLS yiverOar KavOdvet 

Tovs Teipwpevous apOpely TA TOV TodiTEL@v €idn, Kal ypa@vTat Tais TéTTapat 

povov, Gomep TAdrwv €v tais modireias: also ii. 6. § 16. 

. The subject of this chapter is again referred to in iv.c. 4. The 

discussion which follows affords a curious example of the manner 

in which Aristotle after passing through a maze of casuistry at 

length arrives at the conclusions of common sense. 

did Kal od ovpBaiver ras pybeiocas aitias yiverOa Srapopas. 

The MSS. have d:apopds (‘That the already mentioned differ- 

ences are the true causes, a reading which gives a somewhat 

unusual sense to airias). The old translator has ‘ differentiae’ in 

the genitive. Better to take Suapopas as a genitive, making airias 

the predicate, and repeating the word with fnOcioas. ‘And thus 

the so-called causes of difference are not real causes.’ Bernays 

inserts modcretas after pnOeioas without authority, and appears to 

translate the passage rather freely: ‘And they cannot therefore 

create any form of constitution which can be specifically named.’ 

The argument is intended to show that the essential differ- 

ences between oligarchy and democracy are not made by the 
‘governing body being few or many (ras pnOecioas airias), but—by 

_poverty and wealth. It is an accident that the rich are few, and 

_the poor many. eh vid Moe GN Ee: Cava Be 2 

Kat €or, GAN ov macw, adda Tois ioots. 

‘ And so it is; not however for all, but only for the equal.’ Cp. 

Cic. de Rep. i. c. 34, ‘Cum par habetur honos summis et infimis . . 

ipsa aequitas iniquissima est.’ Burke, French Revol. (vol. v. p. 106, 

ed. 1815), ‘Everything ought to be open, but not indifferently to 

every man.’ 
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7d 8 alriov Gre wept abrav % kplors. 9, 2. 

Men think themselves to be as good or better than others, and 

therefore claim equal or greater political rights; e.g. they claim to 

exercise the franchise without considering whether they are fit or 

not. ‘They can never see that they are inferior, and that therefore 

it may be just for them to have less than others: cp. below § 3. 

émel . . Suypytar tov adirov tpdrov emi Te TOV MpaypLaTwv Kal ols. 9. 3. 

Lit. ‘ Since justice is distributed in the same manner (i.e. equally) 

over things and over persons.” ov airdv tpdmoy is to be taken not 

with dizpnra, but with the words which follow=dypoias. 

tiv S€ ots dudicByrodot, 9. 3. 

thy €, SC. iaérnra is accusative after dudiaBnroiar. 

ois as abové 16 ois, the technical word for persons, lit. ‘in relation 

to the whom.’ Cp. Nic. Eth. v. 3. §$ 6, 7. 

ov ‘yap eivas Sixatov icoy peréxew Tov éxardy pvdv Tov eiveveykavra play 9. 5. 

pvav t@ Sdvre 7d Aowrdv nav, ov're roy ef dpxijs ovre ray émuywvopever. 

Either 1)* rév e& dpyjs is in apposition with trav éxarov prdv or 

with some more general word, such as xpyydrwy, understood ; or 2) 

the words may=réy ¢& dpyijs ciceveyxavrwv twa i.e. either any of 

those who originally contributed, or any subsequent generation of 

contributors. Cp. Burke, Ref. on F. R. (vol. v. p. 121, ed. 1815), 

‘In these partnerships all men have equal rights, but not to equal 

things. He that has but five shillings in the partnership has as 

good a right to it as he that has five hundred pounds has to his 

larger proportion. But he has not a right to an equal dividend in 

the product of the joint stock.’ 

ei S€ pre tod Chv pdvoy Evexev K.T.A, 9.6. 

ei S€ introduces the opposite side of the question. ‘If a good 

life is the object, then the oligarch is wrong’ (cp. above, § 5, dc 

6 rév dduyapxixav Adyos Sogevev dy ioxvew), but the apodosis is lost in 

what follows. For a similar anacoluthon cp. infra c. 12. § 1. 

kat yap ay Sovdwy kal dv GrAwv (oor fv wddus. 9. 6. 

Nic. Eth, x. 6. § 8, evdapovias 8’ oddels dvdparrdd@ peradi8@ouy et pi) Kal 

Biov, 

ois €ott cvpBodra mpds aAAnAovs. 9. 6. 
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Cp. above, c. 1. § 4, rots dd cupPddrwv Kowavorow. 

pH Adyou xdpw 

is either 1)* taken with mepi dperjs émpedes eivat, or 2) is an 

explanation of @s d\n@és, which it pleonastically emphasizes. 

yiverat yap 9 Kowwovia. 

‘For otherwise the state becomes’ or ‘ would be.’ 

ouppaxia tév Gdewv tér@ Suapépovea pdvoy tdv dmrobev cuppaxov. 

The construction is unsymmetrical, passing, as elsewhere, from 

the abstract to the concrete. ‘A city is an alliance differing from 

any other allies [= alliances], who are at a distance, in place only.’ 

Or rév @dov may be taken with cuppayidv, tov dobev cuppdyov 

being epexegetic=other alliances of which the members live apart. 

Avkédpav 6 codiotns. 

An obscure rhetorician who is censured in the Rhetoric (iii. c. 3. 

§§ 1-3) for frigidity of style. It is also said that when set to make 

an encomium on the lyre he attacked some other thesis (Soph. 

Elench. c. 15, 174 b. 32), or, according to Alexander Aphrodi- 

siensis, he began with the earthly lyre, and went on to speak of 

the constellation Lyra. Lycophron seems to have held the 

doctrine that ‘the state is only a machine for the protection of life 

and property.’ Cp, Rhet. i. 15, 1376 b. 10, adrds 6 vdpos cvrOyKn 

Tis €aTiv. 

The opposite view is maintained in Burke, French Revolution 

(vol. v. ed. 1815, p. 184): ‘The state ought not to be considered 

nothing better than a partnership agreement in a trade of pepper 

and coffee, calico or tobacco, or some other such low concern, to 

be taken up for a little temporary interest, and to be dissolved by 

the fancy of the partners. It is to be looked upon with other 

reverence, because it is not a partnership in things subservient 

only to the gross animal existence of a temporary and perishable 

nature.’ 

ei yap kai ovvédOorev oTwW KOLWWVOUYTES, ExagTos pévTOL YpwTO TH idla ~~ ’ B XPYTO Ty Log 
oikia domep moder Kal odiow airois as empaxias otons BonPodvtes emi 

rods adixodvras pdvor, ov8 ovrws dy civas Sd€eve méds Tois dxpiB@s Ocapod- 

ow, elmrep Spolws Suthotey cuvehOdvtes Kal ywpis. 
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“As a confederacy is not a city, so a number of individuals 

uniting in the same manner in which cities form a confederacy, 

would not be a city, unless they changed their manner of life after 

the union.’ The main distinction which Aristotle draws between | 

the confederacy, in which many cities are united by a treaty, and 

the single city is that the object of the one is negative, of the other 

positive,—the one regards the citizens in some particular aspect, 

e. g. with a view to the prevention of piracy or the encouragement 

of commerce; the other takes in their whole life and education. 

xp@ro tH iia oixia Somep rode. I.e. ‘If every man were lord in 

his own house or castle, and only made a treaty with his neigh- 

bours like the cities in a federation;’ in other words, if the in- 

habitants of the common city had no social relations. 

BonOotvres is parallel with xowwvodyres, and in apposition with the 

nominative to ovvédGorer, | 

kai Svaywyal tov oui. 9. 13. 

Nearly=rpérou rod ovg{qv, ‘pleasant modes of common life,’ or 

more freely ‘ enjoyments of society,’ not ‘relaxations for the sake of 

society,’ a construction not admissible in prose. 

éxet 8 dmopiay x.7.X. 10. 1. 

The argument of this chapter consists of a series of dropia: which 

may be raised against the claims of any one person or class to 

have the supreme power. ‘The dmopia are restated somewhat less 

sharply in the next chapter. They are indirectly, but not distinctly 

or completely, answered in the latter part of c. 13. 

edofe yap v7) Aia r@ xupio dixaios. 10. 1. 

_ It is difficult to account for this sudden outburst of vivacity. 

Compare infra c. 11. § 5, tows d€ vy Aia dpdov Sri wept eviwy advvaror : 

cp. Xen. Mem. v. 1. 4, ddda val pa Aia 768 &Ecdy pot Soke? civar: Dem. de 

Chersones. §§ 9, 17; Polyb. vi. 3. § 6, wérepov as pdvas tairas i) Kal 

vy A? @s dpioras npiv eionyodvra modtrea@y; and the use of Hercule 

in Tacit. Ann. i. 3. 

The whole passage is a kind of suppressed dialogue in which two 

‘is drawn; the only inference being really the impossible one that all 

forms of government are equally baseless, because they are not 
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based on guaaoe, and therefore in all of them abuse of power is 

possible. - 

mdadw te tavrav Anpbévrav k.T.A, 

AnpOevrwv has been explained, either 1) as neut. or 2)masc. Either 

1)* ‘ when everything, i.e. when all the property of the rich has been 

exhausted ;’ for this meaning of the word cp. iv. 4. § 8; or 2) ‘when 

all the citizens are taken together,’ but this is a doubtful use of An¢- 

6évrev and does not give a good sense. 

The passage is a reductio ad absurdum of the previous argu- 

ment: ‘When the many poor have taken all the property of 

the few rich, and the majority go on subdividing among them- 

selves, the property of the minority will become smaller and 

smaller, and the state will be ruined.’ . 

Or, expressing the same idea in numbers, let us suppose a state 

_ of tooo citizens. Ifa mere numerical majority constitutes rightful 

10. 2. 

10. 5. 

sovereignty, 600 citizens may resolve,—and rightly, according to 

the hypothesis,—to confiscate the goods of the remaining 400, 

and divide them among themselves. Thus 400 will cease to be 

citizens. Of the remaining 600, 400 may go on to divide the 

property of the others, and thus the state becomes reduced to 

400 and so on, till it disappears altogether. 

It may be remarked that in all schemes for the division of 

property, the wealth which has been created under a system of 

accumulation is supposed to continue when the motives for ac- 

cumulation have ceased. The poor are not fitted to govern the 

rich. But neither are the rich fitted to govern the poor. The 

truth is that no class in the state can be trusted with the interests 

of any other. 

GAG ppv odx FY aperi POelper rd Exov adrny. 

For the virtue of anything is that quality by which it fulfils its 

own proper épyov. Cp. Plat. Rep. x. 608 E. 

dv obv 7 vouos pev ddvyapxexds Sé 7} Snpoxparckds, ti Sioioes wept Tay 

NTOPHLEVav ; 

‘Even if we assume the law to rule and not the few or many, 

where is the difference? For the law may only represent the pre- 
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judices or interests of oligarchy or democracy.’ Compare infra 

c. 11. §§ 20, 21. 

ddéevev dv MUeoOar kai rw’ Exew dmopiav, raya bé kav addnOeay, 11. 1, 

This passage has been thought corrupt. Two conjectures have | 

been proposed, 1) edopiay for dmopiay (but the sense which would 

be given to edzopia is not natural or idiomatic), and 2) the omission 

of AverOa or AverOa: kai, the latter words being thought to be sug- 

gested by the mention of dmopiay, or to be a corruption of dAnbeav, 

There is a want of order in the thought, but the same disorder 

occurs in a parallel expression (c. 12. § 2), yee yap todr’ dropiay Ka 
proocodgiav roditixnv. ‘The text may therefore be accepted. 

dorep kal Tv pi) Kad@y Tods Kadovs (Siahéepew) act kal Ta yeypaypeéva 11, 4. 

dua réxyns tov dAnOwav, ro cuvyyOa ta SveoTappéva xapis els ey, rel 

kexopiopéevov ye Kddduoy Exe Tod yeypappévou tovdi pev tov dpOadpor, 

érépov O€ Twos Erepoy pdprov. 

The combination of qualities in the multitude is compared to 

the ‘combination of “qualities in the individual: e. g. in a statue or 

picture of which the features taken separately may be far excelled by 

others, but when combined make a better portrait, because they are 

adapted to one another. (Cp. Plat. Rep. iv. 420 C, D, ff.) Thus 

the multitude may be supposed to have a_generalized excellence, 

and to be superior as a whole. This rather doubtful principle is 

not of universal application [§ 5]. We must presuppose the many 

to be good citizens and good men (infra c. 15. § 9). ) 

Contrast the opposite view of Plato (Rep. vi. 493 A, B), in which 

he describes the multitude under the figure of a great beast, a view 

which is modified by his apology for them in Rep. vi. 498-500. 

Compare the saying of Goethe: ‘Nothing can be more certain. 

than that’ this great Public, which is so honoured and so despised, 

is almost always in a state of self-delusion about details, but never 

or hardly ever about the broad truth (das Ganze).’ 

Yet we may also make the opposite reflection, that a few wise men 

when they meet and act together are apt to fall short of the average 
intelligence of mankind: a Ministry of All the Talents “may-have 
less sense than any man in it—a coalition may never coalesce— 

VOL, II. K 
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individuality may be too much for unity; or unity may only 

be enforced by the strong will of a single person. 

IL. 5. tows d€ vy) Ala djdov Gri epi evinv aSivarov, 6 yap adros Kay emt rev 

Onpiov appdoeve Adyos. kairo. Ti duapepovow Evvor TdY Onpiov ; 

(‘ ‘ Assuredly,’ retorts the opponent, or Aristotle himself, struck by 

} an objection which had not previously occurred to him, ‘this prin- 

/ ciple cannot be true of all men. For it would be a reductio ad 

— absurdum to say that it was true of beasts, and some men are no 

better than beasts,’ 

Admitting the objection Aristotle-still maintains that his doctrine 

of ‘collective wisdom’ is true of some men, though not of all. 

He proceeds to argue that deliberative and judicial functions may 

be safely granted to the many, and cannot be safely denied. to 

them; but that it would be dangerous to entrust them with b, high 

office. 

ll. 7. dud re yap adiciay kai 80 adbpoovyny ra pev adexeiv av ra 8 dpaprdvew 

avtous. 

The sentence is an anacoluthon; it has been forgotten that no 

words such as efxdés éorw or dvdyxn have preceded, and that they 

cannot be easily gathered from the contest. 

ll. 9. €xovor ovveOdvtes ixavny aioOnow. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. vi. 10. § 2, where the distinction is drawn between 

auveois (= atoOnors in this passage), which is xperixy pdvor, and 

dpdvnois, Which is émraxrixn. And with both places, cp. Thuc. 

ii. 40, where Pericles, speaking in the name of the Athenian 

democracy, says, #rot kpivouér ye i) evOvpotpeba dpOds ta mpdypara. 

1l.10,11- Aristotle is now stating the other side of the argument :—‘ The 

physician is a better judge than he who is not a physician, And 

it must be remarked that under the term “physician” is included 

1) the higher sort of physician, 2) the apothecary, and 3) the intel- 

ligent amateur whether he practises medicine or not. Jn all of these 

there exists a knowledge which is not to be found in the many. 

Apply this principle to the art of politics. Even in the choice of 

magistrates the well-informed man, whether he be a statesman-ot 
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not, is better able to judge than the multitude,’ This argument is 

then refuted in what follows, § 14. 

The context is rendered difficult by the correction of the sae 

‘artist,’ for which Aristotle substitutes ‘one who has knowledge’ 

(§§ 11, 12). For the distinction between the: Snpiovpyos and the 

dpxtrexrovxos iarpds cp. Plat. Laws iv. 720, where the doctor, who 

attends the slaves, is humorously distinguished from the doctor 

who attends freemen. And for the notion of the idmrns larpds 

(6 wemaSeupevos wept thy téxvyv) cp. Politicus 259 A, ‘et rd ts ray 

Snpootevorvtay iarpav ixavis EvpBovdredvew idiwredwy airds, Gp’ odk dvay- 

joy aire ver U: As TE brév Srrep © cuuBovdrever ;” Kaioy alt mpocayopever Oat Totvoua Ths Téxyns TavTov Srep © oUp : 

Aristotle proceeds to argue 1 that there is a judgment of common 11.14-17. 

sense equal, if not “superior to that of the artist himself, which is 

possessed by the many. 

Without pretending that the voice of the people is the voice of 

God, it may be truly said of them, 1) that ‘they are free from. the 

hypercriticism y which besets the the individual; 2) that they form con- 

clusions on simple grounds; 3) that ‘their moral principles are 

generally _ sound ; 4) that ‘they are often animated _by_ noble im- 

pulses, and are capable of great sacrifices ; 5) that they retain their 

human and national feeling. The intelligent populace at Athens, 

though changeable as the wind (Thuc. ii. 65; Demosth. 383, 6 pév 

Sjpos...... domep ev Oaddrry mvedpa dkatacrarov’) and subject to 

fits of panic and fanatical fury (Thuc. vi. 27), were also capable of 

entertaining generous thoughts (Id. iii. 49), and of showing a wise 

moderation (Id. viii, 97), and in nearly every respect were superior 

to their oligarchical contemporaries, far less cunning and cruel 

(Id. iv. 80), and far more willing to make sacrifices (Id. i. 74) for 

the public interest. 

The more general question which is here suggested by Aristotle, 

§ r1, ‘whether the amateur or the artist is the better judge of a 

work of art or literature’ is also worthy of attention. It is tis probable 

that either is a better judge than the other, but-of-different. ‘erent. merits 

or excellences. The artist e.g. may be expected to be the best 

judge c of points in which a minute knowledge of detail is required ; 

the amateur has the truer sense of proportion because he compares 
~ 

K 2 
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many works of art and is not under the dominion of a single style. 

He judges by a wider range and is therefore less likely to fall into 

eccentricity or exclusiveness. 

See infra at the beginning of c. 12. 

kat TO Tipnpa S€ mAciov To mavtav TovTwy 7) To Tay KaO eva kal Kar’ 

dXiyous peyddas apxas apxdvror. 

Aristotle seems here to have fallen into the error of confounding 

the collective wealth of the state with the wealth of individuals, 

The former is the wealth of a great number of persons which may 

be unequally distributed and i in. infinitesimally small portions among 

the masses, thus affording no presumption of respectability or 

education; whereas the wealth of the individual is the guarantee of 

some at least of the qualities which are required in the good 

citizen. Cp. infra c. 13. §§ 4, 10. 

7 Sé mpadty Nex Beira amopia k.T.A, 

That i is to say the certainty that any single individual or class, if 

dominant, will infringe upon the rights of others renders it in- 

dispensable that the law should be above them all. Cp. c. 10. § 1. 

According to Bernays (Transl. of Pol. Il. p. 172) c. 12 and 

13 are a second sketch of the same discussion which has been 

commenced! in. c. 9-11 and is continued in c. 16 and 17. But 

though in what follows there is some repetition of what has pre- 

ceded, e.g. c. 12. §§ 1, 2 and c. 13. § 2 compared with c. 9. §§ 1, 2, 

c. 13. § 1 andc. 9. §& 14, 15, and cc. 13. § ro with c. 11. § 2 ff, the 

resemblances are not sufficient to justify this statement. In c. 13 

new elements are introduced, e.g. the discussion on ostracism ; 

and the end of c. 11 in which the supremacy of law is asserted 

(§ 20) has no immediate connexion with c. 14 in which the forms 

of monarchy are considered ; while the transition from the end of 

c. 13, in which the claim of the one best man to be a monarch is 

discussed, is not unnatural. : 

émet 8 ev macats K.T.A. 

Again, as in c. 9. § 6, the apodosis appears to be lost in the 

length of the sentence. It is also possiblé to gather it from the 

words molav 8 lodrns k.7.2. (§ 2). The process of reasoning will then 
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be as follows: ‘ Seeing that the end of the state is “justice ” which 

is the common good, etc., and is also equality between equals, of 

whom or what is this equality or inequality ?’ 

Soxet S€-maow . . Tois kara pidogodpiay Adyos. 130% 

Compare Topics i. 14, 105 b. 30, mpds pév od» girocodiay kar’ 

Gdnbevay Tepi atray mpayparevtéov, Suadrextixas S€ mpds ddEéav. 

ef yap paddov 7d ti peyeOos, Kai Sdws dv rd péyeOos evdpuddov ety kai 12. 6. 

mpos mAovTOY Kal mpds EAevbepiav, Got el mreiov 6di Siaheper kata péyeOos 

#) 60 Kar’ dperny, kal mAetuv bmepexer OAws dperhs péyeOos, ein dv cupBAnTa 

mavra’ tordvde yap péyebos ef xpeitrov rocodde, roodvde SjAov as too. 

That is to say, If different qualities can be compared in the con- 

crete, they can be compared in the abstract, and degrees of difference 

can be compared even when two things differ in kind. If a tall 

man can be compared with a virtuous, then virtue can be compared 

with height, and all degrees of height and virtue can be compared. 

But this is impossible, for they have no common measure. Quali- 

ties can only be compared when they have a common relation, 

such as virtue and wealth have to the state. 

ei yap padXoyr, ‘for if we begin by saying that size in the concrete 

can be compared with wealth and freedom then we cannot avoid 

saying the same of size in the abstract: which is absurd.’ 

The bearing of this argument on the general discussion is as 

follows: Aristotle is explaining the nature of political equality 

which can only exist between similar or commensurable qualities 

and therefore between persons who possess such qualities: in the 

case of the state for example only between qualities or persons 

which are essential to the state, not between such as are indifferent, 

not between flute-playing and virtue, but between virtue and wealth. 

dvev Tav Tpotépav . . avev Sé rovTar. 12. 9, 

1) freedom and wealth . . 2) justice and valour. 

dvaykn Tdoas evar Tas TovavTas moNiTeLas TapeKBdcets. yb ee 

In a certain sense even the government of virtue is a perversion, 

if we could suppose the virtuous to govern for their own interests 

and to disregard those of others (cp. infra §§ 10, 20). At any rate 

virtue is not the only element required in a state. 
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 8€ xopa Kowdr. 

‘The. common or inclusive element of the state,’ ‘an element 

in which all are concerned’; or, if the phrase be modernized, ‘ the 

land is a great public interest.’ | 

The word is here used nearly as in rd xowdy = ‘public’ or 

‘common’: elsewhere in the sense of ‘comprehensive,’ ‘ general,’ 

(Nic. Eth. ii. 2.§ 2); applicable to the larger or more inclusive class, 

the more popular constitution (supra ii. 6. § 4), the more generally 

useful branch of knowledge (Rhet. i. 1, 1354 b. 29). 

ka? éxdorny pev ovv Todtreiay Tov eipnuevay avaydicByrynTos 7 Kpiots 

rivas dpxew Sei trois yap xvpios diadepovow adAnhor, olov 7 pev TO Oia 

mrovaiay 7 dé Ta Sia tdv orovdaiwy avdpay eiva, Kal Tov dAdwv ExdoTy 

Tov avrov tpdrov. GAN pws okorodpev, Grav mept Tov avTov Tad’ 

imdpyn xpdvov, was Stoptoréov. 

‘ There is no difficulty in determining who are to be the govern- 

ing body in an oligarchy or aristocracy or democracy ; for the’ 

nature of these is really implied in the name. ‘The difficulty arises 

only when the few and the many and the virtuous are living 

together in the same city: how are their respective claims to be 

determined? For any of them, carried out consistently, involves 

an absurdity.’ 

ei 83) Tov apiOpor elev dALyor mapmay of tiv dperiv Exovtes, Tiva det 

Sredeiv Tov tpdrov ; 

‘ How are we to decide between them; or how are we to arrange 

the state having regard both to virtues and number?’ For dedcip 

see ii, 2. § 1: also riva rpdrov veveunrra, iv. 1. § 10. 

#) TO OALyot mpos TO Epyov Set oKoreiv, ei Suvarot Scorxeivy thy moAw F 

rogovrot To TAHOos Gar’ eiva woAw e€& aitav ; 

‘Must we consider their fewness relatively to their duties, and 

whether they are able to govern a state, or numerous enough to 

form a state of themselves ?’ 

70 ddiyou=‘ the idea of the few,’ like r6 ofs supra c. 9. § 2. 

mpos To Epyov may be taken either with Se? oxomeiv, or with 16 dAtyot. 

Togovro. is dependent on ei, understood from « 8vwvaroi=} bei 

okoreiy €i TOTOUTOL TO mrijOos clot. 
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8:0 Kal mpos thy admopiay, fv (nrodoe Kal mpoBdddAovai tives, evdeyera 18.11, 12. 

TovTov Tov Tpdrov dmavray. dmopodat yap Tives MéTEpOY TO vopobéTy vopo- 

Oernréov, Bovdopere Tider Oat rods dpOordrous vopous, mpds Td TOV BeAtidver- 

ovpépor i) mpos To Tav TACO, Srav cupBalyy Td A|exOev. 7d 8 dpPdv 

Annréov lows’ 71d 8 ioas dpOdv mpds Td THs médews CANS cUpdpepoy kai 

mpos TO Kowwdv Td THY TOALTAaY. 

Aristotle here raises the question whether the laws shall be 

enacted for the good of all or of a privileged class when several 

classes exist together in a state. He answers that the laws must 

be equal, and this equal right, or law, means the principle which 

conduces to the good of the whole state. 

1)* Grav cupBaivy 7d Aex@ev refers immediately to § 10, which sug- 

gests the co-existence of classes in a state, and to § 4, which 

contains a more formal statement to the same effect. 

2) Bernays alters the punctuation by enclosing dmopoto . 

mredvovy in a parenthesis explanatory of ri amropiav, This gives 

a sufficient sense; but a short clause at the end of a sentence 

following a long parenthesis is not in the manner of Aristotle. 

He also refers érav oup8aivy ro AexGev to the words 7d wAqOos civat 

BeArwoy x.7.d., not ‘when all the elements co-exist,’ but ‘when the 

whole people is better and richer than the few.’ 

Gore ph cvuPrAnrhv elva iv trav ddov dperny mavrav pnde thy Svvapw 13, 13. 

QUTa@y TI TohiTiKY mpos THY eKelvar, 

The virtue here spoken of seems to be the virtue of the kind 

attributed by Thucydides viii. 68 to Antiphon, viz. political ability, 

and the characters who are ‘out of all proportion to other men’ 

are the master spirits of the world, who make events rather than 

are made by them, and win, whether with many or with few, such 

as Themistocles, Pericles, Alexander the great, Caesar, and in 

modern times a Marlborough, Mirabeau, Napoleon I, Bismarck. 

ov yap €OéXew adroy Gyew Thy ’Apyo. 18. 16. 

The legend is preserved by Apollodorus (i. 9. § 19). According 

to him the ship Argo, speaking with a human voice, refused to 

take on board Hercules, Pécyéapévn pry Stivacbar pépew 1d rovrov 

Bapos. This agrees with the text of the Politics if the word dyew 

is taken to mean ‘ convey, ‘take on board,’ as in Soph. Phil. gor, 
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éote py pw dyew vavrny err.  Stahr translates wrongly: ‘ Hercules 

would not row with his comrades, because he was so far superior 

to them in strength.’ 

thy Tlepidvdpov OpacvBovrm oupBovdiar x.7.A. 

Cp. Herod. v. 92, who reverses the characters, the advice being 

given not by Periander to Thrasybulus, but by Thrasybulus to 

Periander ; and Livy i. 54: also Shakes, Rich. II. act iii. sc. 4:— 

‘Go thou, and, like an executioner, 

Cut off the heads of too fast-growing sprays. 

That look too lofty in our commonwealth.’ 

\ ‘ . ey Ld A , ‘ ‘ , r 8:6 Kal trols Weyovras thy Tupavvida Kai THv Lepiavdpov OpacvBovrm 

aupBovriav ovy amas oinréoy dpbas eniTipar. 

Because all governments rest on the principle of self-preserva- 

tion, and at times extreme measures must be allowed. 

6 dotpaxiopos Thy adtny exer Svvapw . . To KohovEW. 

In this passage there is a doubt about the reading, and also 

about the construction. Several MSS. read 16 koAveww=‘ have the 

same effect in respect of putting down the chief citizens.’ 

If we retain the reading of Bekker’s text, it is doubtful whether 

_T@ kodovew 1) is to be taken after ri adryy (Bernays), or 2)* is the 

dative of the instrument. To the first way of explaining the 

13.18-23. 

words it may be objected that r@ xoAovew must then be referred to 

the particular instance of the counsel of Periander, whereas ostra- 

cism has been just asserted to be general, and to represent the. 

policy of oligarchy and democracy as well as of tyranny. ‘It has 

the same effect with the “lopping off” the chief citizens.’ 

It can hardly be supposed that the legislator who instituted 

ostracism had any definite idea of banishing the one ‘best man’ 

who was too much for the state, The practice seems to have 

arisen out of the necessities of party warfare, and may be regarded 

as an attempt to give stability to the ever-changing politics of 

a Greek state. It certainly existed as early as the time of Cleis- 

thenes, and is said to have been employed against the adherents of 

Peisistratus. Every year on a fixed day the people were asked if 
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they would have recourse to it or not. If they approved, a day 

was appointed on which the vote was taken. To ostracise any 

citizen not less than 6000 citizens must vote against him. We may 

readily believe, as Aristotle tells us (§ 23), that ‘instead of looking 

to the public good, they used ostracism for factious purposes.’ 

Aristides, according to the well-known legend, was banished be- 

cause the people were tired of his virtues. Themistocles, the 

saviour of Hellas, was also ostracised (Thuc. i..137). The last 

occasion on which the power was exercised at Athens was against 

Hyperbolus, who was ostracised by the combined influence of 

Nicias and Alcibiades. Other states in which the practice pre- 

vailed were Argos (v. 3. § 3), Megara, Syracuse, Miletus, Ephesus. 

otov ’A@nvaior pev mepi Sapiovs Kal Xious kat AeaBiovs. 13. 19. 

For the Samians, cp. Thuc. i. 116; for the Chians, Thuc. iv. 51; 

for the Lesbians, Thuc. iii. 10. 

adore dia TovTo pev ovdév Kwdver TOUS povdpxovs Guphwvetv Tals modeow, 13. 22. 

ei THs oikeias apxns apeAipou tais méAeow ovens Tovro Spacw. 

| 1)*, ‘as far as the application of this principle of compulsion 

is concerned, there is nothing to prevent agreement between kings 

and their subjects, for all governments must have recourse to a 

similar policy’ (cp. note on § 16). rovtro dpaow refers to the whole 

passage: sc. if they use compulsion for the benefit of the whole 

state. 

Or 2), ‘there is nothing to make the policy of kings differ from 

that of free states.’ It is an objection, though not a fatal one, to 

this way of taking the passage that rais réAeow then occurs in two 
successive lines in different senses. 

' Kata ras duotoyoupevas bTrEepoyds. 13. 22. 

The meaning is that where the superiority of a king or govern- 

ment is acknowledged, there is a political justification for getting a 

rival out of the way. 

GAG pny odd Gpxew ye Tod TovovTov' mapamAnoov yap Kav et TOO Avds 18. 25. 

Gpxew désoiev, pepilovtes ras dpyds. 

See note on text. ‘Nay, more; a man superior to others is like 
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a god, and to claim rule over him would be like claiming to rule 

over Zeus.’ The words pepifovres ras dpyas may refer either 1)* to 

the Gods or 2) to men; either 1)* ‘as if in making a division of 

the empire of the Gods’ according to the old legend, they, i.e. the 

gods, should claim to rule over Zeus; or 2) more generally, ‘as if 

when persons were distributing offices they should give Zeus an 

inferior place.’ Cp. Plat. Rep. x. 607 C, 6 rav Aia copay dydos 

kparay, Nic. Eth. vi. 13. § 8, dpoov xiv ef res tiv moditixyy dain 

dpxew tov OeGv, and Herod. v. 49, 7G Aut wrovrou wépe epifere: also 

Plat. Polit. 301 D, 303 B. 

Bernays translates pepifovres ‘upon the principle of rotation of 

offices,’ but no such use of pepigew occurs. 

Kreivat yap ob KUplos, ef py Ev Tie Bacwdela, Kabamep emi Trav apxaiay 

€v Tais mohepmukais efddors Ev XELpds VOLO. 

ov Kupios, SC. 6 Baoweds, supplied from 4 Bacideia. We have a 

choice of difficulties in the interpretation of the words which 

follow. Either 1) @ tu BagiAe‘a must be explained ‘in a certain 

exercise of the royal office,’ i.e. when the king is in command of the 

army. ‘This way of taking the passage gives a good sense and the 

fact is correct ; but such a meaning cannot be extracted from the 

Greek. Or 2), ‘for a king has no power to inflict death, unless 

under a certain form of monarchy’; Aristotle, writing in a frag- 

mentary manner, has reverted from the kings of Sparta to 

monarchy in general. Or 3)*, possibly the words & rum Baowreia, 

bracketed by Bekker, are a clumsy gloss which has crept into the 

text, intended to show that the remark did not apply to every 

monarchy, but only to the Spartan, The conjecture of Mr. 

Bywater, who substitutes evexa deAlas for &v tux Baowreia, though 

supported by the citation from Homer, is too far removed from the 

letters of the MSS; and there is no proof that the Spartan kings 

had the power of putting a soldier to death for cowardice. 

€v xepos voum is often translated ‘by martial law.’ But the 

comparison of passages in Herodotus (e.g. ix. 48) and Poly- 

bius (iv. 58. § 9, etc.) shows that the word véyes is only pleonastic, 

and that év xeipds vopo=ev xepoiv, ‘hand to hand, or ‘ by a sudden 

blow.’ 
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~ by O€ K’ eydy dmdvevbe payns K.7.r. 14. 5. 

- Il. ii, 391-393. These lines which are rightly assigned here to 

Agamemnon are put into the mouth of Hector in Nic. Eth. iii. 8. § 4. 

map yap épot Odvaros. , 14. 5. 

These words are not found either in this or any other passage of 

our Homer, though there is something like them in Iliad, xv. 348 :-— 

ov & dv éydav dmdvevde vedv érépwht vonoa, 

avtov of Odvaroy pyricopat K.T.A, 

The error is probably due, as in Nic. Eth. ii. 9. $3 and iii. 8. § 4, 

to a confused recollection of two or more verses. For a similar 

confusion of two lines of Homer cp. Plat. Rep. 389 E. 

€xovot 8 avrat thy Svvapiy macar maparAnciay TupayveKy’ «ict & Gyos 14. 6. 

Kara vopov Kal TarptKai. 

The MSS. vary greatly: The Milan MS. reads rupawvicr kat xara, 

instead of rupavixn’ ciot & duas. So Paris 1, 2, but omitting kai: 

other MSS. preserve traces of the same reading. Others read mapa- 

mAncias tupayvuxny. Out of these Bekker has extracted the Text, in 

which however Sys seems to be unnecessary and to rest on insuf- 

ficient authority. Susemihl reads rupawviow* eiot dé Kal x... 

For the distinguishing characteristics of nations, see Book vii. 14. 6. 

7. §§ 1-4. 

kat 9 pvdaky b€ Bacidik) Kai od tvpavxy Sid Thy abthy airiav’ of 14. 7. 

yap moira puddtrovow drdots Tods Bacideis, Tods dé rupdvvovs FeviKdv. 

dca rHv airy airiav, ‘ Because the form of government is legal.’ 

The omission of the article before £emxdy emphasizes the oppo- 

sition between of moXirac and feuxdy—‘ their own citizens’ are con- 

trasted with ‘any mercenary body.’ — 

Tov Kakorrarpioa. 14. 10. 

Either on analogy of evrarpis,* ‘the base born,’ or possibly ‘the 

injurer of his country,’ like xaxd8ovdos, ‘ the maltreater of his slaves.’ 

- bua yap rd trols mpadrovs yevérbar tod mrAnOovs evepyéras Kara réxvas 7) 14, 12. 

modepov, 7 dia 7d ovvayayeiv i) mopica xepar, éyivovro Bacideis éxdvtav 

kal Tots mapadapBdvover marpiot. 

Cp. v. 10. §§ 7-9, where royalty is said to be based on merit; 
’ 
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and i. 2. § 6, where it is assumed to have arisen from the Patri- 

archal relation : and for what follows vi. 8. § 20, where the ministers 

of Public Sacrifices are called Kings or Archons, 

érov & a&voy eizeiv eivat Bacidelav k.T.A. 

The kings who became priests retained only the shadow of 

royalty ; but where they held military command beyond the. 

borders, the name might be applied with greater propriety. 

Gore Td okéupa oxeddv mepi Svoiv éoriv, ev pev woTepov ouppeper Tais 

modeot oTparnyoy didioy eivat, Kal TovToy i) Kata yévos i} KaTd p€pos, # ov 

cuppepe’ év d€ mérepov eva cuphéper Kvptoy eivar mdvrev, } ov ouphéeper 

kata pépos, not ‘ by rotation in a fixed order,’ (as in iv. 14. § 4) 

but more simply, ‘by a succession of one citizen to another.’ It 

is implied, though not expressed, that they are chosen by vote: 

cp. supra c. 14. § 5, & pev od rodr’ eiS0s Bacidcias, orparnyia Sta Biov" 

rourwy & ai pev xara yevos eiciv, ai & aiperai. 

Three MSS. read xa& aipeow instead of xara pépos. It is more 

likely that xa6’ aipeow is a gloss on kara pépos, than the reverse. 

TO peév odv TeEpl THs ToLavTNS OTpaTnylas émirKoTeiy vdpwv Exet pGddov 

Eidos #) moAzTeias. 

‘Is a legal, rather than a constitutional question,’ ‘is to be re- 

garded as a matter of administration.’ efdos vépev paddov i) rodureias is 

an abridgment of eiSos rod émioxomeiv mept tev vépwv padAov f moAtreias. 

cidos (like Pious i. 8. § 10, vdpos iii. 14. § 4) is pleonastic as in 

i. 4. § 2, 6 yap danperns ev dpyavov cide éoriv, ‘has the form or character 

of an instrument.’ 

bor adeicba Thy mpwTny. 

After reducing the different forms of a monarchy to two, he now 

rejects one of them,—namely, the Lacedaemonian, because the 

Lacedaemonian kings were only generals for life, and such an 

office as this might equally exist under any form of government. 

This is a strange notion; for although the kings of Sparta were 

not generally distinguished, it can hardly be said with truth that 

Archidamus or Agesilaus were no more than military commanders. 

adeirbw, SC. Todro 73 €idos. 

tiv mpornv is to be taken adverbially in the sense of ‘ to begin 

with’ or ‘at once’: so ri raxiorny,(Dem.). The phrase also occurs 
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in Xenophon Mem. iii. 6. § 10, wept roddpou cupBovdeveww thy ye mpwrny 

émynoopev: and in Arist. Met. ¢. 12, 1038 a. 35, rovaira eipnrdw 

tiv mporny. Aristotle refers to the Lacedaemonian kings again in 

v. 11. § 2, and to the life generalship, c. 16. § 1, infra. 

This passage is closely connected with a similar discussion in 15. 3 ff. 

Plato’s Politicus 293-295, where the comparative advantages of 

the wise man and the law are similarly discussed, and the illus- 

tration from the physician's art is also introduced. Cp. also Rhet. 

i. 1354 a. 28, where Aristotle argues, besides other reasons, that 

the law is superior to the judge, because the judge decides on the 

spur of the moment. 

peta THY TeTpNMEpOY, 15. 4. 

SC. }uépay = petra thy terdptny juepav. The MSS. vary between 

Tpijpepov and rerpruepor. 

AN tcas dv hain tis ds dvtt rovrov Bovdevoerat wept Tov Ka Exaora 15. 5, 6. 

KdAXov, Ott pev Tolvuy avdyKn vopobérny autév ecivat, djAov, Kai Kkeiaba 

vopous, GANG pA) Kuplous 4 mapexBaivouow, eel wep Trav y Gov civ 

Sei Kupiovs. 

aitdv, SC. tov Bovdevduevov, incorrectly translated in the text ‘a 

king:’ better, ‘whether you call him king or not’ there must be a 

legislator who will advise for the best about particulars. 

dAAa pi) Kupiovs 7 mapexBaivovow is a qualification of what has 

preceded :—‘ although they have no authority when they err,’ ie. 

there must be laws and there must be cases which the laws do not 

touch, or do not rightly determine. This is one of the many pas- 

sages in Aristotle’s Politics in which two sides of a question are 

introduced without being distinguished. The argument would 

have been clearer if the words dAd\a pi... Set xupiovs had been 

omitted. Aristotle concedes to the opponent that there must be a 

correction of the law by the judgment of individuals. In fact both 

parties agree 1) that there must be laws made by the legislator; 2) 

that there must be exceptional cases. But there arises a further ques- 

tion: Are these exceptional cases to be judged of by one or by all? 

The supposition contained in the words add’ teas . .. Kdddov 

is repeated in a more qualified form in the sentence following, 67 

pev Tolvuy ,. . Kupious, 
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GAN éotiv 7 modus €x moAAGY, Bomep Eatiacts Tuuopytds KadAlwv plas 

kal drdjjs. 81d ToOTo Kal Kpiver Gpervov Oydos Toddd # eis doTiodv. 

Compare the saying ‘that the House of Commons has more 

good sense or good taste than any one man in it;’ and again, 

Burke, ‘ Besides the characters of the individuals that compose it, 

this house has a collective character of its own.’ 

éxei & epyov dua mévtas dpyicbijva Kai dpapreiv. 

It is true no doubt that the passions of the multitude may 

sometimes balance one another. But it is also true that a whole 

multitude may be inflamed by sympathy with each other, and 

carried away by a groundless suspicion, as in the panic after the 

mutilation of the Hermae, or the trial of the generals after the 

battle of Arginusae, or the English Popish Plot, or the witch hunt- 

ing mania at Salem in Massachusetts, or the French reign of 

Terror ; and commonly in religious persecutions, 

aiperwrepov dy ein tais médeow aproroxpatia Bacweias, kal peta Suvd- 

pews Kal xwpls Suvdpews ovons Tis dpxijs, av 7 AaBeiv mrelous Spotous. 

That is to say aristocracy, or the rule of several good men, is 

better than the rule of one—we may leave out the question of power, 

if only it be possible to find the many equals who will constitute 

this ‘aristocracy of virtue.’ In other words, the superiority of the 

aristocracy, who are many, to the king, who is one, does not simply . 

consist in greater strength. 

dpoiovs, ‘equal in virtue to one another,’ an idea which is to be 

gathered from the mention of dpicroxparia in the preceding clause, 

and explained in the words which follow, woAAovs épolous mpds aperny, 

$11. 

evrevoev trolley evoyov yeverbar tas ddvyapxias. 

Yet in v. 12. § 14 he repudiates the notion of Plato that the 

state changes into oligarchy, because the ruling class are lovers of 

money. Royalty, aristocracy, oligarchy, tyranny, democracy—the 

order of succession in this passage—may be compared with that of 

Plato (Rep. viii. and ix)—the perfect state, timocracy, oligarchy, 

democracy, tyranny. ‘The order in which constitutions succeed to 

one another is discussed in Nic. Eth. viii. ro. 
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met 8é Kat pelCouvs etvar ouuBeBnxe tas modets, tows ovde padioy er. 15. 13. 

yiyvecOat wodureiay érépay mapa Snyoxpariay, 

Here as elsewhere iv. 6. § 5, he accepts democracy not as a 

good but as a necessity, which arises as soon as wealth begins to 

flow and tradesmen ‘circulate’ in the agora, vi. 4. § 13; and 

the numbers of the people become disproportioned to the numbers 

of the governing class. 

duos dvaykaiov tmdpxew adr@ Svvamy, 7) pudrdker rods vopovs. 15. 15. 

Compare what was said above c. 13. § 22, dare dia rovro x.7.d. 

that ‘there need be no disagreement between a king and his 

subjects, because he is sometimes obliged to use force to them.’ 

Or, according to the other mode of interpreting the passage, ‘ there 

is no difference between a king and a free state because’ &c. 

d:ddvar ToooUTous. 15. 16. 

Either 1)* with emphasis ‘so many and no more’; or better 2) 

with reference to the previous words «iva 8€ rocavryny thy ioxiv dare 

éxdarov pév cat évds kat oupmdeudver kpeitr@, Tod b€ mAnOovs irrw, ‘SO 

many as would not make him dangerous,’ 

Nearly the whole of this chapter is a series of dmopia; as inc. 16. 

15, Aristotle states, without. clearly distinguishing, them. 

Yet the orparnyds aidws, who in time of peace is deprived of 16. r. 

functions, and on the battle-field has arbitrary power, is not really 

the same with 6 xara vopov Bacidevs. 

mepi Orodvra dé Katd te p€pos (SC. Tis duocnnoews) EXattoy (sc. THs 16. 1. 

"Emddpvov). 

‘With a somewhat more limited power than at Epidamnus,’ 

Soxet S€ teow. 16. 2. 

Either the construction may be an anacoluthon, or de after doxei 

may mark the apodosis. 

Sidmep ovdev paddov apxew i) dpyerOa Sixaioy, Kal Td ava pépos Toivuy 16. 3. 

acaites, rtodro 8 dn vopos, 
+. & , , 

Kal TO ava pépos=xal rd dva pépos apxew aoavras Sixator. 

Aristotle, taking the view of an opponent of the mapPacceta, 
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asserts that equals are entitled to an equal share in the government; 

there is justice in their ruling and justice in their being ruled: and 

therefore in their all equally ruling by turns. ‘And here law steps 

in; for the order of their rule is determined by law.’ 

GAG piv doa ye py Soxei Sivacba Siopife 6 vopos, od8 avOpwmos dy 

Sivatro yvwpifev. add’ émirndes maidedioas 6 vopos epiornot ta Koma TH 

Stxavordryn yvepn Kpivew kai Sioixety Tovs apxovras. ere & éemavopbovoba 

didwow, 6 te dv SdEn meipwpévors Gpewvov civat TOY KEiméevor, 

ada phy «tA. ‘But surely if there are cases which the law 

cannot determine, then neither can an individual judge of themJ 

Ta Aourd, What remains over and above law. 

The connexion of the whole passage is as follows: Instead of 

one man ruling with absolute power, the law should rule, and 

there should be ministers and interpreters of the law. To this it 

is answered that the interpreter of the law is no more able to 

decide causes than the law itself’ To this again the retort is 

made, that the law trains up persons who supply what is wanting 

in the law itself, to the best of their judgment. 

5 pev ovy Tov vowov KeAevov dpxew Soxei Kehevew apxew Tov Bedy Kal 

Tov vooy pdvous, 6 8 avOpwmov kedevov mpooridnat kal Onpiov. 

This is a reflection on the mapBaore’s. The rule of law is 

the rule of God and Reason: in the rule of the absolute king an 

element of the beast is included. 

The reading of rév vod» (instead of rév vduor), which has the greater 

MS. authority, gives no satisfactory sense because it transposes the 

natural order of ideas. It has been therefore rejected. Schneider 

and Bekker, znd Edit., who are followed in the text, retain roy 

yépov in the beginning of the clause and read rév bedv kal roy voov 

povous, a very ingenious and probable emendation, partly derived 

from a correction voty which is found in the margin of two or 

three MSS. instead of 6edv. 

Gote Sjdov Gre rd Sixatoy (ntrovytes Td pégov (nrovow' 6 yap vdpos 7d 

peor. 

‘And so, because men cannot judge in their own case, but are 

impelled this way and that, they have recourse to the mean, which 

is the law.’ 
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« re Kupt@repot Kul mepl Kupt@tépor tav Kata ypdppara vopor of kara 7a 16. 9. 

@6n eiciv, Sore trav Kata ypappata avOpwros apxav dopadéctepos, add’. 

ov Tav Kata TO €Oos, 

The defects of written law are supplied not only by the judg- 

ments of individuals but by tradition and precedent. In any com- 
parison of the judgments of law and of individuals, these have to be 

reckoned to the credit of law. And in early times this unwritten 

law is more sacred and important than written. Hence arises an 

additional argument against the superiority of the individual to the 
law. For the importance of unwritten law cp. Thuc. ii. 37, rév re aei 

ev apxi) ovT@Y dxpodoet kal Tov vépov Kal paduora adtay dot Te én’ opedig 

Tav adikoupevay KeivTat Kat door dypahoe drres alaxuryy épodoyouperny 

péepovow, and Rhet. i. 10, 1368 ey; eyo 8é iioy pév Kad? dv yeypap- 

pévov modtrevovrat, kowoy € daa dypada mapa maow dpodoyeiabat Soxet. 

Touro Tov Tpdrov. 16. 9. 

Referring to the words which have Pee ee TO meiovas elvat 

Tous tm’ abrov macrraperses, $ apxovras. 

In the whole of this passage Aristotle is pleading the cause of 16. 9-13. 

the law against absolute monarchy. He shows that the law is not 

liable to corruption, that its deficiencies are supplied by individuals, 

that it trains up judges who decide not arbitrarily but according to 

a rule, that many good men are better than one. But the monarch 

too must have his ministers; he will surround himself by his 

friends, and they will have ideas like his own. ‘Thus the two 

approximate to a certain extent. In either case the rulers must be 

many and not one. But if so it is better to have the trained 

subordinates of the law than the favorites of a despot. 

ei rovrous olerat Setv Gpyew rods iaous Kal dpoiuus apxew olerat Seiv duoiws. 16. 13. 

Even in the: rayBaoueia there is an element of equality, dpoiws Bs 

either 1) ‘ equally with himself’; or 2) with a ami play of words 

: eee the manner of equals.’ 

ei py Tpdmov Tid, | eye 

To be taken after dyeiywy ‘better in a certain manner, i.e. the 

imaginary and rather absurd case, to which he returns in §.5, of the 

VOL. Hl. L 
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virtue of the individual being more than equal to the collective 

virtue of the community. 

ev @ mépuke [Kai &v| eyyiverOar miCos mrodeptxdr, 

‘The reading of Bekker, xai &, which is wanting in the best 

MSS. and is omitted by Bernays, may have arisen out of the 

termination of mépuxev. If they are retained the meaning will be 

‘in which there is likewise a single’ or ‘compact body, defined by 

their all carrying arms’ (ii. 6. § 16, etc.) as other forms of govern- 

ment by virtue, wealth, etc. 

Kara vdpov tov kar agiav Siavépovra tots emdpois Tas apxas. 

The citizens of a polity are here called etmopa, ‘ respectable’ or 

‘upper class,’ though a comparatively low qualification is required 

of them (iv. 3. § 1; 9. § 3). They are ‘the hoplites’ (ii. 6. § 16) 

who are also elsewhere called etmopo (vi. 7. § 1). ois edmdpors is 

found in the better MSS. : ad. dmépois. 

ov povoy . .. GdAa kata TO mpdtEepov hex Gév. 

‘He has a right to rule not only on the general ground which is 

put forward by all governments, but also upon the principle which 

we maintain, that he is superior in virtue.’ 

dpxecOa Kata pépos’ ov yap méecbuke Td pepos bmrepeyew TOU mayrés, TO 

dé rydcxavrnv vrepBorny Exovre TodTo cvpPEBykev. 

* This miraculous being cannot be asked to be a subject in turn or 

in part, for he is a whole, and the whole cannot be ruled by the part.’ 

The double meaning of pépos is lost in English. The idealization 

of the whole or the identification of the perfect man with a whole of 

virtue is strange. Cp. Nic. Eth, viii. 10. § 2. rodro=ré eiva wav. 

dpxecOa Suvapever. 

Bekker’s insertion of kai dpyew after dpyerba (ed. sec.) is un- 

necessary. The idea is already implied in the previous words. 
Under any of the three forms of government, the virtue of obedi- 

_ence is required in some, of command in others. 

év 8€ tois mparors edetxOn Adyows Gre THY adriy dvaykaioy dvdpds aperiy 

elvat Kal mroXitov Tis TéA€ws THs aplorns. 
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The views of Aristotle respecting the relation of the good 

citizen to the good man may be drawn out as follows :— 

1) The good citizen is not the same with the good man in an 

ordinary state, because his virtue is relative to the constitution 

(c. 4. § 3). 

2) But in the perfect state he is the same: and this appears to 

be upon the whole the principal conclusion (c. 18. § 1, and iv. 

7. § 2). 
3) Yet even in the perfect state the citizens cannot all conform . 

to a single type of perfection; for they have special duties to per- 

form and special virtues by which they perform them (c. 4. §§ 5, 6). 

_. 4) It is therefore the good ruler who is really to be identified 

with the good man (§ 7; also i. 13. § 8, where the subject is intro- 

duced for the first time), 

5) And still a ‘ grain-of a scruple may be made’; for if the good 

Tuler be merely a ruler, the private citizen who knows both how to 

rule and how to obey will have more complete virtue. 

6) And therefore in the perfect state the citizens should rule 
and be ruled by turns (§ II), Cp. vii. c. 9. 

This seems to be the result of many scattered and rather indis- 

tinct observations made from different points of view and not 

arranged.in a clear logical order. 

dvaykn 81 Tov peddovta trepi adtis motnoacba Ti mpoonkovaay oxeyiv. 18. 2. 

These words are removed from the end of this book by Bekker, 

who in his Second Edition adopts the altered arrangement of the 

books. See Essay on the Structure of Aristotle’s Writings. 



1. 4 

BOOK IV. 

The statesman has four problems to consider, 

1) What is the best or ideal state ? 

2) What state is best suited to a particular people ? 

3) How any given state, even though inferior to what it might 

be, may be created or preserved? 
4) What is the best state for average men? 

1) is the best possible; 2) the best relatively to circumstances ; 

3) neither the best possible nor the best under the circumstances, 

but any constitution in which men are willing to acquiesce, even 

though ill-provided and ill-administered—such are to be found in 

the world and must therefore enter into the consideration of the 

statesman; 4) the best for mankind in general. 

Tavtny éott tiv Svvamy. 

The MSS. vary between ér: and éori: ére has rather the greater 

MSS. authority, but éort is required for the construction, and the 

recurrence of é which was the first word of the sentence at the 

end of it is unpleasing. 

dyopnyntdy Te elvat kal TOV dvaykaiov, 

Explained in the text, with Susemihl, *‘ not possessing the out- 

ward means necessary for the best state,’ but the words ‘for the 

best state,’ are not found in the Greek. Better ‘ not possessing the 

common necessaries or simple requisites of life,’ a hard but not 

impossible condition, e.g. in a remote colony. Cp. c. 11. § 21, 

modAakis ovons GAAns Todtreias aiperwrépas éviors ovOev Kwrvoe cuppepew 

érépav padXov eivat rodtreiav, which is similar but not the same with - 

this passage. For dyopnynrov, cp. Kexopyynnév in § 1, and deopevny 

mods xopnyias in § 6, 
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Tas Umapxovaas avaipodyres moNTeias THY Aakovixiy....éravoiow. 1. 6. 

Although the language is inaccurate (for the Lacedaemonian is an 

* existing’ constitution), the meaning is plain. ‘They put aside 

their own constitution and praise the Lacedaemonian or some other.’ 

xpy S€ ro.avrny elonycicba raéw fv pgdlos ex tov Swapyouody kai 1. 7. 

mreOnoovra kat duvncovra Kowwvely, Os Eat ovK EdatTTov Epyoy Td 

€ravopOaca mohtreiav i) Karackevdtew €& apxis, Sowep kal rd peTapav- 

Odveww roi pavOdvew && dpxijs. 

‘The legislator should introduce an order of government into, 

which the citizens will readily fall, and in which they will be able to 

co-operate ; for the reformation of a state is as difficult as the 

original establishment of one and cannot be effected by the legis- 

lator alone, or without the assistance of the people.’ 

éx Trav brapxovody (Sc. mohirecdv) may be taken either with raéwv or 

with kowvoveiv, either we ought to introduce 1) ‘from among existing 

constitutions’; or 2) ‘in passing out of existing constitutions that 

form,’ &c.; cp. in next sentence rats imapyotcats moduretars Bondeiv. 

kowavey ig the reading of the majority of MSS. Some have. 

xweiv, ‘The emendation «xe [Susemihl], taken from ‘ consequi’ 

in the old Latin translation, is an unnecessary conjecture ; nor 

does the word occur commonly, if at all, in Aristotle ; xawodv is 

open to the objection of introducing a special when a general word 

is required, But no change is really needed. 

_ @s €otw ov edatrov épyov «.7.X. The connexion of these words 

is difficult: Aristotle seems to mean that the legislator should 

select a constitution suited to the wants of the people: for however 

good in itself, if unsuited to them, they will not work it, and he will 

have as great or greater difficulty in adapting it than he would 

originally have had in making one for which they were fitted. 

Aw mpos trois eipypévots Kal tais brapxovoas moditetas Sei Svvaca 1. 7. 

BonOety. 

_ We may paraphrase as follows: Therefore, i.e. because it is dif- 

ficult to introduce anything new in addition to what has been 

said [about the highest and other forms of government by the un- 

satisfactory political writers mentioned in § 5], we ought also to 
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“be able to maintain existing constitutions, [which they would get 

1, 7. 

1.8, 

A. B, 

1. 10. 

a. £0, 

pS © 

rid of]. 

xaOdrrep €h€éxOn Kal mpdtepov. 

There is nothing in what has preceded, which precisely answers 

to this formal reference. § 4 may perhaps be meant. 

viv 8€ piav Snnoxpariay olovral tives eivae Kai piay ddvyapyxiay. 

This is true of Plato, who is probably intended under this general 

form. For the anonymous reference to him cp. i. 1. §2, dcou pep 

olovrat k.7.A., and c. 2. § 3 infra. 

cuvriderta Tocaxas. 

That is to say, either 1) the different ways in which the judicial 

and other elements of states are combined ; or 2) the different ways. 

in which the spirit of one constitution may be tempered by that of 

another: for the latter cp. infra c. 5. §§ 3, 4; c. 9. §§ 4-9. 

kal ti Td TeAos ExdoTHS THs KOL_WWVLAS éoTiY, 

‘And what is the end of each individual form of society?’ i.e. 

whether or not the good of the governed (cp. iii. c. 6). 

‘éxdotns, with the article following, is emphatic. 

kowevia is the state under a more general aspect. 

vopot S€ Kexoptopevor Tay SnrovvT@Y Ti ToAcTEiay. 

Either 1)* the words ray 8yAotvrev are governed by kexopiopevor, 

‘are separated from those things which show the nature of the 

constitution’; i.e. they are rules of administration and may be the 

same under different constitutions ; but see infra§ 11. Or 2), the 

genitive is partitive: ‘Laws are distinct and belong to that class of 

things which show the nature of the constitution.’ 

Tas Bvapopas dvaykaioy Kai Tov dprOpsy yew Tis ToAtTElag ExdoTys Kal 

mpos Tas TaV vopov Oéoets, 

Either 1), ‘we must know the differences of states (sc. modurevav) 
and the number of differences in each state, with a view to-legis- 

lation; or 2)*, referring ris modreias éxdorns only to d:apopds, 

and supplying wod:re@v with dpiOudv, ‘the difference of each state 

and the number of states ;’ or 3), rdv dpvOydv means ‘the order of 

classification ’ (Susemihl ; cp. iii. 1.§9, where the defective (corrupt): 
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states are said to be ‘ posterior’ to the good states). This gives a 

good sense, but is with difficulty elicited from the words. 

év TH TpaoTn peOddw. 2. I. 

Cp. infra c. 8. § 1, where the words ev rois kar’ dpxny refer to iii, 

c. 7. See Essay on the Structure of Aristotle’s Writings. 

mept ev dptoroxparias Kai Bactdcias elpytar (rd yap wept THs dpiorys 2. Te 

moNurelas Oewpioat TavTo Kal wept TovTav éoTiv eimetv TOY dvopatav), 

~He seems to mean that in discussing the ideal state he has 

already discussed Aristocracy and Royalty. But the discussion 

on the ideal state has either been lost, or was never written, unless, 

as some think, it is the account of the state preserved in Book vii. 

Other allusions to the same discussion occur in what follows: 

c. 3. § 4, &e mpds rais kata mAodrov Siapopais éoriv H pev Kata yévos 1) 

&¢ kar’ dperny, kav et re 51 rovodrov érepoy eipnrat modews etvat pépos ev 

rois mept tiv Gpirroxpariav, a passage which is supposed to refer to 

vii, i.e. iv. c. 8 and 9, by those who change the order of the books 

(Susemihl, &c.). But in this latter passage the allusion to the 

perfect state is very slight, and the point of view appears to be 

different ; for no hint is given that it is to be identified with royalty 

or aristocracy. Whether the words of the text have a reference, as 

Schlosser supposes, to the end of Book iii. c. 14-18, where Aris- 

totle discusses the relation of the one best man to the many good, is 

equally doubtful. A reference to the discussion of aristocracy in 

some former part of the work also occurs infra c. 7. § 2, dpiorokpariav 

pev ovv Karas exer Kade mepl fs SuprOopuer ev trois mparots Adyots. 

Bovrera yap éxatépa Kar’ aperiy cvvertdvat Kexoprynuerny. 2.1. 

‘For royalty and aristocracy, like the best state, rest on a prin- 

ciple of virtue, provided with external means.’ 

nore det Bacidelav vopiferw. 2. I. 

Not ‘when we are to consider a constitution to be a shysity 2 for 

there is no question about this, but vouigew is taken in the other 

sense of ‘having,’ ‘using,’ ‘ having as an institution,’ like w/or in 

Latin. For this use of the word cp. vopiger pendyeler, iii. 1. § 10; 

and for the matter cp. iii. 17. §§ 4-8.. 
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tv OS Baorreiavy dvayxaiov i tobvopa pdvoy exew ork ovdoay, } did 

modi trepoxny elvar tiv Tod BaciAevortos, Sore tiv Tupayvida XeiploTny 
> a 

ovgavy mAciorov améxew woditeias, Sevrepoy dé tiv ddeyapxiay (4H yap 

dpiorokpatia Siéotnkev ad ravrns modd ths ToAtrelas). 

Royalty and tyranny both depend upon the individual will of 
the king or tyrant: hence it is argued that if royalty is the best, 

.tyranny must be the worst of governments, because one is the pre- 

eminence of good, the other of evil. Aristotle, who is over- 

mastered by the idea of opposites, naturally infers that the very 

worst must be the opposite of the very best. ; 

modireias. We might expect adrijs, or ris dpiorns to be added : 

but Aristotle substitutes the more general wod:reia here, as else- 

where, used in a good sense. Compare infra c, 8. § 2, reAevraiov 

dé mepi ruparvidos etroydy €ott mowjcacba preiav dia TO Tagay AKOTA 

ravrny elvar modireiav, hiv dé rhv péboSov etvar wept wodcretas: also for 

the general meaning, Plat. Polit. 301 D, Rep. ix. 576 D, etc. 

In the phrase ravrns ris wodsreias the word refers to édryapyiav. 

{Sy pev odv tis dmepyvato Kal TOV TpdTEpoV oUTas. 

The difference between Plato (Polit. 303) and Aristotle, which 

is dwelt upon so emphatically, is only verbal: the latter objecting 

to call that good in any sense, which may also be evil, a some- 

what pedantic use of language, which is not uniformly maintained by. 

Aristotle himself. Cp. vi. 4. § 1, 8npoxpariav ovoay rerripoy Bedtiorn 

) mparn Tage. 

kat trav mpdrepoy is a strange form of citation from Plato which 

would seem more appropriate to a later generation than to Aristotle. 

See Essay on the Criticism of Plato in Aristotle. 

The programme corresponds fairly, but not very accurately, 

with the subjects which follow. At chap. 14, before discussing 

the causes of ruin and preservation in states, having analysed in 

‘general outline the various types of oligarchy, democracy, polity, 

tyranny, Aristotle introduces a discussion respecting the. powers 

and offices which exist in a single state: but of this new beginning 

which interrupts the sequence of his plan he says nothing here. 

The -diversity of governments has been sibs discussed, but 

not in detail, in bk. iii. c. 6-8. : 
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 & mpds rais xara mrodroy Siadopais early 9 pév Kard yévos 7 dé Kar’ 3. 4. 

dperny, Kady el re 51) Towdroy érepoy eipntar médews eEivar pépos év Tois mept 

Thy dpior okpariay, 

The parts of the state are spoken of in vii. 8. g 7. The opening 

sentence of book vii. itself also professes to speak of aristocracy. 

But the writer goes on to treat rather of the tmo6éces or material 

conditions of the best state, than of the best state itself. These 

references are vague ; if they were really the passages here cited, we 

should have to suppose that the seventh book preceded the fourth. 

But they are not precise enough to be adduced as an argument in 

favour of the changed order. 

kal yap tadr’ cider Siadéper Ta pepn ov adtav. 3. 5- 

‘As the parts of states differ from one another (oar airy), so 

must states differ from ene another.’ Compare the curious com- 

parison infra c. 4. §$ 8, 9. 

modireia pev yap 1) Tav dpxav Takis eori, ravtny S€ Siavépovras mayvtes i) 3. 5. 

kara tiv Sdivauw tov perexsvrov i} Kara TW adtav iodtyHTA Kowny, AEyo 

8 oiov tav amdpwv 7 Tv elmépmr, 7) KowHy TW’ dudory. | 

The last words, xowny tw’ dudow, which are obscure and do not 

cohere very well with dvvayw, are bracketed by Bekker in his 2nd 

edition. But there is no reason for doubting their genuineness. 

Aristotle means to say that governments subsist according to the 

powers of those who share in them; or according to equality, 

whether that equality be an equality of the rich among themselves, 

or of the poor among themselves, or an equality of proportion 

which embraces both rich and poor: cp. infra c. 4.§ 2. The words 

oiov tov drdépav } Tav ed’népov may be an explanation of kara thy 

Sivapw ray pereydvrev, which comes in out of place, and 4 xowyy rw 

duoiv, as in the Haregahe text, may be an explanation of icdryra 

Kowny, 

kata TW avtay icdrnta Kownv, ‘More power may be given to the 

poor as being the more numerous -class, or to the rich as being 

the more wealthy; or power may be given upon some principle of 

compensation which includes both;’ as e.g. in a constitutional 

government. In this way of explaining the passage the difficulty 
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in the words # xowny rw’ dudoi, which has led Bekker to bracket 

them, is avoided. 

For the winds compare Meteorologica ii. 4, 361 a. 4 ff., a pas-_ 

sage in which Aristotle argues that north and south are the chief 

winds because wind is produced by evaporation and the evapora- 

tion is caused by the movement of the sun to the north or south. 

Also for the two principal forms of government cp. Plato’s Laws iii. 

693 C: according to Plato they are democracy and monarchy. 

ybéarepov b€ Kai BéeArvov as nets dreihopev, Buotv H pds oveNS THs 

Kahaes ovvertykvias ras Gddas eivar mapexBdoets, Tas pev THs eb KeKpapevns 

dppovias, ras dé THs dpiotns ToAtTeLas. 

Aristotle having compared the different forms of states with the 

different sorts of harmonies, now blends the two in one sentence, 

and corrects the opinion previously expressed by him: ‘ There are 

not two opposite kinds of harmonies and states, but one or at the 

most two, dvoiv 7 pias (the two states are royalty and aristocracy), 

which are not opposed but of which all the rest are perversions,’ 

From this transcendental point of view polity or constitutional 

government itself becomes a perversion; but in c. 8. § 1 it is said 

not to be a perversion, though sometimes reckoned in that class. 

orep &v AiOtoria pact tives. 

According to Herod. iii, 20, the Ethiopians are the tallest and 

most beautiful of mankind: and they elect the tallest and strongest 

of themselves to be their kings. 

— adN eel meiova pdpe kal tod Snuov Kal ths ddvyapyias eiciv K.T.A. 

It is argued that neither freedom alone, nor numbers alone are 

a sufficient note of f democracy, : nor fewness of rulers, nor \ wealth of 

oligarchy : neither a few freemen, as at Apollonia, nor many rich 

men, as at Colophon, constitute a democracy. But there must | ust_be 

many poor in a democracy and few rich in an oligarchy. A slight 
obscurity in the passage arises from the illustrations referring only 

to democracy and not to oligarchy. Cp. iii.cc. 7, 8; infra c. 8.§ 7. 

Aristotle would not approve a classification of states such as that 

of Sir G. C. Lewis and the school of Austin, who define the 

sovereign -power according to the number of persons who exercise 
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it (cp. G. C. Lewis’ ‘ Political Terms,’ Edit. 1877, p. 50). An oppo- 

site view is held by Maine, who argues truly ‘that there is more in 

actual sovereignty than force’ (Early Institutions, p. 358 ff.). Aris- 

totle insists that the character of a government depends more on the 

quality than on the guantily of the sovereign power. 

2g or rov méepov Tov mpds Avdovs. 

Possibly the war with Gyges mentioned in Herod. i. 14. The 

Colophonians like the other Ionians (Herod. i. 142) appear to have 

been the subjects of Croesus at the time of his overthrow. A 

testimony to their wealth and luxury is furnished by Xenophanes 

apud Athenaeum xii. c. 31. 526 C, who says that a thousand citizens 

arrayed in purple robes would meet in the agora of Colophon. 

"Ore pev ovv modcreiat mActous, Kat Ox’ iy airiay, etpnrat’ Sidre b€ melous 4. vend 

Tov. cipyuevwy, kal tives Kal dia ri, Neyoper apxny AaBdvres Thy eipnuerny 

mporepov" Spodoyovpev yap ovx ev pépos GAA Trelw macav Exew TOW. 

It is remarkable that Aristotle should revert to the parts of states 

which he professes to have already determined when speaking of 

aristocracy (cp. c. 3. § 4). His reason for returning to them is 

that he is going to make a new sub-division of states based upon 

the differences of their parts or members. 

“melous trav eipnuevov. As he says, infra § 20, “Ore pev ody eiot modi-' 

reiat mAeious Kal did rivas airias elpnta mpdrepov’ Ste 8 earl Kai Snpoxpa- 

rias €idn mAci@ kal cAvyapxtas Aéyoper. Compare Book vii. 8. § 9. 

The illustration from animals may be worked out as follows. 4. 8. 

Suppose the different kinds of teeth were a, a’, a’, a’”, etc., the 

different kinds of claws, feet, etc. were 4, 0’, 8”, 0”, ¢, ¢, c”, ¢”, 

and so on with the other organs which are important in determining 

the character of an animal, Then, according to Aristotle, the . 

different combinations of these will give the different species. 

Thus :-— 
a’, b, c’’, will be one species, 

a, 0’, c’”, another and so on. 

So with constitutions :— 

_If we combine yewpyoi, having some political power and coming 

occasionally to the assembly, with disfranchised Bdvavoo, and a 

politically active wealthy class, the result will be an oligarchy or 
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very moderate democracy:-or if we combine politically active 

yewpyol, Bavavow, Ojres with a feeble or declining oligarchy, the 

result will be an extreme democracy: and so on. 

It is hardly necessary to remark that the illustration taken from 

the animals is the reverse of the fact. The differences in animals 

are not made by the combination of different types, but by the 

adaptation of one type to different circumstances. Nor is there in 

the constitution of states any such infinite variety of combinations 

as the illustration from the animals would lead us to suppose; 

(one kind of husbandmen with another of serfs and so on), Nor 

does Aristotle attempt to follow out in detail the idea which this 

image suggests. 

The eight or more classes cannot be clearly discriminated. The 

sixth class is wanting, but seems to be represented by the judicial 

and deliberative classes in § 14, yet both reappear as a ninth class 

in § 17. Aristotle is arguing that Plato’s enumeration. of the 

elements of a state is imperfect—there must be soldiers to protect 

the citizens, there must be judges to decide their disputes, there 

must be statesmen to guide them (although it is possible that the 

same persons may belong to more than one class). ‘ Then at any 

rate there must be soldiers’ (§ 15). This rather lame conclusion 

seems to be only a repetition of a part of the premisses. At this 

point the writer looses the thread of his discourse and, omitting the 

sixth, passes on from the fifth class 7d mpomodeuqoov in § 10 to a 

~ seventh class of rich men (§ 15), and to an eighth class of magis- 

4, 11-14. | 

trates (§ 16). A somewhat different enumeration of the classes, 

consisting in all of six, is made in vii. 8. §§ 7-9. 

dudmep ev tH TloAcreia x.7.A. 

The criticism of Aristotle on Plato (Rep. ii. 369) in this passage, 

to use an expression of his own, is madapiddys Xiav. Plato, who 

was a poet as well as a philosopher, in a fanciful manner builds 

up the state; Aristotle, taking the pleasant fiction literally and 

detaching a few words from their context, accuses Plato of making 

necessity, and not the good, the first principle of the state, as if 

the entire aim of the work were not the search after justice. 

There is also.an ambiguity in the word dvayxaia of which Aristotle 
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here takes advantage. Plato means by the dvayxaordry mé\s, ‘ the 

barest idea of a state’ or ‘the state in its lowest terms.’ But 

when Aristotle says judges are ‘more necessary’ than the pro- 

viders of the means of life, he means ‘contribute more to the 

end or highest realization of the state.’ The remarks on Plato 

are worthless, yet they afford a curious example of the weakness 

of ancient criticism, arising, as in many other places, from want of 

imagination. But apart from the criticism the distinction here 

drawn between the higher and lower parts, the ‘ soul’ and ‘ body’ 

of the state, is important. Cp. vii. 9. § 10, where Aristotle intro- 

duces a similar distinction between the pépn of the wédus and the 

mere conditions (éy ov« avev) of it. ‘Husbandmen, craftsmen, and 

labourers of all kinds are necessary to the existence of states, but 

the parts of the state are the warriors and counsellors.’ 

ev TH) Todcreia. 

. Here evidently the title of the book. 

toov re Seouevnv oxutéwv Te Kal yewpyav. 

Equally with 7é xadév. 

o > iY ¢ ~ 6 
OTEP €oTL GuVETEws TrOhITLKNS Epyor. 

‘Omep grammatically refers to 1d BovdeveoOa, suggested by 16 

Raiineroy, 

éor’ eimep kal Tabta Kal éxeiva. 

_ radra=rTa rep) rhv uxnv, gathered from r& rovadra in § 14. 

exeiva=Ta eis THY avaykaiay xpjow ovrreivovra. If the higher and 

the lower elements of a state are both necessary parts of it, then 

the warriors (who may in some cases also be husbandmen) are 

necessary parts: Aristotle is answering Plato, § 13, who in the first 

enumeration of the citizens had omitted the warriors. 

TAUTHY Thy NecToupyiay, 

Sc. 7d mept ras dpxds. 

mo\Xois. 

t)‘To many’ or ‘in many cases’ opposed to mdvres in what 

follows; or 2*) modAois may be taken with doxe7, the meaning being 

‘many (differing from Plato) think, etc.’; the appeal is to the 

common sense which Plato is supposed to contradict. 
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dvrimovovvrat 5é Kal Tis dperns TavTES. 

The connexion is as follows :—‘ Different qualifications often 

coexist or are thought to coexist in the same persons; and indeed 

virtue is a qualification for office to which all men lay claim. But 

no man can be rich and poor at the same time.’ 

id ‘ > 8 a , 4 5) ¢ 2% ” / Ore pev ovv €iot moAtTetat TAciovs, Kat Sia Tivas airias, eipntat mpdrepov | 

is a repetition with a slight verbal alteration (S:a rivas airias for 

&:’ iv airiav) of the first words of § 7. 

. €k TOY elpnevor, 

I.e. from what has been said respecting differences in the parts 

of states (supra §§ 7, 8). Yet the curious argument from the parts 

of animals is an illustration only; the actual differences of states 

have not been worked out in detail. 

kay et tt Tovovrov érépou mANOous €idos. 

Susemihl (note 1199) objects that there are no others and so the 

freedmen must be meant. But surely in this phrase Aristotle is 

merely adding a saving clause=‘and the like.’ Cp. Nic. Eth. 

1. 7. § 21, rOv dpxdv ai pév eraywyn Oewporvra ai 8 aicOjoe ai 

éOtou@ twi Kat Gra & adds, where the last words only generalize 

the preceding. 

tov S€ yvopipor. 

Sc. «tn, here used inaccurately for differences or different kinds 

of etn. 

Ta TOUTOLS Aeydueva KaTa THY adTHy Siapopay, 

rovras, dative after tiv a’rnv, and refers to mAotros, edyevera, k.T.A, 

Lit. ‘the things which are spoken of according to the same principle 

of difference with these,’ or ‘ similar differences having a relation to 

these,’ e. g. the habits and occupations of the notables. 

TO pndév paddov bTdpxew Tors dndpovs } Tos edmdpovs. 

If the reading imdpxew is retained, the emphasis is on the words 

pn dev padAov which must be taken closely with it, ‘ that the poor shall 

be no more’—which is a feeble way of saying, shall have no more 

power—‘ than the rich’; or ‘shall have no priority,’ which gives 

a rather curious sense to tmrdpyer, - A doubt about the propriety of 
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the expression has led to two changes in the text. 1) bmepéyew 

'(Susemihl) for which there is slight MS. authority, P’, P*; and 

Aretino’s transl. 2) dpxew an emendation of Victorius adopted by 

Coraes, Schneider, Stahr, and supposed to be confirmed by a 

parallel passage in vi. 2. §9; see note on English Text. 3) The 

Old Translation ‘nihil magis existere egenis vel divitibus’ seems 

to favour imdpyew rois dmdpos 4 Tots edrrdpows. 

Snuoxpatiav eivar TadTHY. 

rainy is slightly inaccurate=‘the state in which this occurs.’ 

év pev ovv eidos K,T.A. 

Five forms of democracy are reckoned: but the first of these is 

really a description of democracy in general, not of any particular 

form. The words in § 24 ado d€ seem to have been introduced by 

mistake. ‘The five forms are thus reduced to four, as in c. 6 the 

five forms of oligarchy given in c. 5 appear as four. 

€tepov Eidos Snuoxparias Td peréxyeww Gmavras Tovs moXitas doo. av- 

vrevOuvor, dpxew dé tov vdpov. €Erepov Sé ecidSos Snuoxparias Td mace 

pereivat TOY dpxdy, éav pdvov 7 moXirns, dpxew dé rov védpov. 

The words éc0 dvvrevduvoe agree with trois dvumevOivous Kata 7d 

yévos, as the édv 7 modirns does with the dco: dy edevbepor Sov in the 

recapitulation of the passage which follows (c. 6. § 4). In both 

cases all citizens are eligible and the lawis supreme: but in the first 

of the two the rights of citizenship have been scrutinized; in the 

second, all reputed freemen are admitted to them without enquiry. 

The latter case may be illustrated by the state of Athenian citizen- 

ship before the investigation made by Pericles; the former by the 

stricter citizenship required after the change. The meaning of the 

word dyumevévver is shown by the parallel passage (c. 6. § 3, dvumev- 

Buvors kara rd yévos) to be, ‘not proved to be disqualified by birth.’ 

“Opnpos Sé motav Neyer ovk dyabdy eivar moAvKotpaviny, mérepov TAUTHY 7) 

Grav meiovs Sow of apxovtes &s Exaatos, Gndov. 

_ It would be a poetical or historical anachronism to suppose that 

Homer in the words cited intended one of the senses which 

Aristotle seems to think possible. ‘The collective action of states 

as distinguished from that of individuals is the conception, not of a 

4, 23. 

4, 24. 

4, 24. 

4, 2%. 
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poet, but of a philosopher. No modern reader would imagine that 

Homer is seeking to enforce any other lesson than the necessity cf 

having one and not many leaders, especially on the field of battle, 

This anti-popular text is adapted to the argument. 

Tav 8 Kal’ Exacta Tas dpyds Kal Tiy TohTELaV KpiveLy, 

For use of gen. after xpivew cp. Plat. Rep. 576 D, Laws i. 646 D, 

tiv moduretay (modureta here=zodirevpa) is contrasted as ‘the collec- 

tive government’ with ai dpyai, ‘the individual magistrates.’ Yet in 

the context, both preceding and following, the word has the more 

general meaning of a ‘form of government’ or ‘ constitution,’ 

dy peév ovv éx mavrav ToUTaV. 

rovray, ‘out of all the qualified persons,’ all those referred to in 

the two previous sentences rav éydvrwv tiunwata tTyikadra dare K.T.A. 

OF Tay éxévrev paxpa Tipqpara. . 

In what follows the dynasfza is the exclusive hereditary oligarchy, 

ruling without law. 

For the forms of these hereditary oligarchies and the dangers 

to which they are exposed, cp. v. 6. § 3. We may remark that, 

though the most common, they are not included in Aristotle’s 

definition of oligarchy (iii. c. 8). 

Ta MpOta pikpa mAeovektourres wap’ adAndov. 

Not accurate, for the meaning is, not that the two encroach on 

one another, but that the dominant party encroaches on the other. 

The form of a constitution is here supposed to be at variance 

with its spirit and practice. Thus England might be said to be a 

monarchy once aristocratically, now democratically administered ; 

France a republic in which some of the methods of imperialism 

survive (cp. note on c. 1. § 8); while in Prussia the spirit of abso- 

lute monarchy carries on a not unequal contest with representative 

government, 

bed maou Tois Kkrwpévors CLeore peréxery. 

Omitted by I? (i.e. the MSS. of the second family except P*) and 

Aretino’s translation, bracketed by Bekker in both editions, is a 

repetition or pleonasm of the previous thought, though not on that 
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account necessarily to be reckoned spurious. Cop. iii. 1. § 4 and 

note. 

Sia thy exopevny aipeow. 6. 3. 

‘The principle of election which follows next in order’ (cp. c. 4. 

§ 24, €repov eidos), This use of the word éyopém is supported by 

iii. 11. § 15, @An & éoriv (dropia) éxouévn ravrns, and vi. 8. § 4, 

érépa O€ émyedeca tavtns exouevn Kal ovveyyvs, and several other 

passages. ‘The other interpretation of éyouevy, given in a note to 

the English text, ‘proper to it’ is scarcely defensible by examples 

and is probably wrong. The first form of democracy required a 

small property qualification, the second admitted all citizens who 

could prove their birth. The third admitted reputed citizens 

without proof of birth; though in both the latter cases the exercise 

of the right was limited by the opportunities of leisure. For the 

laxity of states in this matter, cp. iii. 5. §§ 7, 8. 

dia 7d pry civar mpdcodov, 6. 4. 

The public revenues could not be distributed, for there were none 

to distribute, cp. infra § 8. The want of pay prevented the people 

from attending the assembly. 

did THY brepoxny TOO mANPous. Cz. 

Either 1*) ‘on account of the preponderance of their numbers,’ 

or 2) more definitely ‘on account of the preponderance of the 

multitude’; (cp. c. 12. § 1 and iii. 15. § 13). The numbers of the 

people give the power and the revenues of the state provide pay. 

kat dia 7d AROS civar ray perexdvT@v Tod modurevparos dvdyKy pi) Tors B. 8. 

dvOpamovs adda Tov vdpor civat Kvptov. | 

The more numerous the members of the oligarchy, and the 

greater the difficulty of finding the means of living, the less 

possibility is there of the government of a few and therefore the 

greater need of law; cp. infra § 9. 

pi® ovtas ddiynv dote tpépecOat dd rijs mddews, dvdykn riv vopor B. 8. 

d&.odv adtots apyew. 

‘When numerous, and of a middle condition, neither living in 

careless leisure nor supported by the state, they are driven to main- 

tain in their case (adrois) the rule of law.’ 

VOL; I. * M 
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6.9.  mrcia 8¢, 

SC. ovelay exovres. 

6.9.  rdv vduor ribevra ToLodTor. 

Sc. they make the law oligarchical. 

.-10. éav & émireivoct. 

‘But when they stretch (the oligarchical principle) further.’ 

a. 4s ‘@orep TAdtrwv év tais modureiats. 

Either 1)* in his works on Politics, meaning esectally the 

Republic (as in v. 12. § 7, €v 7 Modreig) and Politicus; or 2) in 

his treatment of the various forms of government, i.e. in Books 

viii. and ix. of the Republic. The latter explanation is less idio- 

matic. Without referring to the Republic or the Politicus, the 

statement is inaccurate; for if the perfect state be included, the 

number of constitutions is in the Republic five, in the Politicus 

(302) seven. 

7.2.  dpiorokpariay perv obdv Kadds exer Kadeiv rept fs SupAOoper ev ToIs mpd- 

Tos Adyous" Tv yap ek tev dpiota@v amas Kat’ dperiy moderelay, Kat pr HPSS 

bmd0ecty ria dyabay avdpav, pony Sixavov mpooayopevew apioroKpariav. 

The discussion is apparently the same to which he has already 

referred in iv. 2. § 1: the particle yap seems to imply that he 

had in that discussion spoken of aristocracy as the government of 

the truly good. The passage most nearly corresponding to the 

allusion is iii. 4. § 4 ff., in which Aristotle treats of the relation 

of the good ruler to the good man. 

7. Kadovvrat apioroKpariat. 

According to a strict use of terms aristocracy is only the govern- 

ment of the best; in popular language it is applied to the union of 

wealth and merit, but is not the same either with oligarchy or with 

constitutional government. 

7.4. Kal yap €v Tais pi) Towoupevats Kouwny émipédecay apetns elolv duws Twes 

of edSoxipodvres Kal Soxodvres elvat emuerkeis. 

Cp. Plat. Laws xii. 951: ‘There are always in the world a few 

inspired men whose acquaintance is beyond price, and who spring 

up quite as much in ill-ordered as in well-ordered cities,’ : 

\ 
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otov év Kapxnddu . . oiov  Aakedarpoviov. vey e 

Elsewhere (ii. 11. § 9) the constitution of Carthage is spoken 

of as a perversion of aristocracy because combining wealth and 

virtue; here it is called in a laxer sense an aristocracy because 

it combines: wealth, virtue and numbers. That Sparta with all its 

secrecy (rijs modireias tO kpumrdv, Thuc. v. 68) might be termed a 

democracy and, with all its corruption and infamy, had a sort of 

virtue (76 morév ris moduretas, Id. i. 68) is the view, not wholly in- 

defensible, of Aristotle, who regards the Spartan constitution under 

many aspects, cp. ii. 9. §§ 20, 22, and infra c. 9. § 5, but chiefly 

as consisting of two elements, numbers and virtue. 

kal ev ais eis ta dvo povoy, olov 9 AaxeSatpovioy els apetny te Kal 7. 4. 

Sjpov, kal €ore pikis tov Svo rovTwv, Syyoxparias te Kal dperhs. 

The want of symmetry in the expression eis dperny re kai djpor, 

followed by 8ypoxparias re kat dperis, instead of Syjyou re Kal dperijs, 

probably arises out of a desire to avoid tautology. 

dpiorokpatias pév odv mapa Thy mpaTny Thy dpiotny modtTelay Tadra bv0'7. 5. 

€ldn* Kal Tpirov doa THs KaXovpevns ToNiTElas pemovor mpos Thy dAvyapxiav 

paddor. ° 

There are three imperfect kinds of aristocracy beside the perfect 

state (1) mporn, } dpiorn modireia): 1) the governments, such as that 

of Carthage, in which regard is paid to virtue as well as to numbers 

and wealth; 2) those in which, as at Sparta, the constitution is 

based on virtue and numbers; 3) the forms of constitutional 

government (modrefa) which incline to oligarchy, i.e. in which the 

governing body is small. 

éragapev 8 ovtws ovK ovoay ote tavTny mapeKBaow ovre Tas dpre 8. 1. 

pnOecioas dpiotoxparias, drt To pev adnOés maca SwmpapryjKact ths dpOo- 

Tatns moNtrelas, mera KatapiOpovvra peta TovTar, clot T adtav abtar 

TapekBdoets, Somep ev Tois kar apyny elope. 

avra refers to rovrwv, SC. Trav mapexBeBnxuidy OY Sinuaprynkuidy mod- 

recy, and this to the singular mapéxBaov. 

domep ev Tois kar apxny etmopev. Sc. iii. 7. § 5. 

davepwrtepa yap 7) Svvapis adtijs K.T.d. 8. 2. 

‘Now that we understand what democracy and oligarchy are, it 

is easier to see what the combination of them will be.’ 

M 2 
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dia 7d padAdov dkodovbeiv madetav kal edyéverav Tois evmopwrépois. 

Men tend to identify nobility with wealth (cp. infra § 8), not 

‘unreasonably, for wealth gives leisure, and in the second generation 

commonly education. For edyévera, see Rhet. i. 5, 1360 b. 31. 

Soxet 8 civar trav. ddvydrwv Td pi evvopeicbar tiv dpioroKparoupevny 

mod, GAAa TovnpoKparoupevyy. 

The words GAd& rovnpoxparovperyy (omitted in the translation) are 

read by all the MSS. (and supported by W. de Moerbeke), and there- 

fore though pleonastic are unlikely to be a gloss. If retained we must 

1) supply edvopeioba from rd pi edvopeiobar, ‘A state cannot be ill 

governed by good men, or well governed by evil men.’ 2) We 

may alter the order of words by placing yx before dpicroxparovpéemmp, 

instead of before edvopeio bat (Thurot, Susem.). Or 3), with Bekker 

(2nd ed.), we may insert wi before moympoxparovpevny. Or 4) alter 

movnpoxpatovperny into movnpoxpareioOa, answering to edvopeiobar. 

5:d piay pev edvopiay . . rd welber Oa Tois Ketpevors vopors. 

Cp. Thuc. iii. 37, where Cleon says, mavrev dé Sewdrarov ei BéBarov 

hpiv pndev xabeornger dv dy Oden mépt, pnde yoospeba drt xelpoor vopors 
> 7 , , > ‘ aA a + 1 a 

akwntas xpopevn mdéds Kpeioo@y eoTiv 7 KaA@s ExXOvoLY akuUpots. 

toito & évdéyerar Suys K.7.A. 

Refers back to the words 76 kadés xeiarOat rods vdpous ois eupévovow, 

the clause gor: yap .. . xetpévors being a parenthesis. 

a \ “ ed 7) yap Tots apiorois x.T.A, 

Sc. éort weibeoOat. 

€v pev ody tais mAeloTais wdAeou Td THs TOALTELAS Efdos KaXEiraL, 

Sc. modireia, Preserving the play of words and supplying 

modtreia With xadeirac from ris moAureias, we may translate, ‘in most 

cities the form of the constitution is called constitutional” But 

are there ‘many’ such governments? Cp. supra c. 7. § 1; infra 

c.11.§ 19. For the answer to this question see Essay on the péon 

mohureia, &C. 

pdvoy yap 7 pikis. 

‘It is called by a neutral name, e.g. a constitution or common- 

wealth, for it is a mixture which aims only at uniting the freedom 
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of the poor and the wealth of the rich; ¢Aevepias answering to 

dmdpeav as mAovrov to eirdpar. 

As in some other summaries of Aristotle the first division seems 9. 1-4. 

to be a general description of those which follow. (Cp. supra note 

on c. 4. § 24.) We cannot distinguish between 1 and 3, unless in 

one of them we suppose Aristotle to have in his mind a syncretism 

of two general principles of government (see § 6), in the other an 

eclectic union of elements taken from different governments. 

ovpBoror. pratn se Te 

Something cut in two and capable of being put together, so that 

the parts fitted into one another; a die or coin or ring thus divided, 

which friends used as a token when desirous of renewing hospitality 

on behalf of themselves or others, and which was also used in 

buying or selling. See Schol. on Eur. Med. 613, of émigevodpevor, 

datpdyaXov katatéuvovtes, Odrepov pev adtol Kareixov pépos, Oarepov Se 

katedipmavoy tois tmode~apevors tva et S€or wddw adrodvs 7} Tovs exeivov 

emi€evodabar mpos adAndAous, emaydpevot TO. Hutocv aotpaydALoy, dveveodvro 

tiv geviav: and cp. Plat. Symp. 191 D, dvOpamov sipBorov dre 

retpnpevos . . e& évds Sv0. 

i} yap audérepa Anmréoy Sv éexarepar vopobcrovow K.T.A. 9. 2. 

‘For either they must take the legislation of both. These 

words are resumed in é«is peév ody obros tod ovvdvacpod tpdmos and 

followed by érepos d¢ instead of repeating 7. 

The first case is a union of extremes, the second a mean taken 

between them ; the third seems to be only another example of the 

first. 

eupaiverar yap éxdtepov év ait@ Tay akpov. 9. 6. 

From the democratical aspect a polity or timocracy has the 

appearance of an oligarchy or aristocracy; from the oligarchical 

aspect, of a democracy. Aristotle cites as an example of this many- 

sidedness the constitution of Lacedaemon, which he himself else- 

where (c. 7. § 4) calls an aristocracy, but which in this passage he 

acknowledges to have many features both of a democracy and of 

an oligarchy. Cp. Nic. Eth. ii. 7. § 8, emdicdQovrat of dkpoe tis péons | 

x@pas ‘ 
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> Tous péev yap yépovras aipodyra, tis 8 eopetas peréxovow. 

I.e. ‘The people choose the elders, but are not eligible them- 

selves; and they share in the Ephoralty.’ Whether they elected 

the Ephors is nowhere expressly said. We are only told that the 

mode of election was extremely childish (ii. 9. § 23). 

> A ‘ , ‘ al a , 

emetd1) Kal TauTnv TiOewev T@y TodiTEL@v TL pEpos. 

Tyranny is and is not a form of polity, in the sense in which the 

word ‘ polity’ is used by Aristotle. Cp. c. 8. § 2, redevraiov dé mepi: 
’ Py ee , , A ‘ n o , > 

Tupavyidos eUAoydv €oTt monoacba preiay Sia TO macay HKLoTa TavTHD eivat 
- > 

moduteiav, nuiv Se THY peOodoy eivar mept Tmodireias. 

mept pev otv Baowrelas Siwpicaper ev Trois MpwToLs Adyots, €v ols mept TAS 

padiota eyonérns Bacircias erowotpeOa thy oKeypr. 

Either ‘royalty* commonly so called,’ or ‘the most truly called 

royalty,’ which would seem to be the maypBacrdela. Cp, iii. c. 16. 

riva kal wéGev Set kabiorava, Kai rds. 

Two slightly different senses are here combined in dei, 1) ‘ what 

we ought to establish,’ and 2), incorrectly, ‘how or by what means 

we may or must establish it.’ | 

tupavvidos & etn Bo per dieidopev ev ots mepi Bacidelas émeckorovper. 

Sc. iii. 14. §§. 6-10. The two forms of tyranny there mentioned 

are the hereditary monarchy of barbarians, and the Aesymnetia of 

ancient Hellas. The barbarian monarchs are here called elected 

sovereigns, though before spoken of as hereditary (iii. 14. § 6), and 

contrasted with the elected Aesymnetes of ancient Hellas, with 

whom they are here compared. 

dia 7d thy Svvapuy emadddtrew tres a’tav Kat mpds tiv Bacwdelay. 

Not ‘because their powers in a manner change into one another, 

and pass into royalty;’ for the words ‘change into one another’ 

would not be a reason why they should be spoken of in connexion 

with royalty, but ‘because the power of either of these forms of 

tyranny easily passes likewise into royalty ;’ likewise i.e. besides 

being forms of tyranny. For the use of éwad\drrew, cp. vi. 1. § 3, 

and i. 6. § 3. 

rocatra Sid Tas eipnpevas airias. 

eipnuevas, sc. in the previous sentences. ‘There is more than 
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one kind of tyranny, because the tyrant may rule either with or 

without law, and over voluntary or involuntary subjects.’ 

Aristotle now proceeds to speak of the best average constitution 11. 

to which he alluded in c. 1. § 5. . 

Tov péaov dvayKaioy Biov eivae BédricTov, Tis Exdotos evdexoperns 11. 3. 

Tuxely PETdTHTOS. ) 

The gen. peodrnros is a resumption of pécov, and depends on 

Blov. Here, as in Nic. Eth. ii. 6. § 7, the mean is admitted to be 

relative. 

radra 8 duddtepa BraBepa rais médeow. 11. 5. 

duddrepa, sc. either 1) *‘ their rogueries and their unwillingness 

to perform public duties, whether military or civil,’ or 2) simply 

‘their dislike both of civil and military duties.’ It is possible also 

that ratra dupdrepa may refer to the peyadonrdympor and puxpomdynpot, 

in which case the words én. . . dpyovou are either inserted or mis- 

placed. . | 
The dvAapyox at Athens were the cavalry officers under the 

immapxo. See Liddell and Scott. The term is also sometimes. 

used to denote civil magistrates, as in v. 1. § 11 to describe the 

oligarchical rulers of Epidamnus. fovdapyeiy literally = ‘to be 

a chief of the senate. The word very rarely occurs, and can 

here only have a generalized meaning. William de Moerbeke, 

apparently finding in some Greek MS. ¢gutapxotax, translates by 

an obvious mistake, ‘minime amant principes et volunt esse 

principes.’ For the association of political inactivity with the idea 

of crime, cp. Solon’s law forbidding neutrality in a sedition (Plut. 

Solon 20), ray & @A@v airov vépwr iios pev padvota Kal mapddo§os 6 

Kedevov Grisov civar tov év ordoes pnderépas pepidos yevouevov: and . 

Pericles in Thuc. ii. 40, povoe yap rév re pndév tavde peréxovra ovK 

dmpaypova a\N axpetov vouifoner, 

oi b¢ kaP tmepBorny ev erdeia ToUTwY TaTetvot Kiar. sea 11. 6. 

TOUT@Y, SC. TOY evTUXNpAToV K.7.A. SUPTA. 

dpxeoOat pev oddepia apyy. Ll. 7. 

Dative of the manner; ‘to be ruled in any fashion.’ 
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bor’ dvaykaiov dpiora modureveoba Tattny Tiv wédw éorly €& Sv hapev 

duce, tiv cioracw eciva tis Trews. 

‘So that a city having [like and equal] citizens, who in our view 
are the natural components of it, will of necessity be best ad- 

ministered.’ ravrnv, sc. rnv é& towv Kai dpotov .. . e& Sv k.7.A. 

TOAAG pécoiow apiora, 

‘Many things are best to those who are in the mean;’ or as we 

might say in modern phraseology, ‘The middle class have many 

advantages.’ Cp. Eur. Suppl. 238-245 :— 

Tpeis yap modirav pepides’ of pev ABv0E 

dvodedeis te tmrEWvav 7 epao dei’ 

ot § ovk« exovres Kai oravifovres Biov, 

Sewoi, vépovtes to HOdvm mdeiov pépos, 

els Tovs €xovras Kevtp adiaow Kaka, 

yAoooas movnpay mpooraray dndovpevor’ 

tpiav S€ popay 7 vy peom cater mordets, 

kdopov dudrdccove’ bvrw’ ay raén words. 

(Quoted by Oncken, ii. 225, note 1.) 

Sov re yap hv rovrav (dndoi 8 ek rijs moujoews). 

The passage referred to may be that quoted by Plutarch v. 

Solonis, c. 3, 

modAol yap mroutedou Kakoi, adyaboi dé mévovrat, 

GAN jpeis adrois od Siaperpopeba 

Ths apetns Toy mAovror. 

In classing Solon with the middle rank Aristotle appears to be 

thinking only of the tradition of his poverty and of the moderation 

inculcated in his poems. He has ignored or forgotten the tradi- 

tion of his descent from Codrus. 

ov yap hv Baowreds. 

The feebleness of the argument is striking; because Lycurgus, 

who was the guardian and is said also to have been the uncle of 

the king, was not a king, he is here assumed to be of the middle 

class! Cp. Plut. Cleom. 10, perhaps following this passage, viv dé 

Ths avaykns €xew avyyvapova toy Avkotpyov, ds ore Bacweds dy, ovr 

adpxov, iStwrns dé Bacorhever emixerpay ev Tois dmhois mponAbev eis dyopav" 

core Setravra tov Baowdéa Xapidaov eri Bapov karapvyeiv. Yet Plutarch 
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is inconsistent with himself; for he also says (Lyc. 3) that Lycurgus 

reigned for eight months, and resigned the royal office when the 

infant Charilaus was born. 

"Er. O€ kal TOv év Hyepovia yevouevwv tis “EAAddos mpds tiv map’ 11.18, 19. 

avrois éxarepor moAuretay dmoBAémovtes of pev Syyoxparias €v Tais mddect 

xabicracay, of & ddtyapxias, ov mpds Td Tov TéAEwr GvpHéepov oKOTrOvYTES 

GANA mpds Td oerepov aitav, ote did ravras rds airias 7) pydémote 

Thy peony yiveoOar modwreiay f dAvydkis Kai map ddiyots. 

Cp. Thuc. i. 19, 76, 99, 144, iii. 82 and elsewhere. 

Tav év Hyepovia yevouevwv. Either of the leading states, opposed 

to év rais édeor the states of Hellas generally. 

els yap dvip cvvereiobn pdvos trav mpdtepov [ep Hyepovia yevonévar | 11. 19. 

tautTyy a&rodotvan Thy Tdéu. 

The variety of opinions entertained by commentators respecting 

the person here alluded to, who has been supposed to be Lycurgus 

(Zeller), Theopompus (Sepulveda), Solon (Schlosser), Pittacus 

(Goettling), Phaleas (St. Hilaire), Gelo (Camerarius), the king Pau-. 
sanias II (Congreve), Epaminondas (Eaton), Alexander the Great 

(Zeller formerly), seems to prove that we know nothing for certain 

about him. Of the various claimants Solon is the most probable. 

He is regarded by Aristotle (ii. 12. §§ 1-6) as a sort of conservative | 

democrat, the founder of a balanced polity, whom he contrasts with 

Pericles and the later Athenian demagogues (cp. Solon Frag. 5, 

Snpo pev yap €dwxa récov kpdros dacov érapxei). ‘The omission of the 

name, and the words réy mpérepov, tend to show that a well known 

and traditional legislator is meant. Yet it might be argued also 

that the phrase ray ed’ iyyepovia yevouevwv seems to describe some 

one holding the position of Lysander or Philip of Macedon in 

Hellas, rather than the legislator of any single city. 

If ‘one man’ only gave this form of constitution to Hellas it: 

must have been rare indeed or rather imaginary, cp. supra c. 7. 

§ 1, dia 7d pH moddAdKis yiverba AavOdve. But how is this to be 

reconciled with c. 8. § 8? 

ep’ iryepovia yevopevor, ‘the leading men.’ For émi cp. oi ént rois 

mpdypaow. (Dem.) But are not the words a copyist’s repetition of 

Tay év Hyepovia yevouevav above ? 
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ravTnv Grodotvar tiv ragw. Not necessarily ‘to restore’ or ‘give 

back’ but more simply ‘to give what is suitable, assign,’ like [oi 

cixovoypagor| dmodiddvres tiv idiay poppyv, Poet. 15, 1454 b. 10. 

11.20, tis per ody dpiorn modireia, cat 81d tiv’ aitiav. | 

Here, as limited in § 1, dpiorn rats mAciorats médeor, 

dia tiv’ airiay, i.e. the moderation and stability of the state. Cp. 

v. 1. § 16 where it is implied that the safety of democracy is due 

to its approximation to the péon modereéa. 

11.21. Acyo d€ 7d mpis indbeow, Ste moddaKis ovons GAAns TodiTelas alpeTw- 

Tépas eviots ovbev KwAvoet ouueperv Erépay paddov eivac woAtreiar. 

‘It may often happen that some constitution may be preferable [in 

itself] and some other better suited to the peculiar circumstances 

of some state.’ 

apos ndOeow here (as in c. 1. § 4) means any supposed or given 

constitution, which may not be the best possible under the circum- 

stances, but is the one to be preferred, in some states of society. 

12.2. «vdexerar dé rd pev mordv bmdpyew érép@ pepe tis médeas, && Gv ouve- 

OTHKE LEpav 7 drs. 

‘Namely to one of those parts which make up the state’; the 

clause é€ Sv «.r.A, is explanatory of érép@ péper=érépm tau pepar. 

12.3. dou imepéxer Td Tay aropwy TAROos THy Eipnpevnvy avadoyiay. 

‘When the poor exceed in number the [due] proportion im- 

plied in the last words.’ 

12.3. Kal ris Odvyapxias Tov adtdy Tpdmoy exaorov eidos Kata THY tmEpoxny 

Tov OdvyapxiKod mANOovs. 

‘And in like manner (not only oligarchy in general, but) each 

sort of oligarchy varies according to the predominance of each 

sort of oligarchical population (sc. 6 imdpyer airi). 

12.5.  mavraxov dé mordraros 6 dSiairnrys, Svarntis & 6 pécos. 

. The middle class are the arbiters between the extremes of 

oligarchy and ‘democracy. When Aristotle calls the arbiter 6 

péoos, this is probably-meant in the same sense in which dcKcavootvy 

is said to be a mean because it fixes a mean. Cp. Nic. Eth. v. 5. 

$17, 97 S€ dikavoovvn peadrns eorly od rdv aitdv tpdmov rais mpérepov 

aperais, GAN’ 6re péoov eoriv, and Vv. 4, § 7, Aw Kat drav dudicByraow, 
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emt tov Sixaoriy Karapevyousw" To 8 em rdv Stxacryy lévar iéva eoriv eri 
e 3 - 

7d Sikaov’ 6 yap Sixaoris Bovderat civac oioy Sikavoy Eyyyvxov’ Kal (nroiot 

Sixagriy pécor, kal kadodow enor peoidious, @s, €dv TOD pégoU TYX@AL, TOD 

Stxaiov TrevEdpevot, 

dvaykn yap xpdv@ tore ek Tay Wevdadv dyabav anbes cupBivat kaxdy" ai 12. 6. 

yup mreovekiat Tay mAOVCio amoAAVovat padXAov Ti» ToduTelav 7) ai Tod Snpov. 

Aristotle gives no reason for this statement. He may have 

thought that the designs of an oligarchy are more deeply laid and 

_ corrupting, while the fickleness of the multitude is in some degree 

_ a corrective to itself’ The oligarchies of Hellas were certainly 

\. worse than the democracies: the greatest dishonesty of which the 

\\ Athenians were guilty in the Peloponnesian War (Thue. iv. 23) is 

far less hateful than the perfidy of the Spartans narrated Id. iv. 80. 

. The cruelty of the four hundred or of the thirty tyrants strikingly 

\contrasts on both occasions with the moderation of the democracy 

which overthrew them. 

\It is a curious question, which we have not the means of answer- 13. 

ing, whether all these. artifices (copiopara) are historical facts or 

only inventions of Aristotle, by which he imagines that the democracy 

or oligarchy might weaken the opposite party. Some of them, 

such as the pay to the people, we know to have been used at. 

Athens: but there is no historical proof, except what may be 

\ gathered from this passage, that the richer members of an oligarchi- 

cal community were ever compelled under a penalty to take part 

in the assembly, or in the law courts. Cp. infra p. 178 note: also | 

‘ce. 15. § 14-18, 

Tois pev peydrny, Tois dé pixpdv, Somep ev trois Xapdvdou vdpors. 13. 2. 

Yet the penalty must have been relatively as well as absolutely 

greater or smaller, or the rich would have had no more reason for 

going than the poor for abstaining. The meaning is not that 

Charondas inflicted a larger fine on the rich and a proportionally 

small one on the poor for absence from the assembly ; but generally 

that he adapted his fines to the circumstances of offenders. 

eOéXover yap of wévynres Kal pa petéxovres TaY Tynav Hovyxiay exewv, eav 13. 8. 

py bBpity ris adrobs pyre aparpyrar pnbev rhs odcias. 

The connexion is as follows: ‘The qualification must be such 
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as will place the government in the hands of a majority [and then 

there will be no danger]: for the poor, even though they are not 

admitted to office, will be quiet enough if they are not outraged.’ 

év Madtevor S€ 4 pv modureia Hy ex TOUT@Y K.T.A. 

‘Among the Malians the governing or larger body was elected 

from those who were past service, the magistrates from those on 

actual service’; the past tense (jv) has been thought to imply 

that the government had changed possibly in consequence of Philip 

and Alexander’s conquests: compare a similar use of the past, v. 1. 

§ 11 respecting the government of Epidamnus, and note. 

dor év tots inmedow elvat thy ioxiv. 

Yet the tendency of some of the Greek states to the use of 

cavalry was as much due to the suitability of large regions, such as 

Thessaly, for the breeding and support of horses, as to the form of 

government. Nor can the remark be true of Greek oligarchies in 

general, considering how ill suited the greater part of Hellas was 

to the training or use of horses, Cp. supra c. 3. § 3, a passage 

in which Aristotle has made a similar observation. 

as viv kadodpev modttelas, of mpdrepov éxddovv Snpuoxparias. 

I.e. what appeared to the older Greeks to be a large governing 

class was to the later Greeks a small or moderate one. 

kari Thy ovvtagw paddov vréepevov Td apxerOar. 

1*) Some word like doeveis has to be supplied from odéyou ovres 

ro mAqOos before kara tiv ovvra€w; Or 2) Kata Thy ovvragw may be 

taken after iméuevory, ‘and also through a (want of) organization, 

they were more willing to endure the dominion of others.’ 

Tid dé Kai Kowh Kat yopis epi éxdorns Aéyouev mepl rdv ehekns, 

AaBdvres apxiny Tv mpoonKovaay avrar. 

From a consideration of the differences between states, and the 

causes of them, Aristotle in his accustomed manner, proceeding 

from the whole to the parts, passes on to consider the mode in 

which different powers are constituted in states, cc. 14-16. He 

will hereafter show how the wholes are affected by the parts. 
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A somewhat similar discussion occurs in bk. vi. c. 8. See note 

on vi. 1. § 1. 

éore b€ ray Tpidv rovrwy (sc. popiwv) év pév re Td Bovdcvdpevov mepi 14. 2. 

Tov Koway, Sevrepoy Se 73 wep Tas Gpxas (Todto 8 eotiv ds Sei kai river 

civac kupias, kal molay twa dei yiverOar tiv aipeow adray), rpirov dé tu 7d 

dixagor, 

Aristotle divides the state, much as we should do, into three 

parts, r) the legislative, (which has in certain cases power over in- 

dividuals ; see infra § 3): 2) the administrative or executive : 3) the 

judicial. The words rotro & éoriv seem to refer back to dei Oewpeiv 

tov vouobérny. But if so there is a verbal irregularity. For the 

duties and modes of appointment to offices are not a part of the 

state, but questions relating to a part of the state. 

rt not interrogative, to be taken closely with év and with rpérov. 

Nothing more is known about Telecles. From the manner in 14. 4. 

which he is spoken of he appears to have been an author rather 

than a legislator. ¢ rf modirela rod Tydexdéovs is said like év rf 

modireia Tov TAdrevos, ii. 1. § 3, iv. 4. § 11. 

gos dv SéOp. 14. 4. 

Some word implying the right of succession to office has to be 

supplied, e. g. 7 dpxy from ras dpyds. The same phrase occurs infra 

C. 15. § T7~ 

avmevar dé pdvov 14. 4. 

is governed by eis pév rpdmos above. 

Gos 8€ rpdros K.T.A. 14. 6. 

A reduplication of the preceding, although there may also be a 

shade of distinction in the greater stress which is laid upon voting 

and scrutinies. Here, as in other places (c. 4. §§ 22-24; c. 6. 

§§ 3, 4), we have a difficulty in discriminating Aristotle’s differences. 

There is only an incomplete order in the catalogue of democracies. 

First of all comes the most moderate, in which the assembly plays 

a very subordinate part, then two more which are almost indis- 

tinguishable, lastly the most extreme. | 
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ra & Ga ras dpyds diorxeiv aiperas odcas, daas évdéxetar’ rovadra 8 

clay Goas dpxeww dvayxaioy Tods émvotapévous. 

The words écas évdéxerar can only mean ‘as many elective offices 

as canbe allowed to exist in a democracy consistently with the 

democratic principle of electing the magistrates by lot.’ The 

excepted magistracies will be those in which special skill or know- 

ledge is required. Cp. vi. 2. § 5, ro KAnporas eivat tas dpxas } mdoas 

# Goat pr eumetpias déovra Kai réxyns. Susemihl has introduced «Anpo- 

ras ov« before évdéxerac—doas otk evdéyerar KAnpwris eivat’ Toradrar & 

eioly referring to aiperds. _ But the change has no MS. authority, and 

though ingenious is unnecessary. 

drav dé pd wavtes Tov BovdeverOar petexwouv aN’ aiperoi, Kata vopov 8 

dpxaow aomep Kal mpdrepov, ddvyapxixdv. 

Opposed to the milder woNercx? ddvyapxia in the previous sentence, 

and repeated with greater emphasis in the words which follow 6Ac- 

yapxixiy dvayKatov eivar thy ra&w radrnv (§ 9). pa) wdvres, i.e. ‘not all 

[who possess the required qualification].’ Yet these latter words, 

which are necessary to the sense, are wanting in the text. 

Compare for several verbal resemblances, supra c. 5. 

rav 8€ ddAwv dpxovres, Kat odrot aiperot } KAnpwTol. 

For in an aristocracy or oligarchy, as in a democracy, a magi- 

strate might be elected by lot, but only out of a select class. 
° 

dpworokpatia pév i modcreia. 

Aristocracy is elsewhere said to include numbers, wealth, and 

virtue; here the aristocratical element seems to reside in the 

magistrates who have superior merit, and control the whole 

administration of the state except war, peace, and the taking of 

scrutinies. | 

Compare c. 7. § 3; c. 8. §§ 3, 9, in which the near connexion 

between aristocracy and polity is pointed out. 

Sujpynrac pev odv rd Bovdevdpevoy mpos Tas modiTElas ToUTOY Tov Tpdror, 

kai Sioiket éxaorn modurela KaTa Tov eipypevov Sropiopdv. 

kara Tov eipnuévov Siopicpdy, i.e. each constitution will be variously 

administered according to some one of the principles on which 
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the governing body is elected, e.g. out of some, or out of all; and 

as acting either according to law, or without law, etc. 

dwoxet has been changed into dioice: and Siorceira, for which 

latter there is perhaps the authority of Moerbeke, who reads dzs- 

ponitur. Butno change is needed. For use of dcorkeiv, cp. v. 10. § 36. 

ouppeper S¢ Snuoxparia tr padior eivar Soxovon Snuoxparia viv KT.A. 14. 12. 

Aristotle remembering the short life of the extreme democracy 

which is above law, proposes various ways of strengthening or 

moderating it; he would have the notables take part in the 

assembly; and he would enforce their attendance by the impo- 

sition of penalties analogous to the fines which the oligarchy 

inflict on judges for neglect of their duties. (Cp. v. cc. 8,9 on 

the preserving principles of state.) 

Of the advantage of combining the few with the many sera can 

be no question: but will the upper.classes ever be induced to take 

an active part in a democracy? ‘They have not done so in France 

or America; may we hope that they will in England? 

drroxAnpody Tovs m\eélous. 14. 13. 

I.e. he on whom the lot fell was not included, but. excluded 

until the numbers were sufficiently reduced. 

aipodyra dé Kal mpecBevrai. 15. 3. 

‘Even ambassadors, whom we might be more inclined to call 

magistrates, and who are elected by lot, are érepdv re mapa tas mods- 

Tyuxas dpxds,’ 

olov orpatnyds oTparevopevar, 15. 3. 

SC. émipeXetrae implied in émipedecdv. 

GANG tadra Siapéper mpds pév Tas xpnoers ovbev ws eimeiv’ od yap ww 15. 4. 

Kplows yéeyover audioBnrovvtey rept Tov dvduaros. exer Sé tu’ &AAyv Sravon- 

TUK} mpayparelay. 

‘Verbal questions, such as the definition of an office, are of ‘no 

practical importance, although some intellectual interest may attach 

to them.’ dAAnv is redundant. 

paddoy ay tis drophcese. 15. 5. 

I.e. rather than dispute about the name. 
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Bedriov exacrov epyov ruyxdve tis emysedcias povoTpaypatovans }} 

moAuTpayparovens. 

Cp. Plat. Rep. ii. 370 B ff. 

kai mérepov kara 7d mpaypa Sei Siarpeiv } Kara Tovs avOpwrovs, Neyo F 

oiov éva tis evKoopias, % maidwv Gov kal yuvackar, 

Two offices are mentioned in the latter part of the sentence: 

cp. infra § 13, madovdpos kai yuvatxovduos: and vi. 8. § 22, idia be 

Tais oxoAaoTiKwrépais Kal paddov einuepovoas mddEow . . . yuvatkovopia 

- » « madovopia k.T.A. 

€tepar ev érépais, olov ev pev Tats aproroxpariats ex memadevpevor. 

‘Differing,’ i. e. in the character of those from whom the election 

is made. ‘Though the word érepa is inaccurate, the meaning is the 

same as that of érépov, which Susemihl, on very slight authority, has 

introduced into the text. 

mérepoy Siapeper . . . i) TYyXavovor pév TWes OvoaL Kal Kat’ avTads Tas 

Suahopas Tay dpyay, éore & Grou ocvpépovow ai adrai. ba : 

The alternative mérepov diahéper x.7.d. is repeated and expanded. 

‘ Are offices the same in different states, or not the same? Are they 

the same, but elected out of different classes in aristocracy, monarchy, 

oligarchy, democracy? Or do the offices differ naturally according 

to the actual differences in forms of government, the same offices 

being sometimes found to agree and sometimes to disagree with 

different forms of government, and having a lesser power in some 

states and a greater in others? For example, has the president of 

the assembly, in whatever way appointed, the same functions at 

Sparta and at Athens? Are not probuli suited to an oligarchy, a 

censor of boys and women to an aristocracy, a council to a 

democracy? And will they be equally suited to other forms, or 

may not their powers require to be extended or narrowed?’ 

According to this explanation the natural order of the words is 

somewhat inverted, for rav dpyéy is taken with rwés: and with kar’ 

aitas tas Siapopas has to be supplied rév modcrecdv from xara ras 

modiretas Supra. We may also supply modureiae with ruvés, and 

translate ‘may not some states essentially derive their character 

from offices.’ But the abrupt transition to a new subject (dpyat) 
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in the next clause shows this way of taking the passage to be inad- 

missible. | 

Bekker (2nd Edit.) after Victorius reads d:apopai for ras duadopas. 

- of réocapes rpdror 

olov ) Tv mpoBovrA@v* avrn yap ov Snuoxparixy. 

mpdBovdor, as he says vi. 8. § 17, are oligarchical officers, because 

they alone have the initiative, and, therefore, the people cannot of 

themselves make any change in the constitution ; supra c. 14. § 14. 

eiat 8 ai Siadopat x.7A. 

48. 13; 

15.14-18. 

The meaning of the text may be illustrated by the following 

scheme :— 

i. tives of xaOiordyTes Tas 

e -~ @ 
ol Tpes opol, 

ii. é« river. iii, riva tpdrov. 
apxas. 

a re Se ete ind, + aia AeA sine 
a) i) wayres. a) i) ée mavTow. a) ij aipéce, 
b) 4 Twés. b) i ex Twhv dpwpopévav. 5) H KAnpy. 
c) } rds pev mdvres, rds = c) 7) Tds pev ex mavtov, cc) i Tas pey alpéce, tds 

“62 Tivés, Tas 8’ é« Twa. 5e KAnpy. 
1 Eh Se a eas ge: 

ai rpets S:apopat. ai rpets Siaopai. ai rpeis Siapopat. 

of dwdeka TpOTot, 

I, waves de mavrevy «6g fA. Twes ee mavtov = a. TOs pev dpxas mavTes, Tds 
aipécet. 5 aipéce. £ dé tives Ex mavTwv aipéecet, 

2. mavres éx navtavy «© |B. ties é« mavrwy &| B. rds pev navres, rds St tives 
Knpy. g KANpY. S éx ravTaVv KANPY. 

3. mavTes ex TWaV 8 C. twis é« Twav s y. Tas pev naytes, Tas 5 TivEes 
aipéoet. Ss aipéce. 3 éx Tay aipécer. 

4. Tavres ée Tay & | D. twits ee twav & | 5, Tds pev mayTes, TAs 5e TES 
KAnpY. ) KANpY. 8 éx Twav KAHpw. 

ot ovo cuvovac ol. 

Ta prev KAnpY. 7a 52 aipéce. 
TQ pev &k navTov. Ta be é« Tidy. 

All, or some, or all and some, elect out of all, or some, or out of 

all and some, by vote or by lot ; or by vote and by lot. 

VOL. IL. N 
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The three modes give rise to twelve possible varieties : 

All elect by vote out of all, 

by lot out of all, 

by vote out of some, 

by lot out of some ; 

Some elect by vote out of all, 

by lot out of all, 

by vote out of some, 

by lot out of some ; 

All and some elect by vote out of all, 

by lot out of all, 

by vote out of some, 

by lot out of some ; 

and to the two further combinations (of dv0 cvvdvacpoi): partly by 

vote and partly by lot, partly out of all and partly out of some. 

It is not to be supposed that, even in such a ‘bazaar of con- 

stitutions’ (Plat. Rep. viii. 557 D) as Hellas furnished, all these 

different forms of government were really to be found. Aristotle 

derives them not from his experience of history, but out of the 

abundance of his logic. 

aomep ev Meydpots. 

Cp. y. 3. § 5 and 5. § 4, where the overthrow of the Megarian 

democracy is attributed to the corruption and oppression prac- 

tised by demagogues; also Thuc. iv. 74 (though it is not certain 

whether Aristotle is speaking of the return of the exiles there 

mentioned or of some earlier or later one); and Arist. Poet. c. 3. 

§ 5, 1448 a. 32, where he refers to an ancient democracy existing 

in Megara, of which the recent establishment is deplored by 

Theognis, line 53 ff., Bergk. There was an alliance between 

Athens and Megara in 458 (Thuc. i. 103, 114), which terminated 

at the battle of Coronea 447; probably during the alliance, but 

not afterwards, Megara was governed by a democracy. In the 

eighth year of the Peloponnesian War the oligarchs were in exile, 

but were restored by the influence of Brasidas. In the year 

B.c. 375 the democracy had been re-established: Diod. xv. 40. 
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rovroyv & ai pev dvo K.7.d. 15. 19. 

The vote is considered less democratical than the lot: both are 

admissible in a democracy, but it is essential to its very nature 

that all should elect. If any limitation takes place the government 

becomes an aristocracy or a polity, which alike tend to oligarchy 

in so far as they reduce the number of electors or of persons who 

are eligible, though differing in other respects. When some only 

appoint, in whatever manner, out of all, or all out of some, and 

the elections do not take place all at once (dua, i.e. when the 

governing body retire by rotation), we have a constitutional govern- 

ment, which inclines to an aristocracy when the two opposite 

principles of ‘some out of some’ and ‘some out of all’ are com- 

bined. The high oligarchical doctrine is ‘some out of some, by 

vote or by lot or by both,’ the lot being employed in an oligarchy, 

as in a democracy, to exclude favour or merit. Cp. v. 3. § 9. 

yiver Oa, 15. 19. 

If genuine, is used in a pregnant sense=xabiorac6a, the con- 

struction being changed from the active, which is resumed in the 

clause which follows, to the neuter or passive. Though the word 

appears to disturb the sentence, it is found in all the MSS. 

ddryapxtxa@repov S€ Kai 7d e& duchorv. 15. 20. 

e€ dudoty seems naturally to mean ras pev ex navrov, tas € ek Tiwary, 

cp. § 19 fin. But if so the same words which here describe the 

oligarchical government, are applied in the next sentence to the 

polity or constitutional government which inclines to aristocracy. 

Nor can any reason be given why the election ‘ out of all and out 

of some’ should be ‘more oligarchical’ than the election out of 

some. Another way of taking the words is to explain ¢é dudow as 

a double election. But in this passage ¢é is always used to intro- 

duce the persons out of whom the election is made; and therefore 

«€ dpdoiy could not=dyudoiy. Some corruption of the text is 

probable; the numerous repetitions are likely to have confused 

the eye of the copyist. 1d ¢« rwav dudoi is the ingenious and 

probably true emendation of Mr. Evelyn Abbott. If the principle 

of ‘some out of some’ is maintained, the election in both ways, 

i.e. by vote out of persons elected by lot, or by lot out of persons 

N 2 
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elected by vote, would clearly be more oligarchical than the simple 

election by vote or by lot. 

py yevdpevoy & dpoilws, 

sc. ddvyapxixdv. These words which are translated in the text 

‘though not equally oligarchical if taken by lot’ would be better 

rendered ‘and equally oligarchical if not appointed by lot’ (Stahr): 

that is to say, whether appointed by vote or by lot they would 

equally retain their oligarchical character, if some were chosen out 

of some. 7 must be taken with yevdpuevor, 

A > ~ > cal 

Tivds €k TIWav auoip. 

‘In both ways,’ sc. KAnp@ kal aipéoes. 

tiva S€ riot ouppéepe kai mas Set yiverOat tas Katacrdcets Gua Tats 

Suvdpeot Tov dpx@y Tives ciciv, ora havepdr. 

Neither the reading nor the meaning of this passage is quite 

certain. Some MSS. and the old translation omit* kai before rives, 

thus referring tives ciciy to Suvdyeot. If with Bekker and several 

MSS. we retain xai before rives eioiv, the words may receive differ- 

ent interpretations. Either 1), ‘how to establish them and what 

their powers and their nature are will be manifest,’ i.e. need no 

explanation ; or 2), ‘we shall know how to establish them and their 

nature when we know their powers.’ 

ro év Ppearroi Sixaornptov. 

Nothing certain is known about this court; it is here spoken 

of only as a matter of tradition. The cases of which it took 

cognizance were rare, and therefore it is not strange that the court 

which tried them should have become obsolete. According to 

Pausanias (i. 28. § 12) Phreattys was a spot in the Piraeus near 

the sea, whither banished persons, against whom some fresh 

accusation was brought after their banishment, went to defend 

themselves out of a ship before judges who were on the land. 

This explanation is repeated by several of the scholiasts; but 

Aristotle, with much greater probability, supposes the banished 

man to offer himself for trial of the original offence. So in Plat. 

Laws ix. 866 D, a law is proposed, probably founded on some 

ancient custom, that the banished homicide, if wrecked upon his 
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native shore, should sit with his feet in the sea, until he found an 

opportunity of sailing. 

GAAG mept pev TovTav adeicba Kai THY hovikav kal rav Eevixdv, wept 5¢ 16. 5. 

TOV TOALTLKOY A€ywpev, mept Sv pu) yevouevoy Karas Stacrdcets yivovrat Kat 

TOV ToALTELGY ai KWHCeElsS. 

This sentence appears to be out of place; for no special mention 

occurs of political causes in what follows; but the writer at once 

returns to his former subject, and treats the appointment of judges 

on the same principles which he has applied to the appointment 

of other magistrates. It is possible that they connect with the 

beginning of Book v, and that the rest of the chapter is only 

a repetition in an altered form of c. 15. §§ 17-22. 

ol Tpomot Térrapes. 16. 5, 6. 

The scheme on which judges are appointed, though abridged, 

is the same as that on which magistrates are appointed; and the 

various modes correspond in like manner to different forms of 

government, 

The judicial institutions of a country reflect the political, but 

with a difference. The legislature is active, the courts of law are 

passive ; they do not move until they are set in motion, they deal 

with particular cases which are brought before them by others; - 

and through these only do they rise to general principles. They 

do not make laws, but interpret them; nor can they set aside 

a law unless by appealing to a higher law. They are the con- 

servative element of the state, rooted in habit and precedent and 

tradition. 

But there is also a certain analogy between the political and 

judicial institutions of a country. Ina free state the law must be 

supreme, and the courts of law must exercise an independent 

authority; they must be open and public, and they must include 

a popular element. They represent the better mind of the nation, 

speaking through certain fixed forms ; and they exercise indirectly 

a considerable influence upon legislation. They have their place 

also in the education of the people: for they, above all other 

instructors, teach the lesson of justice and impartiality and truth. 

As good actions produce good habits in the individual, so the 
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laws of a state grow and strengthen and attain consistency by 

the decisions of courts. 

That Aristotle was not ignorant of the connexion between the 

judicial and political institutions of a people is shown by his 

remark that ‘Solon established the democracy when he consti- 

tuted the dicasteries out of the whole people’ (ii. 12. § 2). 



BOW hw WM. 

The first sentence implies that we are approaching the end of 1.1. 

the treatise; but see Essay on the Structure of the Aristotelian 

Writings. ! 

ére 8€ cwrnpiat tives kal Kows Kal xopis éxdorys eioiv, Err 82 Sd tive 1. I. 

av padtota odLouto tay mohitevdv Exdory. 

The latter of these two clauses is bracketed by Bekker in his 2nd 

edition as being a mere repetition of the preceding. If spurious 

it is probably a duplicate incorporated from some other ancient 

form of the text, not a gloss. But Aristotle often draws over- 

subtle logical distinctions, and in striving after completeness he 

may easily have written: cernpia tives and dia tivov dv c@foro, with 

little or no difference of meaning between them. 

dei Sé mparov trodaBeiv Thy dpxyy. La. 

The last words may be either 1) taken adverbially; or 2)* may 

be the accusative after imodafeiv, 1) ‘We must in the first place 

begin by conceiving’ or 2)* ‘we must in the first place conceive 

our starting point to be.’ 

7d Sixavov Kat 7d Kat’ dvadoyiay icov. 1 ef 

In Bekker’s 2nd edition kai is altered to «iva without MSS. 

authority. The sense thus obtained would coincide with the 

conception of justice in the Nic. Eth. v. 3. § 8. 

But the same thought is less accurately expressed by the text. 

The «ai here, as elsewhere in Aristotle, may be taken in the sense 

of zd est. Cp. Nic. Eth. i. 6. § 2, 7d 5€ Kad’ aird kai 7 odcia mpédrepov 

TH pice tod mpds tt: Metaph. iv. 14, 1020 b. 3, ra dkivnra Kai ra 

pabnparika where ra dxivyra = ra pabypatixd. And it may be further 

argued that the more general form of words is better suited to this 
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passage. For Aristotle is here expressing not his own opinion but 

the consensus of mankind. And although the democrat in some 

sense acknowledges proportional equality, he would hardly go so 

far as to say that justice is identical with it. The reading of the 

MSS. is therefore preferable. 

In Book iii. cc. 9 and 12 it has been assumed that justice and 

proportionate equality, not mere class interests, are the principles 

on which the state is based and which give a right to citizenship. 

Aristotle proceeds to show how the neglect or misconception of 

these principles leads to the overthrow of states. 

of & ws Gucor Gvres mAEoventeiy Cnrovor Td yap mAEiov avcor, 

The last words are an explanation of mAcovexreiv. Cp. Nic. Eth. v. 

2.§ 9, rd pev yap mréov drav anor, 7d 5€ Gcov ob ray Théor, 

nuaptnpéeva & andes «ict, , 

Spengel reads jpapryxvia d€ rod dmAGs, though there is no trace 

of variation in the MSS. Nearly the same meaning may be 

elicited from the text as it stands: ‘They are perversions, when 

regarded simply,’ i.e. ‘by an absolute standard of justice’; that is 

to say, their justice is relative to aristocracy, oligarchy or demo- 

cracy, and hence becomes a cause of revolution. 

Aw kai ai peraBodal yiyvovra dixas. | 

The commentators are puzzled to find a connexion for these 

words, which the various reading d«atws shows to have been an 

ancient difficulty. Either 1)* the particle 6 is attributable to 

the superabundance of logical expression and therefore is not to be 

strictly construed ; or to the condensation of two clauses into one, 

the word é:x@s referring to what follows: ‘ Hence arise changes ; 

and in two ways. Or 2) we must gather, however obscurely 

indicated, out of what has preceded some distinction corresponding 

to that between changes of forms of government and changes of 

persons and parties under the same form of government. Love of 

equality may perhaps be thought to lead to a change of the con- 

stitution; impatience of inequality to a change of persons and 

offices. But this connexion of ideas, if intended, is not clearly 

stated. It would be rash, after the manner of some editors (Con- 
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ring, Susemihl, etc.), in a book like Aristotle’s Politics to infer a 

‘lacuna’ between the words ordcewy eiow and dev oracidfovew from 

the want of connexion. | 

Somep év Aaxedaipovi pact Avcavdpdy tives émtxetpjoa Karadvoat rip 1. 10. 

Baourelav. 3 

Cp. Plut. Lys. 24-26 for an account (partly taken from Ephorus 

and wearing rather an improbable appearance) of the manner in 

which Lysander by the aid of oracles and religious imposture 

conspired to overturn the monarchy of Sparta and to throw open 

the office of king to the whole family of the Heraclidae, of which 

he was himself a member; or, according to another statement, to 

all the Spartans. 

Tlaveaviay tov Baorhéa. 35 xe, 

He was not king, though of the royal family ; cp. Thuc. i. 132, 

dvdpa yévous re tod Bacideiov byra Kai ev TH wapdvte Tyshv Exovra (Irei- 

orapyxov yap Tov Acwvidov dvra Baoihéa Kal véov Ere dveyrios dv érerpdrevev). 

The same mistake is repeated in vii. 14. § 20. 

kat év "Emddpve dé peréBadey i modereta Kara pdptov avti yap ray 1. 10, IT, 

gudrdpxwv Boudiy éroincay. is dé rv “H\talav emdvaykés éotw ere Tov 

€& T@ Wodttedpate Badifew ras dpxds, Grav émupnpit{yra apxn tis. 

dAvyapxixdr S€ Kat 6 dpyov 6 els Hv ev TH wodureia Tavrp. 

The revolution at Epidamnus was only partial. The change of 

gvAapxot into a Bovd? made the state less oligarchical. Cp. vi. 8. 

§ 17, xadeirae 5€ [7d Kvpwoy rijs modireias] évOa pév mpdBovro .. . Smov 8é 

mAOds €ote Bovry padrov. But according to an ancient custom in 

the governing body the magistrates (ras dpxas = rods dpxovras) were 

required to go to the Heliaea at every election—this relic of 

oligarchy survived in the democracy. A like oligarchical spirit 

was indicated in the appointment of ‘the single magistrate’ (cp. 

iii. 16. § 1). 

It is also possible to take the words in another way, connecting 

Trav év TO Toitevpare With eis riv ‘HAsaiav instead of with ras dpyds. 

‘It was compulsory that the magistrates should attend the assembly 

of the ruling classes, when a certain magistracy took a vote: re- 
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quiring it.’ Which of the two modes of translating the passage is 

correct, we can only guess, as we have no independent knowledge 

of the procedure mentioned. The latter is the mode of taking 

them adopted by Miiller (Dorians, iii. 9. § 6); but the use of “HAvaia 

simply in the sense of an assembly, and not as a proper name, and 

therefore its construction with rav év r@ modiredpare is doubtful. 
tév é€v TO wodrevpart, Either 1)* the ruling class; or better 2) 

the governing body. The two meanings cannot always be clearly 

distinguished. Cp. c. 6.§ 11; iv. 6.§ 9 and v. 4.§ 2. Compare 

also iii. 7. § 2, éwet 8€ modireia pév Kat moAirevpa onpaiver Tadrdy, moXi- 

revpa 8 éari rd Kipiov tay médewov, and infra v. 8. § 5, Trois eéw ris 

mrodreias Kal Trois €v T@ Twodrevpart, Which show that the two mean- 

ings of wodirevpa, as Of modcreia, like the two senses of the English 

word ‘ government’ or ‘ state,’ pass into one another. The genitive 

is partitive. 

6 adpyov 6 els Hv. fv iS omitted in several MSS. and is not 

confirmed by iii, 16.§ 1, ( . .. moddot mowdow eva kvprov rijs Scor~ 

Knoews’ ToavTN yap apxn Tis éott Kal wept "Emidauvov) where Aristotle 

speaks of the single Archon at Epidamnus, not in the past, but in 

the present tense. Yet it is not impossible that he may have 

spoken of an office which had recently existed at Epidamnus, first, 

in the present, and afterwards, more correctly, in the past tense. 

c mavtaxov yap dia To ducov % oTdows* Ob phy Tors dvicors Smdpyxet 

dvdhoyov' didios yap BaciWeia ducos, av 7 év ivors* dAws yap Td ioov 

(nrovryres otactaf{ovoty, 

ov piv ...toos is a parenthetical explanation of the word aducor. 

1) ‘ Certainly to unequals there is no proportion.’ According to 

this way of taking the passage dvddoyoy is the nom. to tmdpxe. 

2) Others supply 16 dco from the preceding sentence (sc. imdpyet 

dvddoyov). ‘*I mean the inequality in which there is no proportion.’ 

This is illustrated by anexample. 3) Others again connect avddoyov 

with rots dvicos. ‘ Not that real inequality exists among those who 

are only proportionately unequal.’ According to any explanation the 

connexion is harsh: and therefore there is some reason for suspect- 

ing that a marginal note has crept into the text. 

The punctuation of Bekker, who places a comma after 16 xar’ 
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déiay, in his 2nd Edition (see note on Text) accords with his 

correction of the text in § 2, duodroyotvrav rd Sixaov elvar rd Kar’ 

dvadoyiay ico instead of Kat 76 Kar’ dvadoyiay. 

evyevera yap Kali dpern ev dALyous, Taito 3 €v mAetoow, 1. 14. 

The antecedent of raira is wealth and poverty, latent in dyjpos 

and édcyapxia. The conj. tdvavria, adopted by Bekker following 

Lambinus in his 2nd Edition, is unnecessary. 

drropou dé moAXol rroAAayod. 1. 14. 

‘But there are in many places a large class of poor.’ Some 

MSS. read e®opo, some omit moddoi, and it has been contended 

by Stahr that dopor d¢€ kai etropor modAaxod is the true reading. But 

the text, which is the reading of several Greek MSS. and is con- 

firmed by Moerbeke, is better. 

70 d€ dwAG@s twavtn Kab’ éxarépay terayOat THY icdtnta advdov. 1, 14. 

‘Either equality of number or equality of proportion, if the only 

principle of a state, is vicious’: cp. infra c. 9. § 13; iv. 13. § 6; 

vi. 5. § 2. 

amd Tob mpwTou Kal Tod év dpyy Yuaprypevov. 1. 15. 

jpaptnnévov is to be taken with rod mporov as well as with rov 

€v apxj. 

) Mpos THY ddeyapxiay. 1. 16. 

édvyapxia is here used for the oligarchical party, rots dAcyous, 

parallel to djpos in the previous clause, although in the preceding 

sentence the same word means a form of government—an example 

of Aristotle’s transitional and uncertain use of language. 

avrg dé mpos abrdv, 6 re kai dgvoy eimeiv, od eyyiyverae tH Snuw oraors. 1, 16. 

This reflection is probably true of Greek democracies, but can 

hardly be justified by modern experience either of the Italian 

Republics, which swarmed with factions and conspiracies, or of 

France in the first French revolution, or of England under the 

Commonwealth, or of Switzerland in the war of the Sonderbund, 

or of N. America in the war of North and South, or of the S. 

American Republics. Differences of character, climate, religion, 

race, affect democracies as well as other forms of government. 
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ert O€ 4 €k Tav pég@v modirela éyyuTépw TOG Sypou H  Tav Sdiywr, 

HwEep cory dohareotdtn tev TovovTwY TroALTeLov. | 

Aristotle is giving a further reason why democracy is safer than 

oligarchy, because it more nearly approximates to the péon moNureia, 

which is the safest of all such forms of government, [i.e. of all 
except the perfect one]. Cp. iv. 11. § 14. 

qmep refers to 9 €k Trav pécwy Toditeia, Towvrey=the imperfect 

forms. 

An obscurity arises from the inversion ofthe subject. The 

sentence=6juos éeyyutépw tis Tv pécwy TodiTelas i 7) TOY dAlyor EoTe 

THs Tov perv modireias, ‘The meaning would be improved if, as in 

some MSS., 4 before ray ddtyor was omitted. 

The mas éyovres, tivwy evexer, tives apyat Tov otacewv are the mate- 

rial, final and efficient causes of revolutions. 

meEpi hs 40n TvyxXavoper eipyKdres. . 

Sc. in what he has said about toov and dwoov in the previous 

chapter. 

ai & airia Kai dpyai tav Kwicewy, Obev adroit te Siaribevrar Tov eipn- 

pévoy tpdrtov Kal Tept Tav AexOevTwr, Core pév ds Tov dpipov Exrd rvyxd- 

vovew ovoat, érrt & ws maAelous. 

The seven causes are képdos, tyun, UBpis, PdBos, tmepoxn, Kara- 

pdrnats, avfyots mapa 7d dvddoyov. Or, according to another way 

of reckoning (dAdov rpéror), other elements, partly the same, and _ 

partly different, are added, viz. épiela, ddrywpia, puxpdrns, dvopoudrns, 

As often happens both in the Politics (cp. bk. iv. c. 1) and in 

the Ethics (cp. vii. cc. 1-10) of Aristotle, the order in which the 

cases are at first enumerated is not the order in which they are 

afterwards discussed; the latter is as follows: tBpis, népdos, rymn, 

imepoxn, PoBos, karappdvyors: the rest retain their original place. 

mept Tov Aexbevrwav. To be taken closely with rév eipypévor rpdrov, 

‘in the manner which I have described, and about the things which 

I have described,’ sc. xépSo0s and ria to which rois eipypevors (§ 5) 

also refers. 

GAN’ ovy aoattws, 

SC. dcavTws ta’td. They are the same and not the same. .‘ The 
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love of gain seeks gain for itself, the love of honour is jealous 

of honour bestowed upon others.’ 

dia puxpdrnra, , 2. 6. 

sc. tis kwincews. Cp. below, c. 3. § 10, ére dua 7d mapa puxpdr 

héyo 8€ mapa puxpdy, dre modAdkts AavOdver peyddrn ywonévn peraBacrs TOV 

vopipev, Srav mapopaot rd puxpdy x.t.A, for the explanation of. the 

term. 

ovvéstnoay of yropipo. emt rov dijpov da tas emupepopevas Stkas. 3. 4. 

This and the revolution in Rhodes mentioned below (§ 5) ap- 

pear to be the same with that of which a more minute but some- 

what obscure account is given in c. 5. § z2—mentioned here as 

illustrating fear and contempt; in c. 5, as showing that revolutions 

arise from the evil behaviour of demagogues in democracies; two 

accounts of the same event taken from different points of view, 

but not inconsistent with each other. Rhodes was transferred 

from the alliance of Athens to Sparta in 412, and remained the 

ally of Sparta until- after the battle of Cnidos in the year 394 B.c. 

when the people, assisted by the Athenians, drove out the notables 

who were afterwards restored by the help of Teleutias the 

Lacedaemonian B.c. 390. Diod. Sic. xiv. 97; Xen. Hell. iv. 8. 

Whether this latter revolution can be identified with the émavd- 

otaois mentioned by Aristotle is uncertain. 

dua ras emupepopévas Sikas. Cp. infra c. 5. § 2, where the suits 

against the rich at Rhodes appear to have been brought by private 

individuals ; also Thuc. iii. 70. 

olov kat ev OnBais pera thy ev Oivopiras payny Kakds woAcrevopevar 7 8. 5. 

Snpoxpatia diepOdpn. 

Yet the destruction of the democracy seems hardly consistent 

with the preponderance which the Athenians retained in Boeotia 

during the nine years following the battle of Oenophyta (456), at 

the end of which time, and not until after they had won the battle 

of Coronea (447), all the Boeotians regained their independence. 

(Thuc. i. 112.) Compare as bearing on Aristotle’s knowledge of 

Theban history, infra c. 6. § 15, and note. 

7) Meyapéav [8ypoxparia SiepOdpy | 80’ dragiav kal dvapxiav HrmOévrov. 3, 5, 

Probably the same event mentioned infra c. 5. § 4, but apparently. 
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not the same with the revolution in Megara, mentioned in Thuc. 

iv. 74, which occurred after, and in consequence of, the retirement 

of the Athenians (s.c. 424); possibly the same with the occasion 

mentioned in iv. 15.§ 15, when the government was narrowed to 

the returned exiles and their supporters. See on iv. 15. § 15. 

év Supaxoverats mpd ris Téwvos rupavvidos, 

SC. 7 Sypoxparia duepOdpyn. According to the narrative of Herod. 

vii. 155, the yauépo were driven out by the Syracusan populace, and 

returned under the protection of Gelon, to whose superior force 

the Syracusans opened their gates. The destruction of the demo- 

cracy may therefore be said to have been caused by the violent 

conduct of the people towards the landowners. But if so, the 

contradiction which Mr. Grote finds between the statements of 

Herodotus and Aristotle admits of a reconcilement. See note on 

c. 43, vol. v. 286, original edit. He thinks that for Gelo we should 

substitute Dionysius, and observes that the frequent confusion of 

the two names was noted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Antiq. 

Rom. vii. c. 1. p. 1314. 

év Tdpayre yrrnbevray. 

Called by Herodotus (vii. 170) ‘the greatest slaughter of Greeks 

within his knowledge.’ Diodorus, ‘the Sicilian, (xi. 52. § 5), 

apparently in ignorance of the geography of Italy, says that the 

Iapygian victors pursued the Rhegians into the town of Rhegium 

(a distance of about 200 miles), and entered with them! 

Snpoxparia éyévero €k moXeretas. 

Cp. vi. 5. § 10, 11, where the Tarentines are described in the 

present tense as being under a sort of mod:refa Or moderate demo- 

cracy, to which they probably reverted at some time later than that 

referred to in the text. In the Syracusan expedition they were 

hostile to the Athenians (Thuc. vi. 44), and are therefore not likely 

at that time to have been a democracy. 

kat éy"Apyer rav év TH EBSSun drodopévar bird KXeopevous tod Adkwvos 

qvaykaoOnoay mapadé~acbar Tey mepioikwy Tivds. 

The meaning of the name Hebdomé was unknown to the Greeks 

themselves. The victory of Cleomenes over the Argives is men- 
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tioned in Herodotus (vi. 76-83), Pausanias (iii. 4), and in Plutarch 

(De Mulierum Virtutibus, iv. 245 D). In the narrative of the latter 

various plays on the number seven occur, which probably origin- 

ated in the word é88éuy. The number of the dead slain by Cleo- 

menes is said to have been 7777: the battle is said to have been 

- fought on the seventh day of the month (€B8épp iorapévov pyvés, Ib.) ; 

or during a truce of seven days which Cleomenes violated by 

attacking the Argives during the night, he arguing that the seven 

days did not include the nights, or, perhaps with better reason, that 

vengeance on an enemy was deemed preferable to justice both by 

Gods and men (Apophth. Lacon. 223 B). The word may have 

been the name of the wood mentioned in the accounts of Herodotus 

and Pausanias (loc. cit.) or of some other place* called after the 

number seven ; but more likely of a festival held on the seventh day, 

which gave its name to the battle. 

drodouévey bd KNeopévovs k.7.A. Read in the English text: ‘the 

Argives, after their army had been cut to pieces.’ 

kal ev AOnvas &tuxouvtwv me(H of yrdpysor éAdrrovs éyévovro bid 7d x B. 7. 

Katadyou orparever Oat ind Tov Aaxwnixdy médepov. 

The xardAoyos émdirév mentioned in Thuc. vi. 43, kal rovrov 

*AOnvaiov pev aitav joav mevraxdowo pev Kal xidvoe €k Kataddyov, and 

elsewhere, Xen. Mem. iii. 4. § 1, in which the Ojres, or lowest of 

the four classes, were not included. 

ék xaraddéyov. Every one was obliged to take his turn in the 

order of the roll, and no substitutes were allowed, because the 

number of soldiers willing to offer themselves was not sufficient. 

ind rov Aaxwvxdy médepov. As in the Syracusan expedition, to 

which the word drvxovvrey chiefly refers. Cp. Thuc. vii. 27. 

Tredveav yap Tav arépwv yiwopever. 3. 8. 

Most of the extant MSS. are in favour of edrdpav. But arépar, 

which is the reading of the old translator, is not wholly inde- 

fensible. The meaning may be that power falls into the hands of 

the few, either when the poor become more numerous, or when 

properties increase ; the extremes of want and of wealth coexisting 

in the same state. The two cases are really opposite aspects of 

the same phenomenon, ‘ when the citizens become more and more 
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divided into rich and poor.’ The argument from the more difficult 

reading is in favour of dréper, 

év "Oped. ’ 

A later name of Hestiaea in Euboea, or rather (Strabo x. p. 446) 

of an Athenian city established in the time of Pericles, on the same 

site, to maintain control over Euboea. After the fall of Athens it 

passed into the hands of Sparta and received an oligarchical con- 

stitution, reverting to Athens in the year 377. Probably at this 

time xareAvOn 7 ddAvyapxia. For another reference to Hestiaea, which 

never entirely lost its old name (Pausan, vii. p. 592), see c. 4. § 4. 

téedos & obBevds Apxov. 

ovOevds is taken in the text as the genitive of value. If this way 

of explaining the word is rejected as unidiomatic, or rather, not 

likely to be employed when according to the more familiar idiom 

ovdevds would be governed by ipxov, we may adopt the emendation 

of Bekker’s 2nd Edition, dm’ otdevds. 

olov Tportnvios *Axatol ovvexnoav SvBapw, efra melovs of Axatol yevd= 

pevor €&¢Badov rods Tporlnvious’ Sev 7d ayos ovvéBn Trois SvBapiracs. 

The foundation of Sybaris (B.c. 720) is recorded in Strabo vi. 

p. 263, but nothing is said of the joint occupation of the place by 

the Troezenians: nor of the curse, The fall of Sybaris is attri- 

buted to a very different cause in a gossiping story told by 

Athenaeus xii. p. 520, of a Sybarite having beaten his slave at the 

altar to which he fled for refuge. A rather fabulous account of the 

war between Sybaris and Croton, in which Milo the athlete figures 

as a sort of Heracles, is given by Diod. Sic. xii. 9. 

kal €v Goupiots SuBapirat Trois cvvorknoacty. 

Sc. éeraciacay or some similar word gathered from the preceding 

sentence. For a more detailed though not very trustworthy nar- 

rative of the event referred to, see Diod. Sic, xi. 90; xii. 10, 11. 

Thurii being founded on the site of Sybaris, the Sybarites who 

joined in the colony naturally looked upon the country as their own. 

Zaykdaior S¢ Sapulovs bimodeEduevor e€émecoy kai airoi. 

This, which is one of the blackest stories in Greek history, is 

narrated. at length by Herodotus yi. 23. The Zancleans had 
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invited Hippocrates tyrant of Gela to assist them against Anaxilaus . 

tyrant of Rhegium, but were betrayed by him and delivered over 

to the Samians. 

Supaxovow pera Ta Tupavvixa Tors Eevous Kal rovs proOoddpous Todiras 3. 13. 

Totnodpevor €oraciacay Kai eis paynv HAGov, 

Another instance of the danger of incorporating foreigners in a 

state. The foreigners in this case were the mercenaries of Hiero 

and Gelo, After the expulsion of Thrasybulus they were allowed 

to remain in the city, but deprived of political privileges. The 

narrative of their revolt, of their seizure of Acradina and Ortygia, 

and of the troubles which followed the attempt to drive them 

out in the ill-fated island of Sicily, is to be found in Diod. 

xi. 72 ff. 

kat "ApoperroNiras SeEdpevor Xadkideav droixovs eEémecov irs rovrwv oi 3. 13. 

mcioTOL AUTOY, » 

avtay is to be taken with of mAciorot, which is in partitive appo- 

sition with ’Audurodira. The event referred to cannot be shown 

to have any connexion with the revolt of Amphipolis during the 

Peloponnesian War (Thuc. iv. 105). Nor do we know of any 

other event which corresponds with the account given either here 

or in c. 6. § 8 where the revolution is spoken of ‘as an insurrection 

against an oligarchy, made by the aid of Chalcidians’ who had 

settled in the place. But an oligarchy could not have existed 

under the control of Athens; nor would a democracy be likely to 

have joined the Peloponnesian confederacy. 

oracagovet & év pev rais ddvyapyiats k.T.A. 3.14, 

‘There are other differences besides those of race which divide 

cities. ‘There may be two cities in one (c. 12. § 15), both in 
oligarchies and democracies.’ ‘This general reflection is intro- 

duced awkwardly amid the special causes of revolutions in states. 

But a similar confusion of general and particular occurs in several 

other passages; e.g. iv. 4. § 22 fff, 

xabadmep eipnrar mpdrepor. 3. 14, 

Probably c. 1. §§ 3, 4. 
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_ Koropaxat kai Norteis. 

That the Colophonians and Notians were torn by dissensions: 

may be gathered from Thucydides iii. 34. 

HadXov Syporexot of Tov Tetpaa oixodvres Trav Td dorv. 

The great power of the democracy at Athens dated from the 

battle of Salamis; and as the sailors were the lowest class of 

citizens, naturally the Piraeus was its head-quarters. Liberty was’ 

saved by the fleet in the days of the Four Hundred; and when 

driven out of Athens by the thirty took refuge at the Piraeus, from 

which it returned victorious. 

yivovrat pev ovv ai ordoets ov mepi piepav GAN ek puKpav. ) 

Do not wars or revolutions always or almost always arise from. 

a combination of large public and political causes with smalf 

personal and private reasons? Some spark sets fire to materials 

A... 

previously prepared. If Herodotus overestimates the personal and 

private causes of great events, does not Thucydides underestimate 

them, explaining everything on great principles and ignoring the 

trifles of politics to which Aristotle here directs attention? The 

course of ancient or of modern history taken as a whole appears 

to be the onward movement of some majestic though unseen power; 

when regarded in detail, it seems to depend on a series of accidents. 

The Greek was a lover of anecdotes ; and for him this gossip about. 

trifles had a far greater interest than the reflections of Thucydides: 

upon the course of human events. (See Introduction, vol. i. p. xcii.): 

pereBare yap » Toditela K.T.A. 

The same story is told with additions and embellishments by 

Plutarch ‘ Praecepta gerendae reipublicae’ p. 825 C. 

d0ev mpoohapBadvorres Tovs ev TH MoAtTewpaT. SieoTagiacay mdvras. 

Here as infra c. 6. § 8 the word d:ecraciacay may be causal and 
active, ‘ they took the members of the government to their respective 

sides and so split all the people into factions.’ (Cp. xaracractd(eo- 

6a v. 6.§ 14). Or as in the English text (taking dcacraciito, 

like oraoid{w, as a neuter) ‘they then drew all the members of the 

ruling class into their quarrel and made a revolution,’ 
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© Gore kat rd ev abrij pexpdv dudprnya dvddoydv éare mpds ta ev rois 4. 3s 

GXots pépeoc. | 

The argument is that the beginning is half the whole, according 

to the old proverb, and therefore that an error at the beginning 

is equivalent to half the whole amount of error. The proverb is 

again cited, Nic. Ethics i. 7. § 20. 

kat ev Aeopois ek kndeias yevonévns Siapopas dpxn macay éyévero trav 4 5+ 

otdcewy Tay Uotepov. Re 

This narrative, like the story of the Syracusan affair, is told, but 

in a more romantic manner, in the passage of Plutarch quoted 

above (Praec. geren. reip. p. 825 B) and also by Aelian, Var. 

Hist. xi. 5. The narrative of Plutarch contains the names of the 

persons concerned, Crates and Orgilaus, and is therefore probably 

taken not from Aristotle but from some other source. rév ordcewy 

x.7.A., the sacred war to which another origin is assigned infra in 

§ 7. See Essay on Contributions of Aristotle to History, 

kal mept Murvanuny dé €€ emtkAnpav ordcews yevouévns ToAda@v éyévero 4. 6. 

dpxi) Kak@y Kal TOO ToA€uwou Tod mpds "AOnvatous, ev @ Ilayns AaBe tiv 

mddAw aditav’ Tipopdvous yap tay eimdpwy twos Kkatadimdvros dio Ovya- 

Tépas, 6 tept@abeis Kai ov AaBay rots vieow aitod Adgavdpos fpke tijs 

ordcews Kai Trois A@nvaiovs mapwéuve, mpdgevos dv ris rodeos. 

No mention of Doxander occurs nor is there any hint of this 

story in Thucydides (iii. 2 ff.). The revolt of Mitylene is ascribed 

in his narrative entirely to political causes, and was long pre- 

meditated. The only point of coincidence between the two 

accounts is the mention of the proxenus, who is said in Thucy- 

dides to have given information to the Athenians. ‘They are not, 

however, necessarily inconsistent: for Aristotle may be speaking 

of the slight occasion, Thucydides of the deeper cause. Nor can 

any argument be drawn from the silence of the latter. He may 

have known the tale, but may not have thought fit to mention it, any 

more than he has recorded the singular episode of the suicide 

of Paches in the public court on his return home, recorded by 

Plutarch iv. 8 (Nicias 6). There is also an omission in the account 

of Aristotle which is supplied by Thucydides. For the proxenos 

who gave information to the Athenians is afterwards said to have 

02 
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repented, and to have gone on an embassy to Athens petitioning 

for peace (Thucyd. iii. 4). Such stories as this about Doxander 

have been common in modern as well as in ancient history ; they 

are very likely to be invented, but may sometimes be true. 

Mnason, according to Timaeus, was the friend of Aristotle. 

(Athenaeus vi. p. 264). 

7) €v Apeio may Bovdr evSoxipnoaca ev Tois Mndckois. 

According to Plut. Themistocles c. 10 Aristotle narrated that ‘at 

the time [of the battle of Salamis] when the Athenians had no 
public resources the council of the Areopagus gave to each sailor 

a sum of eight drachmas and thus enabled the triremes to be 

manned.’ Whether such a statement was really to be found in 

Aristotelian writings, perhaps in the Polities to which it is com- 

monly ascribed, or whether Plutarch is confusing the more general 

statement of Aristotle contained in this passage with information 

which he had derived from some other source, is uncertain. 

CUYTOVOTEpaY Toijoat Tiv ToALTEiay, ! 

Cp. iv. 3. § 8, ddvyapyixds pév ras ovrtoverépas Kal SearoriKwrépas, 

Tas & dveipévas kal padaxds Snyorikds, SC. moAtrelas. ovivTovos Means 

the more highly pitched note given by the greater tension of the 

string, and hence the stricter and more rigid form of government. 

6 vautixds OxAos ‘yerdpevos airios Tis mepi Sadapiva vikys Kal 81d TadTHS 

THs Hyepovias 81d thy Kata Oddatray Sivapwy, ry Snpoxpariay icxuporépay 

€roinge. 

dua ravrys, SC. THs vikns, ‘ by means of this victory.’ 

Ths wWyepovias, SC. airtos yevduevos, 81a THv Kata Oddarray Sivapw fol- 

lows rijs Hyepovias. 

Plut. Arist. 22 says that after the battle of Salamis Aristides 

extended the right of voting to the fourth class. He had already 

‘mentioned in c. 13 that many of the higher classes had fallen into 

poverty ; they would therefore have been degraded but for this 

extension, The merits and sufferings of all classes in the war 

were a natural justification of such a measure. The nobility and 

the common people vied with one another in their defence of 
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‘Hellas against the invader. No element lay deeper in the Hellenic 

character than the sense of superiority which all Hellenes acquired 

in the struggle with Persia. 

_ wept Thy ev Mavrwveia pany. 

I.e. the first battle of Mantinea (419 B.c. described by Thuc. 

v. 70-74) in which, though the Argive army was defeated, the 

1000 chosen Argives (doubtless belonging to the noble families) 

remained unconquered, and cut their way through the enemy. 

There is nothing in the account of Thucydides inconsistent with 

this statement, though he naturally dwells more on the influence of 

Lacedaemon in effecting the change of government (Ib, 81). 

4.9. 

> , ¢ Qn ” , “ ’ “ , a ‘ 
€v Supaxovoats 6 Oipos airtos yevouevos Tis vikns Tov modepou Tov mpds 4, g, 

*A@nvaious ex moXtreias eis Snuckpatiav pereBader, 

These words are not in perfect accord with the statement of 

Thucydides that the Athenians were unable to cope with the 

Syracusans because they had a form of government like their own, 

Thue. vii. 55; but they agree with Diod. xiii. 34 fin., who says that 

the extreme form of democracy was introduced at Syracuse by 

Diocles after the overthrow of the Athenians. Nor is Thucydides. 

quite consistent with himself; for the overthrow of the Athenian 

expedition was effected by the aristocratic leader Hermocrates and 

by the aid of Corinthians and Lacedaemonians. (See Essay on Con- 

tributions of Aristotle to History.) 

kal ev ’ApBpakia. 

See note on English text. Ambracia is said to have been 

founded by Gorgus, who is described by Antonin. Liberalis (i. 4. 19° 

ed. Westermann) as the brother of Cypselus (cp. Neanthes apud 

Diog. Laert. i. 98, who says that the two Perianders were dveyuot 

a\Andows): by Scymnus (454) he is called his son. Periander is 

supposed by Miiller (i. 8. § 3) to have been the son of Gorgus ; but 

this is conjecture, _ Whether there was any real connexion, or 

whether the stories of relationship arise only out of an accidental 

similarity 9f names, it is impossible to determine, | 

c , ” 

. of Suvdpews airiot, 

‘Who are the causes of the power of a state:’ cp. supra, 

. Io, 
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§ 9, 5 dSipos atrws yerduevos ris vixns. ‘The elements. of strength 

~ are also the elements of danger. 

4. 13. 

5. 3. 

Ore pev yap eamarnoavres . . . dpyovow avrar k,T.d. 

I.e. when fraud is succeeded by force or the old fraud by a new 

one. To take an example from Modern History, as the presidency 

of Louis Napoleon was succeeded by the coup d’éa/, and ended in 

the plebiscite by which he was made Emperor of the French; or as 

in ancient history the tyranny of Gelo and Hiero was acquiesced in 

after a time by their Syracusan subjects. 

olov én trav terpaxocioy tov Sipov e&nratncav, packovres Tov Baciea 

xpnpara mapetenv. 

Cp. Thuc. viii, 53, where Peisander demonstrates to the Athenian 

assembly that their only hope lay in the alliance of the Persian 

king. \ 

Wevodpevot. 

‘Having once told the lie’ which, it is inferred, was detected. 

kat €v ‘Pdd@’ piabodopay te yap of Snpaywyol endpifov, kal éxddvov 

drodidvar Ta GheiAdpeva Tois tTpinpdpxos* of dé dia ras emupepopevas Sixas 

nvaykdoOnoav ovoravres katadicat Tov Sjpov. 

‘ The demagogues gained influence over the assembly by procuring 

pay for them: [probably they obtained the money for this purpose 

by not paying the trierarchs]. These were sued by their sailors or 

other creditors, and, not having been paid themselves, were unable 

to pay others; so in self-defence they overthrew the government.’ 

Such appears to be the meaning of this passage, a little amplified, 

on which no light is thrown from other sources, 
The revolution here mentioned would seem to be the same as 

that which has been already referred to, supra, c. 3. § 4. The 

words dia ras emipepouévas dixas occur in both passages. 

karevOn dé kal év “Hpakdcia 6 dijpos. 

Probably the Heraclea of Pontus founded by the Megarians in 

B.C. 559. The poems of Theognis imply that already in the sixth 

century B.c. a democratical party existed in the mother-city. Nine 
‘ 
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places bear the name of Heraclea. ‘The Heraclea in Pontus is. 

the most important of them and may be presumed to be meant 

when there is no further description as here or in c. 6. §§ 2, 3. 

4) €v Meyadpots catedv6n Snpoxparia. 5. 4. 

Cp. supra c. 3.§ 5. 

i} Tas mpooddous rais Aevrovpyias. 5. 5. 

Some word containing the idea of diminishing has to be supplied 

from dvaddcrovs rotodvres. 

_ Demagogues like Cleon, Lysicles, Eucrates, Hyperbolus, Cleo- 5, ¥, 

phon, were of a different type from Peisistratus or Periander, and 

equally different from Hiero and Gelo or Dionysius the First. 

Three reasons are given for the frequent attempts to establish 5. 8. 

tyrannies in early Greek history—r) there were great magistracies 

in ancient states; 2) the people were scattered and therefore 

incapable of resistance; 3) the demagogues were trusted by them, 

because they were supposed to be the enemies of the rich. 

Mesiotparos cracidacas mpos Tovs medtakovs. 5.9. 

According to the narrative of Herodotus, i. 59 ff., Attica was at 

this time divided into factions, that of the inhabitants of the plain 

led by Lycurgus, and of the sea coast by Megacles, to which was 

added a third faction of the inhabitants of the highlands whom 

Peisistratus used as his instruments. He was restored to the tyranny 

by a combination of his own adherents and those of Megacles 

against the inhabitants of the plain. 

Ocayevns ev Meydpors. 5. 9. 

Theagenes is mentioned in Thuc. i. 126 as the father-in-law of 

Cylon the conspirator; and in Arist. Rhet. i. 2, 1357 b. 33, as an 

example of a tyrant who like Peisistratus had asked for a guard. 

Awovicwos karnyopav Aadvatov, 5. 1a. 

Cp. Diod, Sic. (xiii. 86, 91, 92) who narrates how Daphnaeus, 

having been elected general by the Syracusans, failed to relieve 

Agrigentum and on the motion of Dionysius was deposed from 

his command. 
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ex THs Tatplas SnoKparias. 

The same phrase is used in ii. 12. § 2 where Solon is said to 

have. established #4 marptos Snuoxpatia, the ancient or traditional 

democracy, ‘the good old democracy,’ as opposed to the later and 

extreme form. 

dxos S¢ rod } ph ylverOar } rod yiverOa qrrov rdb-ras udds hépew 

Tovs dpxovras, ada pul) wav'ra Tov Sipor, 

TOU py yiverOa, SC. KUptoy Toy Sipov Tey vépev = ‘a remedy against 

the people becoming master.’ That is to say, when the magistrates 

- were elected ‘by the tribal divisions the power of the people was 

not so great as when they voted all together. | 

When the larger units of government or representation are broken 

up. into very small ones, local interests are likely to be preferred to 

the general good, and local candidates for office take the place of 

better men—a nation ceases to be inspired by great political ideas, 

and cannot effectually act against other nations. On the other hand, 

if England, or France, or the United States were represented in the 

national council only as a whole, what would be the result? Aris- 

‘ totle might have replied that a state is not a state in which 

30,000,000 of people are united under a single government, or are 

represented in a single assembly, having no other connecting links ; 

nor yet when they are subdivided into parishes; cp. vii. 4. § 11. | 

These are extremes by which a principle may be illustrated, but 

no one would think of accepting either alternative. The question 

which Aristotle here touches has a modern and recent interest to 

us, and may be put in another form: ‘ What should be the area of 

a constituency?’ Some considerations which have to be kept in 

view are the following: 1) The facilities of locomotion and com- 

munication; 2) The habit or tradition of acting together among 

the natives of a country or district; 3) The question of minorities— 

should the aim of a constitution be to strengthen the government, 

' or to give a perfectly fair representation of all parties, opinions, 

places? 4) The greater opportunity of a political career afforded 

by more numerous elections and smaller bodies of electors ; and, 

-on the other hand, 5) The greater independence of the representa- 

tives of large constituencies ; and 6) The advantages or disadvan- 
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tages of local knowledge and of local interests have to be placed in 

the scale. We may conclude that in so far as the political life of 

‘a country is affected by the area of representation, it should not be 

‘so extended as to interfere with the power of common action ; nor 

so localized that the members of the national assembly cease any 

longer to think in the first place of great national interests. 

ai 5 ddtyapxiar peraBdddovor did S00 pddiota tpdmous Tors pavepo- 6. I, 2. 

Tarous ... €xet dé kal 7) €& GAAwv apyy ordcews Siapopds. 

According to c. 1. § 16, év pév ydp rats ddcyapyias eyyivovrat dSvo, 7 Te 

mpods dddjhous ordors Kai &re i mpds tov Sjuov there are two modes of 

revolutions in oligarchies,—1) That arising from dissensions among 

the oligarchs themselves; 2) that arising from dissensions between 

the oligarchs and the people. The order of the two is reversed in this 

passage. The first which is here the second is generalized into ‘ that 

arising from those outside the governing body’ (# ¢& d\Awy, § 2), under 

which four cases are included (see Introduction). To éa pév (§ x) cor- 

responds grammatically pddora dé, which introduces one of the cases 

of ordovs arising ¢é dAdov although the leader comes é€ airijs tijs dkvyap- 

xtas. The other mode of revolution from within is discussed at the end 

of § 5 kwodyra: dé x.7.4., with which the second main division begins. 

ev Nagm AvydSapts, 6.1. 

For a silly story about a bargain. over some fish which is said to 

have been the origin of the revolt led by Lygdamis at Naxos, see 

Athenaeus viii. 348 who derives it from the Nagiwv modzreta in the 

so-called ‘ Polities’ of Aristotle. 

exer Oé kal  &§ GdAwv dpxi) craves Siaghopds. 6. 2. 

Goettling would interpret @dAov as=addA@r 7 tod mAyOovs which 

is harsh. The conjectures airév and ddAnAov seem, at first sight, to 

simplify the passage, as everything from pdduora & in § 1 onwards 
would then apply to the same mode of ordous () e& airadv): but 

Aristotle in § 2 expressly distinguishes the «émopo. who are not 

in the government from the oligarchs, and therefore a revolution 

begun by them could not be described as arising e€ ddAjAwv or 

e& avray, 
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6. 2.. olov év Mavoanria. 

In vi. 7. § 4 Massalia is described by Aristotle, speaking 

probably of a later period, as having enlarged the narrow oligarchy 

by the admission of new citizens, The oligarchy thus became 

more like a moNcreia (rodurix@répa eyévero f dAvyapxia). 

6.3. The difference was settled, not by throwing open the govern- 

ment to a lower class, but by the admission in greater numbers of 

members of the same families. 

6.5. ray év rh modtreia, 

Here the members of the governing body, see note on c. 1. § ro. 

6.6.  €v rots rpidxovra ’A@nynow ot mept Xapixdéea toxvoay rods tpidkovra 

Snpaywyodvres, Kal €v Trois rerpaxociots of wept Bpvrrxov. 

From Xenophon’s Hellenics ii. 3 we might be led to infer that 

Critias was the leading spirit of the thirty, but in Lysias contra 

Eratosthenem § 56,p. 125, we find that the name of Charicles precedes 

that of Critias among the leaders of the more extreme party. 

Charicles and Critias are also named together among the vopoOérat 

“whom the thirty appointed in Xen. Mem. i. 2. § 31. 

It is singular that the leadership of a party in the 400 should 

be ascribed to Phrynichus who was late in joining the attempt 

(Thuc. viii. 68) and was soon assassinated (c. 92). He was how- 

ever a man of great ability and is said by Thucydides to have shown 

extraordinary energy when he once took part. 

6.6. Kai &v dcais ddtyapyxiats ovx odroL aipodyra Tas dpxas e€ dy of apxovrés 

eiou. 

The people will always be able to elect those members of the 

oligarchy who favour their interests. ‘The representative depends 

upon his constituents, and must do their bidding. The remark of 

Aristotle is true, and admits of several applications. Yet the 

opposite reflection is almost equally true, that the popular repre- 

sentative easily catches the ‘esprit de corps’ of the society in which 

he mingles, and of the order or assembly to which he is admitted. 

6.6. dmep & ABid@ ovveBawer, 

We cannot be certain whether these words illustrate of ém\trat } 

6 djjpos or 6 Siyos only. That the membership of a club should 
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have been the qualification for an office of which the election was 

in the hands of the people is remarkable (see note on § 13 infra). 

kal Grou ra dixacrnpia pi) ek ToD TohiTedpards eorw" Snpaywyovrres yap 6. 7. 

mpos Tas Kpioets petaBadAover Ty modureiay. 

Compare ii. 12. §'3, where Solon is said to have established the 

democracy by appointing the courts of law from the whole people. 

yivovras S€ peraBodal ris dduyapyxias kal drav dvakooaor ra ida Corres 6. 8. 
> a“ 

agedyas. 

So Plat. Rep. viii. 555 D. Compare also infra c. 12. § 17. 

Hipparinus, the father of Dion, was the chief supporter of 6. 8. 

Dionysius (Plut. Dio c. 3), who married his daughter. 

# Kat ev Ailyivyn 6 thv mpagw tiv mpds Xdpnra mpagas evexeipnoe pera- 6. g. 

Bakeiy thy modureiay, 

Probably the well-known general Chares who flourished between 

367-333 is here intended. He was a man who, in spite of his 

disreputable character, contrived by corruption to maintain a great 

influence over the Athenian people in the decline of their glory. 

Of the transaction here referred to nothing more is known. 

dia TOLaUTHY airiay, 6. 9. 

Sc. Oia 76 dvak@oat ra ida rods evmdpous (avras doehyas. 

OTe pev ovv emixepovoi te Kiveiv, bre dé KAEwTOVTL Ta Kowa" GOev mpds B. Q. 

abtods cracidCovew i obToL # of mpds TovTOUs paydpevot KAEemTOVTAS. 

airovs=‘ the government, or the other oligarchs, from whom the 

theft is made.’ 

ovror=‘the thieves or peculators.’ The revolution arises in two 

ways, from the attack either of the thieves upon the government, 

or of the government upon the thieves. 

époiav th Tav év Aaxedaipove yepsyTav. 6. II. 

I.e. the election of the Elean elders, besides being an election 

out of certain families (Suvacrevrixyy), resembled that of the Lace- 

daemonian elders who were chosen but ‘in a ridiculous fashion’ by 

the whole people. See ii. 9. § 27. 
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Timophanes was a Corinthian general, who was about to be- 

come, or for a short time became, tyrant of Corinth. He was slain 

either by the hand (Diod. xvi. 65), or at the instigation, of his 

brother Timoleon (Plutarch, Timoleon, c. 4). 

Ty mepl Tiyrov. 

odyoy is found in all the Greek MSS. and in the old Latin trans- 

lator. It shews at any rate the faithfulness with which they copied 

an unmeaning reading. ipov which is adopted by Bekker in both 

editions is an ingenious conjecture of Schlosser. Simus, if he be 

the person mentioned in Demosthenes (de Cor. p. 241), was a 

Larissaean who betrayed Thessaly to king Philip. 

év "ABvd@ ent Tav ératpiav dv jv pia y “Iduddov, 

The name of Iphiades occurs in Demosthenes (in Aristocratem, 

p. 679), where it is said that his son was, or ought to have been, 

given up as a hostage to the Athenians by the town, not of Abydos 
but of Sestos, It will be remembered that at Abydos (supra c. 6. 

§ 6) some of the magistrates were elected by the people from a 

political club. The manner in which he is spoken of would lead 

us to suppose that Iphiades was tyrant of Abydos, and that by the 

help of his club he had overthrown the oligarchy. 

Of the great Euboean cities Chalcis and Eretria, as of so many 

other Hellenic states which were famous in the days before the 

Persian War, little is known. We are told in bk. iv. 3. § 3 that 

the Chalcidians used cavalry against their opponents, and there is 

an allusion in Thuc. i. 15 to the ancient war between Chalcis and 

Eretria which ‘divided all Hellas,’ again mentioned by Herod. v. 99. 

trav & év OnBas kur ’Apyxiov. : 

The only Archias of Thebes known to us was an oligarch, who 

betrayed the citadel of Thebes to the Spartans, and was afterwards 

himself slain by Pelopidas and his fellow conspirators. An oligar- 

chical revolution could not therefore be said to have arisen out of 

his punishment. Yet the uncertainty of the details of Greek history 

in the age of Aristotle should make us hesitate in assuming a second 

person of the name. The mention of Heraclea in juxtaposition 
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with Thebes may suggest that this is the Heraclea not in Pontus, 

but in Trachis. Cp. note onc. 5. § 3. 

ediAoveiknoay avtovs. 6. 15. 

Const. preg. =uArovecxodyres ediwxov. The infinitive deAjvat helps 

the construction of atrovs, ‘They carried their party spirit against 

them so far.’ 

dua 1d dyav SeomoriKds eivae Tas dvyapxias. . . } ev Xi@ ddvyapxia, 6, 16. 

The Chians in the later years of the Peloponnesian War were 

governed by an oligarchy: cp. Thuc. viii. 14. The island was 

recovered by Athens under the Second Empire, but again revolted 

in the year 458. ‘The population is said to have been largely com- 

posed of merchant-seamen, supra, iv. 4. § 21. 

modddkis yap 75 Taxbevy mpStov Tiunpa ... rods pécovs 6.17. 

is an accusativus pendens; ‘Often when there has been a certain 

qualification fixed at first... the same property increases to many 

times the original value,’ etc. 

od pévroe Sia tadrdv ddLyor. yp 

The exclusiveness of aristocracy and oligarchy is equally the 

ruin of both, though arising in the one case from the fewness of 

men of virtue and good manners, in the other from the fewness of 

men of wealth and birth. ” 

Tlap@eviat (ék trav dpoiwy yap joar). 7.3 

According to the legend the Partheniae were the progeny of 

Spartan women and of certain slaves or citizens of Sparta called 

énevvaxrot, ‘They had in some way incurred the reproach of ille- 

gitimacy or inferiority. The fertile imagination of ancient writers, 

who were clearly as ignorant as ourselves, has devised several ex- 

planations of the name: they were the children of Spartans who 

remained at home during the Messenian war and were made 

Helots (Antiochus of Syracuse, fr. 14 Miiller Fr, Hist. Gr. vol. i. 

p- 184); or of Helots who married the widows of those who had 

fallen in the war (Theop. fr. 190 Miiller i. p. 310); or of the 

youngest of the army who had not taken the oath to remain until 
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the war was finished (Ephor. fr. 33 Miiller i. p. 247), and were sent’ 

home to beget children. 

7.2. Avoavdpos. 

For the narrative of the later life of Lysander and of his attempt 

to open the Spartan monarchy to all the Heraclidae of whom he 

himself was one, and of his overthrow by Agesilaus whose claim to 

the kingdom he had previously supported, see Plutarch’s Life of 

Lysander, 24-26. 
\ 

7.3.  Kwddor 6 Thy € “Aynowd@ cvotynoas éribeow ent rovs Swapriaras. 

For a very curious account of the conspiracy of Cinadon, to 

which he was instigated by a desire to become one of the Spartan 

peers, see Xen. Hell. iii. 3. §§ 4-11. 

én’ ’Aynowdo if genuine must mean ‘against Agesilaus’ and (less 

directly) against the Spartans. 

7.4.  Sndov d€ kat rodro éx ris Tupraiov Tmouoews THs KaAovperns Edvopias. 

See Bergk Frag. 2-7, p. 316. 

7.4. Hanno is mentioned by Justin, xxi. 4. He is said to have lived 

‘in the time of Dionysius the younger about the year 346 and to 

have attempted to poison the senate and raise an insurrection 

among the slaves. Being detected and taken he was crucified with 

his family. 

7.5. Taita yap ai modureial re metp@vrat puyvivat kat ai woddal T&y Kadov- 

-- péva@v aptoroxpartiar. 

taira refers to ra dvo, democracy and oligarchy. The great 

difficulty is the combination of the many and the few; not of 

virtue with either, except from the circumstance that it so rarely 

exists: cp. iv. 7. §§ 3, 4, and cc. 8. § 8. 

7.6.  Seahépovor yap trav dvopafopévev modtre@v ai apioroxpariat ToUTw, Kal 

Sia Todt ciciv ai perv Hrrov ai dé paddAov pdripo aitav. tas yap damo- 

kAwwovoas paddov mpds Thy ddtyapxlav dpiotoKparias Kadovow, Tas dé mpds 

TO mAnOos moderetas. 

rour@ and 6:4 rodro have been taken as follows: 1)* ‘ Aristocracies 

differ from what are termed polities in the number of elements 
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which they combine (supra § 5), and the nature of the combination 

makes some of them more and some less stable.’ The words 

which follow return to dcapepovor: ‘there are such differences ; 

‘for those of them which incline more to oligarchy are called 

aristocracies, those which incline to democracy, polities.’ 

_ 2) rovrm and a rodro may be thought to refer rather to what 

follows than to what precedes. ‘ Aristocracies differ from polities 

in that polities include numbers, and because of this difference 

some of them are less and some of them more stable, some inclin- 

ing more to oligarchy or the government of a few, others to polity, 

which is the government of a larger number.’ 

Susemihl takes the whole passage nearly in the same manner : 

3) ‘Aristocracies differ from the so-called polities in this respect 

(i.e. in having the three elements of 8juos, wdovros, dper} instead of 

the first two only), and for this reason, the former of these two 

kinds of governments (atrér) are less stable and the latter more so. 

For those which incline rather to oligarchy are called aristocracies, 

and those which incline to democracy are called polities; and for - 

this reason they are safer than the others: for the greater number 

have more influence, and because they have equality they are more: 

content.’ Polity has only two elements, while aristocracy has 

three. The dios being one-half of the polity but only one-third of 

the aristocracy are better pleased with the existing government and 

therefore less disposed to revolution. 

This way of explaining the passage gives an excellent sense. 

But the words ai pey firrov, ai dé paddov, are partitive of adray, which 

refers to ai dpioroxpariac and cannot therefore be applied af péev padror 

pévenot to timocracies ai 8¢ frrov pdvipor to aristocracies. The passage 

is ill written and inaccurately worded, though the general meaning 

is tolerably clear, namely, that there is often an ill mingling of 

constitutions, which in various degrees seek to unite numbers and 

wealth, and that of the two, numbers are the safer basis. 

oven dé Td eipnuevoy év Sovpiots. 7. 9. 

Sc. the tendency of the constitution towards the prevailing 

element spoken of in § 7, as at Thurii from aristocracy towards 

oligarchy, followed by a reaction to democracy. 
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év Govpios, Thurii was founded in the year 443 under the pro-' 

tection of Athens, and had nearly ceased to exist in 390. Yet in 

this short time it was subjected to at least two serious revolutions, 

1) that which is mentioned here from an oligarchical aristocracy 

into a democracy; 2) another revolution, noted infra § 12, by: 

which it passed from a polity into an oligarchy of a few families, 

whether earlier or later than the preceding, is unknown. It may be 

conjectured, but it is only a conjecture, that the narrowing of the 

aristocracy briefly alluded to in this passage is the same change 

with that which is afterwards mentioned more fully in § 12, and 

their overthrow which ensued may be further identified with the 

expulsion of the Sybarites soon after the foundation of the city. 

It may also be conjectured with considerable probability that the 

government of Thurii became an oligarchy at the time when the 

Athenian citizens were driven out, after the failure of the Syracusan 

expedition, 

dia prev yap Td amd meiovos Tiynparos civar Tas dpxds els EXaTTOv 

petéBn Kal cis dpxeia meio, did S€ rd THY xapav OdAnv Tods yvopipous ovy- 

xrnoacba mapa Toy vdpor, 

Lit. ‘For because the qualification for office was high and also 

because the whole country was monopolized by the notables con- 

trary to law, the qualification was reduced and the number of 

offices increased.’ Either the apodosis which is attached to the 

first member of the sentence belongs also to the second; or a 

clause answering to the second has been forgotten. The revolution 

at Thurii was a change from aristocracy or polity to democracy. 

The government had grown narrow and oligarchical, and the 

governing class had contrived to get the land into their own hands, 

But the people rose against the oligarchy, lowered the qualification, 

increased the number of offices, and got back the land. Two 

reasons are given for the rising of the people, 1) the increase of the 

qualification for office, and 2) the monopoly of land which had 

passed into the hands of the notables. 

For «is dpyeia meio, cp. ii, 11. § 14, d08 drov pi puxpa dus, 

mohutiK@repov meiovas peTexetv TGV ApxGr, Kat Snuotixdrepov" Kowdrepdy TE 
o cal cal a cal 

ydp, kabarep trope, kal KaA\LOY ExagToy dmoTeeira TOY ad’ray Kal Oarror, 
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ére Oia TO mdoas Tas dpioroKparikas Todurelas dAvyapxtkas civat paddov 7. LO. 

K.T.A. | 

Aristocracies are in fact more oligarchical than aristocratical, 

and ‘the few’ are always grasping at wealth. Cp. infra, c. 8. § 16. 

7 Aoxpov dds. . 7. 10, 

_ The mother of Dionysius the younger was Doris a Locrian 

woman, and when expelled from Syracuse he was received by the 

citizens of Locri in a most friendly manner, but he afterwards availed 

himself of their good will to impose a garrison on the town. They 

ultimately drove out his garrison [Diodorus xiv. 44, Justin xxi. 2. 

and 3]. 

3 ev Snuoxparia ovk dy eyévero, ovS dy ev dptoroxparia ed peprypévyn. 72. ‘TO. 

But why not? Aristotle seems to mean that no well-governed 

city would have allowed one of its citizens to marry into the family 

of a tyrant or would have entered into relation with him in 

consequence: or perhaps that in a democracy or well ordered 

aristocracy the marriage of a single citizen could not have become 

a great political event. 

émrep ovveBawey én’ "AOnvaiwy kai Aaxedatpovior. 7.14. 

We may paraphrase this rather singular expression, ‘In the days 

when the Greek world was divided between the Athenians and 

Lacedaemonians.’ 

mapadoyiferat yap 7 Sidvoia in’ adtav, Somep & codrotiKds Adyos. 8. 3. 

tm’ avtav, SC. ray Saravar, 

codiorikds Adyos=6 owpds, Or ‘ acervus.’ 

TO py adexeiy 8. 5. 

and the following are causal or instrumental datives after Sa rd 

ed xpnoOa. ‘The article is to be continued with the second pi 

aduKeiv. | 

T@ Tovs Hyepovixods abray elodyew eis THY woNrEtav. 8. 5. 

For the expression of a similar spirit acting in a wider field and 

giving a mythological origin to the traditional policy of Rome, cp. 

Tac. Ann, xi..24: ‘Quid aliud exitio Lacedaemoniis et Athenien- 

VOL. Il. P 
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sibus fuit, quamquam armis pollerent, nisi quod victos pro alieni- 

genis arcebant? At conditor nostri Romulus tantum sapientia 

valuit, ut plerosque populos eodem die hostes, dein cives habuerit,’ 

and the real speech of Claudius (given by Orelli and Nipperdey in 

their editions). 

gore yap dowep Sjpos Sy of Spoor, dd Kal ev rovros eyylyvovrat Syua- 

yoyot mods, Gomep eipnrar mpdrepor. 

70n, SC. Grav melous dor. | 

aorep eipnrar mpdrepov refers only to the clause, 6d cai. . . moA- 

Adxis as will be seen from the comparison of c. 6. § 6 (demagogues 

in an oligarchy) where nothing is said about equals in an aristocracy 

becoming a democracy. 

mpw mapeAnpevar kal attous. 

The construction is mpl ras gidovekias mapeAnpéevat kab adrods (sc. 

tovs &w), Gomep rods addovs. 

8.10. 

8. I0. 

avrovs may be either the subject or the object of mapehnpévas, 

with a slightly different meaning. Either * before the spirit of con- 

tention has also carried away or absorbed them,’ or, ‘before they 

too have caught the spirit of contention.’ 

TOU Tiunpatos TOU KoLWod Td TAOS. 

i.e. the amount of the whole rateable property. The object is 

to preserve the same number of qualified persons, when the wealth 

of a city has increased or diminished. 

ouppéper TOU TYyunpatos emirKoTeEiv TOU Koo Td TAROOs mpds Td maped~ 

Odv Kata. ToTov Tov xpévov, ev dcats pev mddreot TYsdavTa KaT évLauTor, 

KT. 

The words xara rodroy rév xpévorv, though somewhat pleonastic, 

have a sufficiently good sense. The government is to compare 

the present with the past value of property at that time, i.e. with 

the property serving as a qualification at the time when the 

change is occurring (¢dsopias vopicparos yyvouévys), The words 

are placed after kar’ évavrév by Susemihl following the authority of 

William of Moerbek, but the meaning is thus over emphasized. 

With kar’ emavréy repeat Kar évavuroy émurkoreiv K.TA. 
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év dpm Kal ddvyapxia Kal povapxia Kai mdoy Todtteia. 8.12. 

kat povapxia is omitted by Bekker in his second edition, but is 

found in the best MSS. The advice given is at least as applicable 

to kings as to other rulers of states. mdoy modreig=not ‘every 

constitutional government’ but in a more general sense ‘every 

form of government.’ (See note on text.) 

Tas TapaocTacels avTav. 8. 12. 

=rods mapacraras, ‘their followers’ or ‘ followings.’ 

rovs (avras dovpddpws mpods Thy mohcreiay. 8. 13. 

As an example of a life unsuited to the state of which they are 

citizens may be cited the case of the Spartan Ephors, ii. 9. § 24. 

tovrou & dos rd det Tois dvriKerpévors propiors eyxerpiCew Tras mpdkers kai 8. 14. 

Tas apxds. 

In this favourite remedy of ‘conservation by antagonism,’ which 

is really only an ‘unstable equilibrium,’ Aristotle does not seem to 

see how much of the force of the state is lost. 

povaxas 8 cal évdéxerar Gua elvat Snyoxpariay kai dpioroxpariay, e 8, 14. 

TOUTO KaTacKevdceté Tis. 

Touro, SC. Td pu) dd Trav dpxav Kepdaiver, to be gathered from the 

previous sentence. 

dvriypapa kata dparpias Kai Aéxous kal pudds ribécOwoar. 8. 19. 

Aéxou are military divisions to which in some states civil divisions 

appear to have corresponded. Cp. Xen. Hier. c. 9. § 5, Sijpnvra 

pev yap dmacat al médews ai pev Kata dvdas ai d€ xara poipas ai d€ xara 

Adxous* Kal Gpxovres ef Exdor@ peépet eperrixacw. The accounts 

apparently are to be deposited at the bureaus or centres. of such 

divisions. 

py pdovov tas KTHoeis py Tovey dvaddorous, GAAG pydé Toads Kaptrods, 8. 20. 

3 ev évias Tov Todirer@v NavOdver yryvdpevor. 

As might be done by taxes or state services exclusively imposed 

on the rich, or by a tax of which the rate increased in proportion 

to the amount assessed. Infra c. 11. § 10, Aristotle tells us how 

P 2 
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Dionysius contrived in five years to bring the whole property of 

his subjects into his treasury. Cp. also vi. 5. § 5. 

8.20. Kav tis dBpion Tov edimdpav eis Tovrous, pela Ta emiTima eivar } av 

opav attav. 

The construction is dv ris i8picn twa opdy airay; but whether 

odéy abray refers 1) to of etropor or 2)* to rovrous, i.e. rods dmdpovs, is 

not clear. 

8.20, nde mrevdvar 4) puas Tov abrov KAnpovopeir. 

Cp. Mill, Pol. Econ. Bk. v. c. 9. § 1, where he urges, much in the 

spirit of Aristotle and Plato, ‘that no one person should be per- 

mitted to acquire by inheritance more than the amount of a 

moderate independence.’ 

‘9.1.  rpia d€ twa xpy exew KT A. 

In this passage, which has the appearance of a digression, 

Aristotle is still speaking of the preservatives of the state. 

See the summing up, § 5. 

Cp. Rhet. ii. 1, 1378 a. 6, rod peév ody abrovs elva murrovs Tovs Aéyovras 

tpia €oTt ra atria’ tocadra yap éort Ot & morevouer Ew Tav drodei£ewr. 

€ore dé Taira ppdvnois Kal dperi kai e’vora: also Thuc. ii. 60, where 

Pericles claims «tvoia, ppdvnots, dpern as the proper qualities of a 

statesman: kairos euol rowoir@ avdpi dpyiferbe bs oddevds otopa joowy 

elvat yvavai te Ta Seovta kal Epunvedoar raira giddmoXis re Kal xpnudrev 

Kpeiooor, 

9.1.  Svvapw trav epyev tis dapyijs. , 

=‘ administrative capacity,’ ‘ power to do the duties of the office.’ 

9.2. mas xp7 roeicba tiv Siaipeow. 

In this passage (cp, infra mas Set moeiobat tiv aipeow) the words 

aipeots and dcaipeors are used almost indifferently, the latter adding 

to the idea of choice or selection another shade of meaning 

‘discrimination or separation from others,—‘ how we are to dis- 

criminate in the choice.’ 

9.4. i Oru evdexera k.r.A, 

Dependent on some more general idea. to be supplied from 
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dmopyaeev av ms. ‘ May not the reason be that those who have these 

two qualities are possibly wanting in self control ?’ 

dmhas Sé, doa év Tots vopors @s cuphépovta Aéyouer rais modireias. 9. 

We need not suppose any allusion to a lost part of the Politics, 

or to a special treatise called ‘ of vdpo,’ The meaning is that ‘ enact- 

ments in the laws of states which are supposed to be for their 

cu 

good are preservative of states.’ rots vdyos =‘their laws,’ the 

article referring to modvretats which follows. 

oi & elkuaien Taurny eivat play dperny. 9.7. 

TavTny, SC. TO GAvyapxw@rarov (or Snporixwrarov) eva gathered from 

the preceding sentence. 

Those who consider that rigid adherence to the principles of the 

existing constitution, whether democracy or oligarchy, is the only 

object worthy of a statesman, carry their theory to an extreme. 

They forget that ‘happy inconsistencies’ may be better than ex- 

tremes. The Ofportunist may do greater service to the Republic 

than the Jntransigeant. 

xabarep pis. 9. 7. 

Cp. Rhet. i. 4, 1360 a. 23, Aéyw Se 7d dd oikeiwy PbeiperOa, dre 

eéo ths BeAriorns wodireias ai Gat macat Kal dmépevar kal ércrewdopevat 

Pbelpovrar, oiov Snpoxparia od pdvov dnepevn aobeveotépa yiverar dore 

rédos fee eis ddvyapxiav, GAda Kal emirewopevn oddpa, domep kat 9 

ypumdrns kal 7 odrns ov pdvov duépyeva Epxerar eis Td peor, GdAd kal 

opddpa ypuna ywopeva }) cid ove SiariGerar Gore pydé puerijpa Soxeiv eiva.. 

did rHv bmepoxny Kal thy EMAcupuy Tov evavrior, 9.7. 

‘On account of the excess (cp. above édy émreivy) and of the 

defect of the opposite qualities.’ | 

ovpBaiver 5} rodro Kal mept tas GAAas woAcreias. 9.8. 

@Xas is used adverbially, as in Plato and Thucydides, in the 

sense of ‘likewise Cp. Nic. Eth. ii. 4. § 3, mpds 1rd ras dAdas 

réxvas €xew, Where @das = ‘which we are comparing with the 

virtues ;’ and Pol. vii. 10. § 10, Scocxety ray GAAnv oikiar. 

aot exe. 9. 8. 

acre is bracketed by Bekker (2nd-edition) without reason ; it is 
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found in all the MSS. and in point of Greek is unobjectionable ; 

cp. Hept Vuyqs ii. 1, 412 b. 25. § 11, €ore 8€ ob} 1d droBeBAnkds Thy 

Woxny 7d duvape bv Sore Chv, GAA 7d Exor. 

9.9. Ocipovres rois kal trepoxny vopors. 

Sc. rods ednépous 7 1d mAjO0s. ‘So that when they destroy either 

party by laws *carried to excess [or possibly ‘by laws based on 

superior power ’] they destroy the state.’ 

9.11. peyioroy dé rdvrav ... 7d maideverOat mpods ras moAtreias. 

Cp. Rep. iv. 423 E, ratra . . . mavra Ghavda, eav rd Aeydpevoy & 

péya duddrract, padrov & dyti peyddov tkavdv, ti toitro; ey. Thy 

mawwelay, iv & ey, kal tpodny. 

9.11. vov pev yap & eévias dopuvvover ‘kai r@ Shum Kaxdvovs Ecoua kai 

Bovretioe 6 tu dv exw KaKdr,” 

The habit of taking a formal oath of hostility may be illustrated 

by an Inscription containing an agreement between certain Cretan 

cities :— 

opvi@ . . . Ocovs mavras Kal mdoas, py pay éy@ moka Tois Avrriois 

Kahas ppovnoeiv pyre Téxva pyre paxava pyre ev vukrl pyre med Guepay kat 

orevoio 6 rt ka Svvapat Kakdv TG wédeL Ta TOY AvTTioY, 

The inscription is given in Vischer’s Kleine Schriften, vol. it. 

p- 106, : 

9.11.  xpn d€ Kal dmokapBdvew Kai SroxpiverOar rovvarrior. 

‘To have the notion and act the part of one who does no 

wrong,’ not necessarily implying a mere profession or simulation, 

as c. 11. § 19 infra, adda rodro pev Sorep indbeow Sei pévew, ra F 

@A\Xa ta pev troseivy Ta Se Soxeiv broxpivdpevoy riv BacwdtKdv Kaas. 

9.13. viv 8 ev pev rais ddvyapxias of rv dpxdvrwv viol tpupGow k.T.A, 

Cp. Plat. Rep. viii. 556 D, érav icxvis dvip mévys, jAvopévos, mapa- 

raxOeis ev paxyn mrovoim eoxcarpopykdri, moAdds €xovTt odpKas aAdorpias, 

dn doOpards te Kal dmopias peordv K.T.A, 

9.15. ‘els 5 xpytev.’ 

Probably é¢ori is to be supplied. The words do not agree with 
any known passage of Euripides. 
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mpos BonOevav tiv ard Tod Shpov. 10. 3. 

‘The assistance which arises from i.e. is necessitated by the 

people.’ Such we must infer to be the meaning from the parallel 

clause émi rods yrwpipous which follows. | 

Tois émvetKkeot, 10. 3. 

‘ The good’ in the party sense, i.e. the higher classes like the 

dyafoi of Theognis 32 Bergk and elsewhere. 

Besides the three accounts of the origin of monarchy given in 10, 3. 

i. 2. § 6 (the patriarchal); and iii. 14. § 12 and infra §§ 7, 8 

(election for merit), and iv. 13. § 11 (the weakness of the middle 

and lower classes), we have here a fourth in which the royal 

authority is said to have been introduced for the protection of the 

aristocracy against the people. 

Supra, c. 5. § 8, Aristotle speaks of tyrannies arising out of the 10. 5. 

need which democracies felt of a protector of the people against 

the rich before they became great (dca 76 pa) peyddas etvas Tas wédets) ; 

here, when they were already ‘increased in power,’ (7 ray rédewr 

nvénuévov). But the discrepancy is verbal. For the terms greatness 

and littleness might be used of the same states at different periods 

of Greek history. 

of Shpor. ; 10. 5. 

Not ‘the democracies,’ but ‘the peoples in different states.’ 

Pheidon, a legitimate king of Argos, tenth or sixth in descent 10. 6. 

from Temenus, called by Herodotus (vi. 127) a tyrant, who gave 

the Peloponnesians weights and measures. He is said to have 

driven out the Elean judges, and to have usurped authority over 

the Olympic games. According to Ephorus fr. 15, Miiller i. p. 236, 

he recovered the whole lot of Temenus and attempted to reduce 

all the cities once subject to Heracles. He was at length over- 

thrown by the Eleans and Lacedaemonians, 

Phalaris, according to Arist. Rhet. ii. 20. § 5, 1393 b. 8 ff., was 10. 6. 

elected by his Himerian fellow citizens general and dictator of 

Himera. It was on this occasion that Stesichorus told the story 
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of the Horse and his Rider. Phalaris has been generally called 

tyrant of Agrigentum, and it is possible that his power having 

begun in the one city may have extended to the other. 

Panaetius is mentioned in c. 12.§ 18 as having changed the 

government of Leontini from an oligarchy into a tyranny. 

For Cypselus, who came into power as the representative of the 

people against the oligarchy of the Bacchiadae from which he was - 

himself sprung, see Herod. v. 92. 

aotrep Kéddpos. 

In the common tradition Codrus is supposed to have saved his 

country in a war with the Dorians by the voluntary sacrifice of his | 

own life; here Aristotle implies that he delivered Athens from 

slavery by his military services. 

ehevOepaoartes Somep Kipos, 

who delivered the Persians from the Medes. See infra, § 24. 

KTicavtTes xmpay, 

‘Who have settled a country.’ 

kri¢ew xepav is said like kxrifew médwv, with a slight enlargement of 

the meaning of the word. 

éomep of AaxeSaipoviov Bacieis. 

Referring, probably, not to the Lacedaemonian kings generally, 

who cannot be said to have added, except in the Messenian Wars, 

to the territory of Sparta, but to the original founders of the 

monarchy. 

Makeddvor, 

Such as Perdiccas I., Alexander I. (Herod. viii. 137 ff.), Arche- 

laus (Thuc. ii. 100), Philip the father of Alexander the Great an 

others. ! 

Modorrév. 

Cp. infra, c. 11. § 2, where the moderation of the Molossian 

monarchy is eulogized. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. viii. 10. § 2, diapéepover 8€ mrciorov' 6 pev yap Tipavvos 
4 e ~ , ~, < 4 A ~ > ‘4 2 > , -3 TO é€auvT@ ouppepov axoret’ 6 d€ Bacired’s Tv apxopéver’ ov yap €ort 

ee 
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Bacideds 6 pi) adtdpkns Kai mace Tois adyabois tmepexov" 6 S€ roLodros 

ovdevds mpoodeirar® Ta SPéAipa ody ait pev ov« dv oxomoin tois be 

‘dpxopévors :—in which the ideal conception of royalty maintained 

in the Politics also appears. 

7d [lepidvSpou mpds OpaciBovdoy ovpBovdevpa, 

See note on iii, 13. § 16. 

6 pev yap ‘Appddios. 

Sc. éméOero, to be supplied from ray émOécewy, or from émiridevrar 

(supra, § 14). Cp. Thuc. i. 20, vi. 54-58. The account of Aris- 

totle agrees in the main with that of Thucydides, but there is no 

mention of the critical question raised by the latter, viz. whether 

Hippias or Hipparchus was the elder son of Peisistratus. The 

Peisistratidae are loosely spoken of as the authors of the insult, and 

the punishment inflicted is assumed to be the punishment of a 

tyrant. But the language of Aristotle is not sufficiently precise to 

be adduced on either side of the question. 

émeBovAevoay Sé kai Tepidvdp@ ro ev ApBpakia rupavve. 

Mentioned above, c. 4. § 9, where, not inconsistently with the 

account here given, he is said to have been attacked by conspirators, 

although the conspirators failed in attaining their object, for the 

people took the government. 

4) Apuvrov Tov puxpod. 

_ Probably Amyntas the Second who flourished in the generation 

which followed the Peloponnesian War and succeeded after a 

struggle to the Macedonian throne B.c. 394, from which how- 

ever he was deposed but afterwards restored by the help of the 

Spartans. 
Derdas the prince of Elymia his kinsman, and at one time his 

ally, is probably the conspirator here mentioned. 

9 S€ Didimrov trd aveaviov. 

The only direct allusion to. Philip which is found in Aristotle 

except Rhet. ii. 23, 1397 b. 31, kat madw mpds 7d OnBaiovs dieivae 
’ a ra 

Pitunmoy eis rv Arrixny, Ste ef mp Bonbyjoa eis Baxcis nélov, UmérxovTo 

10. 16. 

10. 16. 

10. 16, 
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dy’ Grorov ody el didte mpoeiro Kai emiorevorr pr) Sinoovow. To Alexander 

there is none. 

The murder of Philip by Pausanias occurred at the marriage of 

his daughter with Alexander of Epirus 8.c. 336. The mention of 

the circumstance shows that this passage, if not the whole of the 

Politics, must have been composed later than the date of this — 

event. 

The story here referred to is narrated more fully by Diodorus 

(xvi. 93). According to his rather incredible narrative Attalus 

was the uncle of Cleopatra whom Philip married in 337 B.c., 

and he had a friend also named Pausanias of whom the assassin 

Pausanias was jealous. Pausanias the friend of Attalus being 

abused and insulted by his namesake, sought death in battle, and 

Attalus, to revenge the supposed insult to his friend, invited the 

other Pausanias to a banquet and outraged him. When Philip 

could not or would not punish Attalus, Pausanias turned his anger 

against the king. Nearly the same story is told by Justin ix. 6. 

and Plutarch Alex. c. 10. 

Kal 1) Tov evvovxov Eiaydpa to Kurpie. 

Sc. 4 émibeots, Evayédpa is governed by the én in érideors, The 

story is differently told by Theopompus (Fragm. 111, Miiller i. 

p. 295). According to his account the eunuch Thrasydaeus got 

Evagoras and his sons into his power by inducing them to make 

assignations with a young maiden, who was the daughter of 

Nicocreon, a revolted subject of Evagoras. According to Diodorus 

(xv. 47) the name of the eunuch who conspired was Nicocles; 

but the name is probably a confusion with the son of Evagoras 

who succeeded him. Isocrates in his ‘Evagoras’ throws a veil 

over the whole story. Thus our four authorities all disagree with 

one another. 

Archelaus, the son of Perdiccas, reigned in Macedonia 413-399, 

and had two wives,—the name of the second was Cleopatra, the name 

of the first is not mentioned. He seems to have thought that he 

would prevent quarrels in his two families if he married a son and 

daughter out of each of them to one another. For Archelaus see 

Thue. ii. 100 and Plat. Gorg. 470, 471; for Arrhabaeus (or 
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Arrhibaeus) the enemy of Perdiccas, as he was afterwards the enemy 

of Archelaus, see Thuc. iv. 79. Of Sirra, which appears to be the 

name of a woman, nothing more is known. The occurrence of the 

name in this passage has suggested a very ingenious emendation in 

the words of Strabo, bk. viii. c. 7. p. 327, 7 BeAimmov pyrnp rov Apivrov 

Eipvdixns “Ippa Sé Ovydrnp where read Eipvdixn Sippa dé Ovydrnp. 

Dindorf. 
“ag og ) 10. 18. 

Cotys was assassinated in 358 sB.c. by the brothers Heraclides 

and Parrhon called also Python, Dem. c. Aristocr. p. 659. According 

to Plut. Adv. Coloten 32 and Diog. Laert. iii. 31 they had been 

disciples of Plato. 
10. I9. 

moddot dé Kal dia Td eis TO THpa aixicOijvar mAnyais dpyiobevres of per 

diepOeipay of & evexeipnoay as bBpicbevres, Kal tov mepl Tas dpxds Kal 

Bacwukas dvvacreias. 

The first xat means that attempts were also made in con- 

sequence of personal ill-treatment of another sort, and the second 

kat that they were made not only upon tyrants, but upon magi- 

strates and royal personages. See also note on Text. 

In this passage, though speaking primarily of tyrannies, Aris- 

totle digresses into monarchies generally and oligarchies. 

evexeipnoay, SC. diapGeipey, 
10. I9. 

TlevOadidas, 

It was Penthilus, the son of Orestes, who according to Strabo, 

bk. ix. p. 403, xiii. p. 582, and Pausanias iii. 2. p. 207 recolonized 

Lesbos. ‘The Penthalidae derived their name from him. 
10. 20. 

6 & Edpemidns éxaderawvev elmdvros ti adrod eis Svo@diay rod orépuatos. 

This story, which casts a rather unfavourable light on the 

character of Euripides, is alluded to in Stobaeus, Serm. 39. p. 237, 

Evpumidns dvedi{ovros a’r@ twos drt Td ordpa dvaaddes Hv, modAa yap, 

elev ait, amdppnta éyxarecdm, i.e. Some one said to Euripides, 

‘Your breath smells.’ ‘Yes, he replied, ‘for many things which 

might not be spoken have been decomposed in my mouth.’ 

domep kal mept ras wodireias Kal Tas povapyias. 10. 21. 

We must supply zepi in thought before povapyias. It is inserted 
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in the margin of P®, ‘As well in monarchies as in more popular 

forms of government.’ 

olov ZépEnv ’Apramdyns PoBovpevos tiv SiaBodjv rhv mept Aapeiov, re 

€xpépacev ov KeXevoavros Heptou, add’ oidpevos cvyyvacerOat os duynpo- 

voovra Out ro Seumrveiv. 

The Xerxes here referred to is Xerxes the First, cp. Ctesiae 

Fragmenta, Tepouxa § 29 (edit. Didot p. 51), "Apramavos (sic) 8 péya 

mapa épy Suvdpevos, per “Acmapirpov tod evvovxou Kal av’rov péya 

duvapevov Bovdrevovrar avedeiv ZépEnv, Kat dvarpovot, kal meiPovow *Apro- 

épEnv (sic) roy vidy as Aapesaios (sic) airév 6 repos mais aveide. Kal 

mapayiverat Aapetaios aydpevos tnd Apramadvov «is ri oixiay "Apro&ép£ou 

mo\Ad Body Kal dmapvovpevos ws ovK ein Hoveds Tov matpds’ Kal dro- 

@vmoxet. According to Diod. xi. 69, Artabanus an Hyrcanian, having 

by a false accusation got rid of one of the sons of Xerxes, shortly 

afterwards attacked the other son Artaxerxes who succeeded him, 

but he was discovered and put to death. Both these stories, which 

are substantially the same, are so different from the narrative of 

Aristotle that it is better not to try and reconcile them by such 

expedients as the placing od before éexpéuace. ‘The purport of 

Aristotle’s rather obscure words seems to be as follows: Artapanes 

had hanged Darius the son of Xerxes who was supposed to have 

. conspired against his father; he had not been told to hang him 

10. 22. 

or he had been told not to hang him (for od xeXedoavros may mean 

either); but he had hoped that Xerxes in his cups would forget 

what precisely happened. 

Ctesias is several times quoted by Aristotle in the Historia 

Animalium but always with expressions of distrust, ii. 1. 501 a. 

25, lil. 22. 523. 26, viii. 28. 606a. 8; also De Gen, An. ii. 2. 

736 a. 2. 

Sapdavdrradoyr. 

A rather mythical person apparently the same with the Assur- 

banipal of the Assyrian inscriptions, a mighty hunter and great 

conqueror, who became to the Greeks and through them to the 

civilized world the type of oriental luxury. The story of his 

effeminacy is taken by Diodorus (ii. 23-27) from Ctesias and is 

again referred to by Aristotle in Nic. Eth. i. 5. § 3. 
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el Se pr) em” exeivov, GAN én’ Gddov ye dy yévoiro adnbés. 10. 22. 

For another example of a similar manner of treating old 

legends, see i. 11. § 8. 

Avovuci 7h torép@ Aiwy émébero. 10. 23. 

See infra §§ 28 and 32. 

danep of orparnyouvres Tois povdpxots, olov Kipos ’Aorudyn. 10. 24. 

Aristotle in this passage follows a legend, differing from that of 

Herodotus who selected the tradition about Cyrus’ life (i. 95 ff.) 

and death (i. 214) which seemed to him the most probable. 

In Aristotle’s version Cyrus, not Harpagus, was represented as 

the general of Astyages. Of a misconception entertained by 

Herodotus, Aristotle speaks with some severity in his Historia 

Animalium, iii. 22, 523 a. 17. 

ZevOns 6 Opa. 10. 24. 

A friend and acquaintance of Xenophon who recovered his 

small kingdom by the help of some of the ten thousand. He is 

mentioned in Anab. vii. 3, Hell. iii. 2. § 2, iv. 8. § 26. 

otov *AptoBaplavy McOpidarns. 10. 25. 

According to Corn. Nepos Datames, c. 11, Mithridates the son 

of Ariobarzanes, a revolted satrap of Pontus, attacked not Ario- 

barzanes but Datames the celebrated satrap of Caria. It does not 

therefore become less probable that he may also have attacked his 

own father; and the latter fact is confirmed by the allusion of 

Xenophon, Cyrop. viii. 8. 4, dcmep MiOpidarns tov marépa *ApwoBap- 

~ 

Cavnv mpodovs. 

ois GkoNouletv Sei rv Aliwvos tmdAnyu. 10. 28. 

‘There should be ever present with them the resolution of 

Dion.’ 

ixavdv ait. 10. 28. 

Sc. dv. 

Avs Aakedaipdviot mreioras KaTéAveay Tvpavvidas, 10. 30. 

Ai, ‘because one form of government naturally hates another.’ 

Cp. Thuc. i. 18, émesdi S¢ of re *AGnvaiwv ripavvos Kai of é« ris GAAns 
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10. 31. 

10. 31. 

10. 32. 
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“EdAddos emt odd kat pw rupavvevOeions of meioror Kal teevTaiot, mAjY 

Tay év Suxehig, ind Aaxedatpovioy kareAvénoay: and Hdt. v. g2 about 

the Lacedaemonian hatred to tyranny. 

kal Svpaxovoro, 

This period of liberty and prosperity lasted for sixty years, 466- 

406, from the overthrow of Thrasybulus to the usurpation of 

Dionysius. But more is known of Sicily in the days of the tyrants 

than of the time when the island was comparatively free. 

kal viv 7 Tay mepi Acovictor. 

The final expulsion of Dionysius the younger by Timoleon 

occurred B.c. 343 ; but it is the first expulsion by Dion to which 

Aristotle is here referring, B.c. 356, as the Politics were written 

not earlier than 336 (see supra note on § 16). We have thus 

a measure of the latitude with which Aristotle uses the expression 

kai viv ‘quite lately’ which recurs in ii. 9. § 20, kal viv & Trois 
"AvOpiots. 

oi d€ cuotdvTes abtav. 

Either 1) the same persons who are called oixeiow cvordyres, or 

some part of them, of cvardvres being taken substantively =oi overa- 

gira, Or 2) airéy may be understood of the whole people as if 

moXira: had preceded; cverdyres would then refer to another band 

of conspirators who were not of the family. Bekker in his second 

edition has inserted xar before airy without MS. authority. 

Susemihl suggests pera. Neither emendation is satisfactory. 

The reign of Thrasybulus, if indeed he reigned at all except in 

the name of his nephew, as seems to be implied in this passage, lasted 

only eleven months ; see infra c. 12.§ 6. According to Diodorus 

(xi. 67, 68), who says nothing of a son of Gelo, he immediately 

succeeded Hiero, but soon provoked the Syracusans by his cruelty 

and rapacity to expel him. 

Avovictoy S€ Aiwy orparevoas, KndeoThs dv Kai mpocdaBoyr rdv Sjpov, 

éxeivov €xBadiv duvepOapn. 

This is a reminiscence of § 28. The emphasis is on éxBador, 

Aristotle is speaking of cases in which tyrants were destroyed by 
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members of their own family. He means to say that Dion drove 

out Dionysius who was his kinsman, although he himself perished 

more than twelve months afterwards when the revolution was 

completed. Or, ‘Dion did indeed perish (as I have already 

implied), but not until he had driven out his kinsman Dionysius,’ 

GANG padXov 7d pigos, | 10. 35. 

SC. xpirat tS Aoyopn@ which is supplied from the preceding 

sentence. 

doas airias eipnxapev tis Te OAvyapyias, 10. 35. 

Sc. tis Oopas rijs ddvyapxias, understood from the general 

meaning of the preceding passage. 

ov ylyvovra & re Bacwdeia viv. 10. 37. 

Cp. ili. 14, § 13, a passage in which the gradual an a of royalty 

is described. 

GAN’ dv wep yiyvevrar, povapyiar [xal] rupavvides padAov. 10. 37. 

The objection to the «ai (which is found in all the MSS.) is that 
povapxia is elsewhere the generic word (cp. supra §§ 1, 2), including 

Bacwreia and rupavvis. If we accept the reading of the MSS., some 

general idea, ‘wherever there are such forms of government’ must 

be supplied with yiyvevra from Baovrkeia. ‘There are no royalties 

nowadays: but if there are any,’ or rather ‘ instead of them mere 

monarchies and tyrannies.’ Here ‘monarchies’ is taken in some 

specific bad or neutral sense opposed to BacvAcia. But a variation 

in a technical use of language which he was endeavouring to fix, 

but was not always capable of himself observing, is not a serious 

objection to a reading found in Aristotle’s Politics. 

padia yap eyivero 7} karadvais. 10. 38. 

‘For their overthrow was easily effected.’ The imperfect graphi- 

cally represents the historical fact. 

) wept Modorrovs Bacideia, 11. 2. 

Cp. supra, c. 10. § 8. 
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11.2. _Theopompus is said by Tyrtaeus to have terminated the first 

Messenian War, Fr. 3 Bergk, Poet. Lyr. Graeci:— 

“Hperép@ Bacihii Geoior hilo Ccordpre, 

dv dia Meconmy cidopev evpvxopor, 

Meoonjyny ayabiv peév dpodv, dyabiy 8é guredvew" 

dud aitivy 8 éeudyovr’ évveaxaider’ ern 

vorepéos, aie raracippova Oupdy exovres 

aixpyntal matépav juerépwy marépes* 

exoot@ © of pev Kara miova épya dumdvtes, 

hedyov “lOwpaiwr éx peyddov dpéwr. 

According to Plutarch, Lyc. 7, he increased the power of the 

Ephors, but he also made the pyrpa more stringent which forbade 

the people to amend or modify proposals submitted to them. 

In this passage the institution of the Ephors is attributed to 

Theopompus, but in ii. c. 9 it seems to be assumed that Lycurgus 

is the author of all the Spartan institutions: see note zz doc. 

11.5. 1 yap yrGots miotw rotet waddov mpds GdAndovs. 

Cp. Thuc. viii. 66 where the difficulty of overthrowing the 400 

is attributed to the uncertainty of the citizens as to who were or 

were not included in the conspiracy. 

11.6, Kat rd rots émBypoivras del havepods eivar kal SiarpiBeww wept Odpas. 

ertdnpoovras is translated by William de Moerbek without any 

authority ‘ praefectos populi,’ apparently an etymological guess. 

mep Ovpas. Either *‘at his gate’ or ‘at their own gates.’ In 

whichever way the words are taken, the general meaning is the 

same, viz. that the people are not to hide but to show themselves. 

11.8. Kal rd wévnras moveiv Tovs apxopévous, Tupavukdy, Oras TE cvAak? 

Tpépytar. 

1) * Reading 7 re with Bekker’s second edition after Victorius : 

‘Also he should impoverish his subjects that he may find money 

for the support of his guards.’ Yet the mode of expression is 

indirect and awkward. If 2) we retain pyre with the MSS. we 

_must translate either ‘that he may not have to keep soldiers,’ for 

his subjects will keep them for him; or, ‘so that a guard need not 
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be kept,’ because he will be in no danger on account of the 

depressed state of his subjects. Neither explanation is satis- 

factory; there is a balance of difficulties. 

dvabnpatra tav Kuedtdav k.t.A. 11. 9. 

See Herod. i. 14. 

Florence in the fifteenth century, and Paris in the nineteenth, 

witness to a similar policy. 

TOV wept Sdpov epya TodvKpdreta. 11. 9. 

Lit. and ‘among’ or ‘of the buildings of Samos the works of 

Polycrates.’ Among these splendid works an artificial mountain con- 

taining a tunnel forming an aqueduct, a mole in front of the harbour, 

and the greatest temple known, are commemorated in Herod. iii. 60, 

but he does not expressly attribute them to Polycrates. 

Kal 7) eloopa Tay TeA@y, oloy év Zupaxovoas* ev mévre yap ereow emi 11. Io. 

Atovuciou riv ovciay dracay eicevnvoxévat cuvéBawvev. 

Compare a story equally incredible told of Cypselus in the 

pseudo-Aristotelian Oeconomics ii. 1346 a. 32: ‘Cypselus the 

_ Corinthian made a-vow that if he ever became lord of the city he 

would consecrate to Zeus the whole wealth of the citizens, so he 

bade them register themselves, and when they were registered he 

took from them a tithe of their property and told them to go on 

working with the remainder. Each year he did the like; the result 

was that at the end of ten years he got into his possession all 

which he had consecrated; the Corinthians meanwhile had gained 

other property.’ 

There are several similar legends respecting Dionysius himself 

recorded in the Oeconomics, such as the story of his collecting 

the women’s ornaments, and after consecrating them to Demeter 

lending them to himself, 1349 a. 14; or of his taking the money 

of the orphans and using it while they were under age, ib. b. 15; 

or of his imposition of a new cattle-tax, after he had induced his 

subjects to purchase cattle by the abolition of the tax, ib. b. 6. 

The fertile imagination of the Greeks was a good deal occupied 

with inventions about the tyrants; the examples given throw a 

light upon the character of such narratives. 

VOL. I. Q 
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Bovdopever pev mavrov, Suvapevev b€ padiora TovTer. 

Cp. note on text. 

kat yap 6 Snpos eivar BovAerat pdvapxos. 

i.e. ‘for they are both alike.’ 

Hw yap 6 hdos, Somep 9 maporia. 

Sc. éxxpovera, ‘one nail is knocked out by another’ = one rogue 

is got rid of by another. That is to say; ‘The tyrant finds in 

rogues handy and useful instruments.’ Such appears to be the 

application of the proverb in this passage. Yet the common 

meaning of it given in collections of proverbs is that ‘one evil is 

mended by another.’ Cp. Lucian, Pro Lapsu inter Salutandum, § 7, 

pupia S€ kal Gda &k re Tointrav Kai ovyypapéwv Kal piroodpov karadeiéai 

go. €xov, TpoTymavrav Td byiaiverv, TOUTO ev mapaiTHoopa, as pi) eis 

dretpoxaXiav twa petpaxiodyn éxréon pot Td ovyypappa Kal Kwodvvevoper 
> , Se Aw TA exkpovew Tov Hrov. 

avréy yap eivar povoy agtot rowodrov 6 TUpavvos. 

Compare the saying attributed to the Russian Emperor Paul, ‘Il 

n’y a pas de considérable ici que la personne & laquelle je parle, et 

pendant le temps que je lui parle.’ Wallace’s Russia, p. 280, ed. 8. 

ovbev & eddelret poxOnpias. 

Sc. 6 répavvos; or ovfév may be the nominative to éAdetme. 

eis ods pev odv Spous . . . ppovaow. 

The end of § 16 is bracketed by Bekker in his 2nd Edition (after 

Schneider). It is only a repetition of what goes before, the three 

aims of the tyrant being stated in a different order. 

The tstin§ 15 = 3rd in § 16. 

” and 5, =iIst 5 

” 3rd _s,, and § 5, 

The parallel words are either a summary or a duplicate. 

But there is no reason for excluding either of the two passages 

any more than for excluding the repetitions in Homer. Both 

‘versions can hardly be supposed to have come from the hand of 

Aristotie, but they belong to a text which we cannot go behind. 
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6 & erepos oxeddv e& evavrias fet Tois eipnuévors THY émtpédecav. 11. 17. 

Literally, ‘the other manner of preserving a tyranny takes pains,’ 

i.e. works, ‘from an opposite direction.’ 

& gvAdrrovra pdvoy rip dSivayw....todro pev Somep trdbeow Sei 11.18, 1g. 

péver, Ta © GAda ta pev troseiv ra Sé Soxeivy iroxpwopevoy ro BacrdcKdy 

Kadas. 

Compare Machiavelli, who in his ‘Prince’ goes much farther 

than Aristotle in preaching the doctrine of ‘doing evil that good 

may come’ and of ‘keeping up appearances’ and of ‘fear to be 

preferred to love.’ ‘Let it be the Prince’s chief care to maintain 

his authority; the means he employs, be they what they may, will 

for this purpose always appear honourable and meet applause ; for 

the vulgar are ever caught by appearances and judge only by the 

event.’ (c. 18, Bohn’s Translation, p. 461.) Again ‘A prince 

ought to be very sparing of his own or of his subjects’ property.’ .. . 

‘To support the reputation of liberality, he will often be reduced 

to the necessity of levying taxes on his subjects and adopting every 

species of fiscal resource, which cannot fail to make him odious.’ 

(c. 16. pp. 454, 455-) And for much of what follows, infra §§ 20, 

25: ‘He should make it a rule above all things never to utter any- 

thing which does not breathe of kindness, justice, good faith and 

piety; this last quality it is most important for him to appear to 

possess, for men judge more from appearances than from reality.’ 

(ib.) Again, cp. §§ 22, 23 with Machiavelli c. 19. p. 462: ‘ Nothing 

in my opinion renders a prince so odious as the violation of the 

rights of property and disregard to the honour of married women. 

Subjects will live contentedly enough under a prince who neither 

invades their property nor their honour, and then he will only have to 

contend against the pretensions of a few ambitious persons whom 

he can easily find means to restrain. A prince whose conduct is 

light, inconstant, pusillanimous, irresolute and effeminate is sure to 

be despised—these defects he ought to shun as he would so many 

rocks and endeavour to display a character for courage, gravity, 

energy and magnificence in all his actions.’ Like Aristotle he 

advises that princes should practise economy and not overcharge 

the people with taxes; they should give festivals and shows at 

Q2 
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certain periods of the year and ‘should remember to support their 

station with becoming dignity,’ p. 476. Cp. Hallam, Mid. Ages i. 66, 

‘The sting of taxation is wastefulness. What high-spirited man 

could see without indignation the earnings of his labour yielded 

ungrudgingly to the public defence become the spoil of parasites 

11. I9. 

11. 22. 

11, 23. 

11. 24. 

11. 28. 

Ai. 30; 

and speculators?’ (quoted by Congreve). 

Bekker in his 2nd edition, following a suggestion of Schneider, 

adds «is before dwpeds, but unnecessarily. 

The moderation here described in everything but ambition was 

shown by the elder Dionysius as he is pictured by Cornelius Nepos 

De Regibus c. 2: ‘ Dionysius prior .. et manu fortis et belli peritus 

fuit, et, id quod in tyranno non facile reperitur, minime libidinosus, 

non luxuriosus, non avarus, nullius rei denique cupidus, nisi singu- 

laris perpetuique imperii, ob eamque rem crudelis.. Nam dum id 

studuit munire, nullius pepercit vitae, quem ejus insidiatorem 

putaret.’ 

The second Dionysius would furnish a tyrant of the opposite 

type (§ 23), if we may believe the writer of the Aristotelian Polity of 

Syracuse, ’ApiororéAns d€ ev tH Supaxociwy modireig Kal cuvexas nov 

avrév [Atovictov rov vemrepov| ér6’ dre emt nuépas evevfkovra peOvew" 81d 

kai duBAverdrepov yeverOa tas des. (Arist. Berl. Ed. 1568, b. 19.) 

aiverOa Trois GrAois BovAovrut TovTo TrovovyTes. 

These words curiously illustrate the love of ostentation inherent 

in the Greek character. 

karackevate yap Sei kal Koopety THY méAw. 

Like Polycrates at Samos, Gelo at Syracuse, Cypselus and 

Periander at Corinth, Theron at Agrigentum, Peisistratus at 

Athens. 

KoAdoews. 

Bracketed by Bekker in his 2nd edition after Schneider. 

Certainly the word is not appropriate if taken with 7Acxiav, but 

wBpews may be supplied with ris es rv HAckiay from the preceding. 

diapbeiparres. 

Sc. rdév rvpavvor. 
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xarerov Ovp@ payer Oa. 11. 31. 

Quoted in Nic. Eth. ii. 3. § 10, ee xaXerdrepor ndov7 paxeoOa 7 

Ove, xabarep hnoiv “Hpdkderros. 

For the arts of the tyrant cp. Machiavelli's ‘Prince’ quoted 

above, especially chaps. 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23. 

pddiora pév auorépous trrodapBavew Set colerOar dia tiv apxny. ll. 32. 

The consciousness that no other government could hold the 

balance between irreconcileable parties seems to have been the 

main support of recent French Imperialism. 

ért & avrov Svaxeiobat kata rd 700s frou. Kadk@s mpds dperny i) Hutxpyorov 11. 34. 

évra, Kal pt) movnpdy GAN Hyumdynpov. 

Cp. Machiavelli, Prince, c. 15. p. 453, in a still more subtle style 

of reflection : ‘It would doubtless be happy for a prince to unite in 

himself every species of good quality, but as our nature does not 

allow of so great a perfection a prince should have prudence 

enough to avoid those defects and vices which may occasion his 

ruin. And again: ‘ He should not shrink from encountering some 

blame on account of vices which are important to the support of 

his states; for there are some things having the appearance of 

virtues which would prove the ruin of a prince, should he put 

them in practice, and others upon which, though seemingly bad and 

vicious, his actual welfare and security entirely depend.’ 

Hdt. vi. 126 gives the Sicyonian tyrants as 1) Andreas, 2) Myron, 12. 1. 

3) Aristonymus, 4) Cleisthenes. According to Pausanias x. 7. § 3. 

p. 814 Cleisthenes is said to have won a victory in the Pythian 

games B.C. 582. Grote (vol. iii. c. 9. p. 43) says ‘there is some 

confusion about the names of Orthagoras and Andreas. It has 

been supposed with some probability that the same person is 

designated under both names: for the two names do not seem to 

occur in the same author.’ Orthagoras, ‘speaker for the right,’ 

may have been a surname or second name of Andreas. Infra 

§ 12, Aristotle supposes the tyranny to have passed directly from 

Myron to Cleisthenes. 

Tlewwiorparov imopeival more mpookAnOévra Sixny els "Apetov mdyov. 12. 2. 

According to Plutarch in the life of Solon c. 31 he is said to 
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have gone to the Court of the Areopagus intending to defend him- 

self against a charge of homicide, but his accuser did not appear. 

Cypselidae. 

The addition in this passage appears to be incorrect. 

Cypselus 3O. years. 

Periander alate 

Psammetichus 3 _,, 

77 
From these numbers how does Aristotle get a total 734 years? 

Sylburg would change rpia kai €Bdounxovra into émra kat éBdopn- 

xovra. Giphanius would omit kal rérrapa after rerrapdxovra, Suse- 

mihl would change rérrapa into jjuov, which would give exactly 

the sum wanted. Goettling has a very farfetched and groundless 

supposition that the reign of Psammetichus was omitted by 
Aristotle in the addition, because he was only a commander of 

mercenaries and not of Cypselid blood. It might also be sug- 

gested that some of the reigns overlap in consequence of a 

tyrant adopting his successor as colleague. But a mistake either 

of Aristotle or his copyists is more likely. 

All the MSS. read rérrapa or réocapa. 

Tpidkoyra Kal mévTe. 

Hdt. v. 65 makes the Peisistratidae rule Athens 36 years. 

Peisistratus seized the sovereignty in 560 B.c. and died in 527; 

he reigned 17 years out of the 33. Hippias reigned 14 years 

before the death of Hipparchus (514), and in the year 510, 

four years afterwards, he was expelled. 17+14+4 = 35. 

The whole period 560-510 is 50 years, 35 of actual rule. 

In the calculation of Herodotus there is a year more. From 

Thuc. vi. 54 we learn that even at Athens not roo years after 

the event, there were erroneous ideas about the expulsion of the 

Peisistratidae. 

Here the addition is correct. 7+10+1= 18, although the 

time assigned to Hiero’s reign does not agree with the statement 

of Diodorus (xi. 66) that he reigned 11 years. But why does 
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Aristotle omit Dionysius, whose tyranny lasted longer, and therefore 

afforded a better example? Dionysius I B.c. 405-367, Diony- 

sius II 367-356, and again 346-344, besides the shorter reigns 

of Dion and others, in all about 60 years. 

dios. 12. 7. 
i.e. in any way specially applicable to that form of government. 

We may observe that Aristotle criticises the Platonic number as 12. 8. 

if it had a serious meaning: yet he omits rpis avéyOeis, words 

which are an essential part of the calculation, after dv0 dpyovias 

mapéxeraz, (See Rep. viii. 546 C.) 

dud te Tod xpdvov. 12. 9. 

Sc. ri dv isos ei peraBorx to be supplied from the preceding 

sentence. ‘And in what is any special change made by time?’ 

i.e. What has time alone to do with the changes of states? 

With ra pa dpédyeva supply ri or da ri from ri ay ety above; cp. 12. 9. 

da riv airiay (infra § 10). ‘And why should things which do not 

begin together change together ?’ 

dua tiv’ airiay ek ravrns eis Ty Aaxovixny peraBaddct 5 12. To. 

Aristotle unfairly criticizes Plato’s order as if it were meant to 

be an order in time. The same objection might be taken. to his 

own use of the phrases peraSdddew and peraBaiver in Nic. Eth, 

viii, 10, where he talks as if states always ‘passed over’ into their 

opposites :—the ‘ passing over’ is logical, a natural connexion of 

ideas, not always historical. 

ért S€ tupavvidos ov Aeyer ovr e€i Extra peraBody, or ef py Cora, 12. 11. 

Sud tiv’ aitiav, Kal eis molay modurelay. 

1) “He never says whether tyranny is or is not liable to revo- 

lutions, and if it is, what is the cause of them and into what form 

it changes ’—a condensed sentence in which kai is omitted before 

dia rir’ airiav. «is roiay mohiteiav, SC. Zorat peraBorAn. é; 

2) It is also possible and perhaps better, with Bekker in his 

second edition, to place a comma after the second o@re: od’, ci.p) 

éorat, Oia tiv’ airiay, (It will be remembered that tyranny is the last 
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development of the Platonic cycle, and it is natural to ask ‘Why 

does not the cycle continue or return into itself?) The meaning 

may then be paraphrased as follows: ‘He never says whether (as 

might be expected) tyranny, like other forms of government, 

experiences a change, or if not, what is the explanation of this 

inconsistency ?’ 

7) XaptAdov. 

According to Beacliss Ponticus (fr. 2 Miiller) Charillus, as 

the name is also spelt in ii, 10. § 2, or Charilaus, as here, 

made himself tyrant during the absence of Lycurgus, who on his 

return to Sparta restored or introduced good order. The change 

which he then effected in the constitution of Sparta is called by 

Aristotle, who appears to follow the same tradition, a change 

from tyranny to aristocracy. 

ev Kapxnddn. 

Sc. rupavvis peréBadev eis apioroxpariav, Yet he says in Book ii. 

c. 11. § 2—‘that Carthage has never had a sedition worth 

speaking of, nor been under a tyrant,’ and a similar statement 

occurs in this chapter (§ 14). Cp. also vi. 5. § 9, rovodrov 8é rwa 

tpdmov Kapxnddmot mrodirevduevoe hitov Kexrnvrat tov Sypov* det yap Twas 

éxméurrovres Tov Onpov mpos Tras mepioiKxidas mowodow evmdpovs x.7.A. To 

avoid this apparent contradiction St. Hilaire conjectures XaAxnddsu, 

a useless emendation of which there can be neither proof nor 

disproof; for we know nothing of the history of Chalcedon and 

not much of the history of Carthage. 

It might be argued that the text as it stands may refer to a 

time in the history of Carthage Jdefore the establishment of the 

aristocratical constitution described in Bk. ii. c. 11, as he says in 

this very passage of Lacedaemon, § 12, that it passed from tyranny 

into aristocracy. But such a violent supposition is hardly to be 

assumed in order to save Aristotle’s consistency. In § 14 infra, he 

calls Carthage a democracy. In ii. 11. § 5, he talks of it as 

having a democratic element. 

dromov S€ kai rd dvat Svo wddes elvae THY OdAvyapxtKnY, mMAovoi@y Kal 

TEVNTOY, 
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Here as elsewhere Aristotle is really objecting to a figure of 

speech, Plat. Rep. iv. 422 E; viii. 551 D. It may be certainly 

said of a state which is governed by an oligarchy, with much more 

truth than of a timocracy or democracy, that it consists of two 

cities. 

Bekker inserts «ai in his 2nd Edition—dorevdpevor (kat) kararoxi- 12. 17. 

(épevor. The addition makes no change in the sense. 

peraBadXovow ovbev padrAov ovdérore eis Sjyov f eis GAAnv wodireiav. 12, 18, 

Yet in iii. 15. § 12, Aristotle says that oligarchies passed into 

tyrannies and these into democracies. 



BOOK VI. 

The greater part of Book vi. has been already anticipated in 

iv. There are also several repetitions of Book v. A few sen- 

tences may be paralleled out of ii. and iii. (See English Text.) 

The whole is only a different redaction of the same or nearly 

the same materials which have been already used; not much is 

added. ‘The varieties of democracy and oligarchy and the causes 

of their preservation or destruction are treated over again, but in a 

shorter form. The management of the poor is worked out in 

greater detail: the comparison of the military and civil constitution 

of a state is also more precise and exact. The magistrates re- 

quired in states are regarded from a different point of view: in iv. 

they are considered chiefly with reference to the mode of electing 

them and their effect on the constitution ; in vi. they are enume- 

rated and described, and the officers necessary to all states are 

distinguished from those which are only needed in certain states. 

There are several passages in which a previous treatment of the 

same subjects is recognized (1. § 1, § 5,§ 8, § 10; 4.§ 1, § 15; 

5.§ 2; 8.§ 1). The references seem to have been inserted with 

a view of combining the two treatments in a single work. 

1.2. dpa re mepi éxeivwy ef te Novmrdv 

seems to indicate the supplementary character of this part of 

the work. 1) ‘As well as any omission of those matters (éxeiywv) 

which have just been mentioned,’ i. e. the offices, law-courts, ete. ; 

or 2*) ékeivey may refer to the forms of constitutions [odcrecoy]. 

1.4-6. Bekker in his 2nd edition inserts wept rd before BovAevdyevoy in 

§ 4, and éel before dei in § 6 without any authority, both appa- 

rently in order to make the language smoother and more regular. 

But this is not a good reason for altering the text of Aristotle. 
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avrn © éotiv hv Kadodoi rwes Odtyapxiay, 1. 6. 

‘which they call oligarchy,’ is perhaps only an example of un- 

meaning pleonasm like the expression 6 kadovpevos dnp, Meteor. 

i. 3, 339 b. 33 thy Tod Kadoupevov yddrakros iow, Pol. i. 8. § 10. 

But it is also possible that Aristotle here uses the term in the wider 

sense in which he has previously spoken of oligarchy and de- 

mocracy as the two principal forms of government under which 

the rest are included (iv. 3. § 6). Cp. note on iv. 8. § 1. 

ti © dnavra ravra. 1. 9. 

‘ All the democratic elements of which he has spoken generally 

and is going to speak more particularly,’ i.e. election by lot, 

elections of all out of all, no property qualification, payment of 

the citizens (etc., see infra c. 2. § 5), ‘may exist in the same 

state.’ 

as év povn TH wodwreia TavTn pEeTeXovTas €AevOepias. 2. 1. 

peréxovras, accusative absolute, or a second accusative after 

Aéyetv eidOaow, the subject and object being nearly the same. 

a“ > a a a > 

TOUT €ivat KL TEAOS, KaL TOdT eivat TO Sikatov, 2. 2. 

‘ That is also the end, and that is the just principle.’ 

elrep TOU SovAou SvTos Td jy. 2. 3. 

The MSS, vary between Sovdcvovros and SovAov dyros. Supply 

éort Or some weaker word than épyov. 

oupBadrerat tatty mpds Thy ehevOepiay THY KaTa TO igor. & é 

‘The impatience of control passes into the love of equality; 

mankind are unwilling to be ruled and therefore they rule and are 

ruled in turn. Thus the two characteristics of freedom meet or 

coincide.’ 

ro Suxdtew mavras kat ex mdvrov, 2. 5. 
The old translator takes this as if he read # ee. But we may 

retain «ai, regarding é« mdvrev as explanatory of the manner in 

which the whole people exercised their judicial functions by the 

election of smaller bodies out of their own number. 
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2.5. TO Tv exkAnoiay Kupiay eivac mdvrov, apxny dé pndepiay pnbevds H Sri 

dAtyicrwy i TOV peyioTa@v Kupiay, 

The passage as it stands in the MSS. [4 ére ddtyicroy f ra&v 

peyloray xvpiav| gives no suitable meaning. It is possible to 

correct it 1*) by placing the words 4 rév peyioroy after mavrov, OF 

2) by inserting pi before rév peyiorwy [Lambinus]. 

2.6.  dpxar 

is used in the generic sense to include the dépirros dpx7 of iil. 

Lo 4. 

2.6.  peOdd@ tH mpd ravrns. 

Sc. iv. 6. § 5 and c. 15. § 13. 

2.7.  Tav apxav as avdykn ovootreiv per’ addnrov, 

i.e. the chief magistrates whom the law required to take their 

meals together. This, which is a regulation prescribed by Aris- 

totle in vii. 12. § 2, may be inferred to have been the general 

custom. 

2.7. re ered) Sdryapxia. Kai yéver kal mAovT@ Kal Tadela dpiferar K.7.r. 

The term oligarchy is here used nearly in the sense of aris- 

tocracy. Education cannot be said to be characteristic of oligarchy 

in the strict sense of the word. Cp. iv. 8. § 3. ‘The term 

aristocracy is applied to those forms of government which incline 

towards oligarchy, because birth and education are commonly the 

accompaniments of wealth.’ 

2.8.  émi dé r&v dpydy 7d pndepiav didiov elvar. 

Sc. Syporixdy Soxet civ. For the general power of the ancient 

magistrates cp. iii. 16.§ 1; v. 1. §§ 10, 113 c. 10. § 5. 

2.8. && dpxaias peraBodis. 

These words are translated in the text *‘has survived some 

ancient change’; they may also mean, though the expression is 

somewhat inaccurate, ‘have survived from the old state before the 

change.’ For an example of such a ‘survival’ compare the 

custom at Epidamnus of the magistrates going into the assembly 

at elections, v. 1. § 10. 
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ra pev ody Kowd tais Snwokparias tabt’ eoriv. 2. 9. 

ravra, i. e. ‘election out of all, all over each, each over all, some 

payment for services, poverty, mean birth are in various degrees 

characteristic of all democracies.’ 

7d pnbev padrov apxew tovs amdpous 7) rods eddpous 2. 9. 

is the reading of all the MSS. except one, and is supported by 

Moerbek. The phrase is peculiar: ‘that the poor should no 

more have power than the rich’—we might expect rather ‘that 

the rich should no more have power than the poor. But 

Aristotle is speaking of democracy in the previous passage. It 

has been suggested that we should transpose the words; for the 

confusion of edmopor and dmopo (ii. 11. § 12, iii, 17. § 4, and 

v. 3. § 8) is common, and renders such a transposition not im- 

probable. But a sufficiently good meaning is elicited from the 

text as it stands. 

Td d€ pera rovTo dropeira mas E~ovar 7d ioov, mérepov Sei ra Tiuqpara 8, ft. 

Srehetv xuAlous TA TOV TevTaKoTiwy Kal Tods xLAlous iov Sivacbat ToIs 

TevTakociots, 7) ovx ovtw Sei riMévai Ti KaTd TodTo icérnra, GANG Bredelv 

pev ovtas, érerta éx tov TevtaKociwv ious haPBdvta Kal éx Tov xiAiwv, 

Tovrous Kupious eivar Tov Srarpécewy Kal Tay Sixacrnpior, 

The meaning of the first case (mérepoy Sei ra tipjpara k.T.A.) 

is that the five hundred men of property should have as many 

votes as the thousand; of the second case that the proportion 

between the rich and the poor being maintained (500 = 1000), the 

electors instead of voting directly should choose representatives in 

equal numbers and transfer to them all the electoral and judicial 

power. 

x*Aious is the dative after dueAciv: ‘to distribute to or among the 

thousand the qualification of the 500.’ The clause which follows 

(kat . . . mevraxogiois) is explanatory and illustrates the meaning. 

The qualification of the 500 is to be distributed among the 1000, 

and so the rooo are equal to the 500. Others take the words 

with toov divacda, placing a comma at diedciv, ‘and arrange the 

qualifications so that the votes of the 500 should be equal to those 

of the 1000, and the rooo equal to the 500.’ According to this 
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way of taking the passage, ra tyznpara tay mevraxociey is not parallel 

with xvAious, sc. modiras, for which we should have expected rois 

rév xiAiov, The irregularity is not continued in the next clause. 

diedeiv pev ovras. ‘We ought to distribute the qualification in 

this proportion, i.e. so that 1000 shall have together as much as 

500 have together; and carry out the principle by electing an 

equal number of representatives from both.’ In the previous case 

Aristotle supposes a direct election, in this an election through 

representatives. 

The word d:aipécewv in this passage is doubtful. If genuine, it 

probably means the distribution of the citizens in classes or courts, 

like dueheiv in the previous sentence (dAAa diededv pév obras KTA.). 

A€youor yap ws 6 tt dy Sd&y Tois mreloot Trav TodtTay, Tovr eivat Sei 

KUptoy K.T.A. 

‘It is commonly said that the majority must prevail, but in the 

majority the elements both of wealth and numbers have to be 

included. Suppose for example there are ten rich and twenty 

poor, six rich are of one opinion, fifteen poor of another. Five 

poor vote with the six rich, and four rich with the fifteen poor. 

When both are added up, then of whichever side the qualification 

exceeds, that is supreme.’ 

In the instance given, assuming the qualification of the poor to 

be half that of the rich then the votes of the side on which 

the poor have a majority= 4 x 2+15 = 23, 

the rich have a majority =6x2+5 = 14, 

Majority of poor . . . 6 

The precise arithmetical expression which is given to an 

imaginary problem is rather curious. It is also remarkable that 

the formula which is used seems applicable to timocracy rather 

than to democracy, which is now being discussed. But here as 

elsewhere Aristotle is always trying to escape from democracy 

pure and simple. 

étoTépwv ody Td Tiunua brepreiver cvvapiOpoupevar auporépov Exatépots, 

TovTo KUptor, 

éxarépots is the dative after émepreives and a pleonastic explanation 

of érorépov. 
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héyo S€ mpuitnv domep ay ris diédot rods Shpous* BeArioros yap dipos 4. 1. 

5 yewpyicds €orw, aote Kal moveiv evdéxerar SnpoKpatiav, dmov CH Td 

mAnOos ard yewpyias 7) vopijs. 

éomep ay Tis K.7.A. is the explanation of mpérny, ‘I call it the first, 

meaning that which comes first in the classification of demo- 

cracies,’ because it is the best and most natural, implied in BéArioros 

yap Sijpos. 
move évdéxerar Sypoxpariav, The commentators require the ad- 

‘dition of Bedrioryy which may be supplied from BeAreros. Or 

Aristotle may mean, that you can have a democracy (though not 

‘commonly found to exist) among a rustic population, for that is 

‘the very best material of a democracy. 

did yewpyias 7} vopis. Aristotle is here speaking not of nomadic 

‘tribes ‘cultivating their living farm’ (i. 8. § 6), who are far from 

‘being the most peaceable of mortals, not of an exclusively pastoral 

life at all (cp. § 11 infra), but of the tending of cattle as one of the 

ordinary pursuits of an agricultural population. 

dia pev yap rd ph wodNhy ovoiay fxew doyxodos, Sore pi) modAdis 4, 2. | 

exxAnoragew* did Se rd pr Exew Tdvaykaia mpos Tois epyous SarpiBovar Kat 

Tay addXorpiay ovK éemibupovow, 

It may appear strange that their being poor should be a reason 

why people do not desire the property of others. But though 

a little paradoxical the meaning is clear. Aristotle is describing a 

population which having little or no independent means, is ab- 

sorbed in labour, and can only obtain through their labour the 

necessaries of life ; they are patient as well as industrious, and too 

busy to covet the property of others. | 

ky pa) peTéxwor Tis aipécews Tdv dpxdv GdAd tues aiperol Kata pépos 4, 4. 

ék mdvrov, domrep ev Mavtiveia, 

These words probably mean that a body of representatives 

elected the magistrates, this body consisting of persons elected in 

turn, or by sections out of all the citizens. A similar principle 

was adopted in the constitution of Telecles the Milesian (iv. 14. 

§ 4), in which the citizens were to deliberate by turns, as here they 

elect by turns. 
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kat det vopifew Kat rodr’ civar oxjpd Te SypoKpatias, domep ev Mavyti- 

velo mor’ fy. 

So iv. 9. § 7, modAol yap eyxepodor Aéyew ws Snpuoxparias ovons 

[rijs AaxeSarpoviov mohtretas| 81a 7d Snpoxparixd mohda thy rabw exew, 

Mantinea is to be counted as a democracy ‘after a fashion,’ at a 

certain period of her history, because the electors to offices, although 

themselves a small body only, were elected by all, and because the 

whole people had the right of deliberating. Schneider thinks that 

the names of the magistrates mentioned in the treaty made between 

Athens, Argos, Mantinea and Elis, .c. 420 (Thuc. v. 47), likewise 

indicate a democratic form of government. But this is fanciful. 

That Mantinea was at that time a democracy may be more safely 

inferred from the alliance which she formed with Athens and Argos. 

Aristotle’s cautious language would lead us to suppose that the 

government of Mantinea, though not strictly speaking a demo- 

cracy, wore the appearance of one, and was a form of government 

which he himself greatly admired, being in name a democracy but 

in reality administered by its chief citizens. 

The chief magistrates are to be a select class possessing a high 

qualification, but they will be controlled by the whole people. 

Thus the democratical constitution is supposed to be happily 

balanced. ‘ But it may be questioned whether a democracy which 

has a supreme power in the assembly would be willing to elect its 

magistrates from a privileged class. It may equally be doubted, 

whether a great people like the Athenians would have submitted 

to the checks and artifices by which democracy is bridled. Such 

theories of government look well in books, but they are ‘ paper- 

constitutions’ only. They may sometimes be realized in fact 

when events have prepared the way for them; but cannot be 

imposed as the behests of political philosophy on a reluctant 

people merely with a view to their good. 

81d 83) Kat cupdépov éori rH mpdrepov pybcion Snpoxparia. 

&d refers to what has preceded. ‘And because of the general 

contentment which is thereby secured, it is advantageous to this 

rural form of democracy to be allowed to elect officers and review 

and judge’: a thought which is illustrated in what follows, § 6. 
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dpxeww Tovs emceckeis Gvapaptytous dvras. 4.4. 

Lit. ‘and they are blameless,’ ‘do no wrong,’ or taken in con- 

nexion with the preceding words, as in the translation, *‘are 

prevented from doing wrong.’ An example of a condensed 

sentence in which two thoughts are compressed into one, 

mpos dé Td Katackevdfew yewpyoy tov Sjuov Tav Te vépov Twes Tar 4, 8. 

mapa Tois modois Keyevay Td dpxaiov xpyowmoe mayres, 7} TO Sos yar) 

ekcivat Kextijcbar mAcl@ yiv pérpou Tivds i) Gms Twos Tétou mpos Td GoTU 

kai try Tod. 

aré twos témov, ‘beginning from a certain place,’ reckoned in 

relation to the town. *If reckoning inwards, we must supply p) 

from pi e€eivac; if outwards, the force of 7) is not continued. 

‘The law provided that no one should possess more than a 

certain quantity of land; or, if he did, it was not to be within a 

certain distance of the city; or, regarded from another point of 

view, it was to be beyond a certain distance from the city.’ In 

other words he was not to monopolize the valuable portions of 

the land (cp. Plato’s Laws, v. 739 foll.), which were to be dis- 

tributed among as many of the citizens as possible. 

aorv the city is more precisely defined by més, the Acropolis, as 

at Athens, cp. Thuc. ii. 15. 

éort Sé kal dy Aeyovow ’OdAov vdpov civae Tovovrdy te Suvdpevos, TO pi 4, 9. 

Saveifew eis te pépos tis bmapxovons éExdor@ vis. 

That is to say, a certain portion of the land could not be pledged, 

and was therefore always clear of incumbrances. In ancient as 

well as in modern times there were agricultural troubles ; and many 

plans were devised for securing the peasant proprietor against the 

money-lender. 

viv Se Sei SropBodv Kai ro ’Advuraiwr vou’ mpds yap & déeyopney eori 4, g, 10. 
e > “ , , A - ‘ Lo] bs Be ¢ XpNTywos. ekelvor ydp, Kaimep dyres modAol Kexrnpevor Sé yqv dALyny, Suws 

mavTes yewpyodow" TiYavrar yap obx Shas TAs KTHOELS, GAAG KaTa THAL- 

kavra pdpia Suaipodvres. or’ exew SmepBdddew rais tiysnoect Kal tovs 

mevnras. 

dcopGodv. ‘ Now, when through the want of an enactment such as 

VOL. II. R 
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that which is ascribed to Oxylus the evil has already sprung up, 

we should correct it by the law of the Aphytaeans,’ 

The object aimed at was to maintain or to preserve a large 

number of small proprietors who were freemen. This was effected 

at Aphytis by dividing the lots into small portions, each of which 

gave a qualification for citizenship, so that every one, however 

poor, was included: e.g. suppose a citizen of Aphytis to have 

possessed fifty acres, and that forty of these were seized by the 

usurer, still the remaining ten were sufficient to preserve his rights 

of citizenship. Or, more generally, ‘though the properties were 

often larger, the portion of land required for a qualification was 

small.’ 

The meaning of imepBaddew is doubtful. It has been thought to 

mean that ‘even the small proprietors exceeded in number some 

other class, i.e. the rich or the inhabitants of the town,’ or* better 

‘they exceeded the amount required,’ 

Aphytis was a city in Pallene, which, according to Heraclides 

Ponticus, fr. 39, Miiller, vol. ii. p. 223, bore an excellent character 

for honesty among Hellenic cities. Ackaias xai coppdvas Biodow kab 

Gorpiov od Oyydvovow dvewypévav tav Ovpdv. Then follows the 

story of the stranger who bought wine and entrusted it to no one, 

but on returning after a voyage found it in the same place. 

Ta mpos Tas ToAepeKas mpdéets. 

Not to be taken after yeyupvacpévor; nor is it necessary with 

some editors to bracket rd. Translate, ‘and as regards military 

actions, their mode of life is an excellent training for them.’ Com- 

pare Alexander’s speech to his army, made a few months before 

his death, 323 B.c., recorded by Arrian, Exped. Alexandri, vii. 9, 

in which he contrasts the Oriental luxury of his Macedonian 

soldiers with their former life as mountain shepherds. 

The pastoral democracies of the Swiss mountains have been 

among the most lasting democracies in the world, and they have 

also furnished some of the best soldiers. 

érropévas Set mapexBaivery, 

sc. rds G\das. ‘The other sorts must deviate in a corresponding 

order.’ 
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émopévos, i.e. ‘in an order corresponding to their goodness or 

badness,’ gathered from BeAriorny kal mparny. 

XElpov del mAnOos xopifew. 4.15. 

‘At each stage we shall exclude a population worse in kind 

than at the preceding stage.’ Thus the first and best kind of 

democracy excludes the class of rexvirac (and a_fortior7 of course 

all below them). The second excludes the @jres, and so on till at 

last nobody remains to be excluded. For the analogous process 

in oligarchy, cp. infra c. 6. §$ 2, 3. 

a Sé Pbcipew cvpBaive kal ravrny Kal ras Gddas kiran elpnrat mpd- 4, 1h. 

Tepov Ta mr€iora Teddy. | 

Either the stress is to be laid upon kai raérnv, to which the words 

kat tas GAAas are subordinated, for other states have not been 

spoken of, ‘Most of the causes which are wont to destroy this like 

other states, have been already mentioned.’ Or, if the emphasis 

On kal ras GAAas roXcreias is retained, the reference is to the causes 

of the destruction of states in bk. v. 

a dé... elpnra. The connexion is, ‘But I need not speak of the 

causes which destroy states; for they have been already spoken of.’ 

For the absolute use of padAov cp. Plat. Phaedo 63 D, gyoi yap © 

OeppaiverOa: paddov rods Siadeyopuevovs. 

dav yap oikeioy rodro To TovovTe Shum paddov. 4. 16. 

The last word qualifies ofketoy: ‘ For all this admission of citizens 

is rather natural than alien to a democracy of this kind.’ 

STEP TvvEBy THs oTdoEws altioy yeverba mepi Kuphyny. 4. 17. 

érep=the violence of the democracy which was established after 

the overthrow of the royal power (Herod. iv. 161), about 460 

or 450 B.c., and was extended at a somewhat later period in the 

history of Cyrene. 

KAevodévns. 4, 18. 

Cp. Hdt. v. 69, as yap 8) tov A@nvatwv Sipov mpdrepov dmwcpévov 

rére mavra (al. lect. mavray) mpos tiv éwvrod poipay mpoceOjKato, Tas 

gvudds perovvduace Kal émoinae mAcivas e& eAacadvar, déxa te dy pvddp- 

R'2 
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xous aytl treco€pay eroinoe, Séxa Sé Kal rods Shpovs Karéveye es Tas 

guAds. 

Cp. Schémann’s Antiquities of Greece, Engl. Transl., p. 336. 

The breaking up old divisions in an army and a state is not 

a mere change of names, but of traditions, customs, personal re- 

lations—to the ancients even of gods. The division of France into 

departments, the reorganisation of Italy and Germany, or, to take 

a minor instance, the recent redistribution of the English regiments, 

are modern examples of the manner in which such changes affect 

the habits of men or offend their prejudices. 

5.1. ore 8 Epyov.. . peyorov Epyov. 

The repetition of pyov is awkward; but the general style of the 

Politics is not sufficiently accurate to justify us in omitting the word 

in either place. 

5.2. 81 dei, wept dv tebedpyntar mpdtepov, tives cwtyplar Kal pOopat rev 

TONLTEL@Y, EK TOUTWY Teipacba KaTacKEvateLy riv aogdddecay, 

&6 because of the instability of states; the words mepi &v rebew- 

pytat mpdrepoy are either omitted or altered by those who change the 

order of the books. 

The clause rives cwrnpia is the explanation of epi év, and is 

resumed in ék rovrar. 

5.3. xa pepdvrey mpds rd kowvdy. 

These words are an explanation of rév caradicagopéever, ‘ of those 

who are condemned, and so bring money into the public treasury,’ 

not voluntarily, but by the penalties which they incur, 

Cp. Cleon in Aristoph. Knights (923): 

Saces euot Kady Sixny, 

imovpevos tais éeaopais. 

€y® yap €s tovs mdoucious 

omevow oa Sas dv eyypadijs. 

5.5. det moreiv ddiyas éxkAnoias. 

Cp. iv. 14. § 4. 

5.8,  GOpda xp Siavépew rois dmdpois, pddiota pev, et tig Svvarar TooovToy 

GOpotLav dcop eis yndiov xrijow. 
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apa, ‘in lump sums,’ opposed to the piecemeal method of doling 

out money which he had been describing above. 

et rus, indefinite ‘if ze can only collect.’ 

dvvarat, sc. dOpda Siavépew, The MSS. vary between aépoifev and - 

ovvabpoifev. Bekker’s emendation dOpoifew is unnecessary. 

év O€ TOUTe. 5.9. 

‘In the meantime,’ i.e. until the poor have all received their 

share they should be assisted by the rich, who should pay them for 

attending the assembly. 

agduepéevous Tov paraiwy eroupyiav. 5. 9. 

They being excused from those services which are useless. 

~ Cp. v. 8. § 20. 

For Tarentum, see Miiller’s Dorians (iii. 9. § 14), who sug- 5. 10. 

gests without any proof that the words xowd mowidvres ra xrjpara 

refer only to the ager publicus. Compare ii. 5. § 8, where 

Aristotle describes the Lacedaemonians as using one another’s 

horses and dogs in common. 

€or O€ TOTO Toujoat Kai THS AUTHS Apxis pepifovras, Tos prev KANpw- 5. II. 

tos trovs 5° aiperous. 

See note on text. 

dpxns is a genitive of respect, assisted by pepifew. ‘ Either there 

may be two sets of offices, filled up the one by lot and the other 

by vote, or the same office may be filled up sometimes by lot and 

sometimes by vote.’ 

Tovs pev KAnpwrovs, SC. apxovras. Either the accusative imme- 

diately follows ro:joa, or is in apposition with rotro; or some word 

like xa@cordvras is to be supplied from pepiforras. 

~The people of Tarentum elected to some of their offices by vote 

and to some by lot; the same result might have been attained if they 

had divided each office, and filled up the vacancies alternately by 

vote and by lot. 

mas Set havepov ek TovTev. Cy ks 

With dc, caracxevagew from the previous sentence, or some similar 

word suitable to the construction, has to be supplied. 
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THY pev evKpaTov pahiora TOY OALyapXLoy Kal TPOTHY. 

With these words have to be supplied, though not therefore to 

be inserted in the text (Lambinus), pds rv Bedriorny Snpoxpariay Kai 

mpaétny from the beginning of chap. 4. 

j=ev 7. ‘And in this.’ 

peréxew e&eivat, 

sc. dei. 

TocouTov eicayopuévou tov Syuou mij00s, 

‘The people being introduced in such numbers.’ An accusative 

of measure. (Matth. G. G. 421. § 5.) 

aorep yap ta pev oopara ev Siaxeiveva mpos vyievay Kal mAoia Ta mpds 

vavTiriay Kaas EXovTa Tols TAWTHpaw émidexeTat mAcious dyaprias. 

kaA@s €xovra is taken in a double construction with ra mpés vav- 

ritiav and with wA@rjpo.. Either (1)* ‘well furnished with sailors 

for navigation,’ or (2) ‘well furnished in respect of naval equip- 

ments for their sailors.’ ois shwrijpow may also be construed with © 

emiSéxerat, ‘allow of more errors in their sailors.’ (1) is confirmed 

by the words which follow mdernpev rervxnkéra pavAor. 

emet O€ Térrapa peéev €oTe K.T.A. 

Interpreters correctly remark that the four kinds of military 

force have no connexion with the four classes of the people. 

evravOa pev evpuas exer K.TA, 

‘There nature favours the establishment of an oligarchy which will 

be strong,’ or ‘we may naturally expect to establish an oligarchy.’ 

émov & SwXtryy. 

Sc. eivae cvpBeBnxe understood from the previous words though 

with a slight change of meaning in the word eiva. It is not 

necessary to read 1) émAirw with Bekker (in his second edition), 

or 2) 6mAcrixy with Susemihl (on the authority of one MS. which 

reads émhurixov and the old translator who gives ‘ armativam’). 
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The oligarchy find themselves outnumbered and overmatched 7, 2, 3. 

by the light-armed troops. The remedy for this evil is to combine 

a light-armed force of their own with their cavalry and heavy- 

armed. 

viv pev ovv Oro ToLOUTOY mond TANOds eotw, Stray Svact@or, wodAdkis 7. 2. 

dywviLovrar xeipa. 

The change in the nominatives is observable, ‘When the two 

parties (mdjOos kai edmopor) fall out, the rich (etropo) are often 

worsted in the struggle.’ 

dppakoy . . . orparnyav. Tee. 

‘A remedy such as military commanders employ.’ | 

tauty & éemxparovow, 7. 3. 

The antecedent of ravry, ‘in this way,’ is not clear. It appears 

to mean (as we gather from the context) ‘by their superior 

flexibility’—sc. dia rd ody ray Sivayey eivar. 

exkexpipevous dé ék maidoy abAnrds civat airods Tav epyav. 7. 3+ 

Lit. ‘and that persons selected out of boys [thus trained} should 

themselves become actual light-armed warriors.’ The opposition 

Of éxkexpimevouvs Se to ere pev dvras véovs implies that the persons 

selected had passed the stage of youth. For d@dnrds rav epyov 

cp. Plat. Rep. viii. 543 B, a@Anras modéyov. 

év MagoaXia. 7.4. 

See note on v. 6. § 2. 

KaTackeva ew TL TOV KoLWov 7. 6. 

should be taken generally of some permanent work, to erect 

some public building or monument. 

Ta Anppatra yap (nrovew ovy Hrrov 7} Thy Tyny. AL 

Cp. Eth. viii. 16. § 3, od yap gorw dua ypnpuariferOa ex tev Kowa 

kal ripac bat. 

The plan of this book, which is for the most part a repetition 8. 

of Book iv., here abruptly breaks down. For though democracy 
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and oligarchy are fully discussed, nothing is said of other forms 

of government, notwithstanding the intention expressed at the 

beginning of the book, c. 1. § 2, of considering ‘the modes of 

organisation proper to each form of government.’ 

Mparov pev odv émipédea TOV dvayKatuv % mepl THY ayopay, ep 7 Set 
Rp ? A > a , \ , ‘ ‘ > , 

Twa apxnv evar THY Eopacay mepi TE TA TUUBdAaLA Kal THY EvKOGpPiaAY. 

Tov dvaykai@y, SC. 1) émipedeiav; Or *2) dpxay, cp. supra § 1, Tov 
/ a avaykaiov apxav. 

pera Oe ravrnv éxopern péev avaykaorarn S€¢ oyeddv Kal xader@rdrn Tov 

apxav €oriv 7 Trept TAS TMpPdgEts Tov KaradixacOévroy Kal TY mpoTWEpEevwv 

Kara Tas éyypadds. 

mpaées is here used generally to include execution of sentences 

passed on criminals, and exaction of debts from public debtors. 

Tay mporiepevav appears to mean those whose names, having 

been first entered on the register as defaulters or criminals (xara 

tas éyypapds), are publicly posted up. Cp. infra § 10, mepi ras 

mpobéces tay dvayeypaypevoy: and Plato Laws 784 D where the in- 

corrigible are to be written up (dvayeypappévor) and deprived of 

citizenship. 

kat mpakewy pn yryvopever, 

SC. Kowaveiy ddvvaroy dAdAnAots. 

ert 8 ua mparrecOa Kal ras apxas rds te GANas Kal Tas Tov véwy 

padrov Tas veus, Kal Tas Tov eveoTétwv érépas Karadtkacdons érépav eivat 

Thy mpatroperny, otov dotuvduous Tas mapa Tov ayopavdpwv, Tas dé mapa 

TOoUT@Y érepous. 

‘Moreover, in some cases, the magistrates too should execute 

the sentence; and there should be fresh magistrates to execute 

the sentences on fresh offences; but in the case of old or existing 

offences (rév éveorérwy Opposed to ray véwv) One magistrate should 

condemn, another should exact the penalty; for example, the 

wardens of the city should exact the fines imposed by the wardens 

of the agora.’ 

With ras rév véewy and ras ray éveotorar supply dikas, 
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76 dé mepi mavtwv rovs abrovs Tohepious maou. 8. 11. 

Se. movet understood from dméyGevav Exe Sumdijv. 

bu Bedtiov Kai ravrny xopilew, Kat Td odpropa (yreiv Kal wepi 8, 12. 

TavTny. 

To oddicpa, ‘the suitable or appropriate device.’ The correction 

tt cogicpa, which is supported by the expression éav py re copifavrat 

(ii. 5. § x9), is unnecessary and feeble. Such an idiomatic use 

of the article is not unknown in English: e.g. ‘to find out the 

way’ or ‘the proper way of making the office less unpopular.’ 

Kal epi ravrny, SC. tiv pvdAdrroveay. ‘About this as well as 

the last case,’ i.e. the case of the jailor and the executioner, as 

well as of the judge and the executioner. 

rowadrat & elev ai te mepl tiv vdakny ths Trews, kal boat rdtrrovra 8. 14. 

mpos Tas moewKas xpelas. 

The optative here would seem to require dy, which is inserted 

by Bekker in his second edition, or efev may be altered into 
> 

€tot, 

To O€ Trav év Te TOUTWV eoTv Eidos emysehelas TOAELLKOY. 8. 15. 

The order of the words is 7d dé may cidos tovtav éoriv &v tt eidos 

émpedcias Trohepixov. Bekker, in his znd edition (after Lambinus), 

reads émiuédera, a change which is unnecessary. 

kai TpocevOuvotcay. 8. 16. 

‘And which in addition audits them.’ 

} yap avr modAdkis Eyer 7d TEAS Kal THY Elaopday. 8.17. 

The connexion proves that the latter words can only mean 

‘the final ratification and the introduction of measures.’ 

éxouern S€ tavrns f mpos Tas Ovoias apapiopévn tas Kowas mdoas, doas 8. 20. 

py tots iepedow arodiiaaw 6 vépuos, GAN’ ard Tis Kowns éatias Exouer THY 

Tiny. 

Either 1)* the words ékeivors door, or 2) ai 6voiac must be supplied 

before ¢xovcr. 

Aristotle is opposing the priests, who perform the ordinary sacri- 

fices assigned to them by law, to the great officers of state, who 

offer sacrifice at the public hearth of the city. 
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8.20.  Kadovor 8 of prev apyxovras K.7.A, 

Cp. iii. 14. § 13. 

8.21.  émidoyopors. 

Audits by the officers called Aoyorai (cp. § 16). But it is hard 

to distinguish them from éferdoes since Aristotle (supra § 16) says 

that Aeyorai and ééeraorai are only different names for the same 

Officers. 



BOOK VII. 

Bernays (Die Dialoge des Aristoteles, p. 69 ff.) has drawn 1-8, 

attention to the peculiar style of the opening chapters (1, 2, 3) of 

this book, which he supposes to be taken from some Aristotelian 

dialogue. (See Essay on Structure of Aristotelian Writings.) 

The passage is certainly remarkable for a flow and eloquence. 

which are not common in Aristotle. But though rare, there are 

other traces of grace and elevation of style to be discovered in 

the Politics: e.g. in the discussion about education (viii. c. 3-5), 

where the writer seems to derive inspiration from his subject; 

in the introduction to the criticism on the forms of government 

ii. c. 1; parts of ii. c. 5, especially § 11, are easy and flowing ; the 

descriptions of the middle class citizen iv. c. 11; of the tyrant 

v. c. 11; and of the city vii. cc. 11, 12, are graphic and striking. 

There are also several passages in the Nicomachean Ethics as well 

as many fine expressions in which beauty of style shines through 

the logical analysis, e.g. Eth. i. 10. § 14; c. 10. § 12, Guas de 

kai . . peyaddyuxos; ix. 4. §§ 3-6: x. 8. §&§ 7, 8. If we could 

suppose these passages to be a fair sample of any complete 

writing of Aristotle, we could better understand why his style was 

so highly praised by Cicero (Acad. ii. 38), and other writers. 

Gdndov yap gyros rovrov Kat Thy dpiorny dvaykatoy andov «iva 1. 1. 

moAureiay, 

‘For the best life may be expected to show us the best 

state.’ 

apiora yap mpadrrew mpoonket Tovs dpirta ToArTevopevous €k Tov STap- 1, 1. 

XOVTwV avrois, cay pH Te ylyynrat mapdAcyor. 

ex tév tmapxérrev is to be taken closely with modirevopevovs. Not 

‘they lead the best life, as far as their conditions of life admit, 

who are governed in the best manner:’ but ‘they lead the best 
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life who have the best form of government possible under their 

conditions of life.’ 

The qualification ex rév imrapydvrwv, though not mentioned in 

the first sentence, naturally occurs to the mind of Aristotle, who 

thinks of life under the conditions of life. Cp. infra § 13, viv 8 

troxeicOw rocodroyv, dt. Bios pev Gpioros, Kal xwpis ExdoT@ kal Kow} Tais 

modcow, 6 pet GpeTHs KeXopNynuENs emt ToTOUTOY Sore perexew TV Kat’ 

dperiy mpakeor. 

Aristotle adds a further qualification éav py te yiyrnrat mapddoyov : 

as we might say without much meaning and almost as a fagon 

de parler, ‘ under ordinary circumstances.’ 

vonicayvras ovy ikav@s moAha A€yeobar Kal TOv év Tois éfwTEpLKois 

Adyous wept THs dpiorns Cwys, Kal viv xpnoréov aitois, ws dAnbas yap 

mpds ‘ye piav Siaipeow oddels dudioBytnceev dy ws ob Tprdv obcdv pepl- 

Swv, Tv Te ExTds Kal TOY ev TO THpatt Kal TOV ev TH WuyH, mavra Taira 

bmdpxew ois pakapios Sei. 

kal rv is partitive, ‘enough has been said among, or in, the 

things which have been said.’ . 

év tois e£wrepixois Adyos. ‘ Popular writings in general,’ whether 

those of Aristotle or of others, containing opinions or distinctions 

which were generally accepted. The threefold division of goods, 

into goods of the body, goods of the soul, and external goods, 

here said to be found in the efwrepixol Adyou, is again mentioned in 

Rhet. i. 5. § 4, 1360. 25, and would seem to have been a received 

notion not peculiar to Aristotle. Cp. Nic. Eth. i. 8. § 2, veveuy- 

péevav On Tav ayabay rpixf, Kal Tov pév exros Aeyopevar, Tav Sé mepi 

Woxiy Kat cGpa, Ta wepl Wuxi Kupiorata éyouev kal padiota ayaa’ ras 

dé mpageis kal tas évepyeias Tas Wuxixas epi Yoyiy Tidepev. Sore Kaos 

dy héyouro Kard ye Tavrny tiv défav madarav ovcay Kal 6podoyoupevyy ind 

trav piriocopotvrav. ‘The Adyou e€wrepixol are alluded to in the same 

manner and nearly in the same words by Aristotle, Nic. Eth. i. 13. 

§ 9. They are opposed to Ady xara pitocodpiay Eud. Eth. 1217 

b. 22. . 

Tpiav ovuay pepidwr, SC. Trav dyabav, which is somewhat strangely 

omitted. T’he clause which follows rév re éxrds x.7.X., is either 

dependent on these words, or in apposition with them. 
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dvdpias K.7.X. neds aS 

The virtues here mentioned are the four cardinal virtues of 

Plato (Rep. iv. 428), who calls ¢pémois by the term oodia, making 

no such distinction between copia and dpdynais as Aristotle after- 

wards introduced (Nic. Eth. vi.). 

_ tods didrdrous didous. r se. Ay 

idovs is bracketed by Bekker in his second edition. But why. 

object to the pleonasm in a rhetorical passage? 

- @AXG radra pév eydpeva Gowep wdvres dv cvyxopycerav, Seapeporra 8 1. 5. 

€v T@ TOT@ Kal Tais vrepoxais. 

éonep is bracketed* by Bekker in his second edition, but without 

reason. If retained it may either be construed with av cvyxwpjcear, 

‘as all would agree in these things the moment they are uttered, 

so on the other hand they differ’ etc.; or éo0mep may be a quali- 

fication of mavres, ‘in a manner every one’ (Schlosser, Bonitz s.v.). 

4 > 3 “ ~ ‘ ey € Cal 

Stapépovra 8 €v TH ToTG kal Tais vrepoxais. 1. 5. 

Cp. infra § 8, kara ri imepoyny fumep eine Sidoracw. 

‘Virtue can never be in excess, and he who has the most virtue 1, 5-13. 

is the best of men and the happiest; for happiness consists in 

virtue provided with sufficient means or instruments of good action ; 

and this principle applies equally to individuals and to states, and 

_is the foundation both of ethics and of politics.’ 

The proof that external goods are inferior to the goods of the 1. 6, 7. 

soul is twofold : 

1) dia ray epyov, from the fact that the former are acquired by 

the latter and not vice versd. 

2) kara tov Adyov ckorovpevois, from reason, i.e. the nature of 

things, because external goods, being an instrument, have a limit; 

of the goods of the soul there is no limit. 

On the antithesis of facts and reason and the connexion between 

them in Aristotle, ‘cp. note on i. 5. § 3 

tav d€ mepi uxnv Exacroy ayabav, dowmep dv SrepBdddy, Tocovre 1, 7. 

paddov xpnotpov eivac, 
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Yet this is only true of the goods of the soul in their most 

general sense; a man cannot have too much justice, or wisdom, 

or intelligence, but he may have too much memory or too much 

imagination, and perhaps even too much courage or liberality. 

He cannot have too much of the highest, but he may have too 

much of the lower intellectual and moral qualities. Cp. Ethics 

ii. 6. § 17 where Aristotle, after defining virtue as a peodrns, is 

careful to explain that it is also an dxpérns. 

ddws re Spdov ds dxodovbeiv Hyooper tiv Sidbeow rv dpiotny éxdorov 

mpayparos mpos GAAnda Kata Tiv vmepoxhy, Hvmep eikynhe SideTaow 

av dapev adras eivar Siabécers ravras. 

The general meaning of this passage is simple enough. ‘If 

one thing is superior to another, the best state of that thing is 

superior to the best state of the other.’ But an awkwardness is 

caused by the insertion of dS:acracw, after the relative jurep in 

apposition with tmepoxyny. ‘According to the excess or interval 

which exists between the different states of things.’ The subject 

of «idnpe is the antecedent of dy, i. e. mpdypara, supplied from 

exdoTou mpdayparos. 

Bekker, following the old translation ‘sortita est,’ reads ‘eldnxe 

for «Ande in his second edition. The change makes no real 

difference in the sense. 

ere S€ rhs Wuxns Everev radra mépuxev aipera kai Set mavras aipeioba 

rods ev hpovodvras, GAX’ ovk ekeivwr Evexev Tv Wryiv. 

Cp. Matth. xvi. 26, ri yap apeArnOnoera: dvOpwros éay tov Kdéopor 

ddov Kepdjnon thy Sé oxy adrod (numb ; 

pdprupt TO Oem Xpwpevors. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. vii. 14. § 8, Ard 6 Beds dei piav kat dari xaiper 

ndovav’ ov yap pdovoy Kwhoceas eoTW evépyeca GANA Kal akwnotas Kab 7dor) 

padrov ev npepia eorly 7} ev Kewnoe: also Ib. x. 8.§ 7, dore } rod Geod 

evépyera, paxaptérnte Siahépovea, Oewpytixi av ein: and Metaph. xi. 

c. 7, 1072 b. 26, } yap vod évépyera (wn, éxeivos dé (sc. 6 Beds) 4% evép- 

yeua’ evepyera O€ 1) KaP avr éxeivov for) dpiorn Kai aidxos. 

€xdpevov 8 eori kal ray ait&v Aéyov Sedpevoy Kai méAw EUdatwova THY 

dplotny civat kal TpdtToucay Kads. 
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The words zpdtrovoav cakas may be taken either with eddaipova 

Or with ri dpiorny. Either 1)* ‘the happy state is that which is 

(morally) best, and which does rightly’: or 2) ‘the happy state and 

that which does rightly is the best’: or 3) (and this though not the 

only allowable rendering of the passage probably has the most 

point) ‘the best state and that which acts rightly is happy,’ as 

God has been said to be happy in the previous sentence. The 

last words mpdrrovoay kadés are ambiguous, including both our own 

‘doing well,’ and ‘faring well.’ The argument is that as God is 

happy in his own nature so the state can be happy only so far 

as it partakes of virtue or wisdom. 

dvSpia Sé wédews kai Sixavcocivn Kal ppdvnois Thy adthy exer Svvamw call, 12. 

popdny, dv peracxav exaotos tay avOpdmav héyerat Sikatos Kai ppdvipos 

kal copper. 

rv adrivy Sivap, Sc. ékeivors, to be supplied before éy peracyxar, 

‘with that power or force which each man partakes of when he is 

called just and temperate and wise.’ Cp. for construction supra § 8. 

Bekker, in his second edition (after Coraes), inserts kat cappo- 

avvn after ppdvnois, and dvdpeios kat before Sixaos to make the 

passage symmetrical; but there is no reason to expect this exact _ 

symmetry. 

érépas ydp €otw epyov axodijs Tadra, 1, 13. 

Lit. ‘For this is the business of another time of leisure,’ or ‘ of 

another time when we shall be at leisure,’ or*, ‘of another dis- 

cussion.’ Yet he returns to the subject at the beginning of the 

next chapter. The word cxod» is translated ‘discussion’ in this 

passage by Stahr, and so explained in Liddell and Scott’s Lexicon. 

It is found in this sense in the Laws of Plato, 820 C, and perhaps 

in Arist. Polit. v. 11. § 5. 

emt rijs vov weOddou. 1. 14. 

‘Enquiry, rather than ‘treatise.’ No reference is made in the 

Politics to the whole work as a book. 

It has been already said,c.1.§ 11, not exactly that the happiness 2. 1. 

of the state is the same as that of the individual, but that they can 
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be shown to be the same by the same kind of arguments; and 

again, § 13, the best life for both is declared. to be the life of 

virtue, furnished sufficiently with the means of performing virtuous 

actions ; and in § 14 he proposes to defer matters of controversy 

for the present. But at the beginning of the second chapter, as if 

he were dissatisfied with his conclusion, he resumes the question, 

which has been already in a manner briefly determined, and as if 

he had forgotten the intention to defer it. There appears to be a 

latent incongruity even in this rhetorical passage. . 

It has been thought by Susemihl that c. 1. § 11, éyduevov & éori xat 

Tov avtav Adywv Sedpuevoy k.7.d. is another form of what follows, and 

that if c. 1. §§ 11, 12 be omitted the connexion of c. 1 and c. 2 

would be restored. But the similarity of §§ 11, 12 inc. 1 with. 2 

is not very close ; and the difference of style in the two chapters 

remains as striking as ever. , 

The analogy of the individual and the state is drawn out at 

length in the Republic of Plato, iv. 435 ff. 

elre naow bvros aiperod Kowwveiv mddews Eire Kal Tiol pev pa) Tois bé 

mA&cioTols, 

‘Whether it be a democracy or a timocracy.’ The remark is 

parenthetical, and is not further expanded. 

énet Sé tis modutixns Svavoias kai Oewpias Todt’ early epyov, aAN’ ov TO 

mept, exaorov aiperdy, npeis S€ tadtTny mponpnucba viv thy okey, exEivo 

pev mapepyov ay ein ToUTO 8 epyov ris peOddov travtns. 

TautTnv, SC. oKeyw moderexyy Supplied from modzrixjs. 

éxeivo, Sc. the question, ‘which is the more eligible life?’ 

rodro, sc. the question, ‘ which is the best state?’ Cp. Nic. Eth. 

i. 2. § 8. 

dudoByretra . . . mérepov 6 mrodutiKds Kal mpaxtikds Bios aiperds i) pad- 

Aov 6 wdvT@v Tay éxros dmodeupevos, oiov OewpyTikds Tis. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. x. 7, where the relative value of the two kinds of 

life is fully discussed. 

dvaykn yap tév te eb povodiyta mpds Tov Bedtiw oKordy ouvrdrresOa 
‘ ed > / a Veh, \ - \ , kat roy avOpomev exactov Kal Kow? Ti modcreiay, 

Yet Aristotle does not show how the two lives of action and 
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contemplation are to be transferred to the sphere of politics, the 

parallel which he sets over against them in this passage being only 

the life of the tyrant and the life of the private individual. At § 16 

he opposes the state in activity to the state in isolation; and this 
is perhaps the half-expressed contrast which is floating before his 

mind. ; 

vouigovor © of pev rd tav médas apxew Seororixws pev ytyvdpevov per’ 2. 7. 

ddixias Twos eivat THs peylorns, moduTiK@s 5é Td pév GdtKoy ovK Exew, Epmd- 

Stoy dé ¢xew TH wept adrov edvnuepia. 

éumdduov S€ €xew, ‘to contain an impediment.’ The article may be 

supplied, if necessary from ré pev ddcKov. 

éonep ev Aaxedaipou kai Kpnrn mpds tovs modeuous ovvréraxrat oxeddv 2. Q. 

} Te madeia kal TO TaY vopav TAOS. 

Cp. Plato’s Laws, bk. i. 630 ff., where the principle that the laws 

of nations should have some higher object than success in war is 

energetically maintained, and for the approval of these sentiments 

by Aristotle, supra, ii. 9. § 34. 

Kabdrep ev Kapyndéu act tov ék Tav Kpixwv Kdopov AapBavew. — 2. 10. 

It may be instructive and is certainly amusing to remark that 

William de Moerbek either reading xpivey from xpivor, ‘a lily,’ or 

confusing xpivev and xpixer, translated ‘ lilia.’ 

év d€ SKiOats ode ev mivew ev eopth twit cxipov mepupepdpevov TO 2, 11. 

pnbéva drekrayxdtt mohEptov. 

Cp. Hdt. iv. 66, where it is said that once -in every year the 

governor of each district mixes a bowl of wine from which those 

only may drink who have captured enemies. 

The accusative cxihov mepupepdpevov may be regarded as an 

accusative absolute, assisted by the verb of cognate signification, 

‘when the cup was brought round.’ 

Here is a beginning of national and international morality. The 2. 12-18. 

question whether the contemplative or the practical life is the superior 

was discussed in Nic. Eth. x. c. 7, but entirely with reference to the 

individual. In this passage an analogous question is raised con- 

VOL. Il. S 
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cerning the state. May not an individual find within himself the 

best kind of action?—-May not the state, though isolated and self- 

centred, lead a true political life? These two questions to us 

appear distinct; but they are very closely connected in the mind 

of Aristotle, to whom the individual is the image of the state. 

The isolated life of the state is suggested as a possibility by 

Aristotle. But he is quite aware that all states have relations to 

their neighbours which they cannot afford to neglect. Cp. ii. 6. 

$7; ¢ 7.§ 14. 

adda 7d mpds TodTo Onpevrdy, 

Cp. in i. 7. § 5, ofov » duaia, and infra c. 14. § 21. 

katrot tdy’ dv broddBor tis TovT@v ovTw Siwpitpéevey Ore TS KUpLov eivat 

mdvrov apisrov’ ovrw yap ay mdeioray Kal KaddXicToy Kiptos etn mpdgewr. 

aoe ov Set rov Suvdpevoy apxew mapiévar TS TAnoiov, GAA paddAov adat- 

peicOa, Kal pyre marépa aide pyre maidas tatpis pn dros irov pirov 

pnbéva brodoyetv pndé mpds ToOTO ppovrifew’ Tb yap dporoy aiperw@rarov. 

‘It is argued by some that power gives the opportunity for virtue, 

and if so, the attainment of power will be the attainment of virtue. 

But power in the higher sense implies the qualities which enable a 

man to make the true use of it, and these he will not gain but 

lose by violating the equality which nature prescribes.’. Compare 

the notion of Thrasymachus (Plat. Rep. i.) that justice is the interest 

of the superior and supra, note on i. 6. § 3; also the thesis main- 

tained by Callicles (Gorgias 484 ff.) that the tyrant is wisest and 

best and the refutation of this notion by Socrates. 

mpos ToUTO, SC. Mpos TO Urrodoyety traidwy, k.T.A. 

pr Suabéports rooovrov Saov ayvyjp yuvarkds i) maTnp Téxvev 7) Seomérns 

dovrAwr, 

These family relations are chosen as types of government an- 

swering to various kinds of rule, aristocratical, royal, tyrannical 

(cp. Nic. Eth. viii. 10). 

Aristotle means to say that a man is harmed: by ruling over 

others unless he have a right to rule; but this right can be given 

only by a natural superiority. 
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Tois yap dpotois Td Kaddv Kal Td Sixavoy év TH péper. 3. 5. 

Either r) ‘For equals to share in the honourable is just,’ or 2)* 

‘For to equals the honourable and the just consists in all having a 

turn.’ 

evdéxerar yap kata pépn Kat TOUTO cupBaivery, 3.9. 

kal roUro=ovk dmpakreiy; or rather some positive idea which is to 

be elicited from these words. ‘There may be in a state internal 

as well as external activity.’ 

Gpoiws d€ tovro tmdpyxet Kai KaP évos Grovody Tay avOperer. 3. 10. 

‘Like the state the individual may be isolated, yet he may have 

many thoughts and powers energizing within him.’ 

oxo yap ay 6 beds Zxor Kadds Kal was 6 Kdopos ois ovK eioly eEwrepixal 3. IO. 

mpagers mapa ras oixeias Tas avray, 

ie. ‘were happiness not possible in isolation.’ Cp. Nic. Eth. ix. 

4. § 4, yee yap Kal viv 6 eds rayabdy GAN dy bre wor éoriv; ib. x. 8. 

§ 7, quoted supra, c. 1. § ro. 

Kal Tots avOparois. 3. 10. 

There is no reason for bracketing these words as Bekker has 

done in his second edition; =‘mankind generally.’ Cp. supra 

c. 2. § 17, where médes are joined with yévos dvOpamer. 

mept avTav. 4.1. 

‘ About these general questions.’ 

mept tas GANag moAcreias K.T.A. 4.1. 

‘Other than the best.’ These words seem most naturally to 

refer to Books iv, v, and vi, and are therefore inconsistent with 

the altered order of the books. It is impossible to believe with 

Hildenbrand and Teichmiiller that Book ii., in which Aristotle 

treats not of different forms of government, but of certain theoretical 

or historical constitutions, furnishes a sufficient antecedent for these 

words. (See Susemihl’s note, 749, vol. ii. p. 180.) 

a > 

mept Ths pedAovens kaT ebxiv cuvertdvar TdAEws, 4. 1. 

Compare iv. 1. § 3, dcre dpAov Gri kal rodcreiay rhs adtis €orlv emvothuns 

thy apiorny Oewpnaa tis éort, kat moia tis dy obca padioT ein Kat edn, 

$2 
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pydevds eurrodifovros rév exrds. Aristotle appears to start with a con- 

sideration of the perfect state; but in attempting to describe the 

conditions of it he seems to forget his higher purpose. Unless it 

may be supposed that the Politics is an unfinished work. 

4 >] , UA 

THV olKElay vAnY, 

=ras imobéces, the conditions mentioned in § 1. 

gore yap Tt kat Toews epyov, Sore rhv Svvapyévny rodro paduor’ amoredeiy, 

ravtTny oinréov elvan peyiorny, olov ‘Immoxpdrny ovk avOpwmov GAN iarpoy 

eivar peifo noevey ay tis Tod Siadbepovros Kata Td péyeOos Tod Goparos. 

‘That city is the greatest, not which is numerically largest, but 

which is best adapted to its end; just as Hippocrates is greater, not 

as a man but as a physician, than somebody else who is taller.’ 

The great city must have the qualities suited to a city, just as 

the great Hippocrates must have the qualities, not of a tall man, 

but of a physician. It is the accident of a city that it is populous, 

just as it is the accident of Hippocrates that he is tall. 

6 dé Niay imepBddrov apiOpds od Sivara perexerv tafews’ Oeias yap by 

ToUTo Suvdyews Epyov, Hris kal rdde ouvéxer TO may’ emel Td ye Kaddv ev 

mrnGe Kai peyeber elwbe yiverOa. 81d kal wédw fs peta peyebous 6 AexOeis 

Spos imdpyet, TavTny eivat KaAXoTHY dvayKaior. 

The connexion is as follows: ‘The divine power which holds 

together the universe can alone give order to infinity. For beauty 

consists in number and magnitude; wherefore that city in which 

magnitude is combined with the principle of order is to be deemed 

the fairest.’ 

In this and similar passages we may note mingling with 

Pythagorean fancies, a true sense that proportion is the first principle 

of beauty. Cp. Metaph. xii. 8. § 26, 1074 b. 1, mapadedora dé mapa rv 

dpxaiev Kal mapmadaiov év pvbov oxnpare Katadedetmpéva Trois Vorepov Gre 

Geoi ré eit obror Kal mepicxer TO Ociov tiv SAnv piaw* ra dé Nowra pvOuKds 

Hon mpoonKrat mpos tiv weLOda Tov TOAAGY Kal mpds THY eis TOvs vdpous Kal 

To cuphépov xpnow. 

rovro refers to rdfews, but is neuter because it is attracted by 

epyov. 

6 hexOeis dpos, ‘the above-mentioned principle,’ sc. edragia, 
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S10 mpadtyy pev evar wéAw dvaykaiov tiv €k Toaovrou mAnbous 6 mpHtov 4, II. 

mdrnOos avrapkes mpds Td ed Cv eori KaTa Thy TOhLTLK}Y KoWwwviay, 

do refers not to the clause immediately preceding but to the 

principal idea of the sentence, contained in the words épolws 8€ kai 

mods, 7) pev e& OA’yov Alay ovk adrdpkns K.T.A. Cp. Nic. Eth. ix. 10. 

§ 3, ore yap éx déxa dvOpamav yevoir dv médts, obr’ ex Séxa pupiddeor ere 

mods €oriv. 

mpotny and mporov. ‘We then first have a state when we first 

have a sufficient number.’ mparov may be either adjective or 

adverb. , 

Kata Hy modurixiy Kowoviay. * A good life according to the require- 

ments of the political community,’ i.e. the life of a freeman and 

citizen. 

eivat peta mdduv, 4.12. 

pei(o is unnecessarily bracketed by Bekker in his 2nd edition. 

The point is as follows: ‘There may be also a greater city than 

is required by the limit of self sufficiency, but this increase is not 

unlimited.’ He has said above (§ 4) ‘that the more numerous 

city is not necessarily the greater,’ but in this case it is or may be. 

elol yap ai mpakes tis médews TOV prev GpxdvTav, Tav 8 dpxopevor. 4.12. 

The mpd€es, or actions of a state, are the actions of two classes 

which act upon each other, the governors and the governed. Cp. 

i. 5. § 3, Grou 8€ Td pev dpyer rd 8 Gpxera eori Te rovT@r épyov. 

dvaykaiov yvapitew adAndous. 4, 13. 

Cp. Plat. Laws v. 738 D, E, od peigov obdév méder ayabdv i) yv@pipous 

airovs (SC. Tovs moXiras) atrois eivar, “Orrov yap pi pas dddAndros éoriv 

GAnrov €v Tois Tpdrois GANA oxédros, ovr dv Tyas Tis akias ov dpyav 
, , ~ “ 

ovre dikyns more tis dv ths mpoonkovons opbas ruyxavo.. 

djAov roivuy @s obrds €ott médews Spos apioros, } peyioTn Tov mAnOous 4, 14. 

trepBory mpds aitdpxecay (wns evovvortos. 

This is a condensed sentence, meaning ‘the largest number 

which can be seen at once, and at the same time suffices for the 

purposes of life. Aristotle wishes to combine péyeOés rm with 

etvonia. Cp. Poet. 7, 1451 a. 3, Sore dei xabdmep emi rdv capdrov 
2% a , a 

kal emt tav Cowv exew pev peyebos, rovro Sé etiavvorror eivat. 
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€dxovras, 

like the English word ‘draw,’ is used neutrally, ‘those who 

draw or pull to either extreme.’ 

The paragraph—ré 8 «idos .. . . edrapaxdjuorov—is ill arranged : 

it may be analysed as follows: ‘The city should be difficult of 

access to enemies, and easy of egress to the citizens ; the whole 

territory should be seen at a glance (for a country which is easily 

seen is easily protected): it should be well situated both in regard 

to sea and land. Herein are contained two principles: 1) the one 

already mentioned, about inaccessibility to enemies and convenience 

to friends: to which may be added 2) a second principle, that the 

situation should be adapted to commerce.’ ) 

The words Sei yap .... dwdvrev are a repetition of the words 76 
S er 8 4 > , > ‘ ’ > , 

evovvorrrov TO evBonOnroy eivat THY xapay EoTiV, 

cis pev 6 AexOels pos, 

SC. mept Tov eidous THs xopas. 

ere O€ rhs mepi Evra DAns, Kav € Twa GAAnv épyaciav 7 Xopa Tvyxavot 

KEKTNLEVN TOLAUTHY, evTapaKdpLoTOY. 

tis UAns dependent on edmapaxduicrov=eb Exovcay mpos Thy Kopidyy : 

rns mept Edda DAns either 1) wood (Ay) which is used as timber, 

or 2) timber which is used as material (#A7). 

The echo of these antimaritime prejudices is heard in Cicero, 

who discusses the subject at length in his De Republica, Book 

ii. cc. 3 and 4, | | 

4 A , 

kal THY modvavbperiav, 

SC. dovppopor eivai pacww, 

Ort pev ovv, ei Tadra pr ovpBaivet, K.T.A. 

‘That however, if we could get rid of these evils, there would be 

an advantage in a city being connected with the sea is obvious.’ — 

airh yap €umopixny, GAN’ od rois Gddots Sei eivae tiv modu. ) 

‘Like the individual (i. 9. § 14) the city may receive what she: 

absolutely needs, but is not to import and export without limit.’ 
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Aristotle would restrain foreign trade as much as possible, not 

because he aims at exclusiveness, but because he dislikes the 

moneymaking and commercial spirit. 

émet Sé kat viv ép@yev moddais bmdpxov Kat xwopais Kal mddeow emivea GB. 5. 

kal Awpevas evpvds Keieva mpds THv mod, Gore pHTe Td adrd vepew aoru 

pyre moppw Aiav, GAda KpatetoPar reixeot Kai TovovTous GAdows epdpacr, 

bavepdy ws ef pev ayaddy te cupBaiver yiyverOar dia tips Kowwvias adrar, 

tmdp&et tH moder TovTo Td dyabdy, ci S€ te BdaBepdy, Purdgacda padiov 

rois vduors ppdtovras kat Siopitovras rivas od dei Kal rivas émioyerOae dei 

mpos addAndovs. 

In this passage tmdpyov the reading of the MSS. has been 

altered into 1) tmdpyew by Schneider and by Bekker in his 2nd 

Edition; and also 2) into tmdpyxovra, in the latter case with the 

omission of kai. The alteration, though probable, is not necessary ; 

for é¢ymdpuv may be supplied with tmapxoyv from the preceding 

sentence, the. plural words émivea kat Aiwévas being taken in appo- 

sition as an epexegesis. ‘But now-a-days there are many Cities 

and places in which such a mart exists, [containing] docks and 

harbours conveniently situated in relation to the city; and as is 

obvious, whatever evil there may be is avoided and the good 

secured, when they are placed at a moderate distance, but com- 

manded by walls and similar fortifications,’ 

The inland position of the ancient Greek cities, as Thucydides 

(i. 7) remarks, was due to the prevalence of piracy. Their ports 

were added later, as the Piraeus at Athens, Nisaea at Megara, 

Cenchreae and Lechaeum at Corinth, Cyllene at Elis, Gythium at 

Sparta, Nauplia at Argos, Siphae at Thespiae, Notium at Colo- 

phon, etc. 

kpareia@ac = to be controlled or held in check by. 

el pev yap HyepoviKdv kal todutiKdy (yoerat Biov, 6. 7. 

iryepouxdy, like Athens or Sparta in the days of their greatness, 

v. 7.§ 14. The alteration of modurixéy into modeuxdy in Bekker’s 

2nd edition is quite unnecessary. For modirixds Bios, applied to 

a city, cp. il. 6. § 7, ef Set tyv wodw Civ Biov roderikdr. 

mohAas yap exmAnpodor tpijpers [ of “Hpakdedrat |]. 6. 8. 

Cp. Xen. Anab..v. 6. § 10, moAAd ydp éors mola ev “Hpakdeig. © 
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kai modeov, 

modewv, if genuine, is a difficult word. It may be taken in the 

sense of ‘ports like the Piraeus’*; or closely connected with A:- 

pever of ‘cities in relation to their harbours,’ cp. supra, c. 5.§ 3. But 

neither of these explanations is satisfactory. The word has been 

bracketed by Bekker in his second edition and is probably corrupt. 

The conjectural emendations é¢muweiwv (Coraes), éuroptav (Schmidt), 

mepirodiov (Broughton) are not fortunate; mAoioy might also be 

suggested (cp. supra, § 6). But it is more probable that some 

words have been accidentally transposed and that we should read 

mept pev ody xopas kai édewy [or médews] Kat Aypevwv K.7.A, OF, meph pev 

ody modewy [or méAews| Kal xopas KT, 

Ta pev ev Tois WuxXpois TémoLg Avy Kal Ta wept THY EUpdmny. 

According to Aristotle it would seem that Europe includes the 

colder, that is, the Northern parts of Europe and excludes Hellas. 

The words kai ra mepi riv Evpémny are explanatory of ra éy rois 

Puxpois rérous €6vy, Compare the Hymn to Apollo 1. 250: 

npev dco. Tehomdvynooy mieipay éxovow, 

78 doo Eipamny re kai audupvras xara vncovs, 

in which a similar notion of Europe is implied. 

Plato too was no stranger to speculations about race. Cp. Laws 

v. 747 D, pnde rod? jpas AavOavéra wept témav, as odK elaly dot 

ties Siapépovres GAXwv térav mpds Td yevvav avOpmmovs dyelvous kab 

xelpovs: and Rep. iv. 435 E, rd Ovpoedes .. . ofov of kara tiv Opaxny 

Te Kai TKvOiKryy Kai cyxeddv Te Kata Tov dv@ Térov, if) TO Hiiopabes, 6 5) wept 

Tov map ji pdduor’ ay tis airidcairo rérov, } 7d pidoxphparor, 6 mept 

Tous Te Soinkas eivat kal rods kara Alyvmrov gain tis dv ody FKuora, Cp. 

also Herod. ix. 122, gircew yap ek tév padtakdv xopov padraxods dvdpas 

yiverOar ov ydp Tor THs adtns yns elvar Kaprév te Oopactov dvew kat 

avdpas ayabovs ra modeuia: and iii. 106, 7 “EAAds ras dpas modAdy te 

KdAduora Kexpnuevas exe. So Plat, Tim. 24 C, 9 Ocds... exreEauevn 

roy témov ev @ yeyévnabe (viz, Hellas), riv edkpaciav rav opav ev aire 

kariWovca, ort pporipwrdrovs aySpas oicor, 

puas Tvyxdvov moNreias, 

Could Hellas have been united in a federation, she might have 

governed the world, But the individuality of Greek cities was too 
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strong to allow of such a union, and the country was too much 

divided by natural barriers. ‘The cities on the coast might be 

coerced into an Athenian Empire, but could not be fused into a 

political whole. Cp. Herod. ix. 2, where the Thebans say to 

Mardonius that the Greeks if united would be a match for the 

whole world,—«ara peév yap 7d loxvpdy “EAAnvas 6podpovéovras, oimep 
, ACER BF +2 f > , 

kal mdpos Taira éyiveokor, xadera civat mepryiverOa Kal dnact avOparo.ot. 

gaci tives Seiv imdpxew Tois pvdaks, Td Pidnrixods pev eivar KT. 7. 8: 

This, like some of Aristotle’s other criticisms on Plato, is chiefly 

interesting as shewing the difficulty which he found in under- 

standing the play of language which is characteristic of Plato. [See 

Essay on Aristotle’s Criticisms of Plato.| The passage referred to 

is Rep. il. 375 E, mpis pev rovs cuvndes re kal yrwpipous os oidy re 

mpaordrous eivai, mpos Sé rods ayvGras rovvartiov, where we may observe 

that the word @iAnrixds is not used by Plato. 

6 Oupss. 7.5. 

‘Passion’=the depth or force of character which makes a good 

lover or a good hater. Compare Theognis, l. rog1 Bergk— 

dpyaréws pot Oupos exer mept ons idrdrnros, 

obre yap éxOalpew ovre didciv Sivapa. 

But in the Topics ii. 7, 113 b. 1 Aristotle raises the question 

whether ¢uAia resides in 7d émOvpnrixdy and not in 1d dvpoedés. 

Like our word passion, @vyés has both a wider and narrower use, 

and is employed by Aristotle here in a more philosophical, but in 

the Topics in a more popular sense. 

Aristotle truly remarks that anger is felt, not against strangers, 7, 5-8, 

but against friends who have wronged or slighted us. Cp. Rhet. 

ii. c. 2, 1379 b. 2, xat [dpyi¢ovrar] padAov rois Pidrors # Tois pi Pidrors: 

and Psalm xli. 9, ‘Yea, even mine own familiar friend, whom 

I trusted, who did also eat of my bread, hath lifted up his heel 

against me.’ 

ov yap 81 rept pitov amdayxeo. 7. 6. 

The reading of the MSS. which is repudiated in the translation 

is not indefensible, though, in the absence of context, it is im- 
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possible to interpret it with certainty: ‘For were they not friends 

about whom thou wast plagued or grieved’? cp. again from 

Psalm lv. 12: ‘It is not an open enemy that hath done me this 

dishonour, for then I could have borne it.’ A mo/ attributed to a 

well-known statesman who had been anonymously attacked in a 

newspaper is to the point, ‘It must have been by a friend,’ he 

said, ‘an enemy would not have been so bitter.’ The verse is 

very probably taken from the well-known poem of Archilochus in 

Trochaic verse beginning Oupe Ody’ aunxdvoror kndecw kuKopeve, 

of which a fragment is preserved (Bergk 60): the metre might be 

restored either by omitting 67, which may have been added by 

Aristotle, or by inserting oév before 7. 
The translators William de Moerbek and Aretino render drayyeo 

‘a lanceis,’ as if they had read or imagined they read am’ éeyyéov. 

ovd’ eiglv of peyaddwvyxor tiv piow a&ypror, mAHY Mpos Tos adtxodvras. 

Yet the peyaddyvyxos described in Nic. Eth. iv. 3. is rather un- 

approachable by his neighbours. 

ov yap Thy avTny axpiBeav Bet Cyrew dia Te TOV Adywv Kal TOV yyvo~ 

pevor dia ris aicOnoeas. 

Cp. below c. 12.§ 9. Aristotle is opposing political theories to 

facts, as in the Ethics he contrasts the moral certainty of Ethics 

(Nic. Eth. i. 3. § 4) with the absolute certainty of mathematics, 

though the dxpi8ea in the two cases is different, meaning in the 

one the necessity and @ przorz truth of mathematics, in the other 

exactness of detail. 

éret 0 Somep tov ddAov Trav Kata Hiow ouvertoTwy ov TALTG oI 

pdpia THs OAns ovoTdcews, Gv Gveu Td dAov ovK av ein, SHAov as ovde 

modes pépyn Oeréov boa tais wédkeow avayKaioy imdpyxewv, ovd GddAns Kowo- 

vias ovdemas, €& As Ev TL Td yévos. 

In this rather complex sentence Aristotle is distinguishing be- 

tween the conditions and the parts of the whole. The words av 

dvev rd ddov od« dv ein answer to 6oa rais médeow avaykaiov bmdpyew 

in the application to the state. 

The editions vary between ratra and raird, tadra is confirmed 

by the words of § 6, méca ratr’ eoriv Gy dvev ods odk ay ein. If we 
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read ravra it will be convenient to supply éxetvors with dv dvev, if 

Tavra, €keiva. : 

e& fis &v te 1d yévos, i.e. ‘out of which is formed,’ or ‘ which forms 

a lower class having a unity;’ ‘which in its nature is a whole, and 

not a mere aggregate,’ & ri rd yévos=€v ti €ott Td yévos. 

. *The end has nothing in common with the means; the final 8. 3. 

cause with the conditions.’ Just as in iii. 1. § 9 things prior and 

posterior are said to have no quality in common with each other. 

Of course the modern philosopher makes the opposite reflection, 

‘that the end is inseparable from the means,’ or, ‘is only the sum 

of the means’; that causes are indistinguishable from condition ;. 

and equally indistinguishable from effects; ‘that no line can be. 

drawn between @ priori and @ poséerior¢ truth.” The common 

understanding, like ancient philosophy, rebels against this higher 

view, because it can point to numberless visible instances in which 

the end is separable from the means, the effect from the causes. - 

Both lines of reflection are constantly returning upon us, and the 

opposition between them gives rise to many metaphysical problems. 

It is the old difficulty, as old as the opposition of ideas to phe- 

nomena, of finding the similarity where there is difference or 

contrast. 

. Opydve re Tavtl mpos Td yryvdpevor Epyov Kal rois Snpsovpyois. 8. 3. 

Governed by ov6v xowdv €or, ‘The builder and his tools have 

nothing in common with the work; so property has nothing in 

common with the State.’ 

The connexion of this passage in which means and ends, parts 8. 5-6. 

and conditions are curiously combined appears to be as follows : 

‘Now happiness is imparted in various degrees to states, making 

them to be what they are according to the degree of happiness 

which they attain. But we must also ascertain what are the con- 

ditions of states, for in these we shall find their parts.’ He seems 

to mean that through what is outward only we can arrive at the 

true elements of the state; and that happiness, which is the end of 

the state, is not to be confounded with the conditions of it. The 

argument is interrupted by the seemingly irrelevant remark that the 
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character of states is given to them by the degrees of happiness 

which they attain. Here as in other passages (cp. c. 9. § 2 infra), 

when speaking of the perfect state, he occasionally goes back to 

the imperfect forms. 

8.5.  dperns évepyera kat xpos. 

Cp. the more complete statement of the Nic, Eth, i. 7, §§ 14-16, 

uxis évépyera kar’ dperiy dplorny év Bio Tedeig. 

8.6.  émoxerréov dé kat réca Tair’ éotiv dv dvev modus ovk Gy ety. 

‘Besides considering the highest good of the state or the idea of 

the state in its highest terms (gathered from the previous section) 
we must also consider the indispensable conditions of it, and among 

them we shall find its parts.’ All the parts are conditions of a 

state, not all the conditions are parts; e.g. the @jres are a con- 

dition but not a part; 7d Bovdevsuevov both a condition and a part. 

8. 7. méumrov S¢ kal mparor. 

‘First,’ i.e, in honour, not in necessity, for that place he assigns 

to the sixth class. 

Spengel would omit xai sparov. But how could the insertion of 

such a clause ever be explained, unless it had been put in by the 

piety of a Greek monk? 

fv kadovow icparetay, ‘which they call ritual.’ The formula qv 

kadovow seems to imply some technical or uncommon use of the 

‘word, which occurs nowhere else in classical Greek, cp. fjv kadodci 

twes ddvyapxiay, vi. 1. § 6. 

8. 7. éxrov S¢ tov dpiOpydrv. 

The last words are pleonastic, ‘ sixth in numerical succession.’ 

8.9. The conjecture of Lambinus réy dixalov taken from trav cupde- 

pdvrav Kat tay dtxaiwy above, § 7, has been adopted in the text, 

But the reading of the MSS. ray dvayxaiwy, ‘of necessary matters 

of life,’ is really defensible and is confirmed by the word dvayxaw- 

rarov in § 7. dvayxaiwy may also refer to punishments: see infra 

c. 13. § 6. ; 

9.1, 2. 00k &v mda O€ TovTo moAureia. 

‘This question, however, does not arise in every state, for it is 
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already decided. In democracies all share in all, while in oli- 

garchies only some share in some employments or functions. 

But we are speaking of the ideal state in which the question 

remains to be considered. 

kabamep yap €tmoper. 9.2. 

This passage can hardly refer to ii. 1. § 2, for there Aristotle 

is speaking of the distribution of property: here of the distribution 

of functions in the state. The reference is rather to iv. c. 4 and 

c. 14; see supra c. 4. § 1. 

emel Sé Tuyxdvopev oxorrodvres mept Tis dpiotns moduTcias . .« EipyTae 9. 3. 

TpdTepor. 

The connexion is as follows: ‘But in the best state, with which 

' we are now concerned, all cannot participate in all, for the trader, the 

artisan and the husbandman have no leisure for education, neither 

are they capable of political functions.’ 

eipntat mpdrepoy in c. 8. § 5 supra. It is noticeable that Aristotle 

in describing the perfect state no longer, as in a democracy (cp. 

vi. c. 4.), regards the husbandmen as the best material out of which 

to form citizens. — 

Tovs pédAovras eoecOat, 9. 4. 

“SC. moiras, (ev TH Kdddicra TodiTevopévy dA § 3), ‘citizens of 

the best state.’ 

mérepov Erepa kal radra Oeréov. 9. 4. 

Bekker in his second edition inserts érépors after érepa unneces- 

sarily. Without it we may translate : ‘Are these also to be distinct, 

or are both to be given to the same persons?’ 

Compare Book ii. 5. § 26. 9. 5. 

GAG pi Kat ras ernoers Set eivar wept rovrovs. 9. 7. 

The use of epi is singular: the force of the preposition may be 
paraphrased as follows: ‘they too should have a near interest in 
property,’ an indirect way of expressing what is more distinctly said 
infra § 8 ras kryces eivav rovToy, 
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9. 8. ~ elep dvayxaioy eivar rods yewpyovs Sovdovs i) BapBdpous. 

The necessity seems to arise from the impossibility of the 

husbandman having the leisure which a citizen requires for mental 

cultivation and the fulfilment of political duties, cp. § 4. 

9.10. kal Kexopiorar 5) ToUTwY Exacrov, Td pev dei, Td S€ KaTa pépos. 

rovrav, i.e. not merely the dmurikdv and Bovdeurixdy; to these 

must be added the yewpyoi, reyvira:, and 1d Onrixdy, in all five. The 

two first interchange with each other, but never with the three last. 

The division between the mere conditions of the state (viz. the 

yewpyol, rexvirac and ré Onrixév) and the parts of it (rd daAcrixdy Kal 

BovXeurixdy) is permanent. The division between 7d dmurixdy, 7d Tov 

iepéwy yévos and 7d Bovdevrixdy is transitory or xara pépos, i.e. the 

same persons may belong in turn, or at different stages of life, to 

all three classes. 

10.1. foe & od viv odd vewori Toir’ eivat yrapiysoy Tots mept ToAiTELas 

idocopoicw, dri Sei Sinpjacbat xwpis Kara yéevn tiv modu. 

This chapter has been regarded, and perhaps with reason, as a 

criticism of Plato, Aristotle being desirous of disproving by 

historical facts the claim of Plato to originality in instituting the 

system of caste and of common meals. 

10.2. ra pev mept Kpnrny yevopeva k.T.A, 

In apposition with rév ovaociriav 7 rags, ‘the custom in Crete 

going back to the reign of Minos.’ 

10.3-5. ‘The name Italy was originally confined to the district between 

the Lametic and Scylletic Gulfs’ (Golfo di Eufemia and Golfo di, 

Squillace), ‘and was derived from Italus, an ancient king of the, 

Oenotrians’ (called by Thucydides vi. 2 a Sicel king) ‘who in- 

habited these regions. ‘The people to the north-west towards 

Tyrrhenia were called Ausones and those to the north-east in the 

district called Siritis’ (on the shore of the Tarentine gulf): 

‘ Chones.’ 

The mention of Italy (taken in this narrower sense) leads the 

writer to particularise its different regions; but nothing is said 

about how far the custom of common meals may have extended. 
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don terixnkev evrds ovea, Viz. that part of Italy which is bounded 

or enclosed at its narrowest point by the two gulfs. The reason 

(dméyet yap radra) is imperfectly expressed: ‘You may call this the 

boundary because the distance is so small between the two gulfs.’ 

It is in fact about 20 miles. 

It has been asked, ‘What does Aristotle purpose in this 

digression?’ ‘There is a fallacy in requiring that every part of an 

ancient work should have a distinct purpose. Aristotle, like 

Aeschylus, Herodotus, Thucydides, ‘breaks out’ into the favourite 

subject of geography, and his conceptions of it, as might be ex- 

pected in the beginning of such studies, are not perfectly accurate 

or distinct. 

It is evident that common meals played a great part in the 

political organisation of Hellas and the south of Italy. But, 

according to Susemihl, no other writer mentions their existence in 

Italy. 

Suprw is the reading of most MSS., cvprny of two only. The 10. 5. 

MSS. of the old translator appear all to give syrtem. Sipw is 

conjectured by Heyne, who compares Arist. Fragm. ToNureia 542, 

kal of thy Sipw dé xarouxodyres . . . Ss nor Tiuaos kal "Aptororédns, 

__ els tpupny eEdxerhav odx jooov SvBapiroy, Athen. xii. 523 C. Hence 

Goéttling’s conjecture Sipirs the district of Siris. Of any district 

of Italy called Syrtes or Syrtis there is no mention elsewhere. 

) pev odv Tav cuvooitiov Takis évredOey yéeyove mpGrov, 6 Sé xwpiopds 6 10. 6. 

Kata yévos Tov moditiKod mANOovs €E Aiyimrou" woAd yap imepreiver trois 

xpdvos THv Miva Baoiciay 7 Seow@orpios, 

is translated in the English text: ‘From this part of the world 

originally came the institution of common tables; the separation 

into castes [which was much older] from Egypt, for the reign of 

Sesostris is of far greater antiquity than that of Minos.’ 

It is also possible to supply the ellipse differently: ‘The sepa- 

ration into castes came [not from Italy or Crete, but] from Egypt.’ 

The sentence is then parallel with the other statements. Com- 

mon tables existed in Crete and in Italy: the latter were the older, 

and therefore are called ‘the origin of the institution’ (§§ 2, 4); 

similarly, caste existed in Crete and in Egypt; in the latter 
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country its origin dates further back than in the former, for 

Sesostris is older than Minos, and therefore it is said to have 

originated there. 

oxeddv pev odv kai ra Adda Sei vopifew cipijoOa modddkis ev TH TOAAG 

xpove. 

A favourite reflection of Aristotle’s, See note on text for parallel 

passages. 

dru Sé dvta, dpyaia. 

‘All political institutions are ancient; for they are found in 

Egypt which is the most ancient of all countries.’ Cp. Plat. Laws 

ii. 657. ‘Their (i.e. the Egyptian) works of art are painted or 

moulded in the same forms which they had ten thousand years 

ago; this is literally true, and no exaggeration. For further 

references see note on text. That this sameness was the weak- 

ness of Egypt, and that the life of Hellas was progress, seems not 

to have occurred either to Aristotle or Plato. 

Tois pev eipnwevors 

is the reading of the MSS., altered in the text after Lambinus 

into edpnuévors, a change which seems to be required by the want of 

a suitable antecedent and by the parallelism of mapadehempéeva. Cp, 

supra, oxeddv pév ody kal ra Gra Sei vopigew eipjoOa mwodAadkis, and 

ii. 5. § 16. 

Uorepoy épovper. 

This promise is not fulfilled. Inc. 12. §1 the common meals 

are only mentioned in passing; no reason is given in support of 

the institution. 

Td mpos Tods doTvyeirovas TodEpovs SpovonTiK@TEpOY. 

A lesson learned from the experience of Athens during the 

Peloponnesian War. The Acharnians whose lands lay on the 

borders, seeing them ravaged, wished to attack the invaders rashly 

(Thue. ii. 21), and afterwards when they had lost their possessions 

as Archidamus thought likely (Thue. ii. 20 éorepnuévous rav oge- 
nn nn ’ Tépwov ovx dSpoiws mpobipovs ececbar imep ris Trav GAdov Kiwduvevew, 
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ordow dé évéceoOa), and as Aristophanes in his ‘Acharnians’ seems 

to imply, were wanting to make peace. 

For reference to Plato and criticism on him see note on text. 

Sevrepov dé BapBdpovs meptoixous. 

Compare above c. 9. § 8, dvayxaiov ecivar trois yewpyovs Sovdous 7} 

BapBapous i) mepwoixovs, A comparison which has led to the insertion 

of 7 before mepioixovs in this passage, or to the omission of it in 

c. 9. The text of the MSS. is probably right in both passages. 

‘If we could have the very best thing, the husbandmen should be 

slaves; or if slaves cannot be had, then perioeci of alien stock.’ 

aitis S€ mpds airiy eivar tiv Oéaw ei'xyecOau Sei Katatuyxdvew mpods 

téttapa Bdérorras. ; 

The order of the words is as follows—Sei etyerOar kararvyxavew 
[rod] riv Oou eiva. 

The four points to be attended to appear to be as follows: 

1) healthy and airy situation, open to the winds (cp. § 4, infra): 

2) good water: 3) convenience for administration (pds modurexds 

mpages): 4) adaptation to military requirements (mpds moAcuKds 

mpages). 

Cp. Xen. Oecon. 9. 4, cai cvpmacay 8€ thy oikiay émédSeréa adr, dre 

mpos peonuBpiav dvarénrara, Sore evdndov eivat, dre xeiwavos pev ednrLds 

éort, Tov dé O€pous evorkios. 

Vitruvius i. 6 tells us how the inhabitants of Mitylene suffered 

from the situation of their town: ‘Oppidum magnificenter est 

aedificatum et eleganter; sed positum non prudenter. In qua 

civitate auster cum flat homines aegrotant, cum eurus, tussiunt, 

cum septentrio, restituuntur in sanitatem, sed in angiportis et 

_ plateis non possunt consistere propter vehementiam frigoris.’ 

(Quoted by Eaton.) f 

Sevtepov Se kata Bopéay. 

kata Bopéav=‘ facing the same way that the North wind does,’ 

(cp. xara pdov) i.e. sheltered from the North wind. Cp. Plat. Crit. 

118 A, B, 6 8€ rémos obros SAns Tis vycov mpds vérov érérpamro, amd 

Tav apxtayv KatdBoppos. 

VOL. Il, T 

10. rr. 

10. 13. 

11. 1. 

11. 2. 
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dedrepov may either be taken as *an alternative, or as introducing 

a second condition of healthfulness, so that a South Eastern aspect 

is what is recommended; i.e. a situation which is open to the 

healthy East winds and affords shelter from the North wind. 

Touré y etpyrar 

is the reading of all the MSS. The conjecture of Lambinus, 

etpioda, adopted by Bekker in his second edition, is unnecessary. 

rovrd vy’ evpnraa=‘a remedy has been found for this,’ i.e. ‘a 

remedy may be found.’ The language is not quite symmetrical, 

but this is no reason for altering it. 

< ‘ , 7 brodoxas 6uBpiors vdaow. 

Five MSS. read éu8piovs, a possible reading, ‘rain cisterns for 

water’ instead of ‘ cisterns for rain water.’ 

év TE TOLOUT® Kal mpos Towovror, 

‘In the situation described, and looking to the quarter de- 2 q 

scribed.’ 

TOLOUTWY vadTwr. 

The reading of the best MSS. and the old translator, ‘such 

streams as I have spoken of above,’ that is to say, ‘good streams’ 

(dyrewav § 4), 

dxpdtrohis duyapxixdy Kal povapyikdy, apiorokparikoy .. . teyupoi téaoe 

a)eious. 

It may be asked: ‘Why should a single fortress be adapted to 

a monarchy, or oligarchy, several strongholds to an aristocracy ?’ 

Probably because in the former case the government is more 

concentrated. A small governing class, if they are to maintaim 

their power against the people, must draw together. An aristo- 

cracy has only to defend itself against foreign enemies, and is 

therefore better dispersed. 

dy Tis oUTw Katackevdtn, Kabdmep év Tois yewpyois ds Kadodoi tives TeV 

duréhov cuoTddas. 

The last word is explained by Hesychius (under fvorddes) as 
a -~ ca ai mukval Guredot, Guewov Se ras elkp kal. pi) Kata @roixoy mesbuTeupevas 
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dkovew, i.e. 1) *vines planted thickly or in clumps, or 2) vines 

planted irregularly. If we adopt the first of these interpretations 

and take the image literally, Aristotle is suggesting that the city 

should be built partly in regular streets, but here and there in 

blocks which would have the character of strong places. If we 

take the second, he would seem to mean that the city should be 

built in part irregularly, with a view to confusing or perplexing an 

enemy after he had entered it. 

of pn packorres Seiv exew (reixn). . 11. 8. 

Cp. Laws vi. 4 "8 D ff, wept d€ retyav, & MéyAre, eyoy av rh 

Smrdpty Evppepoiuny 7d xabevdew av ev rH yh Katakeipeva Ta TEixy. 

The absence of walls in Sparta suggested to Plato the poetical 

fancy that the walls of cities should be left to slumber in the 

ground: it may reasonably be conjectured that the position of 

Sparta and the military character of her citizens rendered artificial 

defences unnecessary. 

eheyxopevas épyo tas éxelvas Ka\Xomioapevas, 11. 8. 

The disasters of Leuctra (.c. 371) and of Mantinea (B.c. 362) 

had done a great deal to diminish the admiration for Sparta. 

(Cp. ii. 9. § ro and infra c. 14. § 16). Yet the allusion is hardly 

to the point, for Sparta was never taken by an enemy: Epami- 

nondas after the battle of Leuctra refrained from attacking it, 

Xen. Hell. vi. 5. 

_ fare O€ mpds pev rods dpotovs kal pi woAY TH mAHOEL Siahéepovras od 11. g. 

kadov 76 reipdoba caerba did tis TOY TeLySv epvpvdrnros. 

A somewhat romantic notion with which may be compared the 

further refinement of § 11, infra; also the saying of Archidamus, | 

the son of Agesilaus, when he saw catapults brought from Sicily, 

which in other words and under other circumstances has no doubt 

often been ejaculated by the African or New Zealand savage, 

dmdkonev avdpds dperd. (Plut. Apophth. Lac. 219 A.) 

TONE MLK@TATNY. 11. 9. 

Either ‘the most truly warlike in character’ or *‘ the best defence 

of the warrior.’ Both meanings may be included. 

T 2 
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dpoiws S€ Kal rais oixnoeas rais idias pr wepiBdddew Toixovs. 

Private houses as well as cities, especially in the country, might 

in many cases need the protection of walls. 

dpotas dé, Sc. yet. 

avrd, 

SC, Ta reixn, 1.e, the position of the walls; or more generally, 

‘the consideration of these circumstances.’ 

dpxeiov, 

The MSS. vary between dpyav, dpxaiwv, dpxeiwr. 

cin & dv rowdros 6 rémos doris enipdvedy re Exec TMpds Thy THs dperis 

Ogow ikavds kai mpds Ta yerrvivra pépn THs médews epupvorepas, 

Lit. ‘ This place should be of a sort which has conspicuousness, 

suitable to the position of virtue, and towering aloft over the 

neighbouring parts of the city.’ 

Thomas Aquinas, who wrote a Commentary on the Politics, if 

we may judge from his Latin ‘bene se habentem ad apparentiam 

virtutis,’ seems to have read gow re exer mpos thy ths dperis émipd- 

veav, (Susemihl.) But the words are better as they are found 

in the Greek MSS. 

The habitation of virtue is to be like that of the Gods who 

have their temples in the Acropolis. Cp. Vitruv. 1. 7 ‘ Aedibus 

vero sacris quorum deorum maxime in tutela civitas videtur esse, 

unde moenium maxima pars conspiciatur areae distribuantur’ 

(quoted by Schneider); and Burke, French Revolution, p. 107, 

‘The temple of honour ought to be seated on an eminence.’ 

¢ 

ein & dy edyapis 6 téros, ci Kal Ta yupvdowa Tov mperBvTépwy Exor 

ry raéw evradda, mpémer yap SinpnoOa Kara ras HAtkias Kal TovTOY 

rov Kéopov, kat mapa pev Tois vewrépos Apxovrds twas diarpiBeww, rods Sé 

mpeaBurépovs mapa trois dpxovow' 4 yap év dpOadrpois trav apxdvrev 

mapovola padiota épsouet tiv adnOuniy aid@ Kat tiv tov €devOepav 

oBov, 
The opposition of pev and 8 before vewrépors and mpeoBurépovs 

seems to imply that the youth are to perform under the eye of 

certain magistrates, and the elders under the eye of the magistrates 
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as a body. The distinction appears to be in the one case, that 

some of the magistrates are to go to the gymnasium, in the other 

the exercises are to take place in or near the public buildings 

appropriated to the magistrates, Everywhere the presence of the 

authorities is required. “‘Some of the rulers are to be present 

(S:arpifev) at the exercises of the younger men, but the elders 

are to perform their exercises with the rulers.’ Here either another 

verb has to be supplied with mapa rots dpyovow or the word 
dvarpiBew is to be taken in a slightly different sense. Or 2) we may 

translate, ‘and the elders shall be placed at the side of the 

magistrates... This, however, disregards pev and dé and seems not 

to cohere with the words Spica xara ras pAcKias: for thus no 

mention is made of the gymnastics of the elders. 3) The most 

natural way of taking the Greek words (rovs 8 .. dpxovow) that 

‘the magistrates shall perform their gymnastic exercises before 

the elders,’ (St. Hilaire) gives a very poor sense. The clause 4 

yap év dpOadpois x,t... shows clearly that the principal point is 

the requirement of the presence of the magistrates at all gym- 

nastic exercises. 

The word xécpor is difficult. It may be taken in the sense of 

‘institution, which is in some degree supported by the use of 

kédcpos ths modtretas for ‘the order or constitution of the state,’ 

(Ilepi Kéopov 6. 399 b. 18). Or* rodrov rov xéopov may be the 

accusative after Sijpjca and may be taken with Adolph Stahr in 
the sense of ‘this embellishment of the state:’ [dieser Schmuck der 

Stadt]. In this case it is better to make 8&ypfoda impersonal, 

kéopov being the indirect accusative following it. «at rovrov, this 

institution too, i.e. as well as the offices of state which in c. 9 are 

divided between old and young. 

ri S€ TeV @vieav K,T.A. 12. 6. 

Cp. supra, c. 5. § 4. 

emet S€ 7d mAHOos Statpetrat ris woAcas eis lepets, eis a&pxovTas. 12. 6. 

The enumeration is incomplete, because Aristotle has only 

occasion to speak of priests and magistrates. The places assigned 

to their common tables, like those of the soldiers and the guardians 

of the country, are to be situated conveniently for their employ- 
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ments. The baldness of the expression suggests the possibility 

that something may have dropped out. The first words émei de 

7d mwAnOos appear to be a repetition of éwei dé det rd pév mdnOos 

rév mokuraéy at the beginning of the Chapter. mAjOos is used for 

the citizens generally, not as opposed to the upper classes. 

Tept tiv Tav iepav oikodounudtwy Exew Thy Tag. 

‘To have their proper place.’ Cp. § 8, riv cipnyévny rd§u, 

Thy... oikodopnpdtey, Sc. Taw, is to be supplied. 

Ti KANOULEVyY doTvvomiay. 

The qualifying xadovpeyny, if not a mere pleonasm, seems to 

indicate the more uncommon or technical expression. Cp. note 

on c. 8. § 7 supra, and on vi. 1. § 6. 

The MSS. vary between veveyijoOa and peppjoda. P* has 

compounded them into veveyipjoda, Bekker in his second edition 

has adopted pepipnoda, Cp. vi. 2. § 7, where certain magistrates 

are required by law to take their meals together. 

mept moALTelas avTis. 

Hitherto Aristotle has been speaking only of the conditions of 

the best state, which are its vAy (supra c. 4. §§ 1-3). Now he is 

going on to speak of the mod:reia itself, which is the eides of a 

nddus (Cp. ili. 3. §§ 7-9). 

Chapters 13, 14,15 form a transition to the subject of education, 

which is begun in c. 16, and is continued in Book viii. But it 

cannot be said that Aristotle fulfils the promise of discussing the 

‘constitution’ of the best state. He describes the life of his 

citizens from birth to boyhood, but says nothing about their 

judicial or political duties. 

ExketTaL KaA@s, 

‘Stands out well,’ or ‘distinctly For the thought, cp. Eud. 

Eth. ii. 11, 1227 b. 20, €ore yap rov pev oxordy opbdv eiva, ev S€ Tois 

mpos Tov okorov Svapapravery, 

In this passage, of which the connexion is obscure, Aristotle 

seems to say that the good man is superior to the ordinary con- 
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ditions of existence, and so to a certain extent, but to a certain 

extent only (éAdrrovos trois dyewov Siaxerpévors), the legislator may 

make his citizens superior to external conditions. Cp. Nic. Eth, 
i. CC. Q—12. | 

éret Sé TO mpoxeipevdy core THY apiotny moTeiav ideiv, a’tn 8 éotl KaP 13. 4. 

fv apior’ dv rrodtrevorro wéAts, porta 8 dv modutevorro KAO? iy eddatpoveiv 

pdduora évdéxeras trav modw, Sydov Gre thy eddaysoviay Sei, Ti €or, py 

AavOavey. 

The connexion is as follows: ‘In various ways men mistake 

the nature of happiness, but we recognise it to be the great object 

of a state, and therefore we should ascertain its nature.’ 

paper dé kai ev Toig HOrKots, cf re TaY Adywv exetvwv Shedos. 13. 5. 

It is difficult to say why Aristotle should speak thus doubtfully 

or depreciatingly of a principle which lies at the basis both of his 

ethical and political philosophy. Is the expression to be attributed 

only to the Greek love of qualifying language ? 

kal Tavtny ovK €& bmobecews GAN amas. 13. 5. 

These words are not found in the Nicomachean Ethics (see 

references in note on text), and therefore may be supposed to be 

added by Aristotle as an explanation. 

Neyo & €& brolEcews. 13. 5, 6. 

* Happiness is an absolute good, whereas punishments are only 

good under certain conditions;’ they are evils which prevent 

greater evils. ‘The negative and the positive senses of the word 

‘just,—just punishments, just actions,—needed to be distinguished 

in the beginning of philosophy. 

oiov Ta mept ras Sixaias mpdkes ai dixarat Tipwpiat kal Koddces am 13. 6. 

dperns pev eiow, dvayKatar S€, kal rd adds dvayKaiws Exovow (aiperao- 

Tepoy per yap pnbevds SeioOar ray TovovTav pyre Tov avdpa pyre THY TddwW), 

ai 8 ent ras tipads Kal tas edropias dm@s ciot KadAdorar mpdEets. 

‘They have their rightness, not as ends, but as means or con- 

ditions of something else which is an end.’ For the use of 

dvaykaiov, cp. Nic. Eth. x. 6. § 2, rav 8 évepyerdy ai pév ciow dvayKaiat 

kal &:’ €repa aiperai, ai S¢ xa@ airas. 
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Under the common notion of dvayxaia and && imobécews, by a 

play of words, Aristotle appears to comprehend not only the 

external goods which are the conditions of individual life, but 

the penalties imposed by law, which are the conditions of the 

existence of states. 
€n 24 : P ai 0 emi ras rivds mpakes, SC. Pepovoa, reivovoat OF yuvdpevat, 

o 

Td pey yap €repov Kakov Twos alpecis eorw. 

‘The one is a voluntary choice of an evil,’ i.e. for the sake of 

removing some other evil. For example, punishment puts an end 

to crime. 

The conjecture dvaipeois, which is adopted by Schneider, Coraes, 

Bekker (2nd edition), and Susemihl, is unnecessary. 

xphoaro § av 6 orovdaios dvipp Kal mevia Kal voow Kal rais Ghats TUXaLs 

tais pavAats Kah@s* GANA 7d prakdpioy év Tois evavriots eoriv, 

Compare Nic. Eth. i. 10, especially the noble words in § 12, 

dpos dé kat ev rovrois Svaddpret Td Kady, Emerdav épy tis evKdAwS TOAAAS 

kat peyddas atuxias py Ov dvadynoiav adda yervddas dv Kai peyaddoyuxos. 

Spdov & Gre kat Tas xpyoeis avayKaiov omovdaias Kai Kadds evar TavTas 

dmrds. 81d kat vouiCovor avOpwmro. ths eddatpovias atria Ta éxrds eivar TOV 

dyabav, Sorep ei rod xbapifew apmpov kal Kaas aiti@to THv Adpav waddov 

Ths TExXVNS. 

‘The good man will make a use of external void which is 

absolutely good. And because (60) this use of external goods is 

good in him, men think, that external goods are the causes of 

happiness, which is just as if we were to attribute the melody to 

the lyre and not to the player.’ 

airi@ro, sc. tts, gathered from dvépama. tis occurs in one MS. (P’) 

and is inserted by Bekker in his 2nd edition. 

ce 

81d kar’ edxny edxdpeba rH Tis médews ciotacw Sv h TvxH Kupia. 

1) ‘Since therefore some things must be presupposed (8&0), our 

prayer and desire is that our city may be so constituted as to have 

the goods of fortune,’ sc. eivar e& exeivor dy, etc. ; or 2) ‘ we desire 

that her constitution in respect of the goods of fortune may answer 

to our prayer, making kar’ eixyv, sc. «iva, the predicate, dy, sc. €v 
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éxeivois v; Or 3) ‘we ask if we could only have our prayer,’ or 

‘though it be only an ideal, as above, xar’ edyqv, iv. 11. § 1, 
/ A 3. 2 , moirevav THY KAT EvXIVY ywopérny, 

kai yap «i mavras évdéxerat orovdaious civat, pi) Ka? exacrov dé trav 18. Io. 

Tota, ovTws aiperdrepor, dkodovbel yap TH Kal exacrov Kal Td Tavras. 

He seems to mean that although there: might be some common 

idea of virtue which the citizens attained collectively, such as 

patriotism, yet it would be better that each individual should be 

virtuous, for each implies all. Compare, ii. 3. § 2, 7d yap mavres 

durrdv, x.t.A., Where he distinguishes ‘each’ from ‘all.’ | 

ena Te ovbev bpedos hivat’ ra yap €On peraBareiv mort, K.T.r. 13°. t, 

Lit. ‘Some qualities there is no use in having by nature ; for 

habit alters them; and through nature,’ or ‘such is their nature 

that, they are swayed by habit both towards good and towards 

evil. To us the reasoning of this passage appears singular. 

Yet probably what Aristotle means to say is, that moral qualities, 

if given by nature, would cease to be moral, and in so far as they 

are moral would cease to be natural. Nature in this passage is 

used for ‘instinct,’ or ‘natural impulse.’ From another point of 

view (Nic. Eth. ii. 1. § 2) he shows, using the term gvous in a some- 
what different sense, that things which are purely natural cannot 

be altered by habit; but that nature supplies the conditions under 

which habits may be cultivated. Cp. also infra, c. 15. § 7. 

érépous .. . 9} Tovs adrovds Sid Biov. 14. 1. 

‘Are rulers and subjects to differ at different times, or to be the 

same always?’ 

Tois apxopevois, 14, 2. 

1) *Dative of reference: ‘In relation to their subjects,’ or, 2) with 

a more obvious construction, but with a feebler sense, rots dpyopevors 

may be taken after favepdy, ‘ so that the superiority of the governors 

is manifest to their subjects.’ - 

SkvAa€. - 14. 3. 

The same who is mentioned in Herodotus (iv. 44) as sailing 

down the Indus by order of Darius Hystaspes. Whether the 
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writings passing under his name with which Aristotle was ac- 

quainted were genuine or not we cannot say. The short summary 

of the geography of the habitable world which has come down to 

us under the name of Scylax contains allusions to events later than 

the time of Herodotus, and is therefore certainly either spurious or 

interpolated. 

mavres vi kaTa THY XopaY. 

Not country as opposed to town—‘ the country people combine 

with the malcontents of the town;’ but, ‘all the inhabitants mznus 

the rulers,’ i.e. the perioeci, metics, or any others, who, though per- 

sonally free, had no political rights, make common cause with the 

subject classes and desire revolution. 

n yap pots Sedaxe thy aipeow, Toncaca abt@ TO yever TadTov Td per 

veatepov Td S€ mpeaBurepov, dv Tois pev apxerOa mpéret, Tois 8 dpyeuw. 

Lit. ‘ For nature herself has given the principle of choice when 

she created in the very race the same element, i.e. the same human 

beings, partly young and partly old, of whom the one are fitted to 

obey, the others to command.’ 

ait TO yéver tavréy, The word air@ has less MS. authority than 

aird, and is omitted altogether in one MS. and in Aretino’s trans- 

lation. Aird may be translated: ‘In the human race nature has 

created the very same thing, making a distinction of old and 

young, corresponding to that of rulers and subjects.’ . The cor- 

rection rév atrév for air is unnecessary. 

éenet 5€ wodtrou Kal Gpxovtos tiyy adriy dperjv eivai payer Kal Tov 

dpiorov avdpés. 

i.e. in the best state which he is here discussing. 

Goattws ovv avaykn SinpjoOa Kai tovro Td pépos Sndov Ort, Kal Tas 

mpag&es 8° dvddoyov épotpev exewv, kai Sei tas Tod hvae BeAriovos aiperw- 

Tépas €ivat rois Suvapevors Tuyxavew 7 macav 7) Tow Svoiv. 

a@oavros ..éxew. ‘And as there must be a division of the soul, 

in like manner there must be a division of the actions of the soul ;’ 

eoairws answers to dvddoyov éxew, and is to be taken closely with 

kal tas mpdéets. . 

rovro TO Epos, SC, TO Adyov Exor, 
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i} mavav i) Toi Svoiv, sc. rav mpdéewv. ‘The simple action of the 

highest principle is better than the mixed action of all or of two, 

that is the union of the higher with the lower, or the practical 

and speculative reason combined (roiv dvoiv),’ Aristotle is here 

speaking of that life of mind which in the Ethics he conceives to 

have a separate existence (7 dé rod vod [sc. eddapovia] nexopiopery 

Nic. Eth. x. 8. § 3). But we are unable to understand how this 

pure mind condescends to take a part in human things—the 

analogous difficulty in Aristotle to the relation of ra voovpeva and 

ra patvdpyeva in Plato. We know that within the sphere of practice 

thought and reflection must always be reappearing if the legislator 

is endowed with them. But Aristotle nowhere explains how the 

speculative, either in private or public life, is related to the practical, 

or what is the higher training which fits the citizen for either. 

emawovrtes yap thy Aaxedaipoviwy trodtreiay ayavrat Tov vopobérov tov 14. 16. 

oKkordy, Ott mavta mpds Td Kpateiy Kal mpds méAcnov evopobérnoev” a kal 

kara Tov Adyov oti evédeyxta Kal Tois epyous eEeAnAeyKrar vov. 

Cp. Thuc. ii. 39, cat & rais madeias of pev érumdvp doxnoe (sc. of 

Aakedaipdrioc) evOds véot dvres Td avdpeiov perepxovrat, nuets S€ dvetpevos 

Statapevor ovdev Hacov én rods ivoraXels Kwwdivous yapodper. 

kal tois tpyos éeAfjeyerae viv. Alluding to Leuctra and Mantinea. 

Cp. c, 11. § 8, about walls, and ii. 9. § 10, about the women. 

ovT@ Kal OiBpevr. 14. 17. 

Who Thibron was is unknown. But we have an example of 

a treatise such as he might have written in the ‘de Republica 

Lacedemoniorum,’ attributed to Xenophon. Was he more likely 

to have been a Spartan, or only an admirer of Sparta, like the 

Philolacon in other states of Hellas? The name is Lacedaemonian. 

The words rév @ dv exaoros trav ypaddvtav mept wodireias airav 

remind us how large a literature of political philosophy must have 

existed in the time of Aristotle, although we are apt to imagine 

him the first writer on such subjects. Cp. ii. 1. § 1; c. 7. § 1; 

G.I. o 3. 

ére O€ TodTO yeAoior, €i pévovres ev Tois vdpoLs adTov, Kai pndevds eurodi- 14, 18. 

Covros mpos 7d xpnaOat trois vdpots, aroBeBAnkaar 7d hv Kadas. 
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‘If their greatness depended on their laws, it is ridiculous to 

suppose that they can have retained their laws and lost their 

happiness.’ 

rt Kpareiv oknoev én rd Tey TéAas Gpyet. 

‘If states are trained in virtue only that they may rule over 

their neighbours, the same principle will impel individuals to 

usurp the government in their own states.’ 

Tlavoavia r@ Baothel. 

See note on v. 1. § 10. 

TavTa yap dpiora kal idia Kai Kowp Tov vowobérny éeproteiv Set radra rais 

Woxais trav avOparer. 

There is a slight flaw in the text, which may be corregnd 

(with Susemihl) by adding re after rév. 

riv yap Badny adiacow, aorep 6 aidnpos, eipnyny GyovTes. 

Cp. Soph. Aj. 650 (Dindorf) :— 

Kady@ ydp, 6s ra dei” exaprépovy Tére, 

Bap7 cidnpos ds, €bndvvOnv ordpa 

mpos Thade THs yuvatkds. 

In the Nic. Eth. x. 7, Aristotle dwells at length on the thesis 

that the true happiness of man is to be sought in leisure and con- 

templation. But we have a difficulty in realizing his meaning. 

For we naturally ask how is the leisure to be employed? and on 

what is contemplation to feed? To these questions his writings 

supply no answer. We have no difficulty in understanding that by 

a philosopher the mind and the use of the mind is deemed higher 

than the body and its functions, or that the intellectual is to be 

preferred to the moral, or that the life of a gentleman is to be 

passed in liberal occupations, not in trade or servile toil. But 

when we attempt to go further we can only discern a negative _ 

idealism; we are put off with words such as @ewpia, ovoia, and 

the like, which absorbed the minds of that generation, but which 

to us appear to have no context or meaning. 

But if in the sphere of the individual the idea of contemplative 

leisure is feeble and uncertain, much more shadowy is the meaning 
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of the word when applied to the state. We can see that peace is to 

be preferred to war; that the Athenians ‘ provided for their weary 

spirits many relaxations from toil’ (Thuc. ii. 38); that ‘they could 

fix their minds upon the greatness of Athens until they became 

filled with the love of her’ (ib. 43); that into education an element ° 

of philosophy should enter; that sleep is sweet to weary mortals; 

that to the Greek leisure was a necessity of the higher life. But we 

fail to perceive how the leisure of a state, the interest of a spectacle, 

the tranquillity of wealth is better than some great struggle for 

freedom ; or how the sons of those who fought at Thermopylae 

and Salamis were more fortunate than their fathers. Aristotle 

himself seems to acknowledge that greater virtues of some kind 

would be required in ‘the islands of the blest’ than in the ordinary 

life of man. The contemplative end which he imagines is not 

suited to the human character and is nearly unmeaning. To us 

there appears to be more truth in the sentiment, which has been 

repeated in many forms, that ‘the search after knowledge is a 

greater blessing to man than the attainment of it.’ 

dei yap moAAd Tay avaykaiwy imdpxew, Sras &&h cxoAd few. 15. 2. 

‘ The virtues of leisure imply the virtues of business, for business 

supplies the means of leisure.’ 

6 pev yap médepos dvaykager Sixaiovs eivar kal cwdpoveir. 15. 3. 

Cp. Tennyson’s Maud I. vi.—xiii. :— 

‘Why do they prate of the blessings of Pe 

yy in a vineyard—yes |—but a company forges the wine.’ 

Yet there is corruption in war as well as in peace, now as of 

old, in furnishing the commissariat of an army, in making appoint- 

ments, in conferring distinctions, sometimes followed by a fearful 

retribution. 

exeivor pev yap od ravrn Siahépovor rOv Gdwv, TO p27) vopicew ravra Tois 15, 6. 

Gros peyora tov dyabdy, GdAd Te yeverOar radta paddov did twos 

dperis. 

©The Lacedaemonians agree with the rest of mankind that the 

good life is the end, but they differ in supposing the end to be 

obtained by military virtue alone.’ 
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Cp. (though a different point of view from that which is here 

taken) ii. 9. §$ 34, 35: ‘Although the Lacedaemonians truly 

think that the goods for which they contend are to be acquired by 

virtue rather than by vice, they err in supposing that these goods 

are to be preferred to the virtue which gains them.’ 

émel 8 peiCo re ayaa radra, kal riv ardhavow Thy TovT@Y 7 THY TOV 

dperdv, cai dre 8: adrnv, pavepdv ék rovrav, mas Sé Kai bid rive éorat, 

rovro 51 Oewpnréor. 

The construction of the sentence is as follows: émel d¢ havepdv ék 

router pei [etva] ra dyaba radra kal tiv dréhavow Thy TovT@v i THY 

rav dperav [Sc. iOtKav } modeuKSv xphow understood from dréAavow] 

kai dre [ai dperai| tot dv abriy [sc. Thy rovrwv ardhavow]. 

mas dé introduces the apodosis which is resumed in rodro 87 

dewpnréor. } 

dperav goes back to did rwos dperfjs in the previous sentence. 

evdéxerar yap Sinpaprynkévar Kat tov dAdyov tis BeAtiotns brobecews, Kal 

dua rev Cav Spolws HxOar. 

The meaning of 46a is simply ‘trained ;’ whether for good or 

evil depends on the sense given to dpotws. Either 1)* ‘in the same 

i.e. a mistaken way’; or 2) ‘all the same’=‘ nevertheless.’ The first 

is most in accordance with the context Sipaprnxévar Kat rdv Adyov. 

The «at is needlessly bracketed by Bekker in his 2nd edition. 

‘For even reason (which we might least expect to err) is not 

infallible.’ 

havepov 51) TovTd ye mp@rov pev, Kabdmep ev Tois GAhois, ws 7 yeveois aT 

dpxijs earl Kal rd TéAos awd twos dpxns GAdou Tédous’ 6 dSé Adyos jpiv Kal 

6 vovs ths piaews Tédos. 

1) *The connexion is as follows: ‘We have to consider whether 

men are to be trained by reason or by habit: Thus much is clear 

—that there is a succession of means and ends: every birth having 

a beginning and every end having a beginning in some other end ; 

and the end of nature being reason and intelligence.’ That is to 

say: ‘In every birth there are previous elements and in like 

manner in the end or intellectual perfection of human nature other 

antecedents, such as education, are implied, which from other 

points of view are themselves ends,’ 
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2) According to Susemihl the words are to be taken as follows: 

‘It is clear that generation implies some antecedent principle and 

the end which springs from an antecedent principle is in turn 

relative to a further end.’ According to this way of taking the 

passage yéveows in the rst clause is equivalent to réAos in the 2nd. 

Generation has an antecedent principle of which it is the end. 

The end which thus springs from an antecedent principle has a 

further end, namely, intelligence and reason. But two objections 

may be offered to this way of translating the words. a) rwés has 

no meaning. 4) The less natural construction is adopted instead 

of the more natural. For @dov réXovs would naturally depend 

upon the words which immediately precede, dmé twos dpyijs. 

3) Once more, Mr. Postgate proposes to take the passage as 

follows: ‘So much then is evident—first here, as in other cases, 

coming into existence is the beginning of all, and what is the end, 

viewed from a certain beginning, is itself directed towards a further 

end.’ To this interpretation it may be objected that dz’ dpyijs is 

taken in a different sense from did twos dpyqs and that rod rédovs, 

as in the preceding explanation, is construed unnaturally. 

See infra note on § 9. 16. 5. 

Tov xpnopov. ’ 16. 7. 

The oracle ‘u) réuve véav Gdoxa’ which is found in the margin 

of two MSS. is probably made up from the context. Out of these 

words Géttling has constructed a hexameter dAAd véas, Tpoifny, 

ddoxas pr) Téuve Babeias. The equivocation may either consist in the 

double meaning of veds ‘fallow ground’ (in Attic used for vets) 

and véas ‘the young maiden:’ or the disputed point may have been 

only whether the oracle was to be taken literally or metaphorically. 

did ras pev Gppdrrer wept ti TSv dKraxaidera érdv Hrrxiav cvfevyvivat, 16, g. 

tous 8 émra kal tpidkovra, } puKpdv. 

The words 4 puxpdv probably mean ‘thereabouts’ or ‘nearly,’ 

like pixpod ; or some word such as mXeiov may have dropped out. 

The disparity of age between the man and woman appears to 

be great; but as Aristotle extends the term for the women from 

18 to 50, and for the men from 35 to 70 years, the time allowed 

~*~ 
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for cohabitation in either would nearly coincide, i.e. 35 and 32 

years. There is therefore no reason for doubting the reading. 

The relative ages to us appear singular. Malthus, On Population 

vol. i. p. 237, remarks that this regulation ‘must of course 

condemn a great number of women to celibacy, as there never can 

be so many men of thirty-seven as there are women of eighteen.’ 

But the real and great disparity is between the total number of 

women after eighteen and the total number of men after thirty- 

five. 

Plato in the Republic (v. 460) makes the interval less. He 

assigns twenty to forty as the marriageable age for women: for 

men, from the time ‘when they have passed the greatest speed of 

life’ (twenty-five ?) to fifty-five. In the Laws (iv. 721) the citizens 

are required to marry between the ages of thirty and thirty-five ; 

but in another passage (772 D, E) between twenty-five and thirty- 

five. 

In the History of Animals (Aristotle?) the age proper for 

marriage in men is limited to sixty, or at the utmost seventy; in 

women to forty, or at the utmost fifty. 

ére S€ 4 Siadoyy. Tav Téxvwy Tois pev apyoneyns EoTa THs aKpys, eav 

yiymnta Kara Aéyov evOds 7 yéveots, Tois Sé bn KarakeAupérns THs HrcKias 

mpos Tov Tov €Bdounkovra erav apiOudy, 

According to this way of reckoning Aristotle seems to consider 

the prime of life to be thirty-five. The father having begun to 

keep house at thirty-five years of age would at seventy give up to 

the son, who might be expected to begin family life over again at 

thirty-five. 

In speaking of the succession of children to their parents 

Aristotle takes account only of the fathers. 

rois O¢ mepi tiv @pav xpdvots, ws of moAol xp@vrat KaGs Kai viv, dpicay- 

Tes XElpavos THY GuVvaUALaY mroeicOat TavTND. 

Sc. Sei otras woteiv, taking Set from the previous sentence. The 

better MSS. read Sci xpjcOa after xpdvors, but this is unnecessary, 

and the repetition of xpavra after xpjoOa is unpleasant. 

ovvavdiay, ‘cohabitation’ probably from avA7 not from addds. 
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kat avrovs 75n. 16. 11. 

i.e. ‘themselves when they come to be parents as well as the 

writers on these subjects.’ 

Like Plato, Aristotle prescribes gymnastics for women as well as 16. 13. 

men. Cp. Plat. Laws vii. 789; Rep. v. 457. 

Sid SE WARDS Téxvwv, cav 7 Takis Tay Eby Ka@dvy, pydev droribecOu 16. 15. 

TaY yiyvopéver’ wptota yap 8) THs Texvorolas TO mAROoS, av Sé rior 

ylynrae mapa tadra ovvdvacbevrar, mpw aicbnow éyyevécba Kai Cony, 

eprroveto Oar Set rv duBroow, 

‘But when there are too many children (for we have settled that 

there is to be a limit of population), they must not be exposed 

merely for this reason. If, however, it should happen that a 

couple exceed the number allowed by law, then abortion must be 

practised before sense and life have begun.’ 

apira yap o)....7d mAjdos gives the reason for introducing 

the previous remark. ‘I speak of this because population has 

been limited.’ Cp. ii. 7. § 5, where Aristotle says that the legis- 

lator who fixes the amount of property should also fix the limit 

of population; and ii. 6. § 10, where he censures Plato for sup- 

posing that population will be kept down even if nothing is 

done to secure this object: and Rep. v. 461, where abortion and 

exposure are allowed, or in certain cases enforced; also a curious 

and interesting passage quoted from Musonius a Stoic philosopher 

(about 60 a.p.), by Stobaeus § 15. p. 450, in which he denounces 

abortion and similar practices as offences against Zeus the god of 

kindred. 

Respecting the seven ages, see infra, note on c. 17. § 15; and 16. 17. 

for the regulations of Aristotle respecting marriage, the time after 

marriage, procreation and nursing of children and their early 

education, cp. Laws vii. 788-794. 

occ Oat. 17. %. 

sc. det. To be gathered from the previous paragraph. 

a n , ras d€ Suardoes Tov maider Kal Kravbpors otk dpOds dmayopevovow oi 17. 6. 

kwAvovTES Ev Tois vopots* GuRpEepovor yap mpds avéqow. 

VOL. II. U 



17. 7. 

IF? FO. 

2.90 ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. 

This is another misrepresentation of Plato, who only says that 

when children are silent they are pleased, and that they ought to 

have as little pain as possible in early childhood lest they grow up 

morose in character. (‘When anything is brought to the infant 

and he is silent, then he is supposed to be pleased, but when he 
weeps and cries out, then he is not pleased. For tears and cries 

are the inauspicious signs by which children show what they love 

and hate.’ Laws vii. 792 A). Yet the words & ois vépos 

sufficiently show that Plato is the writer to whom Aristotle is 

referring. 

ras dvardces, ‘the passions or struggles,’ a neutral word to be 

interpreted by «AavOyoi which follows. 

eiAoyov oty G&mehavvew amd Tay dxovopdrey Kal Tov dpaydrwv dveheu- 

Oepiav Kai tyAtKodTous dyras. 

A thought enlarged upon by Plato Rep. ii. 377 ff. 

Bekker in his rst edition has unnecessarily altered dveAevOepiar, 

the reading of the majority of the MSS., into dvedevbepias. In his 

end edition he has substituted dyeXevOépv, which has some MS. 

authority. Neither alteration is necessary; tyd:covrovs dvras may 

be taken as an accusative of the remoter object. dmedatvew has 

been altered by Susemihl into dmodaPeiv, a change which is partly 

grounded on a various reading drodavew, and partly on the 

‘absumere’ of the old translator. 

kal rpdixobrous dvras. 1)* ‘Even when they are at this early 

age, i.e. although they are so young, care must be taken about 

what they see and hear; or 2) cai may be emphatic, ‘especially at 

this early age when they cannot take care of themselves.’ 

emupedes pev ody €orw Tois dpxover pnbev pyre ayadpa pyre ypadiy eiva 

ToovTev mpdgewv piunow, ef pr mapd tiot Oeois trowovrois ois Kal Tov 

Tabacpoy drodidiwow 6 vduost mpds 8€ TodToIs dpinow 6 vdpos Tods 

éxovras nAukiay TA€ov mponkovoay Kal Dmép avTav Kal Téxvwy Kal yuvaikdv 

Tiyardelv Tods Oeovs. 

ois Kai tov Twbacpdy drodidwow 6 vdpos. Such as the Phallic 

improvisation at the Dionysiac festival of which Aristophanes 

furnishes an imitation in the Acharnians 263 ff. " 

The words mpds 5€ rovros introduce a second exception: ‘in- 
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decency may be allowed in the temples of certain Gods ;’ mpds 

dé rovros, ‘and also to persons of full age whom the law allows to 

worship in such temples, Cp. once more Plat. Rep. ii, 378: 

‘The doings of Cronus, and the sufferings which his son in turn 

inflicted upon him, even if they were true, ought certainly not to 

be lightly told to young and simple persons; if possible, they had 

better be buried in silence. Butif there is an absolute necessity 

for their mention, a chosen few might hear them in a mystery, and 

in order to reduce the number of hearers they should sacrifice not a 

common [Eleusinian] pig, but some huge and unprocurable victim.’ 

Gcddapos. 17. 13. 

A great Athenian actor and performer of Sophocles who took 

the part of Antigone: Aeschines was his tritagonist who played 

Creon. Dem. Fal. Leg. 418. He is mentioned in the Rhetoric 

of Aristotle ii. 23. 1400 b. 16, iii. 13. 1414 b. 13. 

of yap tais éBdoudor Suupodvres tas prtkias as emt Td TOAD Aeyovow ov 17. 15. 

Kaas, dei € rH Suarpécer rHs Pioews eraxodovOeir, 

It is uncertain whether we should read *od xadés or od kaxés in 

this passage. The authority of the MSS. and the immediate 
context confirm the former. On the other hand od kaxés is the 

more idiomatic expression, and is not irreconcileable with the 

context :—‘ Those who divide the ages of men by seven are not 

far wrong, and yet we should rather observe the divisions made 

by nature ;’ or, ‘éand we should observe the divisions made by 

nature, i.e. the divisions into sevens’ (Bergk 25). This is also 

confirmed by the passage in c. 16. § 17, airy [sc. 9 ris Siavoias 

dxpy| & dori év rois mreioros fumep tSv wouTay tives eipynkacw of 

petpodvres rais éBdoudor tiv Atxiay, wept tov xpdvoy Tov Tov mevTH- 

“kovra érav, | 

It may be observed too that Aristotle himself in this passage 

divides ages by sevens—seven, fourteen (puberty), twenty-one. 

The ‘sevens’ of Aristotle agree with the ‘sevens’ of Solon (?) in 

the years which he assigns to marriage (35) and to the highest 

development of the mind (49 or 50) :— 

ais pev dvnBos éay ere vymios Epxos dddvtav 

icas exBddree mpGrov év ext’ erecw" 

U 2 
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‘ 

rovs 8 érépous Gre by.reAéon Oeds Emr’ enavrovs, 
Ld > , , , ‘ 

7Bns exaiver onpara yewoperns 
~ , A , > , »* , 

Th tpirarn S€ yevetov deEopever Ere yuiev 

Aaxvodrat, xpoins avOos dperBopevns* 

th S€ rerapry mas tis év EBSopads péy aproros 
> i oo 0 >» rr >. ioxuv, yv tT avdpes onuar €xovo’ dperijs 

2 s Cf *, 5 , 4 z méuntn & w@piov, avdpa yduou peuynpevoy eivat 
‘ , Lad > , , e kal traidoy (nreiv eicomicw ‘yevenv 

th & éxry wept mavra Kataptierat vdos avdpés, 

ovd’ épdew &8 Suds epy’ dmddapva Oeret' 
¢ ) ‘ ~ 4 lal > € , 43> » énra dé vovv kai yAaocav ev éBdoudow péy apiotos 

oxt@ T* auorépay trécoapa kal Séx’ érn’ 

7 8 évarn ere pev Sivara, paraxorepa 8 adrod 

mpos peyddnv dperiy yhaood te kai coin’ * 

th Sexarn © Gre dy redéon Oeds Emr’ éenavrovs, 
> » A - »” , 

ovK Gy dwpos éav potpay €xou Oavarov. 

Compare an interesting note of Mr. Cope’s in his edition of 

Aristotle’s Rhetoric, vol. ii. p. 160. 

1 al. lect. c@pa re wal dvvapts. 



BOOK VIII. 

dei yap mpds éExdorny TodtTEederOat. 1. 2. 

Here Susemihl has adopted radeverOa after Aretino’s translation. 

But wodcreveoOar the reading of the Greek MSS. is also confirmed 

by William de Moerbek, ‘ politizare, and is more in accordance 

with the context: ‘For the life of the citizen should conform to 

the state, because the state is of one character, and this unity 

in the end of the state necessitates unity in the education of the 

citizens.’ 

5 ¢ ‘ ‘ / , ‘ \ 9s & > ta > ’ 
MAVEPOV OTL Kat TIV mavdetay tay Kal VY QuTnY avayKaloy €ivat TavT@y 

he . 3- 

‘ , A 2 > A 4 \ > 247 
Kat TavuTns THY émupederav €lval KOtV nV Kal 1) Kat idiav. 

Cp. Nic. Eth. x. 9. § 14, xpdtiorovy perv ody 1d ylyverOar Kowiy 

emupéedccav at opOnv, where he goes on to show that public education 

can be best enforced, but that, since it is generally neglected, we 

must have recourse to private education, which moreover will take 

into account the peculiarities of the individual case; also that the 

education of individuals must be based upon general principles, 

and these are to be gathered from the science or art of legislation, 

erawécere § Gy tis Kal ToUTO AaKkedatpovious’ Kal yap mhelorny rowivrat 1, 49 

orovdny mept Tovs maidas Kat KoA TavTny. 

Aristotle appears to praise the Lacedaemonians, not for the 

quality of their education (cp. infra c. 4), but for the circumstance 

that it was established by law. According to Isocrates Panath. 

276 d, the Spartans fell so far below the general standard of 

education in Hellas, that they did not even know their letters, 

TOTOUTOY arrodEhetpmpevor THS Kons Tadeias Kat Piiogodias ciciv Sar’ ovdde 

ypdppara pavOdvovow: and according to Plato, or rather according 

to the author of the Platonic Hippias Major (285 C), ‘not many of 

them could count.’ 
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kai tovro, kai is found in all the MSS., and was the reading of 

Moerbek. There is no difficulty in explaining it: ‘One may 

praise the Lacedaemonians for this also,’ as he has already praised 

their common use of property in ii. 5. § 7. Cp. Nic. Eth. x. 

9. § 13, €v pdvn Sé€ rH AaxeSapoviov mde per dAiywv 6 vopobérns 
> Cal a = es , 

emupedevay Soxet mremoujoOat tpopas te Kal emirndevpdrov. 

2.1. viv yap audio Bnreira wept Tov Epywv. 

‘We are agreed about the necessity of a state education, but we 

differ about the subjects of education’ or ‘about the things to be 
done in education;’ cp. infra § 3, rav edevdépav Epywv Kal tay 

“e 

avehevO par. 

2.2. ék dé ris éumodav madelas. 

‘The customary education’ or ‘ the education which meets us in 

life’—without any idea of obstruction. 

2.2.  tapayodns 7 oxeyis. . 

‘It is impossible to consider the theory of education. apart from 

the prevalent custom; and it would be equally impossible even 

if we could frame a perfect theory to carry it out in practice.’ 

2.2, Ta mepirrd. 

Lit. ‘things in excess,’ i.e. not included in the ordinary training 

either for life or virtue, in modern language ‘the higher knowledge.’ 

For the use of the word cp. ii. 6. § 6; Nic. Eth. vi. 7. § 4. 

2.2. | Kperds Twas. 

Cp. for the use of the word De Anima i. 405 b. 8, wavra ra orotxeia 

Kpirny etAnhe mAnv ths ys, ‘ All these views have found approvers.’ 

2.6.  KaraBeBrnpevar, 

‘laid down and so established :’ cp. c. 3. § 11, karaBeBAnpeva mat- 

Sevpara. Cp. supra, 7 éumodav madeia. 

2.6.  émapdorepi{ovorr, 

‘are of a double character,’ partly liberal, partly illiberal. 

3.1. ore d€ réerrapa K.r.A. 

povowx is here separated from ypdypara, which in Plato’s Re- 

public are included under it. 
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We may remark the form of sentence: ‘There are four;’ but 

the fourth is introduced with a qualification, réraprov €vo1. 

auty yap apxi mavrav. 3. 2. 

Not vous but 7 oxen, as is shown by the clause which follows, 

iva kat mddw etropev wept adrys referring to vii. 15. §§ 1, 2, and 

perhaps to Nic. Eth. x. 6. 

Odes. a. 3 

Either, 1) ‘the general question must be asked;’ or 2) *taking 

dios in an emphatic sense, ‘the question must be surely’ or 

‘absolutely asked.’ In what follows §§ 3-6, Aristotle passes on 

to discuss the more general subjects of refreshments or relaxations, 

and returns to music in § 7. 

But ddrws is only a conjecture of Victorius. All the MSS. read 

rédos, except one (P°), which reads reAevraiov. (Cp. the old trans, 

‘ finaliter.’) The reading réAos gives a sufficient but not a very 

good sense (‘lastly’), nor can any objection bé made to it on the 

ground that the word occurs in the following line with a different 

meaning. For such false echoes are not uncommon. Cp. ovd- 

yew, used in two senses, iv. 15. § 8, note. 

Thy ev TH Staywyh oxXoAny. 3. 6. 

Cp. infra § 8, tiv & ri cxodyj Siaywynv. The two expressions 

are nearly equivalent: r) ‘the leisure occupied in diayoyq:’ 2) 

‘the S:aywyn of leisure.’ It is hard to find any satisfactory phrase in 

English to express what Aristotle throughout this book terms 

diaywyn. . The first sense of the word is that employment of leisure 

which becomes a gentleman (cp. mérepov madelay f) mardcav 7} Siayoryhy. 

evrAdyas & eis mavra rarrerat kal paiverat peréxew. 4 TE yap matdid xdpw 

dvaravoeds €or, THY 8 dvdmavaw. dvaykaiov Adeiay eivat (ris yap Sia Tov 

névev Avmns iatpeia ris éotw)* Kal rHyv Siaywyjy duoroyoupévas Sei a7) 

povoy exe TO Kaddv GAG Kai rHv 7dovmy infra c. 5. §§ 9, 10). Further 

it is joined with ppdynars (c. 5. § 4. init. mpds Siaywyjy cvpBadrerai te 

kat ppdvyowv) and therefore seems to mean the rational or intellectual 

employment and enjoyment of leisure. It is always distinguished 

from mada and drdmavois ‘amusement’ and ‘relaxation,’ which 

are properly, not ends, but only means to renewed exertion (cp. 



3. 8. 

3. 8. 

4. 3. 

2,96 ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. 

Nic. Eth. x. 6. § 6); and so means to means, whereas d:ayoyi 

and oxod) are ends in themselves. The idea of ‘culture,’ im- 

plying a use of the intellect, not for the sake of any further end, 

but for itself, would so far correspond to d:ayeyn. 

Hy yap otovra diaywyiy civas rdv edevbépar, év Ta’ty TarTovew. 

€v TavTn, SC. TH ev TH GXOAR Siaywy7. 

rdrrovow, SC. avriy Or music. ‘They reckon music in that class of 

intellectual enjoyments which they suppose to be peculiar to freemen.’ 

GAN’ oloy pev cote kadelv emi Saira Oadeinv. 

The line is not found in our Homer. There is no doubt that 

in the original 6aXeiyy is to be taken with daira; but it is probably 
quoted by Aristotle in reference to the Muse Thalia: and xadeiy 

Oadinv is said in the same way as xadéovow dowdy in the following 

quotation. 

i yap pouoiKy TovTo moet OyAov, 

‘the fact that the ancients included music in saieation 

proves thus much, that they considered it a noble part of 

education’;—they would not have included what was purely 

utilitarian. 

oi 5€ Adxaves Tavrny pév odx Huaprov Thy duapriar, Onpidders F dmepyé- 

(oyrat Tois mévois, ws TovTO mpods avdpiay pddiota oupEpor. , 

‘The Lacedaemonians do not run into the error of spoiling the 

frames of their children, but they spoil their characters.’ 

el Te Kal mpds TAaUTHY, OSE TOUT eevpicKovaww oUTE yap év Tots addots 

(dois od? em rav ebvarv Spapev tiv avBpiav axodovOoicay Tois aypordrots, 

GANA padXdov Tois nuepwrepois Kal Neovr@decw HOeow. 

‘And even if they train with a view to courage they do not 

attain to it; for courage is not to be found in brutal but in mild 

and lionlike natures, whether (the comparison is made) of animals 

or of barbarians.’ Cp. Plat. Rep. ii. 375 and Aristotle’s Criticism 

on this passage in the Politics vii. 7. §$ 5-8. 

Tav nrepaTtikav éOvar. 

Not ‘of Epirus,’ which would be wholly disconnected from the 
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‘Pontus and could hardly have been described as in this state of 

savagery, nor as in the translation ‘there are other inland tribes,’ 

for the Achaeans are not inland tribes (unless indeed the tribes 

‘about the Pontus’ are called continental with reference to the 

Mediterranean), but more accurately ‘other tribes on the main- 

land.’ For another mention of these cannibals in Aristotle, cp. 

Nic. Eth. vii. 5. § 2. 

4) mpos aokovvras, 4. 4. 

Said for mpés pj doxodvras, But the fall of Sparta was not really 

due to the improvements of the other Hellenes in gymnastics; 

though the equal or superior military discipline of Macedon at 

last overpowered them. 

The fall and decay of Sparta is a political lesson which greatly 4, 4-7. 

impresses Aristotle, cp. notes on vii. 11. § 8 and c. 14. § 16 ff. 

So in modern times the superiority of nations has often been due 

to their superior organization. Those who organize first will be 

first victorious until others become in their turn better trained and 

prepared, By organization Frederick the Great crushed Austria, 

as she was afterwards crushed once more in 1866; again the 

military organization both of Prussia and Austria crumbled before 

Napoleon at Jena, as the French organization was in turn over- 

powered by the new military development of Germany in 1870. 

The Germans have still to prove, «ire r@ rods véous yupvatew Tov 

tpdrov rovrov duebepor, ire TH pdvov pi) Mpds doKodvras aokeiv. 

as yo 6 Adyos. 4, 6. 

Cp. Plato (e.g. Phaedo 87 A, Soph. 238 B) for a similar per- 

sonification of the argument. 

A warning against overstraining of the faculties in youth which 4. 8, 

may be applied to the young student of modern times as well as to 

the young Olympic victor. 

KatahapBdvew thy pdcxiav, 4.9. 

‘To occupy,’ ‘engage,’ ‘ employ.’ 

iva Sorep évSdo.pov yevnrat rois Adyors. | 5.1. 

A musical term and therefore appropriately used in speaking of 



5. 2-4. 

5. 3. 
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music=‘ the keynote,’ ‘that what we have to say may be a sort of 

keynote to any future discussion of the subject.’ si Arist. Rhet. 

iii, 14. § 1, 1414 b. 22, Kal yap of aiAntal, 6 re dv ed Fyoow adidjoa 

TovTo mpoavAnoarres ouviar tO evdocine, Kal év Trois emiderxtixois Ad-yous 

dei otra ypader. 

Aristotle suggests three reasons which might be given for the 

cultivation of music : 

1) madvas xat dvaraicews évexa, like sleep, wine, dancing (ep. Nic. 

Eth. x. 6. § 6), amusement and relaxation being the means to 
renewed exertion. . 

2) Because of its influence on character. Hence its value in 
education (ma:deia). . 

3) mpds diaywyny xai ppéynow, as an end. 

In c. 7. § 3 he speaks of music as being used for a) maudela 

5) xa@aports, ¢) diaywyn; @) corresponds to 2) of c. 5 (pos, rv 

matdeiav), c) to 3). 

This leaves 3) xd@apois to correspond to the use of music as a 

relaxation, and would seem to show that Aristotle gave the lower 

meaning to xa@apors (i.e. ‘purgation’ rather than ‘ purification’). 

Cp. c. 3. § 4, pappaxeias xdpw, and c. 7.§ 4, dcmep iarpeias ruxdvras 

kai xabapoews. See note on c. 7. § 3. 

kat Gua raver pepyvay, ds nov Evperidys. 

Goettling and Bekker (in his second edition), against the au- 
thority of the MSS. of the Politics, have altered dua waver into 

avaraver, an unnecessary change, and unsupported by the MSS. ot 

Euripides, which cannot be quoted. on either side ; for the citation, 

like many others in Aristotle, is inaccurate. The words referred 

to occur in Eur. Bacch. 380 :— | 

és [Bpdpios|] 48 exer, 

Oiavevew re xopois 

pera tr avdod yeddoat, 

droraveal Te pepipvas. 

: 

Tdatrovow avTny. 

Sc. eis matduav kal dvdravow understood from the words preceding. 

Reading tmve for oive, gathered from dmrvov xai pébns supra, with 
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Bekker’s 2nd edition, but against the authority of all the MSS. and 

of William de Moerbek. 

GAL py ov0€ Siaywyny Te macly dppdrret kai rais HArKiais drodiddva 5. 4. 

Tais Towvrats. 

The particle re is not easily explained. It may be suggested 

either that 1) it should be omitted, or 2) should be changed into 

mt OF Trois, Or 3) that «al ppdvyow should be added after it from 

the corresponding words in § 4, 4) mpds diaywyhy te cupBddrera 

kal dpdyvnow. 

ovderi yap atehet mpoonkes TEhos. 5. 4. 

A singular and almost verbal fancy. ‘The imperfect is opposed 

to the perfect, and therefore the immature youth is not intended 

for reason and contemplation.’ Yet the meaning of rédos is 

obscure, cp. infra §§ 12, 13, éwel 8 ev pev r@ rédee oupBaiver ois 

avOparos ddeydkis yiyver Oat. 

§§ 5-8 are a series of dmopiae which take the form of a sup- 5. 5-8. 

pressed dialogue. 1) But a child may learn music with a view to 

a time when he will be grown up; 2) But why should he learn 

himself? 3) He will not appreciate unless he does; 4) Then 

why should he not learn cookery? 5) And how will his morals be 

improved by playing himself rather than by hearing others 

perform? Yet infra c. 6 these cobwebs are dashed aside; and it 

is acknowledged that the truer and deeper effect of music can 

only be produced on the mind by actual practice. 

dowep of Adxaves*. éxeivor yap od pavOdvovres Syws Sivavra kplvew §, 7, : 

épbas, as havi, Ta xpyora kal Ta py) xpnoTa Toy pedov. 

Cp. what Plato says of the ‘timocratic man,’ in Rep. viii. 

548 E, aidadéorepdv re dei airov, iv & eye, civat kat. ioapovedrepoy, 

irdpoveor Sé* Kal prryjxoov pev, pytopixdy F eddapas. 

ob yap 6 Zeds airés aber kat xiOapifer ‘rois moirais, dddAa Kai Bavaioous 5, 8, 

KaAodpev Tovs Ta.ovTous, 

In Il. i. 603 it is Apollo, not ar who plays to the assembly of 
the gods. 

exet yap tows ndovny Twa Kai TO Tédos, GAN od Thy Tuyodcay" {yTodvres 5. 13. 
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8€ tatty, AapBdvovow os radvrnv éxelvyny, dia TO TH TeAEL TOY mpdéewr 

exew polwpad tt. 

There is a finality about pleasure, which leads to a confusion 

with happiness. Like the greater end of life it comes after toil ; 

it is sensible to the eye or feeling; it is the anticipation of we 

know not what: no account can be given of it. ravrny, sc. od rh 

tvxovear, ‘the higher pleasure ;’ ekeivyy, ‘the lower pleasure.’ 

5.14. Oe hy pev ody airiay x.t.d, 

Cp. Nic. Eth. vii. 13. § 6, GAN’ eet odx 7) adri ore hiars ov Eis H 

dpiorn ov? eorw ovre Soxei, ovd Hdovav Sidkovor THY avtiy mavres, Ndovny 

pevror mavres. “Iows S€ Kal didkovow odx tv otovra ovd hv av daier, 

GAAa THY ad’rnv' mavra yap pice. exer Te Oeiov’ adr ciAnphact thy Tod 

évdpatos KAnpovouiay ai owparixal ndoval dia Td TAELoTaKIS Te TapaBaddew 
> tet ‘ ; ‘ ey b A , > , > eis atras kal mavras peréxyew aitav’ dia 7d pdvas ody yvepipous eivat 

> TavTas povas olovrat €ivat. 

5.14. ov da ravrny povny, 

Sc. Cytoveu, 

5.17. @re d€ axpompevor tev pipnoewy yiyvovtar mayres cupmabeis, kal ywpis 

tev pvOpav Kal Tov peddv adror. 

i.e. ‘any imitation, whether accompanied by rhythm or song or 

not, creates sympathetic feeling.’ 

5.18. mapa ras drnOwas pices. 

‘Near to or not far removed from their true natures,’ | ainy 

5.20, ovpBeBnxe Se trav aicOnrav év pev trois GAdos pndev Imdpyew dspolopa 

Tois 70ecw, oiov év Tois dmrois Kal Tois yevoTois, GAN év Tois Sparois npéna" 

oxhpara yap €ore Tovadta, GAN éml pixpdy, Kal wdvres THs Tovavrns aicOn- 

TEWS KOLV@VOVELW. . 

‘As to the senses [other than the sense of hearing], objects of 

sight alone furnish representations of ethical character ; (for figures 

are 1) objects of sight, or 2*) are of an ethical character) ; but to a 

certain extent only, and this intellectual element (though feeble) is 

common to all.’ . 

The obscurity of the passage has led to the insertion of od 

before wdvres: but the construction is then abrupt and the meaning 
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thus obtained, ‘all do not participate in the sense of figure,’ would 

be a strange statement. 

ére & ovk €ort Tadra éuompata rdv nOdv, GdAAd onueia padrAov, 5. 

‘Yet such figures and colours (which have been previously called 

representations) are not really representations but more truly signs 

and indications.’ 

ov pny GAN dcov diadéper kat mept tiv tovrwv Oewpiav, Set py ta 5. 

Tavcavos Oewpeiv tovs véovs, dAAd Ta TloAvyv@rou Kay ei tis GAdos Tov 

ypahéwr 7} Tdv dyadparoromy eotly nOrkds. 

Cp. Poetics 2. 1448 a. 5, Uodvyvaros pév yap kpeirrovs, Tavowy dé 
Ww 

xelpous, Atovicros dé dpoious cixater. 

ev d€ Tois weAeow avrois. 5. 

‘But though hardly discernible in painting we have the very 

expression of the feeling in music.’ 

kal Tois puOpois eivat. 5. 

Bekker in his 2nd edition has inserted mpds rv Woxnv before 

eva. Cp. a reading which is confirmed by one MS. of the old 

translator, ‘cognatio ad animam. Aretino’s translation suggests 

jpiv, but the same sense can be got out of the Greek as it stands, 

jp (or mpos thy Wvxqv) being supplied from ri piow thy tydKavrny 

or of veo. in the previous sentence. 

' For the doctrine that the soul is a harmony, cp. Plat. Phaedo 

86, 92-95; Timaeus 35, 36. 

dmepyateoOat 7 hex der, 6. 6. 
- , 

SC. TO movety Bavavoous. 

mpos pev Tas xpnoes 7On, mpds b€ ras padnoes vorepov, 6. 6. 

Though there is no variation in the MSS., or in the old trans- 

lator, there seems to be a corruption in this passage. Susemihl 

transposes xpyoes and padnoes. Goettling omits both. If retained, 

in their present order, they must be translated as in the text, and 

may be supposed to mean that practice precedes theory. In the 

Republic practical life precedes philosophical leisure, and at the 

end of the Ethics (x. 9. § 20) Aristotle says that the sophist 
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having no experience of politics cannot teach them (cp. Plat. 

Tim. 19D). 

But a fatal objection to this way of interpreting the passage is 

the word pdénovs, which elsewhere in this chapter, and even in the 

next sentence, means ‘early education,’ not ‘mature philosophical 

speculation.’ 

Compare Plat. Rep. ii. 411. In the Laws vii. 810 he limits 

the time allowed for the study of music to three years. 

76 Myo. 
‘Speech,’ as in bk. i, 2. § ro, 

The singular outburst of intellectual life at Athens, which we 

may well believe to have arisen after the Persian War, belongs 

to a period of Greek history known to us only from the very 

short summary of Athenian history contained in a few pages 

of Thucydides. It was the age of Pindar and Simonides and 

Phrynichus and Aeschylus, of Heraclitus and Parmenides, of 

Protagoras and Gorgias. 

’"Exdavridn. 

A very ancient comic poet who flourished in the generation 

before Aristophanes. 

enel O€ TY TE Gpydvev K.T.A, 

This, like many other sentences beginning with éwei, is an 

anacoluthon, of which the real apodosis is to be found in the 

words didrep od trav edevOépav Kpivouev eivas Thy épyaciay GAda Onti- 

K@Tépay. 

i) tpirov Set twa erepor. 

Three alternatives are given: 1) Shall we use all the harmonies 

and rhythms in education? 2) Shall we make the same dis- 

tinctions about them in education which are made in other uses 

of them? Or 3) Shall we make some other distinction? 
rpirov Sei has been suspected. pirov is certainly not symmetrical 

because it introduces not a third case but a subdivision of the 

second case. Yet other divisions in Aristotle are unsymmetrical 

(cp. supra c. 3. § 1 and vii. 11. §§ 1-4). 
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VOMLKOS. a 

* After the manner of a law,’ i.e. év rumm explained by the words 

which follow. 

Ta pev Oka Ta Sé mpaxrixa Ta 8 evOovoracriKa Tires. , AR 

These distinctions are but feebly represented by modern styles ; 

the first is in some degree analogous to sacred music, the second 

to military music, and the third to the music of the dance. 

mpos GdXo pépos, 

SC. THs Wuxis Or *rav pear. 7. 3 

ti dé eéyouev tiv xdbapow, viv pev dmdds, warw 8 év tote mept 7, 3. 

TouTiKHs Epoipev capéarepor, 

This promise is very imperfectly fulfilled in the short allusion to 

xd@apors in Poet. c. 6. 

did tais pév rovavrais dppoviais Kal Tois Towovrois péAcor Oeréov rovs thy 7. 6. 

Ocarpixiy povorkiyy peraxerpiComevous dyouords. 

‘Therefore it is for such harmonies and for such melodies that 

we must establish the competitions of musical performers,’ i.e. we 

must leave such strains of art to regular performers, 

Tapakexpwoopeva, ee 

mapaypooes are explained to mean ‘ deviations from the received 

scale in music.’ 

¢ 6 & év tH modtrela Seoxpadrys od Karas thy hpvyoti pdovnv Karadelre 7, g. 

era THs 8 i, Kal Tavra dmodoKyd av opya bv avdd pera ths Swpiori, Kal radra drodokidoas Tay dpydvev Tov avddv. 

This criticism of Plato appears to be just. 

kal didte Biddkevos eyxeipyoas ev tH Swpioti rojoa SiOipapBov rovs 7. 11. 

puBous. 

The emendation Migous (adopted by Bekker in his 2nd edition) 

is unnecessary. ‘The words may also mean ‘to compose a dithy- 

ramb called the “Fables.”’ Whether fables could be written in 

a dithyrambic form or not, the difficulty which Philoxenus ex- 

perienced was of another kind: what he found hopeless was the 
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attempt to compose dithyrambic poetry adapted to the severe 

Dorian music. 

7.15.  Sndov dre rovrous Spous tpeis 

is abruptly expressed and possibly something may be omitted. 

The general meaning is ‘ that if there be a harmony suited to the 

young it must be tested by the three principles of education; the 

mean, the possible, the becoming.’ 

7.15. Without assuming that Aristotle wrote a complete treatise on 

the subject of education, in which he includes gymnastic, music, 

drawing, and literature (cp. c. 3. § 1), it is hard to imagine that, if 

the work had received from his hands its present form, he would © 

have broken off in this abrupt manner. 
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A. 

Abbott, Mr. E.,emendation of, 179. 
Abydos, revolution at, 202, 204. _ 
Acarnania, village communities in, 

Accusative, the remote, 32; of 
measure, 246 :—accusativus pen- 
dens, 205. 

Aetolia, village communities in, 5. 
Agathias, Epigram of, quoted, 8. 
Age for marriage in Plato and Aris- 

totle, 288. 
Agis II, King of Sparta, 95. 
Alcaeus, quoted (Fr. 50), 88. 
Alexander Aphrodisiensis, 

quoted (539 b. 12), 45. 
Alexander the Great, 95, 169. 
Alfred the Great, all old English 

institutions popularly attributed 
to, 78. 

Amasis, King of Egypt, 38. 
Amateur, the, and the artist, which 

is the better judge ? 131. 
Ambracia, foundation of, 197. 
Amphipolis, revolutions at, 193. 
Amyntas the Little (probably 
Amyntas II), 217. 

Anacoluthon, 13, 39, 119, 125, 130, 
143, 302. 

‘ rig fae Posterior,’ quoted (71 a. 
hi 

Andreas, tyrant of Sicyon, 229. 
‘Anima, De,’ quoted (405 b. 8), 

294; (412 b. 25), 214. 
Antecedent, the vague, 2, 3, 4, 25, 

32; 33, 49, 50, 66, 70, 83, 108, 112, 
121, 152, 157, 159, 160, 203, 206, 

211, 213, 237, 247, 256, 258, 259, 
270; the inexact, common in 
Aristotle, 26. 

Antithesis, the, of Adyos and épyor, 
in Aristotle’s philosophy, 15. 

Aphytis, 242. 
Apodosis of a sentence, omitted, 

36, 53, 125, 132. 
VOL. Il. 

126 ; 
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Apollodorus, cited, 135. 
Arcadia, 44; village communities 

in, 5. 
Archelaus, King of Macedonia, 

218. 
Archidamus III, King of Sparta, 

saying of, quoted, 275. 
Areopagus, the Council of, said by 

Aristotle (according to Plutarch) 
to have paid the sailors before 
the battle of Salamis, 196. 

Aretino, Latin translation of, cited, 
160, 266, 282, 293, 301. 

Argos, admission of Perioeci to 
citizenship at, 79; the change 
of government after the first 
battle of Mantinea, 197; tyranny 
of Pheidon, 215. 

Aristides, ostracism of, 1373; said 
to have extended the right of 
voting to the fourth class, after 
the battle of Salamis, 196. 

Aristophanes, quoted, Knights 
(347), 109; (372 and Schol. ad 
loc.), 733 (923), 244: Clouds 
(1286), 33 :—Thesmoph. (846), 33. 

Aristotle: begins his works witha 
general statement, 1; proceeds 
by the historical as well as by 
the analytical method, 4; his 
style praised by Cicero, 251; in- 
consistent in his use of language, 
7, 10; sometimes states contra- 
dictory propositions without re- 
conciling them, 22,127; gavea 
new sense to old words, 11; 
often uses pleonastic expressions, 
25, 105; fond of geographical 
digressions, 90, 271; supposed 
the inventions of arts and laws 
to have been made many times 
over, 55, 272; overmastered by 
his own logical distinctions, 107, 
184; peculiarities in his use of 
quotations, 115, 120, 159; was 
ignorant of etymology, 123; often 
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reaches common sense conclu- 
sions through casuistical dis- 
cussions, 124 :—presupposes a 
material upon which the legis- 
lator works, 9; makes psychology 
the basis of politics, 16; has no 
idea of a nation in the higher 
sense, 44; thought that there 
could not be a permanent di- 
vision between rulers and ruled, 
45 ; recognised the attractiveness 
of socialistic schemes, 53; as- 
cribed social evils rather to 
human nature than to faulty in- 
stitutions, 53; had not so wide 

- a conception of the state as 
Plato, 59; believed that even 
the best state must be limited by 
certain conditions, 60; his con- 
clusion as to the identity of the 
state, 112; wavers between two 
views of the state, an ideal and 
an ordinary, 113; his doctrine of 
‘collective wisdom,’ 129, 130, 131, 
142; his succession of states, 
142; accepts democracy only as 
a necessity, 143; his views re- 
specting the relation of the good 
citizen to the good man, 147; 
understood the connexion be- 
tween the judicial and political 
institutions of a country, 182; 
weakness of his political philo- 
sophy, 240 :—inconsistent in his 
statements respecting the origin 
of, monarchy, 6, 139, 215 :—en- 
tertained a prejudice against 
money, 30; was perplexed be- 
tween its usefulness and its 
uselessness, ib.; did not ob- 
serve the advantages of usury, 
34; attempts to make a differ- 
ence in kind between the legiti- 
mate and illegitimate use of ex- 
change, 31 :—wishes to discrim- 
inate between the artisan and 
the household slave, 14; thought 
slavery just, when based on the 
natural superiority of the master, 
19, 20 :—attributed sex to plants, 
4; believed that insects were 
vermiparous, 25 :—recognises a 
common principle in organic and 
inorganic nature, 15; supposes 
throughout nature that the lower 
exists for the higher, 26, 33; 
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infers the existence of a superior 
and inferior in nature from the 
analogy of the soul, 38 :—divides 
quantity into continuous and 
discrete, 15:—his feeling to- 
wards Plato one of respect, 60; 
his criticisms of Plato generally 
inaccurate, 42, 55, 56, 65, 156, 
265, 290; argues (against Plato) 
that political and domestic rule 
differ in kind, 2; that there can- 
not be a common idea of virtue, 
39 ; that slaves may be conversed 
with, 40; supposes that crimes 
will be more frequent in Plato’s 
Republic because relationships 
will be unknown, 49, 51; that 
incestuous loves would be per- 
mitted, 49 ; that chastity would 
be destroyed by communism, 53; 
that danger will arise because 
the rulers are always the same, 
57; that there could be no in- 
dividual happiness in Plato’s 
Republic, 58; that the state of 
the ‘Laws’ would be imprac- 
ticable, owing to the number of 
the citizens, 60 ; that it wouldbe 
impossible to manage the two 
households, 63; complains that 
Plato has not defined the position 
of the lower classes, 58; that he 
has neglected the question of 
foreign policy, 60; that he has 
not provided against over-popu- 
lation, 62; thinks that in the 
‘Laws’ more space is given to 
laws than to the constitution, 
59 :—feebleness of his criticisms 
on the Spartan constitution, 87 ; 
appears to assume that Lycurgus 
was the author of all the Spartan 
institutions, 78, 81; seems to 
have supposed that Lycurgus 
lived after the Messenian Wars, 
81; censures the Spartan law- 
giver for encouraging ambition 
and avarice in his citizens, 86, 
88; regards the Spartan legis- 
lation as pre-Dorian and bor- 
rowed from Minos, 89 :—agrees 
with Ephorus in his account of 
the Cretan constitution, 90:— 
superficial in his criticisms on 
Carthage, 95:—believed that 
Solon was the creator of the 
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Athenian Democracy, rot, 169 ; 
classes Pericles among the dem- 
agogues, IoI :—was impressed by 
the antiquity and sameness of 
Egyptian institutions, 272. 

Arrhibaeus, King of the Lynces- 
tians, 218. 

Artapanes, conspiracy of, 220. 
Artifices, political, 171. 
Artisan, the, and the household 

slave, not clearly discriminated 
by Aristotle, 14; the contrast 
drawn by him between them, 40. 

Artist, the, and the amateur, which 
is the better judge? 131. 

Athens, law at, providing for the 
maintenance of the children of 
citizens who had fallen in battle, 
75; the outburst of intellectual 
life after the Persian War, 302 ; 
the payment of the dicasteries, 
70 ; the democracy (in Aristotle’s 
opinion) first created by Solon, 
101 ; part played by the sailors 
in establishing the democracy, 
194. 

Autophradates, Satrap of Lydia, 69. 

B. 

Bekker, 22, 61, 62, 65, 120, 121, 136, 
139, 144, 146, 147, 153, 164, 180, 
183, 186, 187, 222, 224, 234, 246, 

249, 253, 254, 255, 259, 261, 263, 
269, 278, 280, 286, 298, 299. 

Bentham, how far justified in his 
condemnation of Usury Laws, 

Bernays, 10, 15, 19, 20, 23, 25, 26, 

28, 31, 38, 39, 43, 51, 54, 56, 60, 
69, 76, 77, 87, 89, 93, 95, 108, 114, 
117, 123, 132, 135, 136, 137, 138, 
146, 251. 

Bojesen, 69. 
Broughton, 264. 
Burke, quoted, 9, 124, 125, 126, 

276. 
Butler, quoted, 26. 
Bywater, Mr., conjecture of, 138. 

C 

Camerarius, 37, 108. 
Carthage, superficial character of 

Aristotle’s criticisms upon, 95; 
inconsistencies in his state- 
ments, 232; meaning of his re- 
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mark that offices were sold there, 
99; the Carthaginian institutions 
not really like the Spartan, 95; 
nature of the Carthaginian mag- 
istracles, 97. 

Cavalry, the use of, among the 
Greeks, 172. 

Chalcis, war between, and Eretria, 
204. 

Chares, the Athenian general, 203. 
Charicles, part played by, among 

the Thirty at Athens, 202. 
Charilaus, King of Sparta, 232. 
Charondas, the legislation’of, 102; the 

fragments of his laws in Stobaeus 
and Diodorus, not genuine, 103. 

Chios, revolution at, 205. 
Cicero, praises the style of Aristotle, | 

251 :—quoted, De Off. (i. 17), 6; 
De Rep. (i. 34), 1245 (ii. 23), 63; 
Tusc. Disp. (i. 14), 16. 

Cinadon, conspiracy of, 206. 
Cleisthenes, the Athenian, 109, 136, 

243. 
— tyrant of Sicyon, 209. 

Cleopatra, widow of Perdiccas II, 
218. 

Codrus, King of Athens, 216. 
*Coelo, De,’ quoted (295 a. 30), 20. 
Collective wisdom, Aristotle’s doc- 

trine of, 129, 130, 131, 142. 
Colonization, has saved England 

' from revolution, 99. 
Common meals, the, (at Sparta) 

originally a military institution, 
88 ; (in Italy) not mentioned by 
any ancient writer except Aris- 
totle, 271. 

Communistic usages, (ancient), often 
survive among the lower classes, 

Communities, religious, frequency 
of quarrels among, 54. 
— Village, survival of, in Hellas, 5. 

Construction, unsymmetrical, 126. 
Coraes, 37, 70, 255, 264, 280. 
Corruption at Carthage, 99. 
Cosmi, the, (in Crete), criticisms 

of Aristotle upon, 91, 93; tenure 
of their office, 93. 

Cotys, King of the Odrysians in 
Thrace, 219. 

Crete, 55; why free from slave insur- 
rections, 79:—Cretan common 
tables, The, description of, in 
Dosiades, 91:—Cretan institu- 
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tions, Aristotle’s account of, agrees 
with that of Ephorus, go. 

Ctesias, always mentioned by Aris- 
totle in terms of distrust, 220. 

Cyclopes, the, 6. 
Cypselidae, the, duration of their 

power, 230. 
Cypselus, said (in the Oeconomics) 

to have taken the whole wealth 
of his subjects by taxation, 225. 

Cyrene, 243. 
Cyrus, Aristotle’s account of, dif- 

ferent from that of Herodotus, 
221. 

D. 

Daphnaeus, of Syracuse, 199. 
Darius, son of Xerxes, 220. 
Dative of the instrument, 10, 136, 

209; of the manner, 167; of 
reference, 281 :—after ryv avrny, 
158; after duedeiv, 237; after 
Umepreiver, 238. 

Delphi, revolution at, 195. 
Delphian Knife, 4. 
Democracy, only accepted by Aris- 

totle as a necessity, 143; is not 
(as Aristotle supposed) free from 
the danger of dissension, 187. 

Demosthenes, quoted, (383. 4), 131 ; 
(489. 20), 85; relates (460) that 
the city repaid money borrowed 
by the Thirty, 110. 

Derdas, prince of Elimeia, 217. 
Dialogue, suppressed, instances of, 

in the Politics, 127, 141. 
Diodorus Siculus, ignorant of Italian 

geography, 190. 
Diogenes Laertius, quoted, (v. 1, 
§ 1), 73. 

Dion, 221, 222, 223; said by Plu- 
tarch to have been made a Spar- 
tan citizen, 84. 

Dionysius the Elder, stories of the 
excessive taxation imposed by 
him on his subjects, 225; de- 
scription of his character by Cor- 
nelius Nepos, 228; duration of 
his power, 231. 

Dionysius the Younger, 209, 222, 
223; description of his character 
in the Aristotelian ‘ Polities, 228 ; 
duration of his power, 231. 

Dionysius (of Halicarnassus), men- 
tions the great reputation of Theo- 
dectes as a rhetorician, 21. 

INDEX J. 

Diophantus, 70. 
Dislocations in the Politics, 36. 
Dittographies, the so-called, in the 

Politics, 132. 
Dosiades, quoted, 89, 91. 
Doxander, of Mitylene, not men- 

tioned in Thucydides, 195. 
Draco, proverbial for the severity 

of his legislation, 104. 

E. 

Ecphantides, 302. 
Egypt, effect produced by the an- 

tiquity and sameness of, on the 
Greek mind, 272. 

Election, double, futility of, 66. 
Elis, election of the Senate at, 203. 
English constitution, the, the 

growth of accident, 64. 
Epaminondas, united the Arcadian 

villages to form the city of Mega- 
lopolis, 5, 44; his invasion of 
Sparta, 80. 

Ephoralty, the, the institution of, 
attributed by Aristotle both to 
Lycurgus and to Theopompus, 
78, 224:—Ephors, the; mode 
of their election unknown, 85. 

Ephorus, agrees with Aristotle in 
his account of the Cretan consti- 
tution, 90; states that Zaleucus 
fixed by law the penalties for 
crimes, 102. 

Epidamnus, revolution at, 185. 
Epitadeus, said to have been the 

author of the law at Sparta 
allowing the alienation of pro- 
perty, 82, 33. 

edie. war between, and Chalcis, 
204. 

Ethics, the Eudemian, quoted (ii. 

II. § 2), 278 ; (vii. 9. § 4), 37 :— 
the N icomachean, quoted (i. 1. 

§1), 1; (6. §1), 60; (6. $2), 
107, 184; (6. $10), 46; (7. 
ie 158; (8. § 2), 252 :—(ii. ce 

_§ Io), aes (5. § 14), oe (6. 
$14), 28; (7. §§ 2, 3, 8, 11), 
12; i 8), 165 ; (ib. $9), 3: —_ 

(iii, 5. § 17), 39:—(v. 5 §1), 
453 éi § 11), 29; (ib. § 17), 
170; (6. § 8), 113 (7. $4 
104; (8. § 14), 17:—(vi. 5. 53) 
114; § I), 1143 (10. § 2), 
118; (13. § 1), 10; (ib. § 8), 
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138 :—(vii. 6. § 7), 103 (7. : 6), 
21; (13. § 6), 300; (14. § 8), 
254 :—(viii. 1. 4); 203 (9. §§ ay 

§ 2), 216 ib. § 5), 38 
$7) 22; 

204 (ib 14), 293. 
Ethiopians, 154. 
Eubulus, tyrant of Atarneus, 69. 
Euripides; story of his having 
Decamnichus scourged, 219 :— 
quotations showing a sophistic 
or humanistic feeling, 12 ; cited, 
(Aeol. fr. 16), 115; (Andr. 595), 
80; (Bacch. 380), 298 ; (Suppl. 
238), 168; Medea, scholia on 
(1. 613), 165. 

Europe, extent of, according to 
Aristotle’s conception, 264. 

Evagoras, tyrant of Salamis in 
Cyprus, 218. 

Exchange, Aristotle’s two kinds of, 
31. 

F. 

Fallacy, the, of ovvdeois and diai- 
peots, 46. 

G. 

‘Generatione Animalium, De,’ 
quoted (732, b. 10), 25; (743, b 
24), 53: ‘sf 

Genitive, the partitive, 120, 122, 
150, 186, 252; the epexegetic, 
126; of respect, 245; of value, 
192 ; after xpivewy, 160. 

Giphanius, 230. 
Goethe, quoted, 10, 129. 
Goods, the threefold division of, 

not peculiar to Aristotle, 252. 
Gorgias of Leontini, 39, 108. 
Gottling, 4, 26, 201, 230, 271, 287, 

298, 301. 
Greeks, the, limited the divine by 

the human, 7. 
Grote, 67, 82, 84, IOI, 109, 190, 229. 

H. 

Hallam, 228. 
Hanno, conspiracy of, 206. 
Harmodius and Aristogeiton, con- 

spiracy of, 217. 
Hebdomé (the battle of), meaning 

of the word, 191. 

3°9 

Heliaea, the, at Epidamnus, 186. 
Hellas, 51; village communities in, 
ee federation of, why impos- 
sible, 264. 

Hendiadys, 2 
Heraclea (in Pontus), 263; revolu- 

tions at, 198 :—(?in Trachis), 204. 
Heracleides, one of the assassins 

of Cotys, 219. 
Heracleides Ponticus, 232, 242. 
Hermae, the mutilation of the, 77. 
Hermeas, the friend of Aristotle, 69. 
Herodotus, asserts that Tisamenes 

and Hegias were the only for- 
eigners to whom rights of citizen- 
ship at Sparta were granted, 82; 
is fond of geographical digres- 
sions, 90; censured by Aristotle 
in the Historia Animalium, 221: 
—dquoted, (i. 191), 111; (ib. 196), 
67; (il. 172), 383 (iii. 74), 433 
(iv. 180), 483 (v- 49), ie (vi. 

57), 83; (vii. 16), 433; (ib. 50), 
773; (ix. 2), 265; (ib. 122), 264. 

Hesychius, 4, 274. 
Heyne, C..G., 27,13 
Hiero, tyrant of Syracuse, 230. 
Hierocles (the philosopher), quoted, 

127. 
Hildenbrand, 259. 
Hipparinus, the father of Dion, 203. 
Hippodamus of Miletus, 67, 70- 

74; possessed great legislative 
ingenuity, 75 ; not really the first 
proposer of the law that the 
children of citizens slain in battle 
should be brought up at the 
public expense, 75:—the Frag- 
ments of, not genuine, 69; trans- 
lated, 71-73. 

‘Historia Animalium,’ quoted (489, 

b. 8), 33 Ee 
Homer, quoted (Il. xiii. 359), 18; 
(Odyssey, ii. 365), 51; (Hymn 
to Apollo, 250), 264 :—quotations 
from, not found in our Text, 138, 
296. 

Humanistic or Sophistic feeling in 
Greek Poetry, 12. 

Hybrias the Cretan, the Scolium of, 
79: 

Hyperbolus, ostracism of, 137. 

I. 

Inconsistencies in the Politics, 63, 
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78, 90, 95, 101, 166, 169, 224, 232, 
256, 260. 

Inscription found in Crete, 214. 
Inventions, the, of arts and laws, 

supposed by Plato and Aristotle 
to have been made many times 
over, 55, 272. . 

Iphiades, 204. 
Isocrates, the teacher of Theo- 

dectes, 21; quoted (Panath. 
276), 293. 

Italy, 270. 

1, 

Jason of Pherae, sayings ascribed 
to, 115. 

Judicial and political institutions, 
connexion between, 181. 

Justin, 206 ; quoted (xix. 2), 98. 

K. 

Knife, The Delphian, 4. 
Knights, the, in the Athenian con- 

stitution, 102. 

L. 

Lacedaemon ; unwillingness of the 
Lacedaemonians to conform to 
circumstances, 64; the rapid de- 
cline in their numbers, 83, 84; 
theirimmorality, 84; theiravarice, 
88; said by ancient writers to 
have been without education, 293; 
had an element of communism in 
their customs, 52, 55; all their 
institutions popularly ascribed to 
Lycurgus, 78; (according to 
Herodotus) rarely conferred citi- 
zenship on foreigners, 83; the 
double kingship, 87; the quarrels 
of the kings, ib.; the common 
meals originally a military insti- 
tution, 88. 

Laconia, village communities in, 5. 
Lambinus, 236, 246, 249, 268, 272, 

274. 
Lassalle, 4o. 
Latin Version, the old, see William 

of Moerbeke. 
Laveleye, E., quoted, 26. 
Law, importance of unwritten, in 

ancient times, 145. 
Leonides of Tarentum, epigram of, 

quoted, 109. 
Leuctra, battle of, 83, 275, 283. 

INDEX 1. 

Livy, quoted (xxxiii. 46), 98. 
Locri, (in Italy), seized by Diony- 

sius the younger, 209. 
Logic, Aristotle greatly influenced 
__ by, 107, 184. 
Lucian, quoted BS i Lapsu inter 

Salut. § 7), 226 
Lycophron, 126. 
Lycurgus, 67, 77, 78, 81, 82, 87; 

(according to Aristotle and Eph- 
orus,) copied the legislation of 
Minos, 89, 90 ; supposed by Aris- 
totle to have gone to Crete before 
he gave laws to Sparta, 88 ; said 
(by Ephorus) to have been con- 
temporary with Homer, 102 ; 
Aristotle’s statement that he be- 
longed to the middle class, 168. 

Lygdamis, tyrant of Naxos, 201. 
Lysander, 88; conspiracy of, 185, 

206. 

M. 

Machiavelli, quoted, 227, 229. 
Magistracies, the, of 5, 100, and 104 

at Carthage, 97. 
Magistrates, the, of Lacedaemon 

and Carthage, how distinguished, 
107. 

yi, Moralia, quoted (1179 b. 

39), 1 
Malthus, ‘quoted, 62, 288. 
Manin, Daniel, a saying of, quoted, 

69. 
Mantinea, the first battle of, 197 ; 

the second, 82, 275, 283; repre- 
sentative government at, 239; 
why said to have been under a 
democracy, 240. 

Manuscripts of the Politics, cited, 
5, 8, 13, 26, 29, 37, 42, 51; 61, 62, 
65; 69, 96, 100, 105, 120, 121, 124, 

136, 139, 140, 141, 144, 145, 146, 
148, 149, 159, 164, 167, 180, 186, 
187, 188, 204, 211, 214, 220, 223, 

224, 230, 235, 236, 237, 245, 240, 
263, 265, 268, 271, 272, 273, 274, 
276, 278, 280, 282, 287, 288, 290, 

291, 293, 294, 295, 298, 299, 301. 
Massalia, 202. 
Mazzini, a saying of, quoted, 61. 
Megalopolis, foundation of, 5, 44. 
Megara, revolutions at, 178, 189, 

199. 

© 
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Merit, importance of opening a 
career to, 119. 

Metaphysics, quoted, (980 a. 22), 1; 
(991 a. 22), 58; (995a. 3), 78; 
(1004.a. 5), 115; (1o20b. 3), 183; 
(1038 a. 35), 141; (1072b. 26), 
254; (1074b. 1), 260; (ib. 8), 55. 

‘ Meteorologica,’ quoted (346 a. 10), 
43. 

Method, both the historical and the 
analytical, employed by Aristotle, 
4. 

Midas, the story of, 30. 
Mill, quoted, 25, 28, 66, 100, 212. 
Minos, the laws of, 89. 
Mithridates, 221. 
Mnason, the Phocian, said by 
Timaeus to have been a friend 
of Aristotle, 196. 

Moerbeke, William of, see William 
of Moerbeke. 

Monarchy, Aristotle’s different 
theories respecting the origin of, 
6, 139, 215:—the ‘barbarian ;’ 
Aristotle’s account of, inconsis- 
tent, 166. 

Money, Aristotle’s account of, 30. 
Miiller, O., quoted, 62, 186, 245. 
Muretus, 61. 
Musonius, fragment of, quoted, 289. 
Myron, tyrant of Sicyon, 229. 

N. 

Nature, can design be attributed 
to? 26. 

Nicocles, (according to Diodorus) 
the name of the eunuch who 
assassinated Evagoras, 218. 

O. 

Oaths of hostility, taken by states, 
234. 

Oenophyta, battle of, 189. 
Oligarchies, the, of Greece worse 

than the democracies, 171. 
Oncken, 12, 92. 
Oreus, the later name of Hestiaea, 

192. 
Organization, importance of, 297. 
Orthagoras, tyrant of Sicyon, 229. 
Ostracism, 136. 
Ovid, 30. 
Oxylus, the law of, 242. 

Zi 

P. 

Parrhon, one of the assassins of 
Cotys, 219. 

Parthenii, story of the, 205. 
‘Partibus Animalium, De,’ quoted 

(687 a. 21), 13. 
Paul, Emperor of Russia, saying 

attributed to, 226. 
ro called by Aristotle‘ King,’ 

185. 
— the assassin of Philip, 218. 
Peisistratus, acquisition of the ty- 

ranny by, 199; said to have been 
summoned before the Areopagus, 
229 :—Peisistratidae, the, duration 
of their power, 230. 

Penthelidae, the, of Mitylene, 219. 
Penthilus, 219. 
Periander of Corinth and Periander 

of Ambracia, 197. 
— of Ambracia, assassination of, 

217. : 
Pericles, improvements made by, 

at Athens (B.C. 444), 74; classed 
by Aristotle among the dema- 
gogues, IOI. 

Perioeci, the, (of Crete) meaning of 
the term, 79; why said by Aris- 
totle to have retained the laws of 
Minos, 89. , 

Perizonius, 120. 
Phalaecus, son of Onomarchus, the 

Phocian leader, 94. 
Phalaris, tyrant of Agrigentum, 

215. 
Phaleas of Chalcedon, 67. 
Pheidon the Corinthian, 62. 
— King or tyrant of Argos, 62, 

215. 
Philemon, quotations from, 12. 
Philip, King of Macedonia, 217. 
Philoxenus, 303. 
Photius, 102. 
Phreattys, the court of, 180. 
Phrynichus, part played by, among 

the Four Hundred, 202. 
Piraeus, why more democratic than 

Athens, 194; laid out by Hippo- 
damus, 73. 

Plants, sex attributed to, by Plato 
and Aristotle, 4. 

Plato, attributed sex to plants, 4; 
made psychology the basis of 
politics, 16; thought that the 
division between ruler and ruled 
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should be permanent, 45 ; aimed 
(in the Republic) at an almost 
impossible strictness in the re- 
lation of the sexes, 53 ; supposed 
the inventions of arts and laws 
to have been made many times 
over, 55; did not consider the 
question of slavery, 59; had a 
wider conception of the state than 
Aristotle, 59 :—the Republic in- 
adequately summarised by Aris- 
totle, ib. :—criticised by Aristotle, 
2, 39, 40, 47, 48, 50, 51, 54, 56, 
57, 58, 59, 60, 64, 65, 103, 156, 
265, 270, 290, (see Aristotle) :— 
quoted, Alcibiades I, 131 E, 50 :— 
Gorgias, 515, 516, 1o1 :—Hip- 
pias (The Lesser), 368A, 73 :— 
Laws i. 634 D, 78: 11. 657, 272: 
iii. 677 foll., 55; 680, 6; 691, 87; 
692, 85: iv. 712, 64: v. 731E, 
533738D,261; 747 D, 264: vi. 767 
A, 105 ; ib. C, 745 776 C, 78 ; 777; 
41; 778D, 275; 780, 80: vii. 
845 A, 53: xii. 951, 162 :—Meno, 

~ 73, 393.95 E, 50 :—Phaedo, 63D, 
243 :—Phaedrus, 250 D, 18 :— 
Politicus, 259A, 131; ib.C, 2 ; 263 
D, 26% 278: D,; 15 5 301 EB, 122: 
Republic, i. 349, 350, 28; 1i. 370 C, 

78; 371 B, 29; 374,453 375E, 
265 ; 378, 291: iv. 423 A, 47; ib. 

E, 214; 435 E, 264: v. 463E, 
47; 469 B, 21: vi. 495 A, B, 11: 

viii. 544 D, 100; 548 E, 299; 
556D, 214: x. 601 D, E, 118; 
607 C, 138:—Sophist, 222 C, 
26:—Symposium, 191 D, 165 ; 193 
A, 44:—Theaetetus, 154 A, 77; 
174 A, 37 ; 182 A, 11 :—Timaeus, 

19 B, 553 24 C, 264. 
Pleonastic expressions and _ repe- 

titions, 25, 105, 138, 160, 163, 211, 

235, 238, 253, 268, 278. 
Plot, the Popish, 77. 
Plutarch, quoted (Agesilaus, 31), 82; 

(Agis, 5),83; (Cleomenes, 10), 168; 
(Dio, 7), 84; (Lycurgus, 3), 169 ; 
(ib. 26), 86; (Solon, 20), 167: 
(Apophth. Lac. 215 D), 118; (ib. 
219 A), 275. 

Poetics, The, quoted (1448 a. 5), 
3015 (1451 a. 3), 2615 (1454 b. 
10), 170. 

Political and judicial institutions, 
connexion between, 181. 

INDEX J. 

Political discoveries, danger of re- 
warding, 77. 

Politics, The, written not earlier 
than 336 B.C., 218, 222. probably 
unfinished, 260, 304; dislocations, 
36; unfulfilled promises, 41, 63, 
66, 93, 181, 272, 303; genuine- 
ness or spuriousness of II, c. 12, 
103; the references to other works 
of Aristotle, possibly interpola- 

_ tions, 45; passages remarkable 
for smoothness and regularity, 54 ; 
repetitions, 226; inconsistencies, 

63, 78, 90, 95, oI, 166, 169, 
224,232,256, 260; variations inthe 
use of language, 223; casuistry, 
124; suppressed dialogue, 127; 
the supposed dittographies, 132; 
references to discussions not 
found in the present text, 151; 
erroneous additions of numbers, 
230; unsymmetrical divisions, 
302; irregularities in the order of 
discussion of subjects, 188; cha- 
racter of Book VI, 234, 247; 
general inaccuracy of style, 244 ; 
passages omitted or altered by 
those who change the order of the 
books, ib.; opening chapters of 
Book VII, 251. 

‘Polities, The, quoted, (1559 b. 28), 
88; (1568 a. 11), 271; (ib. b. 19), 

8 228. 
Polybius, quoted, (vi. 45), 88, 93; 

(ib. 56), 99. 
Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, 225. 
Postgate, 287. 
Prior and posterior, 7, 9, 107. 
Promises, unfulfilled, in the Politics, 

41, 63, 66, 93, 181, 272, 303. 
Proverbiorum Centuria, quoted, 4. 
Pseudo-Demosthenes, quoted (1460, 

26), 36. 
Psychology, made the basis of 

politics by Aristotle and Plato, 
16. 

Pythagorean brotherhoods, 54. 
Pythagoreans, the, used the term 

avtirerrovOds in an ethical sense, 45. 

Q. 

Quantity, divided into continuous 
and discrete by Aristotle, 15. 

Quotations, Aristotle’s use of, I15, 
120, 159:—from Homer, not found 
in our text, 139, 296. 
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R. 

References, the, in the Politics to 
other works of Aristotle, possibly 
insertions, 45:—to discussions 
not found in the present work, 
151. 

Reorganization, effects of, on a 
state, 244. 

Revolutions, arise from a combin- 
ation of great political causes, 
and small personal reasons, 194. 

Rhetoric, The, quoted, (1355 b. 4), 

10; (1359 b. 31), 36; (1360 a. 23), 
212; (1361 a. 10), 80; (1365 b. 19), 
51; (1368 b. 7), 145; (1371 b. 18), 
533 (1373 a. 26), 116; (1376, b. 10), 
126; (1378 a. 6), 212; (1379 b. 2), 
265; (1397 b. 31), 2173 (1399 a. 7), 
21; (1400 b. 21), 104; (1402 b..26), 
13; (1408 b. 20), 109; (1414 b. 22), 
298 ; (1419 a. 31), 84. 

Rhodes, said by Strabo to have 
been built by Hippodamus of 
er gaia 733 revolutions in, 189, 
198. 

Riese, 118. 
Roman Law, allowed a verdict of 

‘non liquet,’ 75. 
Royalty, the different theories of 

Aristotle respecting the origin of, 
6, 139, 215. 

S. 

Samos, works of Polycrates at, 225; 
Samian colonists at Zancle, 192. 

Sardanapalus, 220. 
Scaliger, 70. 
Schlosser, 4, 80, 151, 169, 253. 
Schmidt, 264. 
Schneider, 56, 69, 120, 144, 228, 

240, 263, 280. 
Schémann, Iot. 
Scylax, 281. 
Sentences, irregular,24; condensed, 

241. 
Serf, the, contrasted with the ar- 

tisan by Socialist writers, 40. 
Service, domestic, 4o. 
Seuthes, the Thracian, 221. 
Sex, attributed to plants by Pilato 

and Aristotle, 4. 
Shakspere, quoted, (M. of V. i. 3), 
343 (R. HL, iii. 4), 136. 

Sicyon, the tyrants of, 229. 
Simos, 204. 
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Sirra, 219. 
Slave, the household, how: distin- 

guished by Aristotle from the 
artisan, 14, 40. 

Slavery, opinion of Aristotle respec- 
ting, 19; condemned by some of 
the Greek poets, 11; not suf- 
ficiently discussed by Plato, 
59 :—Slavery in Crete, 79. 

Smith, Adam, 28. 
Socialism, fallacies of, 128. 
Socrates, 2, 39, 45, 49, 50, 56; 

spoken of as though he were the 
chief speaker in the ‘ Laws,’ 58. 

Solon, 77,78 ; the law of, limiting ac- 
quisition of land, 68 :—forbidding 
neutrality in a sedition, 167 ; be- 
lieved by Aristotle to have foun- 
ded the Athenian Democracy, 
IOI, 169 ; supposed by Aristotle 
to have belonged to the middle 
class, 168 :—quoted, (fr. 4), 102 ; 
(5), 169; (25), 291. Leys 

Sophistic or humanistic feeling in 
Greek Poetry, 12. 

‘ Sophistici Elenchi,’ quoted, (174 b. 
32), 126; (177 a. 33), 47. 

Sophocles, quoted, (Aj. 650), 284; 
(Oed. Tyr. 1286), 78. 

Sosicrates, quoted, 79, go. 
Soul, the analogy of the, used by 

Aristotle to show the existence 
of a superior and inferior through- 
out nature, 38. 

Sparta, see Lacedaemon. 
Spengel, 9, 184, 268. 
Stahr, 15, 93, 136, 277. 
State, the; Aristotle’s answer to 

the question, What makes the 
identity of the state? 112; he 
hesitates between two concep- 
tions of the state, an ideal and 
an ordinary, 113. 

States, succession of, in Aristotle 
and Plato, 142; Austin’s classifi- 
cation of, 155. 

Stephen, Sir J. F., quoted, 9. 
St. Hilaire, 232. 
Stobaeus, quoted (xlv. 304), 103. 
Strabo, denies that the Spartan in- 

stitutions were derived from 
Crete, 90 :—quoted, (vi. 260), 102; 
(x. 482), To2. 

Suidas, 21, 102. 
Susemihl, 15, 43, 93, 118, 148, 150, 

159, 164,174, 176, 207, 210, 222, 
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246, 256, 259, 280, 284, 287, 290, 
293, 301. 

Sybaris, foundation and destruction 
of, 192. 

Sylburg, 230. 
Syracuse, revolutions at, 190, 193:— 

Aristotle’s statements respecting 
the constitutional changes at, 
after the defeat of the Sicilian ex- 
pedition, not in accord with 
Thucydides, 197 :—the ‘time 
when the Syracusans were well 
governed,’ 222. 

T. 

Tacitus, quoted (Ann. i. 3), 127; 
(ib. xi, 24), 209. 

Tarentum, 52, 245; changes of 
government at, 190 :—defeat of the 
Tarentines by the Iapygians, 190. 

Teichmiiller, 259. 
Telecles, the Milesian, 173. 
Thales, the philosopher, 37 :—(pro- 

bably) the Cretan poet, 102. 
Theagenes, of Megara, 199. 
Theban history, Aristotle imper- 

fectly acquainted with, 204. 
Themistocles, ostracism of, 137. 
Theodectes, 21. 
Theodorus, the actor, 291. 
Theognis, quoted, (535), 18 ; (1091), 

265; a line cited (227), which is 
also found in Solon, 27. 

Theophrastus, quoted, (Hist. Plant. 
i. 2 § 3), 30 

Theopompus, King of Sparta, 78, 
224. 

Thibron, 283. 
Thomas Aquinas, 276. 
Thrasybulus, brother of Hiero, 222. 
Thrasydaeus, the Eunuch who as- 

sassinated Evagoras, 218. 
Thucydides, quoted for the exist- 

ence of village communities in 
ancient Hellas, 5 ; his use of the 
antithesis of Aéyos and épyov, 15; 
his account of the Lesbian War 
not inconsistent with that of 
Aristotle, 195 :—quoted, (i. 18), 
221 ; (ib. 77), 106; (ib. 131), 84; 
(ib. 137), 66; (il. 20), 272; (ib. 
37), 145 ; (ib. 39), 283; (ib. 40), 
130, 167 ; (ib. 45), 118 ; (ib. 60), 
212; (iii. 37), 76, 163. 

TAN DEX Hf, 

Thurii, foundation of, 74; revolu- 
tions at, 192, 207, 

Thurot, 164. 
Timoleon, 204. 
Timophanes, the brother of Timo- 

leon, 204. 
Topics, quoted, (105 b. 30), 133. 
Troezenians, oracle given to the, 

287. 
Tyrtaeus, quoted, (fr. 3), 224. 

U. 

United States, the, double election 
of the senate in, 66. 

Usury, why condemned by Aris- 
totle, 30 ;—Usury Laws, how far 
justified, 34. 

V. 

Victorius, 159, 177, 224, 295. 
Village, the, a colony of the family, 

Village Communities, 44; survival 
of, in Hellas, 5. 

Vitruvius, quoted, 273, 276. 

W. 

Wallace, M., quoted (‘Russia’), 5. 
William of Moerbeke, 5, 8, 13, 26, 

29; 42, 52, 76, 96, 124, 159, 164, 

167, 180, 204, 224, 235, 237, 254, 
257, 266, 271, 293, 294, 295, 299, 
301. 

X. 

Xenophanes, quoted, 155. 
Xenophon, quoted, (Cyropaedia, vii. 

5. $73), 18; (Hellen. i. 6. § 14), 
21; (vi. 5. § 28), 81; (Hiero, c.9. 
§ 5), 211 ; (Memorab. i. 2. § 9), 45 ; 
(iii. 4.§ 12), 2; (ib. 6. § 10), 141; 
(Oec. c. 9. § 4), 273; (Resp. Lac. 
Cc. 6. §§ I, 3) 4); 53- 

Xerxes, 220, 

Z. 

Zaleucus, affirmed by Ephorus to 
have fixed by law the penalties of 
crimes, 102; a saying of, quoted, 
103; the fragments of his laws 
in Stobaeus and Diodorus not 
genuine, ib. 

Zeller, 169. 



INDEX TO THE NOTES. 

A, 

dy (ov yap eOehew avrov adyew thy 
"Apy®, iii. 13, § 16), 13535 (kai dua 
trav Ody dpoiws nxOat, Vii. 15, § 7), 
286. 

dtvé (Gre wep atvE dv Sorep ev werrois, 
i. 2, § 10), 8. 

GOAnrns (dOAnras ¢ivac avtovs Tay 
epyor, vi. 7, § 3), 247- 

dOpdos (aOpéa xpi Staveperr, vi. 5, § 8), 
245. 

aipecis (mpds tas paotavas Kal tiv 
aipeow tv Tovtwy, i. 8, § 5), 25 5 
(was Sei woveiaPar TH aipeowy, V. 9, 
§ 2), 212. 

aipew (aipodvra Sé kat mpeoBevrat, iv. 
15, § 3), 175: 

dkoopia (TO THs dkoopias tev Suvarav, 

ii. 10, § 14), 94 
hos (cvpBaiver 8 rodro Kal rept 
ras G\Aas moduteias, V. 9, § 8), 213 5 
(kal mept tas GAdas modsreias Hiv 
reGewpyntat mpdrepor, vii. 4, § 1), 
250. 

dpb (kal rd €& duoiv, iv. 15, § 20), 
179. 

dvddoyos (ov py rois avicots bmdpyxet 
dvddoyov, Vv. 1, § 11), 186. 

”Avdptot (ev Tois *Avdpiots, ii. 9, § 20), 

ort (76 tocov rd dytimerrovOds, 
_ ti 2,9 4), 44 
dvurevOuvos (rd petéxery Gravtas Tovs 

moXtras Soot avumedvOuvor, iv. 4, 
: 24); 159. | - 
anayxeo (reading of the MSS., vil. 7, 
§ 6), 265. ‘ 

drréyw (améxet yap tavta, Vil. 10, § 4), 
271. 

aré (mpos BonOevav tiv ard tov Sypov, 
v. 10, § 3), 2153 (amé tivos rd7ov, 
vi. 4, § 8), 241. 

> / ’ J “~ ‘ , drodidape (ravtny dmododvat Thy ragtv, 
iv. 11, § 19), 169. 

drropia, dopo, confused with edropia, 

If, 

evropo. in the MSS., 100, 146, 

, 187, 191, 237. 
aptorokparia, Aristotle’s etymology 

of the word, 123. 
apxn (ovre trav €& apxis ovre Tov 

emvywopuever, iii. 9, § 5), 1253 (det 
d€ mp@rov trodaBeiv thy apxny, V. 
I, § 2), 183; (él tHs dpyns av- 
TY, li. 9, § 8), 80. 

aorv, how distinguished from zis, 
241. 

dotéy (e conj.: MSS. adray, iii. 5, 
§ 8), 120. 

Grepot Adyar (i. 6, § 4), 20. 
avéis, = ‘in turn,’ II. 
atrdguroy, 25. 

B. 

Baowrcia (ei py ev tun Baordeia, iii. 
14, § 4), 137- 

BovAapyxéw (ere & Fred odor uAap- 
xovor Kal Bovdapxovdow, iv. 11, § 
6), 167. 

BovAn, meaning of the word in Crete, 
gl. 

Bovropat, BovrAerar (used imperson- 
ally), 17, 373 (9 de huows BovAera 
pev TOUTO TroLEty TOAAGKLS, OV MEVTOL 
dvvarat, i. 6, § 8), 21. 

1 

yapirn, 11. 
yap, implying an objection which is 

not expressed, 108. 
yewpyéw, peculiar uses of, 76. 
yiyvopa (yiveoOa, (?) genuine, iv, 

15,§ 19), 179; (@orTe duoiws dpAov 
drt Kal yevopévois oinréoy, k.T.A., 1. 
8, § 11), 253 (py) yevopevov 8 
dpoiws, iv. 15, § 21), 180. 

yAaghupas, 89. 

A. 

db = ‘certainly,’ 37. 
Snptovpyds, 108, 
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Simos (ie €K TOY pET@Y TodiTEla eyyu- 
Tépo tov Snuov, v. I, § 16), 188. 

Staywyn (kai Staywyat Tod outyy, iil. 
sp $s 127; (Thy ev rH dtaywy7 
rien Vill. 3, § 6), 295. 

Staipects (was yxpr moveio Oat rhv Stai- 
peru, Vv. 9, § 2); 212; (rovrous 
kuptous eivat TOY diaspéc econ, vi. 3, 
§ 1), 237, 238. 

tatpéw (mérepov Set ra tipypara di- 
edciv, vi. 3, § 1), 2373 (riva dei 
Steheiv tov tpdrov; iii. 13, § 6), 1343 
(was Se Set Suedciv, ii. 2, § 1), 43. 

Siacracidto (dev . . . Steoraciacay 
mavres, V. 4, § 2), 194. 

didoracis (ivrep eiAnpe Sidoracw, 

vii. I, § 8), 254 
Sudraces (ras d€ dtataces rév raider 

. ol Kodvovres, vii. 17, § 6), 289. 
diachopd (kar’ abras tas diapopas tev 
apxar, iv. 15, § 10), 176. 

Seiornue (Stagrdvrav ye xwpis Trovrev 
TOV oyor, i i. 6, § 4), 20. 

Sixn (dia ras diruthepoptivas Sikas, V. 3, 
§ 4), 189. 

Storxew (kai dioixet éxdorn modrreia, 
K.T.A., iv. 14, § 11), 174. 

Si0pOd@ (viv d€ det diopOodv Kai re 
*Aduraiov von, vi. 4, § 9)» 241. 

dixds (S16 kat at weraBoral yiyvovrar 
duxas, v. 1, § 8), 184. 

diwBedia, 70. 
dpapa (conj. Campbell: MSS. épaya, 

i, 11, § 12), 37. 
Sivapis, meaning of the term in 

Aristotle, 77. 
E. 

eyypahy (rev mporiMepévav kara ras 
eyypadas, vi. 8, § 8), 248. 

€Ovos, use of the’ word in Aristotle, 
44 :—€0n, for ‘barbarians,’ 6, 52. 

el re (et re Suathépov €k TovTwY, K.T.A.y 
ii. 11, § 4), 96. 

eidos, (iv. 4, § 22), 158; pleonastic, 
(ii. 15, §'2), 140. 

elopopa (7, yap avTn modAakis € €xet TO 
rédos kal ri etaopay, vi. 8, § 17), 

249. 
ék, partitive use of, 15. 
Exketpae (€xkerrat KaADS, vii. 13, § 2), 

278. 
exxpiva (exkexpimévous b€ ex maida, 

Vi. 7) § 3), 247. 
épmddtos (<umddi0y. dé E€xew tH Tept 

avrov etnuepia, vii. 2, § 7), 257. 

INDEX I. 

€umoday (ek dé ris eumodav madeias, 
vill. 2, § 2), 294. 

€utropiey (conj, Schmidt : 
Aewr, vii. 6, § 9), 264. 

evdens (mporavarAnpodyres Tov évde- - 
éoratov Bio, i. 8, § 8), 25. 

evdéxopuat (6aas eiddyeraipi iv. 14, § 6), 
174. 

e€vddotpov (iva Somep evdsorpov yernrat 
Tois Adyors, viii. 5) § 1), 297. 

eviornpe (kai Tas TOV eveaTwTan ETEpas, 
vi. 8, § 10), 248. 

seB0en (rovvredvOev ay Karidou tis, 
ili. 4, § II), 116. 

e£ers aiperai ~ conj. MSS. dperai, 
ii, 6, § 9), 62. 

eaorepixds (ddAa Tatra pev tows e£o- 
TEpiK@repas éotl oxewWeas, i. 5, § 4), 
16; (€v rots eLarepixois Adyots, Vii. 
1, § 2), 2523 (otre yap €Ewtepikis 
apxis Kow@vovct, ii. 10, § 16), 94. 

€madhatrw (3 moet rods Adyous émah- 
Adrrew, 1. 6, § 3), 185; (dua 7d rHv 
dvvapuy arouses TOs avT@v Kat 
mpos tiv Bacwelav, iv. 10, § 2), 
166. 

erraudorepilo, 294. 
érei, construction of sentences com- 

mencing with, 13, 302. 
eri, with the genitive, (émt THs dpxns 

avray, ii. 9, § 8), 80; (em *AOn- 
vaiov Kal RancBeusovbuy, v.73 § 14), 
209 with the dative (€¢’ 7 Tyepong 
Yevopevar, iv. I1, § 19), 169; 
"Aynowda, Vv. 7; § 2), 2 

emtBahdo (i door éxdoT@ drBadXet, 
ii. 33 § 4); 473 (kal? 6 Ogov emBardee 
pepos ExdoT@ Tov nv Kah@s, ili. 6, 

§ 3), 122. 
emOnpew (kal TO ToUs emOnpodvras det 

davepovs eivat, v. II, § 6), 224. 
émiOupew (GANA Kav emOvpoier, ii. 7, 

§ 12), 69. 
émexivduvor, used | indefinitely, 66. 
émuxpumt@ (GAN Srov 1d ToLovToy émt- 

kekpuppevov eortiv), 121. 
emoyiopos, 250. 
emwveiav (conj. Coraes: MSS. méeov, 

Vii. 6, § 9), 264. 
ETLYELPE®, Pe pleonastic, (ii. 5, 
§ 17), 56. 

éropevas, 242. 

epyov (viv yap audio Byretrat rept rev 
Epyov, Vili. 2; § 1), 294- 

evOus (evOds ex yeveris, i. 5, § 2), 
15. 

MSS. mo- 
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evvora (. . . Tots ev edvoia Soket Td 
Sikacoy eivat, i. 5, § 4), 20. 

evdpOadpos, 76. 
evrropia, ev opot, confused with aropia, 

dmopot in the MSS., 100, 146, 187, 
191, 237. _ 

evpnua (conj. Camerarius: MSS. 
Spapa, i. 11, § 12), 37- 

cipicke (rovro y evpnrat, vil. 11, § 3), 

274. > \ 

evyn (wepitis...KaT edyny...TddEws, 
vii. 4, § 1), 2593 (810 Kar’ edyny 
evx6peba k.T.A., Vil. 13, § 9), 280. 

éxo (Oia rv exouéevny aipeouy, iv. 6, 
§ 3), 1603 (ra mpos vauridiav Kaos 
€xovta Trois mA@THpow, vi. 6, § 4), 
246. 

Z. 

Zevs (@oke yap, vy Ala, TO kvpio 
dixaios, iii. 10, § 1), 127. 

¢nrei, (?) used impersonally, 37. 

H. 

Hyepovia (rav ev Hyepovia yevopévar, 
iv. 11, § 18), 169. 

70, 36. 
NAos (fA yap 6 Hdros, Gomep 7 Tap- 

oupia, V. II, § I 3), 226. 
Hmeiparikds (Trav Hretpatikav Over, 

viii. 4, § 3), 296. 

8. 

Oadein (emi Saira Oadeiny, viii. 3, § 8), 
290. 

béois (ein & dy rowdros 6 rémos Goris 
emipaveiav Te Exe Mpds THY THS ape- 
ths béow ixavas, Vii. 12, § 3), 276. 

Oewpnpa (conj. Coraes: MSS. épapa, 
i. 11, § 12), 37. 

Oupds, 265. 
Ovpa (kai SiarpiBeww rept Odpas, Vv. 11, 
§ 6), 224. 

I. 

idtarns, 66. 
iepateia, 268. 
inmas (the ‘ Knights’ in the Athenian 

constitution), 102. 
iodrns (codd. omn., ii. 1, § 2), 42. 

K. 

KaGapots, 298, 303. 
kai=‘and indeed,’ 47 :—xkal viv, 56, 

222 :—(povapyia kal rupavvides, v. 
10, § 37), 223 

Kakorrarpis, 139. 
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Kadéw (nv Kahovoi ries ddvyapxiay, 
v. I, § 6), 2353 (qv Kadovow iepa- 
reiav, Vii. 8, § 7), 2683; (ri rov 
Kadoupévov ydadakros icu, i. 8, 
§ 10), 253 (ry Kadoupevny doru- 
vopiay, vii. 12, § 7), 278. 

kahés (od kadas, codd. omn., vii. 17, 

§ 15), 291. 
kavey (ov yap adodandijs 6 kavay, ii. 10, 
§ 13), 94. 

kard, with accusative (xara Bopéay, 
vii. 11, § 2), 273. 

kataBdaddwe (ai... karaBeBAnpéeva... 
padjoes, viii. 2, § 6), 294. 

katdhoyos (dia 7d €k Tod Karaddyou 
orpareverOat, Vv. 3; § 7), 191. 

kowds (€k Kowod tpépecOat, ii. 10, 
§ 8), 92; (7 8€ xopa Kowwdy, iii. 13, 
§ 2), 1343 () Kowny tw dor, 
Iv. 3, § 5), 153 :—xKowdrepos (kat 
tavtnyv Bovddpuevos Kowvorépay trovety 
tais médeot, ii. 16, § 4), 59. 

kowevia (koweviat Tav vvaTrodnpor, 
ii. 5, § 4), 523 (kara riv moduriKny 
Koweviay, Vii. 4, § 12), 261. 

kodovew (e conj.: MSS. cadvew, iii. 
13, § 18), 136. i 

Kéopos (mperet yap Sinpjoda xara ras 
nAtkias Kal TodToy Tov Kdapor, Vii. 
12, § 4), 276, 277. 

Kpivetv, with genitive, 160. 
kpitns = the advocate er approver of 

a doctrine, 294. 
Krntixn, divisions of, 35. 
Kti€o (kricavres xopay, Vv. 10, § 8), 

216. 
kodvew (found in some MSS., iii. 13, 
§ 18), 136. 

A. 

apBdve (radu re wavrwv AnpbEvtar), 
“hii. Io, § 2), 128. 

Aaptooaio, meaning of the word 
(iii. 2, § 2), 108. 

eyo (wept ths pddiora eyopuevns 
Bactreias, iv. 10, § 1), 166. 

Aeim@ (ravi yap, €€ ob yiverat, rpodn 
TO Aeurdpevdy e€ort, i. 10, § 3), 
33- es 

Aiayv (ovK amas Se Kiay, iii. I, § 5), 
106. 

Aéyxos, both a military and a civil 
division, 211. 

io (... Sd£evey dv AVeoOar kal tw’ 
éxew amopiay, iii. 11, § 1), 129. 
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M. 
payors, 302. 
padQov (rodro yap €ort Kaddhov pad- 

Aor, i ii. 6, § 8), 615 (ei yap waddrov 
ro Tl ibyedon; iii. 12; f 6), oe 
(ddAXG padXov 76 pigos, Vv. TO, § 35), 
223 :—used absolutely, 243. 

pedodos (€v rH mparn peddd@ ivy-2, 
§ 1), 1515 (emt rhs viv pe0ddou, 
vii. I, § 14), 255. 

pepif@ (wepifovres Tas apxds, iii. 13, 

§ 25), 137. 
pépos (Kard Tt pépos € éharroy, i iii, 16, 
§ 1), 1433 (dpxeoOat Kara péEpos, 
ili. 17, § 7), 146; (rots yap Spoiors 
TO Kady kal TO Bicavoy €v TO pepe, 
vii. 3, § 5), 259 :—kara pépos =‘ by 
sections,’ 107, (?) 239; =‘ suc- 
cessively, 140. 

petaBorn (e& dpxaias peraBorjps, Vi. 2, 
8), 236. 

pérotkos (E€vous Kat SovAous peroikous, 
iii. 2, § 3), 109 

puxpds (7) pexpor, vii. 16, § 9), 287. 
pipéopat (ev Tovrous be ppeiordac ro ev 

péper Tovds tous eikew dpoiws Tois 
e€ apxijs, ii. 2, § 6), 45. 

poovapxia fuovapylen kal rupavvides 
pardov, Vv. 10, § 37), 223. 

Muaous (e conj.: MSS. pudovs, viii. 7, 
§ 11), 303. 

N. 
vavkAnpia, 36. 
véos (ui) Té“ve véav doa, found in 

the margin of two MSS., vii. 16, 
§ 7), 287. 

véos (kal ras TGV véwv paddoy Tas veas, 
vi. 8, § 10), 248. 

vouiCo (madre Sei Bacireiay vopitey, 
iV, 2,9 1),-251. 

VOMLKOS, 303. 
vopos, used pleonastically, 138. 
voos (6 pev ovv Tov vodv Kedevav ap- 

xew, reading of some MSS., iii. 
16, § 5), 144. 

viv = ‘as things are,’ 83. 

oO. 

dBedroKohvxnor, 4. 
oikia (yewpynoe Svo oikias, ii. 8, 
8 12); 76. 

oiov, in an explanatory sense, 23, 56. 
ddvyapxia, used in peculiar senses, 

(vi. 1, § 6; 2, § 7), 235, 236. 

INDEX I1. 

OAlyos (i) 7d OALyou mpds 7d Epyov dei 
OKOTELY, ili. 13, § 6), 134. 

dos (dos O° avrexdpevoi twes . .. 
dtkaiov Tivos, i, 6, § 5), 203 (e conj.: 
MSS. rédos, viii. 3, § 3), 295. 

époyahat (obs kadovoi tives opoyd- 
Aakras, 1. 2, sh 6), 5. 

Spots (dpoious eivat Kal rovs TuxXdvTas, 

ii. 8, § 21), 77. 
opoKxarvos (duokdmvovs [al. 

mous], i. 2, § 5), 5- 
6mXirns (drov 8 omAirny, vi. 7, § 1), 

246. 
SrAov (dria ¢yov Hporvnoe Kat perp, 

i. 2, § 16), IO. 
opapa ’(codd. omn., i. r1, § 12), 37+ 
dpyavov (kal Somep ‘Spyaver mpo 6 Spyd- 

vov, i. 4, § 2), 133 (ra pev oov 
Aeydpeva ae mountika dpyava 
€or, ib. § 4), 1 

épi(w (aomep be vt Tais wpiopevas 
réxvats, i. 4, § I), 13. 

ds (ro ois, iii. 9, § 3), 125. 
ovdeis (rédos 8 ovOevds Hpxov, Vv. 3, 
§ Io), 192. 

ouras (€re ovrws exaoros épos Véyet, 
li. 3, § 5), 47. 

© , 
opoKka- 

Il. 

madevo (6 memaevpévos mept Thy 
TEXUNY, iii. ae § II), 130. 

mavros (un Sox mdavrws eivar codi- 
Ceo8at, i ii. I, § 1), 42. 

Tapdoracis (aroSnuarentis moveio Oat 
Tas mapaotdcets atta, Vv. 8, § 12), 
2IiI. 

Mapaxpovvupe (kal trav pehoy ra ouv- 
Tova Kal tjapakxexpwopéeva, Viii. 7, 

§ 7), 303. 
matpios (€k ths tarpias Snpoxparias, 

'V. 5 § 10), 200, 
mépas (croxetov kai mé€pas Tis GdAayis, 

i. 9, § 12), 30. 
mepl, with the accusative, (ddda pay 

kai Tas Krygets ae elvar Tept Tov- 
Tous, Vii. 9, § 7), 26 

mepuToAi@y (con). Rae MSS. 
moAewr, Vii. 6, § 9), 264. 

mepirros (kal moNNa TepitTas mpos 
Tovs aAXovs, i ii. II, § I), 95; (kal 
8ijdov ovdev dokeiv bei ra xpnotwa 
mpos tov Biov ... i) Ta wepitra, 
viii. 2, § 2), 294. 

merewvois, read in the margin of one 
MS. for merrois (i. 2, § 10), 8 
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merros (dre mep afvé dv Somep ev 
metrois, i. 2,§ 10),8 * 

wis (kai wédewv, MSS., vii. 6, § 9), 
264. 

moXtreia, employed in a peculiar (?) 
sense (iii. 3, § 7), 113 :—for ‘the 
constitutional government,’ 123, 
164:—for ‘any good form of 
government,’ 152, 211 :—for the 
members of the governing body, 
202 :—for the title of the ‘ Re- 
public,’ and for ‘ Plato’s State’ 
generally, 42, 157, 173 :—odcreia 
and rroXirevpa, 122, 160, 186 :—(év 
rais motrelas, iv. 7,§ 1), 162; (ev 
Th wodcreia TOU TydeKXéous, iv. 14, 
§ 4), 1735 (ras Gas wodireias, Vi. 
4, § 15), 2433 (ib. vil. 4, § 1), 259. 

moNirevpa, 122, 160; (Trav év T@ TOh- 
revpatt, V. I, § 11), 186. 

modurixds (ef Set tiv médev Cyv Biov 
monttiKdr, ii. 6, § 7), 603 (modureKdy 
Choerat Bioy, vii. 6, § 7), 2633 (wod- 
TiKwTEpa eyevero 7 ddvyapyia, V. 6, 
§ 2), 202. 

mokitikas, 108. 
movnpoxparéw (Soxet & eivar trav adv- 

vaT@v TO jul) eovopeto Oat THY dpLoTo- 
Kparoupévny mddw, adda trovnpo- 
kparovpevny, iv. 8, § 5), 164. 

mpaypareta (exer S€ tiv’ GAnv diavon- 
Tekh mpaypareiav, iv. 15, § 4), 175. 

mpakis (i wept ras mpa&ers TOY KaTadi- 
caobevtwv [apxn|, vi. 8, § 8), 248. 

mpé = ‘taking precedence of,’ 13, 23. 
mpds, taken with érs by Bernays, 

(ii. 2, § 1), 43. 
mpocevOvve (kai dvaykaioy érépav [ap- 

xv] elvae Thy ... TporevOuvovaar, 
vi. 8, § 16), 249. 

mpocepérkopat (mpooepéAkerat kai Tay 
Eéveov 6 vopos, lil. 5, § 7), 120. 

mporiOnut ( mept ras mpafes . . . TOV 
mpotiOepevav Kata Tas éyypadds 

[apxn], vi. 8, § 8), 248. : 
mparos (rd dé (gov mpOrov cuvertnKey 

ex Wuxijs kal o@paros, i. 5, § 4), 
16 :—rhv mpotny =‘to begin with,’ 
140. 

we 

Sdpoy (codd. omn,., v. 6, § 13; edd. 
Sipov), 204. 

Sipw, Supirw (e conj. vii. 10, § 5), 271. 
okeodnkoroxéw (oiov doa [(ga] oxwdy- 

korokei, i. 8, § 10), 25. 

i a) 

odduopa (kal rd oddhiopa Cyreiv Kal 
Tept Tavtny, vi. 8, § 12), 249. 

ovpBorovr (ois éori cvpBoda mpos GAd7- 
Aous, iii. 9, § 6), 1253 (cira ex 
Tourey af éxatépas oomep oip- 
Bodov Nap Bdvorras ovvberéor, iv. 9, 
§ 1), 165. 

ovupmpeaBeurns (Sidrep eLérepmov ovp- 
Bence tovs €xOpors, ii. 9, § 30), 
7. 

ouppovéw (Sore Sid rodro pev oddev 
K@AvVEL TOUS povdpxouvs cuLpwreiv 
rais médeot, iii. 13, § 22), 136. 

cuvayo, employed in two senses, 
295 :—(ahAd ra pev ody cuvnKrat 
K.T.A., li. 5, § 16), 55. 

ovvarddnpos (ai trav cuvarodipev 
Kowveviat, ii. 5, § 4), 52. 

ovvavnria (dpicavres xetmavos THY TUY= 
avNiay toveicOat ravrny, vii. 16, 
§ 10), 288. 

ovviornue (of 8€ ouordytes adrar, 
v. 10, § 31), 222. 

ovvragéis (kata thy civra&iw paddoy 
Umépevov To dpxeoOat, iv. 13, § 11), 
172. 

ovvrovos (cuvTovetépav Toijoat TV 
moXtreiayv, V. 4, § 8), 196. 

Suprw (reading of most MSS., vii. 
10, § 5 )y 2716 

auoras (kafamep ... Tov aumréhov 
ovorddas, vii. 11, § 7), 274. 

oxoAn, followed by a genitive, 78 :— 
(érépas yap éeotw épyov oaxodjis 
Tavra, Vil. I, § 13), 255. 

T. 

re (GANG py ovdé Suaywyny re Taoly 
dpporret, viii. 5, § 4), 299. 

Texvorroinriky, New sense given to, 
by Aristotle, 11. 

téhos () yap avth modAdkis exer TO 
réos Kal ri elaopar, vi. 8, § 17), 
249; (kai rd TeAos amd Tivos apxns 
&dXov TéAous, vii. 15, § 8), 286; 
(ovdevi yap aredet mpoonker TEos, 
viii. 5, § 4), 299 :—reading of the 
MSS. for ddas (viii. 3, § 3), 295. 

retpnpepos, 141. 
tnAkodros (kal TyALKoUTOUS dvras, Vil. 

17, § 7), 290. ; 
roovros, with vague meaning to be 

gathered from an antecedent 
sentence, 2, 25, 50, 53, 66, 70, 
III, 121, 162, 203, 274. 
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tTpépw (6ras Ff Te vdAaKy TpEedyrat, 
V.2%5 § 8), 224. 

TupavyiKds (€xovor 8 abrat thy Sivapuy 
maga tmaparAnoiay tupavyiKn, iii, 
14, § 6), 139. 

Y. 

dAn (Ere Se tis wept Evra VAys, K.TA., 
vii. 5, § 4), 262. 

imdp xe (kai yap radra rovrots imdpxet, 
iii. 1, § 4), 105 ; (erel dé Kal viv 
épapev moXais Umdpxov Kal xapais 
kal modeow, vii. 6, § 5), 2633 
tmapxew, reading of most MSS. 
(iv. 4 § 22), 158. 

tmepBadrho (dor exe bmepBaddew 
ais Say kal Tovs mévyras, Vi. 
4, § 9), 241. 

bmepexew (found in two MSS. for 
imapxet, iv. 4, § 22), 159. 

imepoxn (dia rHhv vmepoxny Tov mAq- 
Gous, iv. 6, § 5) 161; (POecipovres 
trois ka’ imepoxiy vdpots, V. 9, § 9), 
214. 

iroypapa (gore dé kal viv Tov Tpdmov 
TOUTOV év éviats modeow oUTw@s UTro- 
€ypapuevoy @s ovK advvaror, li. 5, 
6), 53. 

imddeats (eyo 8 7d mpds tdbcow, 
KT. iv. 11, § 21), 170. 

imdxetpat (tév mpaypdrov €v ois Ta 
53) 106, Siadéper 7H cider, iil. 1, 

8), 106 
tmokpivopa (xp be brrohapBavew Kat 
imokpiveo Oat Tovvartior, Vv. 9, § 11), 
214. 

bpynycopat (kal rodto evdds ipnyyrat 

INDEX Ul. 

mept THY Wuxny, i. 13, § 6), 38; 

(kara THY opnynperny pedodoy, i i. I, 
$ 3), 33 (kara rov tpnynpevoy Tpd- 
mov, i. 8, § I), 24. 

, 

pépo (ro 2 «. » emdvaykes . « . Pépew 
apxovras, ii. 6, § 19), 64. 

girapxodor, found in some MSS. for 
pvdapxovar (iv. 11, § 5), 167. 

doprnyia, 36. 
povpds (moet yap tovs pvdakas oloy 

Ppovpods, ii. 5, § 20), 56. 
gudapxéo (ere & yx obrot cbvdap~ 

xovor kal Bovhapxovory, iv. Il, 

§ 6), 167. 
gvois, in a pleonastic sense, 25, 

140, 
X. 

xeip ie xetpos vdpue, iil, 14, § 4), 
138. 

xpijous (ris yap avris €otl xpnoews 
KTOUS, i. 9, § 15), 323 (mpos per 
ras xpnoets Hn, Vili. 6, f 6), 301. 

xe@pa (kay Sendaow epodioy ev Tots 
dypois kata THY xepay, ii. 5, § 7), 
533 J tigees of KaTa THY ee vii. 
14, § 4), 282. 

xopifa (oi de serene: mo Gv 
madi kal érépav, i 9; §:> 5),.2B 3 
(émopéves ap bei mrapexBaivew kat 
To xEipov aet mAnOos xwpitew, Vi. 
4, § 15), 243: 

Q. 

@s, with the genitive after Aéyeu, 50. 

END OF VOL, II. 
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